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FOREWORD

111C presented in Basic Surveying Technology forms a competency-based curriculum
suilable for most vocational surveying programs. This publication prepares the student to per-
form the duties of any member of a surveying party. including par ty chief, both in the field and
71 the office. The publication also serves as a foundation for future studies in advanced sur-
eying and other related fields such as civil drafting.

hk:sic Surveying Technology is designed to assist teachers in improving instruction. As this
inThlicatIOTI is used. it is hoped that the student performance will improve so the students will
be better able to assume a role in a surveying occupation. Every effort has been made to make
this publication readable and by all means usable. Every instructor using the publication for
the first time should study the Use of this Publication" section of this book prior to teaching.
Three vital parts of instruction have been intentionally omitted (motivation, personalization,
and leadership). These areas are left to the individual instructors who should capitalize on
them. Only then will the publication become a vital part of the teaching-learning process.

Greg Pierce
Executive Director
Mid America Vocational

Consortium

Bob Patton
Chairman, Board of Directors
Mid-America Vocational

Curriculum Consortium
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USE OF THIS PUBLICATION

Instructional Units

Basic Surveying Technology contains thirteen units. Each instructional unit includes some
or all of the basic components of a unit of instruction; performance objectives, suggested
activities for teachers and students, information sheets, assignment sheets, job sheets, visual
aids, tests, and answers to the tests. Units are planned for more than one lesson or class per-
iod of instruction.

Careful study of each instructional unit by the teacher will help to determine:

A. The amount of material that can be covered in each class period
F3, The skills which must be demonstrated

1. Supplies needed
2. Equipment needeci
3. Amount of practice needed
4. Amount of class time needed for demonstrations

G. Supplementary materials such as pamphlets or filmstrips that must be ordered
D. Resource people who must be contacted

Objectives

Each unit of instruction is based on performance objectives. These objectives state the
goals of the course, thus providing a sense of direction and accomplishment for the student.

Performance objectives are stated in two forms: unit objectives, stating the subject matter
to be covered in a unit of instruction; and sp. cific objectives, stating the student performance
necessary to reath the unit objective.

Since the objectives of the unit provide direction for the teaching-learning process, it is
important for the teacher and students to have a common understanding of the intent of the
objectives. A limited number of performance terms have been used in the objectives for this
curriculum to assist in promoting the effectiveness of the communication among all individ-
uals using the materials.

Reading of the objectives by the student should be followed by a class discussion to
answer any questions concerning performance requirements for each instructional unit.

Teachers should feel free to add objectives which will tit the material to the needs of the stu-
dents and community. When teachers add objectives, they should remember to suppiy the
needed information, assignment and/or job sheets. and criterion tests.

ix



Suggested Activities for the instructor

Each unit of instruction has a :-..ugget.ted activities sheet outlining steps to follow in accom-
plishing specific objectives. Duties of instructors will vary according to the particular unit:
however; for best use of the material they should include the following: provide students with
objective sheet, information sheet, assignment sheets, and job sheets; preview filmstrips.
make transparencies, and arrange for resource materials and people; discuss unit and spe-
cific objectives and information sheet; give test. Teachers are enceuraged to use any addi-
tional instructional activities and teaching methods to aid students in accomplishing the
objectives.

Information Sheets

Information sheets provide content essential for meeting the cognitive (knowledge) objec-
tives in the unit. The teacher will find that the information sheets serve as an excellent guide
for presenting the background knowledge necessary to develop the skill specified in the unit
objective.

Students should read the information sheets before the information is discassed in class.
Students may take additional notes on the information sheets.

Transparency Masters

Transparency masters provide information in a special way. The students may see as well
as hear the material being presented, thus reinforcing the learning process. Transparencies
may present new information or they may reinforce information pm :..inted in the information
sheets. They are particularly effective when identification is necessary.

Transparencies should be made and placed in the notebook where they will be imrnzdiately
available for use. Transparencies direct the class's attention to the topic of discussion. They
should be left on the screen only when topics shown are under discussion.

Assignment Sheets

Assignment sheets give direction to study and furnish practice for paper and pencil activi-
ties to develop the knowledge which is a necessary prerequisite to skill deeloprnent. These
may be given to the student for completion in class or used for homework assignments.
Answer sheets are provided which may be used by the student and/or teacher for checking
student progress.

Job Sheets

Job sheets are an important segment of each unit. The instructor should be able to demon-
strate the skills outlined in the job sheets. Procedures outlined in the job sheets give direction
to the skill being taught and allow both student and teacher to check student progress toward
'ale accomplishment of the skill. Job sheets provide a ready outline for students to follow if
they have missed a demonstration. Job sheets also furnish potential employers with a picture
of the skills being taught and the performances which might reasonably be expected from a
person who has had this training

x



Test and Evaluation

Paper-pencil and performance tests have been cc nstiucted to measure student achieve-
ment of each objective listed in the unit of instruction. Individual test liOrlIS may be pulled out
and used as a short test to determine student achievement of a particular objective. This kind
of testing may be used as a daily quiz and will help the teacher spot dlliculties being encoun-
tered by students in their efforts to accomplish the unit objective. Test items for objectives
added by the teacher should be constructed and added to the test.

Test Answers

Test answers ar,i provided for each unit. These may be used by the teacher and/or student
for checking student achievement of the objectives.
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INSTRUCTIONAL/TASK ANALYSIS

RELATED INFORMATION: What JOB TRAINING: What the
the Worker Should Know Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Cognitive) (Psychomotor)

UNIT I: INTRODUCTION TO SURVEYING

1. Terms and lefinitic,

2. Definition of surveying

3. Two classifications of surveying

4. Types c f surveys

5. Types of equipmPnf ..ind their uses in
the surveying profession

6. Recent technical advancemnrts in sur
veying instrumentation and equipment

7. Responsibilities of each survey crew
member

8. Types of surveyors and their duties

9. Personal characteristics of a good sur-
veyor

10, Acvantages and ;Iisadvantages of
being a surveying technician

11. Employment opportunities available in
the surveying profession

12. Research employment oppertunities

13. interview a surveying technician

14. Take a math pre-test

UNIT SAFETY

1. Terms and definitl.ins

2. Rules for general job safety

3. Personal safety rules involved i .1 the
surveyir g field
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RELATED INFORMATION: What JOB TRAINING: What the
the Worker Should Know Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Cognitive) (Psychomotor)

4. Proper clothing for both warm and cold
weather surveying

5. Safety precautions to take while work.
ing in the field

Types of o.hanneling devices used for
traffic control

Techniques of proper placement of traf-
fic control devices

8. Responsibilities of a flagger

9. Safety rules for tiaggers on a survey
crew

10. Types of communication used by a :Ali-
vey crew

11. Common hand signals used while sur-
veying

12. Commonly found species of poison-
ous plants that can be encountered
while surveying

13. Characteristic reactions to common
poisonous plants

14. Basic first-aid procedures for care of
poisonous plant reactions

15. Poisonous insects and spiders found
while surveying

16. Basic first-aid procedures for poison-
ous insect bites

17. Commonly found poisonous snakes
and the effects of each

18. Standard first aid procedures for snake
bites

19. First aid procedures for injuries

20. Compile a survey of winter clothing
needs

21. Construct a diagram of appropriate
traffic control for a two-lane roadway

xiv
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RELATED INFORM/M-10N: What JOB TRAINING. What the
the Worker Should Know Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Cognitive) (Psychomotor)
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rect procedures for flaggers
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24. Place emergency parking devices

UNIT III: HORIZONTAL MEASUREMENTS

1. Terms and definitions

2. Equivalencies for various surveying
measurements

3. Types of equipment used in the past to
make horizontal measurements

4. Horizontal measurements and their
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5. Methods of measuring distances

6. Types of tapes or chains

7. Types of tape readouts

8. Taping accessories and their uses

9. Care and storage of taping equipment

10. Purpose of taping

11. Steps used in taping on level ground

12. Procedure for taping on uneven or
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13. Accuracy and precision
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15. Common types of errors

16. Taping corrections and their formulas

17. Recent advancements in horizontal
measuring

18. Responsibilities of each survey crew
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RELATED INFORMATION: What JOB TRAINING: What the
the Worker Should Know Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Cognitive) (Psychomotor)

19. Compute horizontal conversions

20. Calculate taping corrections for slope
errors

21. Calculate taping corrections for erro-
neous tape lengths

22. Calculate taping corrections for tem-
perature

23. Calculate taping corrections for all
types of taping errors

24. Determine average length of pace

25_ Measure and lay out horizontal dis-
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UNIT IV: VERTICAL MEASUREMENTS
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RELATED INFORMATION: What
the Worker Should Know

(Cognitive)

15. Common mistakes that occur while
leveling

16. Process of making minor field adjust-
moms (peg test)

JOB TRAINING: What the
Worker Should Be Able to )0

(Psychomotor)

17. Read various types of i2vel rods

18. Enter field data in standard field book
form

19. Make minor field adjustments to a lev-
eling instrument (peg test)
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the differential leveling process

UNIT V: ANGLES AND

1. Terms and definitions

2. Systems of angular measurement

3. Types of reference meridians

4 Types of vertical angles used in survey-
ing

5. Types of horizontal angles

6. Common methoJs of giving direction
to a line

Converting bearings to azimuths and
azimuths to bearings

8. Converting back directions from either
bearings or azimuths

9,

10.

11.

12.

xvi! J ;

DIRECTIONS

Convert bearings and azimuths to their
opposite forms

Calculate bearings and azimu!hs from
interior angles

Calculate bearings and azimuths from
deflection angles

Convert bearings and azimuths into
interior angles



RELATED INFORMATION: What JOB TRAINING: What the
the Worker Should Know Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Cognitive) (Psychomotor)
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UNIT VI). TRAVERSING AND RELATED CALCULATIONS

1. Terms and definitions

2. Types of traverses commonly used in
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3. Methods of measuring traverse angles
or directions
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5. Major sources of error in traverse oper-
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1 ti
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RELATED INFORMATION: What
the Worker Should Know
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13. Perform a closed loop traverse
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1. Terms and definitions
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3. Classifications of topographic surveys
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J. Methods of topographic surveying
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graphic field notes

SURVEYING

10. Construct an accurate contour draw
inn
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RELATED INFORMATION: What JOB TRAINING: What the
the Worker Should Know Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Cognitive) (Psychomotor)

11. Layout and plot contours from radial
survey notes
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1. Terms and definitions
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veyor
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RELATED INFORMATION: What JOB TRAINING: What the
the Worker Should Know Worker Should Be Able to L.,)o

(Cognitive) (Psychomotor)

18. Steps for computing a vertical curve

19. Calculate a simple horizontal curve
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10. Riparian rights
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12. Deed descriptions
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xxi
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RELATED INFORMATION: What JOB TRAINING: What the
the Worker Should Know Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Cognitive) (Psychomotor)
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1. Terms and definitions
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3. Types of boundary surveys
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5. Common types of monumentation
found when setting boundary lines
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RELATED INFORMATION: What
the Worker Should Know

(Cognitvel

6. FGCC accuracy standards used in con.
trol surveys

7. Global positioning systems

8. Techniques used in making doppler
observations

9. Inertial surveying systems

10. State plane coordinates

11. Celestial observations

JOB TRAINING: What the
Worker Should Be Able to Do

(Psychomotor,
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INTRODUCTION TO BASIC SURVEYING
UNIT I

uNrr OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to list the possible employment
opportunities available, match the various types of surveys with their descriptions, and iden-
tify the different members of a survey crew and their duties and responsibilities. Competen-
cies will be demonstrated by correctly performing the procedures outlined in the assignment
sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to basic surveying with the correct definitions.

2. Define the term "surveying:'

3. Distinguish between the two classifications of surveying.

4. Match the different types of surveys with their appropriate descriptions.

5. Match types of equipment with their correct uses in the surveying profession.

6. Distinguish between recent technical advancements in surveying instrumentation
and equipment.

7. Distinguish between the responsibilities of each survey crew member.

8. Match the various types of surveyors with their correct duties.

9. List personal characteristics of a good surveyor.

10. Distinguish between advantages and disadvantages of being a surveying techni-
cian.

9-1



2

JIBJECTIVE SHEET

11. List employment opportunities available in the surveying profession.

12, Research employment opportunities. (Assignment Sheet #1)

13. Interview a surveying 'ochnician. (Assignment Sheet #2)

14. Take a math pre-test. (Assignment Sheet #3)



INTR1DUCTION TO BASIC SURVEYING
UNIT I

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Obtain additional materials and/or invite resource people to class to supplement/rein-
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOTE: This activity should be :,ompleted prior to the teaching of this unit.)

B. Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit.

C. Provide students with objective sheet.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Provide students with information and assignment sheets.

Discuss information and assignment sheets.

(NOTE: Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed.)

G. Integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

1. Upon completion of Assignment Sheet #1, the students should compile a list of
local job contacts, possible future openings, etc. to be referred to when seeking
full-time employment.

2. Prior to Assignment Sheet #2, the instructor may want to assign groups of 2.3 stu-
dents to interview a surveying technician depending on the number of firms in
your local area.

3. Show actual examples of equipment used in surveying while discussing types of
equipment included in the information sheet.

4. Invite a surveying technician, possibly a past graduate, to speak to the class about
their job and educational requirements.

5. Invite a professional surveyor to speak to the class about employer requirements,
job duties and skills of a surveying technician, and the importance of attitude on
the job.

6. Upon each student's completion of the math pre-test. evaluate the results to iden-
tify any areas that need further development and provide additional work sheets
that the student may complete.

7. Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction, and indicate to them possible areas for improvement.

H. Give test.

I. Evaluate test.

J. Reteach if necessary.

A

5-3
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN 1H!S UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Types of Surveys

2. TM 2 Surveying Equipment

3. TM 3 Sun eying Equipment (Continued)

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1 Research Employment Opportunities

2. Assignment Sheet #2 -- Interview a Surveying Technician

3. Assignment Sheet #3 Take a Math Pre-Test

E. Answers to assignment sheets

F. Test

G. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN WkITING THIS UNIT

A. Kavanagh, Barry F., and S.J. Glenn Bird. Surveying: Principles and Applications. Reston,
Virginia: Reston Publishing Co.. Inc., 1984.

B. Breed and Hosmer. Elementary Surveying, Volume I. New York: John Wiley and Sons,
Inc., 1977.

SUGGESTED SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

A. Brinker, R. C., :Ind P R. Wolf. Elementary Surveying. 7th ed. New York: Harper and Row.
1984.

B. Kissam, Phillip. Surveying for Civil Engineers. New l'ork: McGraw-Hill. 1976.

C. Herubin, Charles A. Principles of Surveying, 3rd et!, Reston Publishing Company,
Reston, VA, 1982.

D. Introduction to Surveying, film strip
Prentice-Hall Media
150 White Plains Road
Tarrytown, INA 10592



411 INTRODUCTION TO BASIC SURVEYING
UNIT

INFORMATION SHEET

f. Terms and definitions

A. Accuracy -- Denotes the absolute "nearness" of the measured value to the
true value

B. Boundary line A line along which two areas meet

(NOTE: A line between private parcels is usually termed a property line.)

C. Contot An imaginary line along the ground where all poilits are of the
same elevation above or below a specified datum surface

D. Evidence Testimony, physical objects, marks, traces of former objects, or
any relationship of these items that may furnish proof or partial proof of a
lost corner or boundary line

Photogrammetry The method of obtaining reliable measurements by
means of photographs

F. Precision The degree of refinement used in measuring a value, either by
the number of times it is measured or by the degree of graduations it was
measured in

Example: A value measured in feet is not as precise as the same value
measured in hundredths of a foot.

G. Property Used commonly to denote everything which is the subject of
ownership

H. Property line A line indicating ownership boundaries by land descrip-
'ions, surveyor's ;irawing, or physical markings such as fences, stone mon-
uments, or iron pins

1. Terrain --- The physical features of a tract of land

J. Theodolite A precision instrument used for measuring horizontal and
vertical angles

(NOTE: The graduated circles are normally more precisely graduated than
that of a transit.)

K. Title line A line indicating ownership as described by the legal descrip-
tion or the platted drawing

L. Topography The configuration of a surface, including its relief and the
position of its existing and man-made features

M. Transit A repeating surveying instrument for measuring horizontal and
vertical angles

r .. 1 I
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II. Definition of surveying

A. The art and science of making measurements to determine the relative
position of known points

B. The process used to lay out or establish new points by making calculated
field measurements

III. Classifications of surveying

A. Plane surveying Any type of surveying in which the surface of the earth
is considered a flat (plane) surface

(NOTE: Plane surveying is normally confined to small or limited areas of
land such as construction projects and property surveys.1

B. Geodetic surveying Any type of surveying in which the surface of the
earth is considered spherical

(NOTE: Geodetic surveying includes very precise surveying involving large
areas of land such as national or state boundaries and control survey net-
works.)

IV. Types of surveys (Transparency 1)

A. Cadastral surveys Consist of the establishment of land corners and
boundaries, and the areas of a given land parcel

B. Topographic surveys Consist of the location of all ground contours and
existing features that are found within the survey limits

C. Route surveys Consist of the preliminary layout and control work
required to survey a narrow but long strip of land

D. Construction surveys Consist of the lay(dut work required on sites where
construction of an engineering nature is to be undertaken

E. Aerial surveys Consist of the preliminary surveys utilizing photographs
taken from an airplane; these photos are scaled and sometimes are viewed
in three-dimensional format

F. Underground surveys Consist of work done to locate points or objects
that are below the earth's surface, as in mines, tunnels, and aqueducts

G. Hydrographic surveys Consist of those made to determine the actual
shape of the bottom of lakes, rivers, harbors, and oceans; also include the
location of shorelines, measurement of flow, and estimation of resources
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V. Types of equipment used in surveying (Transparencies 2 and 3)

A. Transit or engineer's theodolite Used to establish straight lines and to
measure horizontal and vertical angles

B. Levels and level rods Used to measure vertical differences in elevation

C. Tapes or chains Used to measure horizontal and slope distances

Q. Miscellaneous equipment

1. Chaining pins Used to mark chain lengths when measuring dis-
tances

(NOTE: These are also referred to as tally pins or taping arrows.)

2. Range pole Used to establish a line of sight toward a point

3. Plumb bob -- Used to extend a true vertical line up from a point

VI. Technical advances in surveying

(NOTE: All of the equipment discursed in this section is very expensive due to the
electronics involved. Therefore, they should be handled with great care and under
direct supervision until full operation skills have been developed. These technical
advances have been incorporated into the surveying profession within the last ten
years and are constantly being improved to perform with higher accuracy and
user ease.)

A. Digital (read-out) theodolite

1. Electronic display screen that displays horizontal and vertical angles
to a specified accuracy

2. Replaces the older "open- face" vernier found on the transit and the
micrometer scale used on most theodolites

B. Electronic distance measuring device

1. E lectronic device that measures the number of wave lengths (either
microwave or light wave) and calculates an actual distance (feet or
meters) from the instrument to the point sighted

2. Replaces the many methods of measuring distances, either horizon-
tal, slope, or vertical, but these standard methods will always be
used in surveying

S7
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C. Electronic data collector

1. Electronic device (usually hand-held) that has the capacit to store
field data, distances, angles, etc. either by hand entry (pus') button)
or by automi tic entry (instrument to data collector which completely
bypasses the operator)

2. Enhances the surveyor's tield book. notations, and sketches that nor-
mally would be kept when surveying

D. Surveying computers and plotting devices

1. Various types that can reduce notes. adjust surveys, calculate areas,
assign coordinates, and actually draw the .,rveyed area simply by
entering field data

2. When fully incorporated into a business, it possibly replace the
present duties of civil drafters, and change their roles

E. Global positioning system (G PS)

1. Uses satellites orbiting the earth to measure the location of points
remote from each other

2. Anticipated to be in total operation by 1987

3. Expected to yield accuracies up to 2.3 centimeters

4. Will utilize a minimum of 18 satellites in 20,000-km altitude orbits

VII Responsibilities and required skills of survey crew

A. Party chief or recorder

1. Responsible for total operation of the crew including the accuracy of
the work completed

2. Must have good organizational skills

3. Should show leadership qualities

4. Should have good educational background and field experience in
surveying

B. instrument person or observer

1. Responsible for the care and operation of the surveying instruments

2. Must exhibit good surveying skills

3. Should have confidence in the total operation of all surveying instru-
ments

4. Should have good educational background it surveying with prefera-
bly 1 year field experience
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C. Chain person or rod person

1. Assists in taking all actual surveying measurements in the field, and
is responsible for the care and cleaning of all surveying tapes and
miscellaneous equipment

2. Should have basic surveying skills

3. Must exhibit a strong willingness to learn

4. Should have a basic educational background in surveying with 0 to 1
year field experience

(NOTE: In all cases, each member of a survey crew should portray a
sense of professionalism, be assertive, and do the best possible job
in the least amount of time.)

VIP. Duties of surveyors

A. Land surveyor should be an expert in

1. Subdividing lads

2. Retracing old boundary lines

3. Analyzing evidence of the legality of a boundary

4. Writing accurate descriptions of land parcels

(NOTE: The educational requirements to become a registered land
surveyor [R.L.S.] will vary from state to state. An average figure
across the region would be 2-4 years educational requirements and
4-6 years experience working directly with a registered land surveyor.
Check with your instructor to verify the requirements In your state.)

B. Topographic surveyor is responsible for

1. Locating all existing features of a site

2. Determining any elevation contours on a site

(NOTE: A large percentage of topographic information is obtained by
photogrammetric methods, especially aerial photographs. Sug-
gested educational background for a topographical surveyor would
be completion of a 1 to 2 year surveying program, and 0-2 years of
surveying experience.)

S-9
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C. Construction surveyor is responsible for

1. Accurately determining terrain where engineering projects are to be
constructed

2. The actual laying out or staking procedures required to accurately
locate the future construction

3. Measuring and/or computating construction quantities that would be
used for final payments on work completed

(NOTE: Educational background and experience are extremely
important in an area of daily construction of engineering projects,
with a minimum suggested educational background of 2 years and 2-
4 years of previous construction surveying background.)

D. Geodetic surveyor duties lie in

1. Locating, with great precision, surveyed station points used for hori-
zontal control

2. Establishing vertical reference points used for vertical control

(NOTE: Geodetic survey work is normally performed to first-order
accuracy and usually involves large areas of land. Educational back-
ground and experience, because of the accuracy required, is there-
fore quite stringent. You may want to visit with a local company that
does geodetic work to see what their requirements are.)

IX. Personal characteristics of a good surveyor

A. Checks all equipment before starting work

B. Operates all equipment correctly

C. Is safety conscious and follows safety regulations

D. Takes instructions readily and follows company rules

E. Practices conservation of materials, equipment, and time

F. Displays enthusiasm about work

G. Exhibits prig. in the trade

H. Controls temper at all tirmi

1. Is punctual

J Is cooperative with all involved parties

K. Keeps accurate field notes and log reports

0

It
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X. Advantages and disadvantages of being a surveying technician

A. Advantages

Good pay

2. Outdoor work

3. Job variety

4. Opportunity to improve skills

5. Job mobility

(NOTE: A surveyor with several skills has an opportunity to work in
all geographic locations.)

6. Comfortable dress

7. Sense of accomplishment

8. Involvement with many professional organizations

B. Disadvantages

1, Possibly dirty work

2. Possibly hazardous work

Examples: Dangerous areas Blasting, sleep slopes, swamps
Working near heavy construction equipment
Possibility of accidents and injuries

3 Exposure to weather conditions

4 Work may require travel away from home

5. Work could require long or awkward hours at times

XL Employment opportunities in the surveying profession

A. Registered land surveyors

B. Consulting engineers

C, Civil engineering companies

D. Contractors/Construction companies

S-11
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E. Material testing companies

F. Land title and mortgage companies

G. Local government agencies

1. City engineering division

2. City planning division

3. Transportation division

4. Municipal utilities division

H. Federal government agencies

1. USGS United States Geological Survey

2. DMA Defense Mapping Agency

3. BLM Bureau of Land Management

USFS United States Forestry Service

5. SCS -- Soil Conservation Service

6. Corps of Engineers. Dept of the Army

7. NGS National Geodetic Survey



Types of Surveys

Cadastral Hydrographic
Surveys Surveys

Route

Surveys
Surveying

Aerial

Surveys

LUnderground

Surveys

Construction

Surveys

Topographic

Surveys
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Surveying Equipment

Theodolite Transit

Dumpy Level Automatic Level

1
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Surveying Equipment
(Continued)

Philadelphia Rod
(Front) (Back)

Level Rods

Metric Rod

Woven/Cloth Tape

Steel Tape

Chain

Tapes



INTRODUCTION TO BASIC SURVEYING
UNIT I

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - RESEARCH EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Directions: Research your local area for all possible employment opportunities for surveying
technicians. Ask the following questions and record the answers in the blanks provided.

1. Are there any local private firms that currently employ surveying technicians?
If so. list the names of each.

2. What local government agencies currently einploy surveying technicians?

3. Are there any federal government agencies within your area that currently employ sur-
veying technicians? If so. list the agencies.

If not, where is the closest federal agency that does?

S-19
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

4. Do any of the pvate firms listed on the preceding page have openings tor surveying
technicians presently? If so, list each.

It nut, how do they find new employees when openings occur? classified ad. employ-
ment agency, etc.)

5. Are there any local, state, or federal agencies that currently have an opening for a sur-
veying technician? If so, list the agency.

If not, what is their procedure for filling openings when they occur?

6. What is the employment outlook for the future for surveying technicians in:

Pitt indust, y

Localistate government

Federal government agencies _
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INTRODUCTION TO BASIC SURVEYING

UNIT I

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - INTERVIEW A SURVEYING TECHNICIAN

Directions: Make an appointment with a 5urveying teehnieian employed in that
capacity. Ask the following questions and fecord the anFo.vert; in the binks5 provided

1. What is your career title? ..._... .

2. What tasks do you perform on the job?

3. What educational tiaining and occupaiional experionv.e it.; required tor this job?

4. VVhat personality traits are most important n your field? ..

5. What skills and knowledge are requited in this occupation?

....
6. What is the approximate starting salary of workerr-., in your occupation? .

7. What is the employment outlook for the future in this career?

S-21
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

8. What are the possibilities for advancement in this field?

9. What is your favorite part of this job?

10. What is your least favorite part of the job?



INTRODUCTION TO BASIC SURVEYING
UNIT I

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 TAKE BASIC MATH PRETEST

Directions: The following problems are designed to assess your basic math skilts in various
areas. Solve each problem and place your answer in the blank or space allowed.

PART k Addition

1. 9 2. 8 3. 92 4. 87
+ 8 + 8 38 26

+ 77 + 44

5. 44 6. 923 7. 327 8. 270
57 934 240 368

+ 63 966 136 609
+ 123 + 238 224

9. If a construction crew works 320 hours one week, 416 hours the next week, 345 hours in
the third week, and 218 hours the fourth week, how many hours did the crew work in
that month?

hours

10. While repairing surface failures, a crew laid 528 sq ft of aggregate on the first job, 640 sq
ft on the second job. and 580 sq ft on the third job. How many square feet did the crew
cover?

sq It

PART Et Subtraction

84 2. 4635 3. 4178 4. 983
- 57 3187 1539 - 656

5. 771 6. 53 356 8. 378
- 289 - - 178 - 179

S-23
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

9. If the boom on a side boom is 18 ft and you need 25 ft to do a particular job. how much
boom would have to be added?

ft

10. If guardrails were placed along 2.488 linear ft of roadway the first day, and the operator
needed to place them along 8,562 linear ft that week, how much more distance would
have to be covered in the remaining four days?

PART C: Multiplication

1.

5.

linear ft

63 2. 85 3. 32 4. 42
x 38 x 76 x 59 x 96

73 6. 54 7. 567 8. 879
x 64 x 83 x 455 x 729

9. If a load of rock weighs 18,796 lb. how much would 78 loads weigh?

pounds

10. It a dragline could stockpile 676 cubic yd of dirt in two days, how much could be stock-
piled in 14 days?

PART 0: Division

1. 8 146 2. 12)24

cubic yards

3. 30 )90 4. 661198
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5. 15 )60 6. 23 )276 7. 19 )152 8. 62 )7739

9. If a survey crew's vehicle travels 4,572 miles a year. how far would it travel in one month?

miles

10. If the distance across a ravine is 13,608 ft, and the excavation crew can move only 90 ft.
per day, how long would it take for the crew to cross the ravine?

days

PART E: Converting fractions

1. Convert each of the following mixed numbers to improper fractions (where the numera-
tor is the same or larger than the denominator such as 4/4, 5/3, and 10/9.) Do not reduce
answers to lowest terms at this time.

a. 3
1

4
f.

1 2b. 4 g. 3 =2 4

c. 7 -1

3

d. 8-1 =
2

e.
2

3

h. 7
3 =
4

2

S-25
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2. Convert each of the following improper fractions to mixed numbers. Do not reduce
answers to lowest terms at this time.

a.
16

5

b.
21

5

19f.
13

g 7

17 75c. =
3 32

8
d. - =

3
24

=
17

9 13e. = .

=2 9

PART F: Reducing fractions to lowest terms

Reduce the following fractions to the lowest terms.

2.

3.

4.

3
9

8
24

10
=

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

5
=

5

8 =
12

7
21

4

8

10

1-2

15

15 =
25

12
=

48

_

'1 ;
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PART G: Finding lowest common denominators (LCD)

Find the lowest common denominator and convert earn fraction to its LCD equiv 'ent.

1 a.
2 7
3 9

b.
3

2
=

C.

LCD = 2. a. 7
5

h. =
8

5
C. =

6

LCD =

11 3 13. a. LCD = 4. a. - LCD =3 12 8 7 8

b. -1 = __ 1
b.

3

11
C. =

12

d.

3
5. a.

16 4
,

8
3 LCD =

b.
1

=-
16

C.

C.
5

S-27
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PART H: Adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing fractions

1.
'TS
12 + 8

1 3 3
3. +

16 8 4

5.
7

8

5 3
7.

9 8

9. 1
1 x 2 1

= _

2 4

1 1 .

13.

15.

1

83

3
-

12

x

3

8

2

1
1

2
=

3 2
2. - =

5 3

3 3 7 4
4. +.+. + =

20 4 10 5

6.

8.

10.

12

14.

4

5

1

3

1
x

2

x
4

8

3

6

16

. 1

2

x
3

's
=

2
=

5



ASSIGNMENT

PART I: Converting tractions to decimals

6.
10

2. 1 = 7.
100

87a 8.
1000

83
9.

10)0

5. 5
6

10.
100

SHEET #3

3
3 =

4

1
55

2

5
110 =

8

1
77

12
2

=
3

PART J: Adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing decimals

1. 5.29
4.38

+ 9.62

2. 72.24
16.38

+ 92.37

3. 868.87 516.89 = 4. S15 - $12.53 =

5. 2.54 x 3.1 6. 35 x 8.5 =

7 120 x 0.33 = 8. 2114 x 3.8 =

9. 10.71 0.07 = 10. 0.225 -= 0.15 =

S-29
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PART K: Converting fractions to percentages

1.
4 4.

22.
2

= 5.
29

7
3. -
PART L: ttp.entage problems

1. There are 100 bolts in a box. Twenty-five bolts are what percent of the bolts in the box?

2. it 11% of the students in a school are absent, what percent are present?

3. There are 20 students in a class. Sixty percent of the students are boys. How many are
boys?

4. One day 5% of the 20 operators in Mr. Moore's group made perfect time completing a
job. How many operators made perfect time

5. Contractor McGill bought a new compressor, regularly selling for $120, at a sale and
saved 20%. What was the sale price?

PART M: Mix ratio problems

1. Given 90 cu yd of aggregate, how much sand will you need to mix a 3:2 ratio of sand and
aggregate?

cu yd of sand

2. You are to mix 1/4" aggregate and 112" aggregate to a ratio of 3:2. How much 1/4" aggre-
gate will you need if you have 150 cu yd of 1/2" aggregate?

cu yd of 1/4" aggregate

3. Given 300 tons of asphalt concrete, mix asphalt concrete and solvent to a ratio of 75:25.
How much solvent will you need?

gal of solvent

ry ( I
t ;
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4. The fuel mixture ratio of gasoline to two-cycle engine oil is 20:1 for your chain saw. How
much oil will you add to 5 gal of gas?

qt of oil

5. The ratio of an industrial strength cleaner in water is 6 parts cleaner to 100 parts water,
You estimate the job will take 15 gallons of water. How much cleaner will you add?

PART N: Slope ratio problems

gal cleaner

1. Find the slope ratio in feet and hundredths. Convert distances to like terms where
needed. Round off to the nearest hundredth. Round the slope ratio to whole numbers.

V = vertical distance

H = horizontal distance

DISTANCES

a. V = 12 ft, H =24 ft

b. H = 15 in, V = 5 in

c. H = 5 ft, V = 0.05 ft

d. V = 1 in, H = 3 ft

e. H = 12 ft, V = 4 in

RATIO
RATIO (FEET) (HUNDREDTHS/FT) SLOPE RATIO

2. Find the vertical distance.

SLOPE RATIO HORIZONTAL DISTANCE VERTICAL DISTANCE

a. 3:1 24 ft ft
b. 14:1 224 in in

3. Find the horizontal distance.

SLOPE RATIO VERTICAL DISTANCE HORIZONTAL DISTANCE

a. 25:1 0.5 ft _ ft
b 16:3 9 in _ ft.

C. 40:1 4 ft ft

5-31
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PART 0: Measure and volume

1. Conversions. Round answers to nearest tenth.

a. 48 in :.-.-. ft

b. 312 ft ,_--_ yd

c. 8 cu yd 7--- Cli it

d. 7 so yd :-....- so ft

e. 11 gal ot

2. Basic formulas for areas and volumes.

a. 24' long, 18' wide Surface area

b. 13" wide. 2 1;:" long ^ Surface area 7,--

c. 7' long, 2' wide. 1' high Volume

wide. 3" high, 2' long --- Volume

e. 4" long, 2" wide. 1/;," high Volume .----

3. Word problems. Round off answers to the nearest tenth. Show your work.

a. One cubic yard of aggregate weighs 2,550 lb. How many tons would 10 cubic
yards weigh?

(NOTE: 1 ton ^ 2,000 lb)

Ions

b. What is the surface area of a failure 2'8"

_ so ft
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c. How many cubic feet of concrete will he required to make a pavement patch 8
feet long. 7 feet wide and 6 inches deep?

cu ft

d. How many square feet have to be painted on a building 20 feet long on each side
and 14 feet high it you paint all four sides? If a gallon of paint covers 350 square
feet, how many gallons are required?

sq ft gal of paint

S33



INTRODUCTION TO BASIC SURVEYING
UNIT I

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheets #1 and #2 Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

Assignment Sheet #3

PART A

1. 17
2. 16
3. 207
4. 157
5. 164
6. 2946
7. 941
8. 1471
9. 1,299 hours

10. 1.748 so ft

PART 13

1. 27
2. 1448
3. 2639
4. 327
5. 482
6. 14

7. 178
8. 199
9. 7 feet

10. 6,064 linear feet

PART C

1. 2394
2. 6460
3. 1888
4. 4032
5. 4672
6. 4.482
7. 274,995
8. 640.791
9. 1,466,088 pounds

10. 4,732 cubic yards
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

PART D

1. 12
2. 2
3, 3
4. 3
5. 4
6. 12
7. 8
8. 124, R51
9. 381 miles

10. 151.2 days

PART E

1.

2.

a.
b.

e.

a.
b.
C.

d.
e.

1.4/4

3

2
5 .".'b
2 ;1:4

4 11,,

h.
1.

j.

1.

g.
h.
i.

-4114

:!41

't

1 "h-i
1 1/,
2
1

1;

PART F

1. 16 6, 1

2. 7. 4,
3. ;1 8.
4. 'if, 9.
5. '14 10 Wt.

PART G

1. a. 9 2. a. 24
b. Flo b. ;.'11;,.4

3. a. 24 4. a. 56
b.
c.

oL,4 b.
c.

"h,t,

9/1,4

5. a.
b.

16
'lit.

C.
d.

4'1



PART ti

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

1, 1 "1:,n 9. 3 vo
2. 1 46., 10. 3 '14
3. 1 3fli, 11.
4. 2 .1., 12. 1/..4
5. ,124 13. ,V4
6. 17/40 14. 13 1/3
7. 15. 8I /4
8. 1/10

PART I

1. 5.6 6. 3.75
2. 1.02 7. 55.5
3. .037 8. 110.825
4. 7.083 9. 77.02
5. 5.06 10. 12.667

PART J

1. 19.29 6. 297.5
2. 180.99 1. 39.6
3. 351.98 8. 100.32
4. $2.47 9. 153
5. 7.874 10. 1.5

PART K

1 25:1;.
2. 22.2('.,
3. 70%
4, 75''.,c
5. 100u.D

PART L

1. 25%
2. 89rYi,

12
4. 1

J. $96.00

PART M

1. 135 cu yd of sand
2. 225 cu yd of 114" aggregate
3. 100 gal of solvent
4. 1 qt of oil
.). 0.9 gal cleaner
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PART N

ti

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

RATIO (FEET)
RATIO
(HLINDREDTHSTT) SLOPE RATIO

24:12 2:1

15:5 3:1

c. 5:005 60:0.6 100:1

d. 3:0.08 36:1 36:1

12:0.33 144:4 36:1

2. a. 8 ft
b. 16 in

a. 12.5 ft
b. 4 ft
c. 160 ft

PART 0

i a. 4 ft
b. 104 yd

216 cu ft
d 63 sq ft

44 qt

a. 432 r,q ft
!). 390 sq in
c. 14 cu
(I. 432 cu in
e. 4 cu

a. 12.8 tons
h 4 sq ft
c. 28 Cu ft
d. 1 120 5g ft. 3.2 gal of paint

r
:11



INTRODUCTION TO BASIC SURVEYING
UNIT I

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with the correct definitions.

a. Testimony, physical objects, marks, traces
of former objects, or any relationship of
these items that may furnish proof or partial
proof of a lost corner or boundary line

Used commonly to denote everything which
is the subject of ownership

An imaginary line along the groune where
all points are of the same elevation above or
below a specified datum surface

d. The configuration of a surface, including its
relief and the position of its existing and
man-made features

e. The physical features of a tract of land

A precision instrument used for measuring
horizontal and vertical angles

The method of obtaining reliable measure-
ments by means of photographs

__h. A line along which two areas meet

1. A line indicating ownership as described by
the legal description or the platted drawing

--

A repeating surveying instrument for mea-
suring horizontal and vertical angles

The degree of refinement used in measuring
a value, either by the number of times it is
measured or by the degree of graduations it
was measured In

Denotes the absolute "nearness" of the
measured value to the true value

A line indicating ownership boundaries by
land descriptions, surveyor's drawing, or
physical markings such as fences, stone
monuments, or iron pins

r
f

1. Accuracy

2. Boundary line

3. Contour

4. Evidence

5. Photogrammetry

6. Precision

7. P.'"perty

8. Property line

9. Terrain

10. Theodolite

11. Title line

12. Topography

13. Transit
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2. Define the term "surveying:*

TEST

3. Distinguish between the two classifications of surveying by placing a "P" next to the
description of plane surveying and a "G" next to geodetic surveying.

__ a. Any type of surveying in which the surface of the earth is considered
spherical

Any type of surveying in which the surface of the earth is considered a flat
surface

4. Match the different types of surveys on the right with their appropriate descriptions.

___ a. Consist of the establishment 01 land tur-
ners and boundaries, and the areas of a
given land parcel

b. Consist of the location of all ground con-
tours and existing features that are found
within the survey limits

Consist of the preliminary layout and con-
trol work required to survey a narrow but
long strip of land

Consist of the layout work required on sites
where construction of an engineering nature
is to be undertaken

. ___e. Consist of the preliminary surveys utili; .ng
photographs taken from an airplane: these
photos are scaled and sometimes arc
viewed in three-dimensional format

.f. Consist of work done to locate points or
objects that are below the earth's surface,
as in mines, tunnels, and aqueducts

Consist of those made to determine the
actual shape of the bottom of lakes. nvors,
harbors. and oceans: also include the loca-
tion of shorelines, measurement of flow.
and estimation of resources

1. Aerial surveys

2. Cadastrai surveys

3. Construction surveys

4. Hydrographic surveys

5. Route surveys

6. Tope-graphic surveys

7. Underground surveys



TEST

5, Match type :1; Lt equipnwni tI)t' Flq111 %Nall 1!)C1, 1.1;4";, !n
Sion.

..a. Used to rntsurp hor,:ontai and slop-, :1k,.

iset t( rn1r Cha1,1 erqth v0)12!"7 rliVaSkir-
1,19 1.10)tdri_ot3

U,..wci to et,latiln,,h stroight iines ;infl tu Tr);=0,
;111,17 hOr11011tal anti VOr 4:1.11g1t.s

d. 0;;ed tt, et,tabh*sh 1nt ol sicjill trr:
paint

1J;;ti, :1,\.q1c; ru' ii

Usod to 'ricasure verth:ai, E71tr,

ti(),1

4 ph,

jap();(..; or :.N0115:,

cr ,.r1T110C.6::,

6. 1.)titrnquish betwe'en If:Ct)111;";;11 .q1(7, ;r0.t!;Ir!'--11'.:1C01 tiati
t)V 10110,01);:l kt1 n ittc, :iilijr;trtrytt

O LIT )irotill

14.1;;;Y;1;,,.

O E f,)C, 111;.ctrotli.:: :tttn (:oiiector

O Pi) aft.st

a

tyro.-t tJkit ,!`,!!!;,;lel
e;P:;;"cli?

tiPki

ClciOf "rf):it.q V£-!TTice Ole
`^Uair, rtP

1.100 tr)'. '1!
t)#.' f Aihon

th:11 'sy

Pi"Cifit,;(1 urcy

satonites ortpting the earth to Inciit-o,iff.- it,mote
irorr: uacti othur

Llectroulic device that meastires the ritirrit.,er
WilvC or light wave) and calcutalf.; an art INr trchitI
IhP in5;Ar1..1,11(:1)t 1110 point !.;19tItlid

vVttun fully inGotpuratd into a Uurics. it : ttl(
pre::i(mt dulie!,, of ;;rvil drafters, and zliangt their roit-:
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TFST

h. Replaces the many methods of measuring distances, either horizontal,
slope, or vertical

Electronic device (usually hand-held) that has the capacity to store field
data, distances, angles, etc. either by hand entry (push button) OT by auto-
matic entry (instrument to data collector which completely bypzisses the
operator)

Distinguish between the responsibilities of each survey crew member by placing the fol-
lowing letters in the appropriate blanks:

O I Instrument person or observer

O C Chain person or rod person

O PC --- Party chief or recorder

Responsible for total operation of the crew including t, y2 accuracy of the
work completed

. _b. Assists in taking all actual surveying measurements in the field, and is
responsible for the care and cleaning of all surveying tapes and miscella-
neous eqt4ment

Responsible for the care and operation of the surveying instruments

N. Match the various type of surveyors on the right with their correct duties.

Should be an expert in subdividing lands, 1. Construction stir-
letracing old boundary lines, analyzing evi veyor
dence of the legality of a boundary, and writ-
ing accurate descriptions of land parcels 2. Geodetic survey();

Responsible for locating all existing fea-
tures of a site and determining any elevation
contour, on a site

Responsible for accurately determining ter-
rain where engineering projects are to be
constructed, the actual laying out or staking
procedures required to accurately locate the
future construction, and measuring and/or
computing construction quantities that
would be used for final payments on work
completed

Duties lie in locating, with great precision,
surveyed station points used for horizontal
control, and in establishing vertical refer-
ence points used for vertical control

3. Land surveyor

4. lopographic



T EST

List five pert:,onal characteristiL:s Ot a g01,1d or.

L.

O. Distinguish between advantages and disadvantages of toeing it surveying technician by
;,Iacing an -A. next to the advantages and a -D.' next to the disadvantages in the blanks
provided.

Sense of accomplishment

b. Long or awkward hours at times

Possibly hazardous work

Involvement with many professional organi.,,sation..

Opportunity to improve sk

f. Comfortable dress

--g. Possibly dirty work

Job variety

L `.;even miployment opportunils available in tho t.;11:.verlq) )r)

INC)! E.: it the following activities have not r)ri!.:f 014- te....? otr,
tr.;(.101 when they should be completed.)

12. Research employment opportunities. (Assignment ` ;hoot rs

Interview a surveying technician. (Assignment Sher.t 1421

1;.i t: L math pre-test. (AL,:signryp. 71; Shect ler3
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INTRODUCTION TO BASIC SURVEYING
UNIT I

ANSWERS TO TEST

a. 4 h. 2
b. 7 i. 11

c. 3 j. 13

d. 12 k. 6
e. 9 1. 1

t. 10 m. 8
g. 5

2. Either or both of the following:

a. The art and science of making measurements to determine the relative rosit
of known points

b. The process used to lay out or establish new points by making calculab-d
measurements

3. a.
b.

4. a.

b.
c.
d.

5. a
b.
c,

2 e. 1

6 f. 7

g- 4
3

r.) d. 4
1 e. 3

6 t. 2

6. a. SC & PD
b. DT
c. EDG
d. DT
e. GPS
f. EDM
g. PD
h. EDM
i. EDC

a. PC
b. C
c. 1

8. a. 3
b. 4

c. 1

d. 2
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ANSWERS TO TEST

Any five of the following.
Checks all equipment before starting work

b, Operates all equipment correctly
is safety conscious and follows safety regulations

d. Takes instructions readily and follows company rules
c. Practices conservation of materials, equipment. and time
f. Displays enthusiasm about work

Exhibits pride in the trade
h. Controls temper at all times

Is punctual
j. Is cooperative with all involved parties

Keeps accurate field notes and log reports

A e. A
b. 0 1. A

g. D
d. A h. A

Arty seven of the following:
Registered land surveyors
Consulting engineers

c. Civil engineering companies
Contractors/Construction companies
Material testing companies

f. Land title and mortgage companies
c. Local government agencies

1) City engineering division
2) City planning division
3) Transportation divielon
4) Municipal utilities division

Federal government agencies
t1 USGS United States Geological Survey
2) DMA Defense Mapping Agency
3) SLM Bureau of Land Management
4 USFS United States Forestry Service
5) SCS Soil Conservation Service
6) Corps of Engineers, Dept. of the Army
7) NOS National Geodetic Survey

I. valuated to the satisfaction of the instructor



SAFETY
UNIT II

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to recognize common safety terms,
practice both personal and general job safety while performing duties, identify potential dan-
gers that may exist, as well as discuss some basic first-aid skills that are commonly practiced
in the construction field. Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly performing the pro-
cedures outlined in the assignment and job sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to safety with the correct definitions.

2. Select true statements concerning rules for general job safety.

3. State personal safety rules involved in the surveying field.

4. Select from a list the proper clotning for both warm and cold weather surveying.

5. Select true statements concerning safety precautions to take while working in the
field.

6. Label different types of channeling dev,es used for traffic control.

7. List the techniques of proper placement of traffic control devices.

8. Select responsibilities of a finger.

9. Complete statements concerning safety rules for flaggers on a survey crew.

10. Distinguish between types of communication used by a survey crew.
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

11. Identify common hand signals used while surveying.

12. Identify the commonly found species of poisonous plants that can be encountered
while surveying.

13. List characteristic reactions to common poisonous plants.

14. Arrange in order the basic first-aid procedures for care of poisonous plant reac-
tions.

15. List numerous poisonous insects and spiders found while surveying.

16. Discuss basic first-aid procedures for poisonous insect bites.

17. List the four types of commonly found poisonous snakes and the effects of each.

18. Describe the standard first aid procedures for snake bites.

19. Match the different first aid procedures to the proper type of injury that the victim
is suffering.

20. Compile a survey of winter clothing needs. (Assignment Sheet #1)

21. Construct a diagram of appropriate traffic control for a two-lane roadway. (Assign-
ment Sheet #2)

22. Distinguish between correct and incorrect procedures for flaggers. (Assignment
Sheet #3)

23. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Control traffic with a flag. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Place emergency parking devices. (Job Sheet #2)



SAFETY
UNIT II

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Obtain additional materials and/or invite resource people to class to supplement/rein-
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOTE: This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit.)

B. Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit.

C. Provide students with objective sheet.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Provide students with information and assignment sheets.

F Discuss information and assignment sheets.

(NOTE: Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed.)

G. Provide students with job sheets.

H. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

1. Integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

1. Have students demonstrate correct procedures of t 'sing hand signals to communi-
cate in the surveying profession,

2. Have a registered nurse or a safety engineer speak to the class on safety proce-
dures and techniques to prevent accidents.

3. Have students complete a first aid course and earn certification according to
OSHA regulations.

4. Visit a construction site and have students observe and a.ialyze safety equipment,
procedures, and methods of traffic control.

5. Demonstrate and discuss precaution and first-aid techniques for dangers in your
area such as snake bites, poisonous plants, biting insects, ticks. etc.

6. Ask students if they have ever had a severe allergic reaction to poisonous plants,
insects, or spiders. Emphasize precautions these students should follow. Discuss
emergency treatment with school nurse or local physician.

Meet individually with stude-;s to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction, and indicate to them possible areas for improvement.

J. Give test.

K. Evaluate test.

L. Reteach if necessary.
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transnarency mast Is

1. TM 1 Standard Types of Emergency Parking Devices

2. TM 2 Placement of Traffic Control Devices

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1 Compile a Survey of Winter Clothing Needs

Assignment Sheet ;42 Construct a Diagram of Appropriate Traffic Control for a
Two-Lane Roadway

3. Assignment Sheet #3 Distinguish Between Correct and Incorrect Procedures
for Flaggers

E. Answers to assignment sheets

Job sheets

1, Job Sheet #1 Control Traffic with a Hag

2. Job Sheet #2 Place Emergency Parking Devices

G. Test

H. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN WRITING THIS UNIT

A. Perky. Sandra. Highway Maintenance. Equipment Operator. Stillwater. OK: CIMC/Okla-
homa State Department of Vocational Technical Education, 1983.

American Red Cross. Standard First Aid and Personal Safety, 2nd ed., 1979.

C. Kavanagh, Barry and S. J. Glenn Bird Surveying: Principles and Applications, Reston,
VA: Reston Publishing Co-, Inc., 1984.

D. Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways, "Part VI: Traffic
Controls for Street and Highway Construction and Maintenance Operations." Washing-
ton, D.C.: U.S. Department Of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, 1984.



SUPPLEMENTAL REFERENCE MATERIALS

Texts...

A. Accident Prevention Manual for Industrial Operations, 7th ed. National Safety Council.
444 North Michigan Avenue. Chicago, Illinois. 1974.

13. First Aid. Washington, D.C.: United States Department of Labor. Bureau of Mines, 1978.

Filmstrips...

A. Night Safety at Work Site.
American Traffic Services Association.

(NOTE: This film should be available through your state department of transportation.
The program deals with the safety of maintenance and construction crews, and traffic
controls through night work areas.)

B. Shake Hands With Danger.
Calvin Productions
1105 Truman Road
Kansas City, Missouri 64106

(NOTE: This safety film stresses the importance of safety procedures and the conse-
quences that will result if ignored or overlooked.)

C. The Flagman
Utah State Department of Highways

(NOTE: This film should be available through your state department of transportation. It
shows the fingers requirements, duties. responsibilities, techniques, and how impor-
tant these duties are.)
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SAFETY
UNIT II

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Channelize To divert traffic flow from one lane into another lane

B. First aid Immediate, temporary care given the victim of an accident or
sudden illness until the services of a physician can be obtained

C. Frostbite Tissue damage due to freezing of tissue fluids

D. Heat cramps Muscular pains and spasms due to loss of salt through
sweating or to inadequate intake of salt

E. Heat exhaustion Fatigue, weakness, and sometimes collapse due to
loss of body fluids through sweating and inadequate water intake

F. Heat stroke -- Immediate life-threatening emergency characterized by
extremely high body temperature and disturbance of sweating mechanism

G. Hypothermia Below normal body temperature urually due to overexpos-
ure to low temperatures

H. Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) Federal legislation
designed to ensure safe and sanitary working conditions for employees

Tangent Sections of sign-posted roadway preceding and following taper

Laiclent Liper

TT/ 77/ /
111.1/

Work Are() 1, 4

-repo T intjen:

J. Taper Angle at which traffic is diverted from regular lane into new lane

IL Rules for general job safety

A. Be conscious of the effects of your own, as well as other people's, actions.

B. Use the ,,roper tool for the proper applicatioa at all times.

C. Report ail defects in tools, supplies, and equipment to your immediate
supervisor.

a Properly use traffic control devices whenever conditions require them.

E. Follow standard company procedures at all times Safety is organization.

F. Be constantly alert to all potential dangers.

S -5
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INFORMATION SHEET

III. Personal safety rules

A. Vv'e:sir 41 r& .,ri:brobriate fCii the activities being per-
formo11.

t trtIty.'. vests in areas yhere required.

C.. Remit-we nric:'. and i.'..1tref V.,:ht,11 working.

D. Be alert ,INJ condo'', yourtieif in i ianncr that will ensure safe practices,

E. know zinri fire eytinguitthers.

IV, Appropriate clothing while surveying iAss'.;trime.nt Sheet #1)

A. `1,'Varri weather

1 fl bri...1-Ji

B. C.c,iti

Short sief.r.ik ai.-cer.;taNe. although one should constantly
Sj4, th of sunburn, wind burn. insect bites.

tc3c119ns, allergies, etc.

be worn. Shorts or cutoff pants are

ety ;-rr hiqh-lace field boots with steel-toe

proloction ;-on bc cr.J or protection against heat stroke and
is i!Areis of construction equipment.

Vy'r:0; ;'1.)Trwq; lonftsleeve shirt, and appropriate
j: k he 1\( ).1.tyf..!?.....4 can be removed or added as one

2. Thf,rrnal undr.rwr..sw. tripisPrS. nd insulate.ci coveralls are suggested
for vonti-ii firers Aff'.i.ir

3. Fi.)otwear it; very important in Loki weather work. not only insulated,
water-proot boots, but 1ilt;0 2 pairs of socks with a spare pair sug-
gested.

4 Gloves or t.,hcald be neither too bulky so that they interfere
with the ability of the workf-.r nor too tight to make circulation diffi-
cult.

5. Head gear IS Mard;.Avly in t;0111..ivcatner to help prevent hypothermia
and frostbite cs !he ears and !ace.

?



INFORMATION SHEET

V. Safety precautions while in the field

A. Route selection to the site

1 Should be chosen in advance whenever possible

2. While in rough terrain, the safest route to the site may not always be
the shortest.

3. Care should be taken when traveling in heavy ground cover. drainage
ditches, and along high points or steep embankments.

4. Always be aware of where you are and the route that you have taken.

H. Parking of surveying vehicles at site location (Transparency 1)

1. Select a place where backing up will not be required if possible.

2. Park in the direction of traffic, and well along the shoulder, or near
curb it wonting on streets or highways.

3. It may be necessary to park the vehicle out in the roadway as to pro-
tect the survey site, but this should be up to the discretion of the
party chief and strict precautions should then be taken.

4. Upon arriving at site location, have a "tailgate" conference discus.
sing the project and what information you are trying to obtain, and
any dangers or traffic hazards that may affect the safety of the survey
crew.

Using hand tools and miscellaneous surveying equipment

1. Do not hold pencils, chaining pins. or other objects in your hands
when driving stakes.

2. Keep eyes and mind on the job task.

Example: Pounding stakes, cutting brush. using axe or hatchets.
etc.

3. Give crew members room to work with tools.

4. Watch for overhead power lines when using level rods or range poles
(Always look up.)

5. Keep a safe distance away from instruments and vehicles during an
electrical storm. Seek shelter.

6. When taping, watch for electric fences, passing vehicles, electric
cables, etc.

7. The proper location for instrument setups should tx. chosen keeping
safety considerations in mind as well as any advantages for complet-
ing the work required.
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INFORMATION SHEET

8. Do not allow other workers or passersby within a 30' radius during
operation of chain saws, brush saws. or other clearing equipment.

9. When not in use. equipment and all hand tools should gave their pro-
tective guards in place and stored back in their original compart-
ments.

10. Prior to leaving the job site. a 360° equipment and tool check must
be performed and a conformation by all crew members should be
made.

VI. Common types of traffic control devices

A, Channeling devices and their uses

Cones Used to guide traffic along a ,egular channel

(NOTE: Cores may become displaced by traffic. They should be
patrolled and replaced as necessary.)

CONES

(NOTE: Orange must be the predominant color for cones. For night-
time use, they must be reflectoriied or equipped with lighting
devices for maximum visibility.)



INFORMATION SHEET

Drums Used t.., ni,..irk an unusual yet-iicie path

Examples: Mark the edge of p..vernent; channel traffic away from
pan open trench: provide working room for survey crew
and their equipment

OEM
White .t

Orange ----AMIN
N.,41:3,

(NOTE: At It a5! two oran,e and two white stripes are required on
each drum.)

3 Barricades Used lo ft..:Str (.1, Or ciei eate all or a portion of
the right of -way

a. Types I and If liSed where traffic is maintained to mark a
specific ha:.ard or in a series fc,r channeliiing traffic

tr White
, Orange

rt.,''AliAor,,

TYf :1;ARICAM

Arr _

ordeirrAl

rypt N fiARRICAL E

(NOTE: Type i)arricarie, are normally used on conventional
roads or urban strfiets. and Type II barricades are intended for
use on preflgwar, and other high speed roadways.)

b. Type III ---- Used to mark a road section closed to traffic

Ar illiaird'AiriirA
prAr4rAPPArArAdrio
rArldrArArArAir

"7..1,71WOWIIIITIVWFIMPIOr.iliVASiciWpott NPWVP gr.r.s...., eb.prat.vrtIFT

1 BA4iiIcAJII

(NOTE: The lype II; barricade is primarily used for extended
construction pro;ects.,1
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INFORMATION SHEET

Survey crew flagger Should always be used in areas of heavy traffic
while working in the driving lanes

(NOTE. Two flaggers may be used in extremely heavy traffic.)

Red
and
White

PaddIc

Orange
and
Black

VOL Proper placement of traffic control devices (Transparency 2 and Assignment
Sheet #2)

A. Place all devices before survey operations begin.

(NOTE: Allow devices to remain in place only as long as needed; remove
immediately thereafter)

B. Place signs and barricades in areas free from visual obstructions.

C. Place wl'orc they will convey messages most effectively acceding to high-
way alignment. and speed.

Place at a distance that allows driver adequate time to respond.

E. Place on right side of street or roadway.

DIE: Where special emphasis is needed. install duplicate signs opposite
each other on Tight and left sides.)

Place in traffic lane when appropriate.

Place advance warning signs approximately 1,500 feet in advance of work
area at 500 ft interval where open highway conditions prevail.

VIII. Responsibilities of a finger

A. Protecting public, other workers, and self

B. Stopping and slowing traffic

Releasing traffic when it is safe to proceed



INFORMATION SHEE

D. Alerting drivers to traffic conditions

E. Promoting good public relations

(NOTE: The Stagger has the most public Veil 1
should tell motorists the reason and

IX. Safety rules for flaggers (Assignment Sheet #.3)

A. Wear orange vest, shirt. or jacket and hard h,it :f rt,oit?o,
be reflectorized for nighttime conditions.

3. Stand where you can be seen by oncoming traffic !or S et CI( `1!'p',"..

C. Stand 100-200 feet from work area

D. Stand in safe position on shoulder, nevt:r V.,

E. Stand sideways to traffic.

(NOTE: Stand in such a way that you can watch tho
son to your rear. Never turn full back to trarti(:,)

F. Use either a STOP/SLOW oaddte or 24.inch. SC,Ihift:-. n.4k; h'
flagging.

G. Always stand alone; never rnin . y,

H. When communicating with other Ps. use v9rtioi cr ;

will not be confused with traffic 0 iging Sic1110:!..

1. Remain at your station until work ha5 be comp

J. Remove alt traffic control signs when work has eniifd.

K. Alwar, plan an escape route to safety in case o

X, Types of communications used by a survey crew

A. Verbal communications

1. Are used to clarity the job task prior ti the ot.16:31::urve,fln.,;

2. Are used to explain reSP011511Di;IIICS 01 eacrl c.rcdv
tasks or methods are to be used

3. Are used wnenever pc,ssiole to eliminate inis,:rin,..sr,,o.ort-io?,.
ations being used and misinterpretation of hold dat;:
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INFORMATION SHEET

A

11.:1 commonly used in the field for nonverbal communication

;Mould be made with slow and definite motions

t-ft-1110 4::emmunications

F.A.A. rules and regulations

Use call letters or registration number if possible.

3 Shook, be spoken into clearly and used with a sense of professional-
ism

mple- Do not cut in or "break- on other parties' conversations.

Common hand signals used white surveying

-`)
)

A

.Ail right

3 4

8

Can't
or
No

9 10

Turning point
or

T.P.

0



INFORMATION SHEET

Pick up
tr

move instrument

Xii. Common species of poisonous plants

L;sil+ir V1k.'
or

(NOTE: Distinguishing features of poison ivy and 1.4(iii..,c1-t
which are composed of three leaflets each. Both p:ants
flowers and berries that 1.0A n clusters.
tatted year-round.)

A. Common poison ivy (f.hu,s tad/Gans"

. Grows as a mall pl,;nt.
vine. and a shrub.

2 Grows everywhere in the
United States except Califor
nia and parts of adjacent
states. Eastern oak leaf poi
son ivy is one of its varietic':;.

. Leaves always consist of
three glossy leaflets.

4. Also known as three leaf ivy,
poison creeper, climping
sumac, poison oak, milk.
weed, picry, and mercury.



INFORMATION SHEET

\\Jct.:ern )ak (thus ChverSilOba)

in shrub and some
loan.

C-i!iiwo; in !_,-nlifoinia and parts
(0 odiacia,t

ti;11,,.. Li; t'Li
t yr-Nora

4 Leavt.'s always consist of
thret' leaflets.

bt,n VhliS VelniX)

2dic.rv;=. ,rvo(,)dy shrub or
tror., from to 25 feet

in Of era:-..ptorn
;!7;id o United S:ates.

A knovi. n a!!, swamp
sumac.. poison cldc, poison
ash. poison dogwoxi. and
thundr...qwood.

Characteristic reactions to common poisonous plants

.01

lirf.-4aid for poisonous plant reactions

contanitililIed

all exposed areas with soap and water.

;IW;1! rutming alconol.

Arply or ethrA skin lotion.

/.N(1+ Niauhtha lotion is an ex.:;ellent r:on irritating lotion for this ose.)

medical advice if reaction is severe.

(NO1 .1-tw bust prevention of poisoning from plants is to learn to identity
tf1(., piain ,,:.pecict), avoid any contact On skin or clothing, and immediately
.int,vc contaminated clothes if contact is unavoidable.)



INFORMATION SHEET

XV. Common poison: -us insects and spiders

A. Stings from ants, bees, wasps, hornets, and yellow jackets

(NOTE: Occasionally death may occur, but this is ;almost alvviisyf due to an
acute allergic reaction.)

B. Bites or stings from fleas, mosquitoes, gnats, chiggers, and other insects
produce local pain and irritations but are not likely to be severe.

C. Ticks can carry several diseases, including Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever,

D. Spiders in the United States are generally harmless. with two notable
exceptions:

. Black widow spider (latrodectus mactans)

(NOTE: Symptoms resulting from a black widow spider bite are a
slight local reaction, severe pain caused by nerve toxin. profuse
sweating, nausea, .:ramps. and difficulty in breathing and speaking.)

2. Brown recluse (loxosceles reclusa) (also called violin spider or fiddle-
back)

(NOTE: Symptoms resulting from a brown recluse bile are a severe
local reaction produced by venom, which will form an open ulcer
within 1 to 2 weeks, destruction of red blood cells, development of
chills, fever, nausea, and vomiting. and possible development of a
generalized rash within 24 to 413 hours.)

XVI, Basic firstaid for poisonous insect bites

A. Minor bites

1, Use cold applications.

2. Apply soothing lotions, such as calamine,

3. Avoid scratching the infected area.

B. Tick bites

1. Cover the tick with a heavy oil (mineral, salad. or Machine) to nlot,r, its
breathing pores.
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MFORMATION SKEET

it the tut..; 01.,:.t Aim, oil to remain for up to 11? hour.
then ieroo;! tic;. w ir1 twee;:cos, taking care to remove all
parts

3. With ;5oap and 04ighl\: Lot the area from which
the rcrilovod.

(NOTE Although °Vic, inethilvi:-; are often used (example: heat such
as a hot match i.)r lit c1giirettc,1), they will often leave parts of the tick
ill the vv()und and may also >rrlure the surrounding skin. Therefore,
clreat Citf t'' t/t' to t:e lain all parts are removed.)

C. Severe reactions to inset-I

1 Seek medical attentioP

re,,,pirLitv-in wiluirf..,1,

3 Apply a cooftrioNe. t,ond ;Movi: Ith, Injection site on victim's arm or
leg. flu nct oppiy iirneve after 30 minutes.

4. Ki-4.,p of T ir !:).*^,Th r:t.',1()A thU level of the Yietirn'S heart,

kip{) t,071eist

G ..:e;ipirin ii.i I:4w;

p1,11-11!ti...

In t-:t 1;1 rilisi.!ard the stinging apparatus and

XVII. Common poisonous snafu's and effects of each

A. iffec.1:, the c:iri:ulatoty System

tt,t ;Tr *.-.;;- tem



INFORMATION SHEET

C. Water moccasin Venom affects the circulatory system

(NOTE: Rattlesnakes, copperheads and water moccasins belong to the
family of pit vipers (crotalinae). They have a pit between the eye and nostril
on each side, elliptical pupils, from one to six fangs but usually two well-
developed fangs, and one row of plates beneath the tail. See Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

FANGS

MEIN

.........

.. ..
lit

.

Pit Viper

Poison Sac

Nonpoisonous
Snake

D. Coral snake Venom affects the nervous system and is very toxic

(NOTE: The coral snake is normally small in size, has tubular fangs, round
pupils, and a double row of plates beneath the tail. It is characterized by
red, yellow, and black rings around the body and always has a black nose.)
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'TABLE. I POISONOUS SNAKES

IRATTLESNAKES

IIMBF.F3 (Crotalu Horn-

!OuzoArno called Banded rattle
snahe mountain rattler. aril
black rattier.
F ound In uplands anti
nrountains from sOUlhWetit-
Urn Maine 10 northern Flor
id a; wesiward to Central
Tewas. eastern Oklahoma.
and KarisaS: and northerly

.;;OtithvoNtetn Minnesota
and southwestern Wiscoo

;i6.110 inches.

E.ASTERN DIAMOND,
BACK {Canalus Adarnan
teas,
Found From Central coast
region or North Carolina;
along !rawer coastal plain
through F lot cIa. westward

eastor II I ouisiaria.

5;1,1, inches

WESTERN DIAMOND-
BACK (Crotanis Atrox)

C.entr al Arkansds
. -15tern Texas to south.

eahit err California, und
Inward to central A

0110 Nk WI
t'',2

PACIFIC (Croton's 1/110!:.
Oreganos)

British
Southern Cal!torpia
lower Ciiiitur pro, t,;$,A
Idaho, N, yada. and Aril(10

Swe SO-60 inche,

PRAIRIE (Crotalus Virtries
VifldiS)
Found: ExtriM
Iowa to ltit ROCkit't-.
beyond from solitfiw
ada to northern Mexico

Size 36,45 inches.

MASSASAUGA (.9,..strifros
Catenates)
Also called. Pygmy rattli-
snake.
Found Western YcJI
and northern PennS5,Niclia.
westward to southeast
Colorado. anti ;:outhwiliit
through we'lern Oklahoma
into Texas. .:Aotrtrir,rn NksA

Mexico, a,in Aniona

,rs.,17E is n inches

COPPERHEADS
;.Aght5troctor Contortfix)

MOC(asirt. p'it.t. cop-
flake, chunkheati and adder

Mar.sartteetts to northern Florida;
wc,lw..irt! to W.:sir:slop' Fliver in Illinois;
,...e.dern Kansas and Oklahoma; and across
,1.)

":4 36 inCifet;,

WATER MOCCASIN
..1.9A:ztrodon Ptscivorus)
Attw ;Ilid. Cottonmouth and water pilot.
f rom southeastern Virginia along
:t-,iii.1;-11 plains through Florida. westward to
T('A1. :MO Oklahorn& and up the

to ..,,outhern Missouri and

.4,r!.38

CORAL SNAKES
(Ocruru:: Fulv'us Ed:Of' n Corot)
(Wiwi-40es Etiryxanthi;:: Western
CoraA

eflivo Harlequin and bead snake.
Ati n I hi, C.0a5tal plains from central

r ClavAin;', through Florida and the Gulf
wet,rici.d to TehOS. and up the MIS.

ri71? Arkan,,iti.

,r1(

XVIII Basic tirstald procedures for snake bites

A. Keep Inv: victim from moving ar.prirl.

Keep the victim in a lying position and cairn posible.

C. Immobilize the bitten extremity and ketip it at or be;ow heart level.

D. Apply a constricting band 2 to 4 inches above the bite f his should be snug
but not tight. It should be used to slow the blood circulation,

If severe symptoms develop, make an incision and apply suction immedi-
ately with mechanical device available in snake hitt' kit.

(NOTE: A snake bite kit should be kept 41 ail survey vehicles.)
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F. Try to identify the species of snake. If you can kill it without risk or delay.
bring it to hospital for identification using great care in handling.

(CAUTION: A poisonous dead snake is still dangerous because its venom it;
still poisonous and the snake's reflexes are present for some time.)

XIX. Basic firstaid in the field

(NOTE: Sometime while surveying you may be faced with providing aid in an acci-
dent situatici. When this happens, your objective is to provide immediate and
temporary care to the victim until services of a physician can be obtained.)

A. Wounds and hemorrhage

1. Apply direct pressure to the wound.

2. Immediately apply a sterile dressing to the wound,

3. Cover with a clean, bulky cloth and apply pressure for 10 to 15 min-
utes.

4. If bleeding cannot be stoppLC, a tourniquet may be applied but only
as a last resort.

B. Shock

1. Apply warm coverings to retain body heat.

2. Keep victim lying down.

3. Elevate the victim's legs if there are no broken bones

4. It unconscious, be sure air passage is kept clear.

5. If conscious, give victim lots of liquids.

C. Heat stroke

1. Cool the body with water or °the, s.

2. If conscious, give victim salt water.

3. Call physician.

D. Heat exhaustion

1. Lay victim down with head lower than body.

2. Preferrably relocate victim to a shaded area.

3. Give victim salt water.

4. Call physician.
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E. Hypothermia (exposure to cold)

1. Remove any wet clothing and replace with dry, warm clothes.

2. Keep victim warm with sleeping bags, coats, or blankets.

3. Place victim inside vehicle or a warm shelter.

4. Replace body fluids with warm drinks.

F. Frostbite

1. Move victim indoors as soon as possible.

2. Give plenty of warm liquids to drink.

3. Quickly rewarm frostbitten areas by immersing them in warm water
heated to 104°F. for 20-30 minutes.

4. Do not rub the frostbitten parts.

G. Fractures, dislocations, and sprains

1 Do not try to "set" or relocate the injured limb.

2. Immobilize the injured area by using splints or padding.

3. Generally one should splint both the joint above and below the injury.

4. Consult a physician as soon as possible.



411 Standard Types of
Emergency Parking Devices

Three Red Reflectors

or

Three Red Flags
and Stands

Portable and Temporary Mountings

5

Orange Flags
(Optional)

44(4

11IV
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Placement of Traffic
Control Devices

F. k Y

mr Flinger

Channelizing devices

Area being surveyed

500
FEET

Typical Application Daytime Maintenance Operations of Short Duration on
a Two-Lane Roadway and Flagging is Provided

S- 71
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SAFETY
UNIT II

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - COMPILE A SURVEY
OF WINTER CLOTHING NEEDS

Surveying may require you to work in extreme weather conditions. It is essential for the sur-
veyor to be well-prepared and protected against exposure to cold and frostbite.

Survey your own clothing. Make a list of the winter gear you already have. Make another list of
the items you need to ensure proper protection.

A. Clothing you have

B. Clothing you need

S- 73



SAFETY
UNIT II

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - CONSTRUCT A DIAGRAM OF APPROPRIATE
TRAFFIC CONTROL FOR A TWO-LANE ROADWAY

Channeling is the most important element in traffic control and safety, both for the survey
crew and the public. Every operation will include installation of traffic control devices.

On the stretch of highway below, draw in the appropriate signs, cones, barricades, or flaggers
for effective traffic control. Assume that lu have available any of the devices you have stud-
ied.

ar- flogger

Chonnerimg deymes

i - Area neing surveyed
I

.
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SAFETY
UNIT II

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 - DISTINGUISH BETWEEN CORRECT AND
INCORRECT PROCEDURES FOR FLAGGERS

Correct safety procedures for flagging are necessary to protect the finger. fellow workers,
and the public.

The following is a description of Janice Wilson channeling traffic into a single lane on a
bridge. After each statement, mark whether Janice's actions were correct or incorrect by writ-
ing an "X" in the appropriate blank.

A. Janice wears a hard hat and a black vest.

B. She stands in the traffic lane to move the cars into
the changed lane.

C. She uses a 24-inch STOP/SLOW paddle.

D. Janice can be seen by oncoming traffic 500 feet
before the bridge.

E. She stands about 250 feet from the bridge.

F. While she is waiting for cars to come from the other
end of the bridge, she turns and watches the bridge
opei ation.

G Aft^r her traffic is stopped, she takes a quick look at
the other fiagger for a signal.

H. She takes her breaks promptly at 10:15 and 3:15, at
which time her relief is supposed to cover for her.

I. At 4:30 when the crew stops for the day, Janice puts
the signs out of view of motorists.

J. Andy came over to Janice's station to ask her for a
date. Janice told him to keep clear of her station,
and that she would talk to him on her break.

CORRECT INCORRECT
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SAFETY
UNIT II

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Shcet #1 Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

Assignor Sheet #2

1 ; FET

'ONE LANE
ROAD

000 FT

111 ; ,,,y,;(

B IN C.!",;i!lt c..!' ,t; I

Atl-4

FFET

ONE LANE \
S ROAD

F-*
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Assignment Sheet #3

A. Incorrect

B. Incorrect

C. Correct

D. Correct

E. Incorrect

F. Incorrect

G. Correct

H. Incorrect

I. Correct

J. Correct

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS



SAFETY
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #1 - CONTROL TRAFFIC WITH A FLAG

(NOTE: Flags are to be used for daytime flagging only.)

A. Equipment and materials

1. One 24-inch, square, red flag on a staff approximately 3 feet long

2. Orange vest, shirt, or jacket (may be re.lective)

B. Procedure

1. Stopping traffic (Figure 1)

a. Stand in safe position on shoulder or in barricaded area.

b. Hold flag in RIGHT hand.

c. Extend flag horizontally across traffic lane.

d. Raise free arm, with palm toward drivw.

FIGURE 1

e. Look driver in eye; maintain eye contact until driver comes to a full stop.

f. After first vehicle has been stopped, move to a conspicuous position near
centerline in order to be readily seen by drivers approaching from rear.

92
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JOB SHEET #1

2. Releasing traffic when it is safe to proceed (Figure 2)

a. Move to side of traffic lane, and stand parallel to flow of traffic.

b. Lower flag to your side.

c. With free arm, motion traffic to proceed.

FIGURE 2

(NOTE: Do not wave traffic through with flap. Use slow motions. Rapid
gestures may be seen as impatience or as a signal to hurry.)

3. Alerting or slowing traffic (Figure 3)

(NOTE: This is used when slowing traffic or channeling traffic into other lanes.)

a. Face traffic.

b. Wave flag slowil op and down in sweeping motion.

(NOTE. Keep flag at shoulder level; don't raise it above the horizontal)

FIGURE 3

c. When vehicle has slowed, lower flag, and with free arm, motion driver to
proceed.

(NOTE: Never wave traffic through with the flag.)



SAFETY
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #2 - PLACE EMERGENCY PARKING DEVICES

A. Materials 3 red flags or reflectors (see Transparency 1)

S. Procedure

1. Pull off the road.

2. Place one signal 100 feet (40 paces) ahead of the equipment. (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

womonsmOIP .0.ftm. 1101111MOM14t

100

3. Race seceno signEd 100 feet (40 paces) to rear of equipment. (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

1.1 .1
A

4. Place third signal as near as practical to sde of equipment near traffic. (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

lOyamomaiwor Mimme

-47847M

(NOTE)

(NOTE: If disabled on a Jivided highway, place rear signal 200 feet [80 paces]
from equipment. It disabled on a curve or hill crest or other such obstruction,
place signal where it will give ample warning, but not more than 500 feet or less
than 100 feet from equipment.)
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SAFETY
UNIT

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with the correct definitions.

Fatigue, weakness, and sometimes col-
lapse due to loss of body fluids through
sweating and inadequate water intake

Angle at which traffic is olverted from regu-
lar lane into new lane

c. Sections of sign-posted roadway preceding
and following taper

Muscular pains and spasms due to loss of
salt through sweating or to inadequate
intake of salt

Immediate, temporary care given the victim
of an accident or sudden illness until the
services of a physician can be obtained

To divert traffic flow from one lane into
another lane

Immediate life-threatening emergercy char-
acterized by extremely high body tempera-
ture and disturbance of sweating
mechanisms

h. Federal legislation designed to ensure safe
and sanitary working conditions for employ-
ees

Tissue damage due to freezing of tissue flu-
ids

Below normal body temperature usually due
to overexposure to low temperatures

1 Channelize

2. First aid

3. Frostbite

4. Heat cramps

5. Heat exhaustion

6. Heat stroke

7. Hypothermia

8. Occupational Safety
and Health Act

9. Tangent

10. Taper

2. Select true staternee:s concerning rules for general job safety by placing an "X" in the
appropriate blanks.

Be conscious of the effects of your own, as well as other people's, actions.

b. Use any available tool for various applications.
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TEST

c. Defects in tools, supplies and equipment are very common, and do not
need to be reported.

d. Properly use traffic control whenever conditions require them.

e. Follow standard company procedures at all times,

1. Be alert for potential dangers ',Oen you are tired; very few dangers exist at
other times so you don't have to watch then.

3. State three personal safety rules involved in the surveying tield.

a.

b.

c.

4. Select from the following list roper clothing for both warm and cold weather surveyino
by placing a "W" next to those for warm weather and a "C" next to those for cold.

(NOTE: Some may be used in both warm and cold weather. Mark these "CW".)

a. insulated, water-proof boots, and 2 pairs of socks with a spare pair sug-
gested

b Thermal underwear, trousers, and insulated coveralls

c. Short sleeve shirts are acceptable. although one should constantly be
aware of the dangers of sunburn, wind burn, insect bites, scratches, and
allergies. Long sleeve shirts should be worn in brush cover,

_.d. Safety shoes are suggested or high lace field boots with steel-toe protec-
tion if possible.

e. Head gear is mandatory to help prevent hypothermia and frostbite of the
surveyors ears and face.

g.

Head-protection can be used for protection against heat stroke af3d sun-
burn.

Gloves or mittens that do not interfere with the ability of the worker or
interfere with circulation.

5. Select true statements concerning safety precautions to take while working in the field
by placing an "X" next to the true statements.

a While in rough terrain, the safest route to the sire is always the shot test.

b. Care should be taken when traveling in heavy ground cover, drainage
ditches, along high points, or steep embankments,

V, I*



TEST

c. Select a place where backing up will not be required if possible.

d. Park against the direction of traffic, and well along the shoulder, or in the
center if working on streets or highways.

it may be necessary to park the vehicle out in the roadway as to protect
the survey site, but this should be up to the discretion of the flagger.

Hold pencils and chaining pins in your hands when driving stakes so you
won't lose them.

Keep your eye and mind on the job task.

h. Give crew members room to work with tools.

i. Watch for underground power lines when using level rod or range poles.

When taping, watch for electric fences, passing vehicles, and electric
cables.

k. Do not allow other workers or passersby within a 5' radius during opera-
tion of chainsaws, brush saws, or other clearing equipment.

Protective guards do not need to be used on equipment and hand tools
except at the end of the day.

m. Prior to leaving the job site, a 360° equinment and tool check must be per-
formed and a conformation by all crew r-lmbers should be made.

6. Label the following types of channeling devices used for traffic control.

White _
Orange

. 70",19-iirVir

a b.

11
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C.

C.

TEST

ikrAristri

91v.otrAgrprwr7Frrrrsorylvicmcworevist;

41017..ir-Arial

idirAndrii
47-411""4"1"446,711rPAT3Pswv,

7. List four techniques of proper placement of traffic control devices.

a.

b.

C.

d. _

8. Select from the following list the responsibilities of a flagger by placing an "X" in the
appropriate blanks.

a. Protecting public, other workers, and self

inspecting survey site

c. Stopping and slowing traffic

_d. Releasing traffic when it is safe to proceed

a , J



TEST

e. Setting up survey equipment

f. Surveying site

g Alerting drivers to traffic conditions

Promoting good public relations

9. Complete the following statements concerning safety rules for flaggers on a survey
crew by circling the correct words.

a. Wear orange or reflective (pants, vest) and hard hat if required.

b. Stand where you can be seen by oncoming traffic for (100, 500) feet.

c. Stand (100200, 500-600) feet from work area.

d. Stand (in safe position on shoulder, in path of approaching vehicles).

e. Stand (full front, sideways, full back) to traffic.

f. Use either a STOP/SLOW paddle or a 24 inch square (red, white) flag for daylight
flagging.

g. Always stand (alone, with workers).

h. Remain at your station until work has heen (started, completed).

i. Remove all traffic control signs (when: work has ended, one day later).

10. Distinguish between the following types of communication used by a survey crew by
placing the following letters next to the correct descriptions: "V" for verbal communica-
tion, "H" for hand signals, and "R" for radio communication.

a. Are commonly used in the field for nonverbal communication

b. Use call letters or registration number

L. Are used to clarify the job task prior to the actual surveying operation

d. Follow FA.A. rules and regulations

e. Should be made with slow and definite motions
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TEST

11. Identify the following common hand signals used while surveying. Se ed your answers
from the following list: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 9, 10, can't bec or no. tur nil ig point. pick up
or move instrument, and plumb the rod or sir 3 +Olen

a.

Li. e

g. h.

i #
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TEST

11 0.

12. Identity the following commonly found species of poisonous plants that can be
encountered while surveying.

a.

1) Grows as a woody ,nrub or small
tree from 5 to 25 feet tall

2) Grows in most of f:.astern third of
United States
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1.

TEST

int ;1

ICfC o!) iiilit01t
7-!:;1 :;t1ki Vt.t!

011:,1;:t (vt throe
it

*13 ",4 f t:;.1-!.,!!ti Otwili)tt()LIS plantS.

14.
R ,-1

,,si ;1 W:1 rr.., for care of poisonous plant
r.?; r il,n, t ,!)) iri the appropriate blanks.

i I Other !.*10 4.)11011.

arvii4S, 'Vvitt) :;f.):Th riflti viZster.

1:Iamitsisitid uiothinti

..11(,:?1 ,:i(iVICe it reaction IS severe.

diCOta



TEST

15. List six poisoriou; livTcts and spill rt. rounil stirvvind.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

10. Discuss the basic tirsi ai;i procoliiics he. tOPOW4110 p sonous insect bites.

a. Fur minor

b. For

C. For severe rear 4,Vs,fl:, t 11,

17. List four er)riimcOy ;wakes arid the ottects of each.

C

d.

S- 93
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TEST

18 Describe the standard first aid procedures for snake bites.

19. Match the type of injury on the right with the correct first-aid procedure.

__.__a 1) Move victim indoors as soon as possi-
ble.

1. Wounds and hemor-
rhage

2) Give plenty of warm liquids to drink
3) Quickly rewarm affected areas by

immersing them in warm water heated
to 104°F for 2030 minutes.

2. Shock

3. Heat stroke
4) Do not rub the affected parts

4. Heat exhaustion
1) Lay victim down with head lower than

body 5. Hypothermia
2) Preferably relocate victim to a shaded

area 6. Frostbite
3) Give victim salt water
4) Call pti, 3ician 7. Fractures, disloca-

tions, and sprains
1) Cool the body with water or other cool

applications
2) if conscious, give victim salt water
3) Call lhysician

1) Apply warm coverings to retain body
he it.

2) Keep victim lying down.
3) Elevate the victim's legs if there are io

broken bones.
4) li unconscious, be sure air passage is

kept clear.
5) If conscious. give victim lots of liquids.

1) Do not try to "set" or relocate the
injured limb.

2) Immobilize the injured area by using
splints or padding.

3) Generally one should splint both the
joint above and below the injury.

4) Consult a physician as soon as possi-
ble.

f



TEST

1) Apply direct pressure to the wound.
2) Immediately apply a sP.-file dressing to

the wound.
3) Cover with a clean, bu,ity cloth and

apply pressure for 10 to '.5 minutes.
4) If bleeding cannot be stopped a tour-

niquet may be applied but only as a
last resort.

1) Remove any wet clothing and replace
with dry, warm clothes.

2) Keep victim warm with sleeping bags,
coats, or blankets.

3) Place victim inside vehicle or a warm
shelter.

4) Replace body fluids with warm drinks.

(NOTE: if the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

20. Compile a survey of winter clothing needs. (Assignment Sheet #1)

21. Construct a diagram of appropriate traffic control for a two lane roadway. (Assignment
Sheet #2)

22. Distinguish between correct and incorrect procedures for flaggers. (Assignment Sheet
#3)

23. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Control traffic with a flag. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Place emergency parking devices. (Job Sheet #2)
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SAFETY
UNIT H

ANSWERS TO TEST

a. 5 f. 1

b. 10 U. 6
c. 9 h. 8
d. 4 i.
C. 2 i.

2. a,d,e

3. Any three of the following:
a. Wear close-fitting clothes that are appropriate for the activities being performed.
b. Wear safety glasses, hard hats, traffic vests, etc. in areas where required.
c. Remove rings and other jewelry when working.
d. Be alert and conduct yourself in a manner that will ensure safe practices.
e. Know locations of first-aid equipment and fire extinguishers.

4, a.

b. C
c. W
d. W (or CW)
e. C
1. W
g.

b,c,g,h,j.m

6. a. Drum
b. Cones
c. Survey crew flagger with sign paddle
d. Type I barricade
e. Survey crew flagger with flag
f. Type II barricades

7. Any four of the following:
a. Place all devices before survey operations begin.
b. Place signs and barricades in areas free from visual obstructions.
c. Place where they will convey messages most effectively according to highway

design, alignment, and speed.
d. Place at a distance that allows driver adequate time to respond.
e. Place on right side of street or roadway.
f. Place in traffic lane when appropriate.
g. Place advance warnings signs approximately 1,500 feet in advance wo1k area at

500 ft interval where open highway conditions prevail.

8. a,c,d,g,h

S Of



ANSWERS TO TEST

Vest
5()P

1(.30-200

In salt, position on shoulder

11.

Corr.r!etert
Wrwr) vork has ended

H

V

t)

Plumb the bob or ;*:tighten
Turning point
1(1

oh
4

C;;In't see or no

1. 7

Pit,V up or move inntromcnt

al' st.11nac

CIAnition pors:)n ivy
Western poison oak

141

Arty itirve of tht

Itching
firtifries5.3

Pitsh



15. Any six of the following.
a. Ants
b. Bees
c. Wasps
d. Hornets
e. Yellow jackets
f. Fleas
9. Mosouitoes

Gnats
i. Chiggers

Ticks
k. Spiders

1) Black widow
2) Brown recluse

1l.

ANSWERS TO TEST

Discussions should include:
a. For minor bites Use cold applications, soothing lotions. sour) al.; calamine.

and avoid scratching the inlected area
b. For tick bites

1) Cover the tick with a heavy oil (mineral. salad, or coact to close its
breathing pores.

2) If the tick doesn't disengage, allow oil to remain for up to II., hour. then
carefully remove tick with tweezers, taking care to remove all parts.

3) With soap and water thoroughly but gently scrub the area from which the
tick was removed

c. For severe reactions to insect bites
1) Seek medical attention immediately
2) Give artificial respiration if required
3) Apply a constrictive band above the injection site on victim's arm or leg.

Do not apply tightly and remove after 30 minutes.
4) Keep affected part down. below the level of the victims heart.
5) Apply ice contained in towel or plastic bag.
6) Give aspirin for pain.
7) In case of bee sting, remove and discard the stinging apparatus and

venom sac.

a. Rattlesnakes Venom affects the circulatory system
b. Copperheads Venom affects the circulatory system
c. Water moccasins Venom affects the circulatory system
d. Coral snakes Venom affects the nervous system and is very toxic

18. Description should include:
a. Keep the victim from moving around.
b. Keep the victim in a lying position and as calm as possible.
c. Immobilize the bitten extremity and keep it at or below heart level.
d. Apply a constricting band 2 to 4 inches above the bite. This should be snug but

not tight. It should be used to slow the blood circulation.
e. It severe symptoms develop, make an incision and apply suction immediately

with mechanical device available in snake bit kit.
f. Try to identify the species of snake. It you can kill it without risk or delay. bring it

to hospital for identification using great care in handling.
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19. a. 6
b. 4
c. 3
d.
e. 7

f. 1

9. 5

ANrWERS TO TEST

20.-22. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

23. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

I



HORIZONTAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT III

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to list methods of making horizontal
measurements, recognize the various types of surveying tapes and taping accessories, dem-
onstrate the basic procedure for taping horizontal measurements, perform accurate taping
skills utilizing various taping accessories, and identify and solve common types of taping
errors. Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly performing the procedures outlined in
the assignment and job sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to horizontal measurements with the correct definitions.

2. State equivalencies for various surveying measurements.

3. List types of equipment used in the past to make horizontal measurements.

4. Match ' orizontal measurements with their correct uses.

5. Distinguish between tr,e methods of meast ring distances.

6. Complete statements concerning types of tapes or chains.

7. identify types of tape readouts.

8. Match taping accessories with their correct uses.

9. Complete statements concerning the care and storage of taping equipment.

10. State the purpose of taping.
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

11. Arrange in order the steps used in taping on level ground.

12. Select true statements concerning the procedure for taping on uneven or sloping
ground.

13. Distinguish between accuracy and precision related to surveying technology.

14. Calculate an accuracy ratio in relation to the amount of error within a survey prob-
lem.

15. List three examples of each common type of error that may occur while surveying.

16. Match taping corrections with the correct formulas.

17. Complete statements concerning recent advancements in horizontal measuring.

18. Distinguish between the responsibilities of each survey crew member when mak-
ing horizontal measurements.

19. Compute hirizontal conversions. ( Assignment Sheet #1)

20. Calculate taping corrections for slope errors. (Assignment Sheet #2)

21. Calculate taping corrections for erroneous tape lengths. (Assignment Sheet #3)

22. Calculate taping corrections for temperature. (Assignment Sheet #4)

23. Calculate taping corrections for all typf.as of taping errors. (Assignment Sheet #5)

24, Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Determine average length of pace. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Measure and lay out horizontal distances with a steel tape. (Job She:?t #2)



HORIZONTAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT III

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Obtain additional materials andior invite resource people to class 10 supplemer
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOTE: This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit.)

B. Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit

C. Provide students with objective sheet.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Provide students with information and assignment sheets.

Discuss information and assignment sheet'.

(NOTE: Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed.)

G. Provide students with job sheets.

H. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

1 Try to obtain any older surveying equipment that is available to exhibit to the
dents during instruction.

Demonstrate some technical advancements that have become available to
surveying industry.

Example: EOM's, digital theodolites. etc.

3. Demonstrate the procedure of "throwing a chain- to the students ei
practice the technique on an old chain.

4. Have the students calibrate some tapes and determine their
retain a list for future reference.

5. Have each of the students frequently reestablish their paco-Ig irimmer t ;Ind r
tinually update them.

6. Meat individually with students to evaluate their pr()r_r;r.s through tht. urtr!
instruction, and indicate to them possible areas fcr :tipTcvernc.,nt.

J. Give test.

K. Evaluate test.

5 L. Reteach it necessar
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C, Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Styles of Tape ReadOuts

2. TM 2 -- Taping Accessories

3. TM 3 Principles of EDM

D. Assignment sheets

1, Assignment Sheet #1 Compute Horizontal Conversions

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Calculate Taping Corrections for Slope Errors

3. Assignment Sheet #3 Calculate Taping Corrections for Erroneous Tape Lengths

4. Assignment Sheet #4 Calculate Taping Corrections for Temperature

5. Assignment Sheet #5 Calculate Taping Corrections for All Types of Taping
Errors

E. Answers to assignment sheets

F, Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 Determine Average Length of Pace

2. Job Sheet #2 Measure and Lay Out Horizontal Distances With a Steel Tape

G. Test

H. Answer:: to test

REFERENCES USED IN WRITING THIS UNIT

A. Kavanagh, Barry and S.J. Glenn Bird. Surveying: Principles and Applications. Reston,
VA: Reston Publishing Co., Inc.. 1984.

B. Brinker. R.C. and P. R. Wolf, Elementary Surveying, 7th ed. New York: Harper & Row.
1984.

SUGGESTED SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Texts...

A. Davis, R. E., F. S. Foote, aid J. H. Kelly. Surveying, 5th ed. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company.. 1966.

Kissam, P. Surveying for Civil Engineers. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1976.

Filmstrip...

(Measuring Horizontal Distances.) "Surveying". Prentir..,e-Hall Media
150 white Plains Road, Tarrytown, NY 10591



HORIZONTAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT III

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Baseline A surveyed line, normally straight, with measured increments
called stations; often used for control work on engineering projects and as
a method of collecting existing ground features

B. Blunder A mistake due to human error that can be discovered unless
negligible

Example: Transposing figures while recording

C. Circumference The calculated or measured distance around a circular
object

D. Field book The common term for the collection base of all field data;
usually either a bound booklet or a loose-leaf binder-type book.

(NOTE: Various styles and sheet types will be discussed later in the text.)

E. Parameter A set of physical properties whose values determine the char-
acteristics of a system

F. Point A common surveying abbreviation which represents an accurate
position of a surveyed station

G. Reconnaissance A normal preliminary stage of a project used to evalu-
ate approaches to surveying projects, collect preliminary data, and familiar-
ize oneself with the site

H. Recorded A surveying term used to signify writing down or transcribing
field data into a field book

Theodolite A surveying device developed after the transit for both verti-
cal and horizontal angular measurements; normally has greater precision
than standard transits

J. Tripod A piece of surveying equipment, normally three-legged, of wood
or aluminum on which the surveying instruments can be mounted
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II. Measurements and equip Armies

Linear Measurerne.its

1 mile = 5280 feet
1760 yards
320 rods
80 chains

1 acre = 43560 ft.
10 square
chains

Linear Mei:surerrient

1 kilometer
1 meter
1 centimeter
1 decimeter
1 hectare (ha)
1 square kitornrnt:r

English Units

1 foot = 12 inches
1 yard 3 feet
1 rod = 161/2 feet
1 chain = 66 feet
1 chain = 100 links

Metric (Si) Units

1000 meters
100 centimeters
10 millimeters
10 centimeters

10,000 m.
1.000.000 m.

100 hectares

English to Metric Conversion

1 ft 0.3048 m (exactly)
1 km = 0.62137 miles
1 hectare (ha) = 2.471 acres

1 km. 247.1 acres

1 inch = 25.4 mm (exactly)
1 meter = 3.260833 ft.

(ASCM Standard Metric
Conversion)

(NOTE Prior to 1959, the United States used th«. relationship 1 = 39.37 in. This
resulted in a U.S. survey foot of .3048006 rn.)

Common types of equipment used in the past

A. Rod or pole Early surveyors Ltruggled with braced timbers, wood and
metal poles. These devices resulted in the term -pole" as a unit of measure-
meni. its length was 16 ft, the same as a "rod."

.4.4 1
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B. Gunter's chain Was in popular use during the time of the settlement of
North America. It was 66 ft long (4 rods) and had 100 links, each link equal
to 0.66 ft or 7.92 inches. The links were made of heavy wire, had a loop at
each end, and were joined by 3 rings. (See Figure 1 below.) The length of 66
ft was chosen because of its relationship to other English units of measure.

(NOTE: Measurements made for the Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
must be recorded in gunter's chain. Measurements can be taken by conven-
tional methods [feat or meters], but they must be converted when recorded.)

FIGURE 1

Gunter's Chain

C. Engineer's chain This had the same basic construction as a gunter's
chain but was 100 ft long with links every 1 foot. therefore 100 links. Chains
are seldom used today, although steel tapes graduated like the "gunter's"
or "engineer's" chain are manufactured and are commonly used in modern
surveying methods. The term "chaining" continues to be used interchange-
ably with "taping," even though tapes are employed exclusively.

a Wires Before the thin, flat steel tapes now being used could be manufac-
tured, wires were utilized for measuring lengths. They still are practical in
special applications such as in hydrographic surveys.

IV. Horizontal measurements and their uses

A. Horizontal ties Used to relocate points set from existing features that
can be readily found later
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B. Linear stationing Used to provide a method of control along a base ine
for construction purposes

C. Traversing Used to measure the distance between control points along
with the angular measurements

D. Trilaleration Used to establish a series of control points and their posi-
tionf by horizontal distances only

E. Triangulation Used to establish an accurate baseline TfOM which angles
are measured to numerous points

F. Construction -- Used to establish proposed location of LH engineering
works

G. Topographical Used to establish location of all existing features within a
survey limit

V. Methods of measuring distances

A. Pacing

1. Consists of counting the number of steps in a required distance.
Best done by walking with natural steps a measured distance, at
least 200 feet long, and dividing the known distance into the number
of steps taken, therefore determining an average length of each step
or "pace"

2. Particularly useful when looking for survey markers, marking rough
measurements, detecting blunders, and checking measurements on
construction layouts

3. Pacing can be performed, with practice, to an accuracy of 1/100, but
one must remember that the length of a pace will vary when going
uphill or downhill, and various types of ground cover can have an
effect in the overall accuracy of the measureu distance.

B. Odometer

1. Consists of the number of revolutions of a wheel of known circumfer-
ence converted to a linear distance

2. Useful to collect preliminary data when beginning a survey, to serve
as a rough check of measurements made by other methods. and to
aid in differentiating tencelines for determining property ownerships

3. Odometer readings have an accuracy of approximately 1/200, but one
should note that using an odometer gives surface measurements
and should be corrected if severe ground slopes occur.
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C. Eitletti)tiic t> !!..t

1. EDM ',IcititiNf_ive or rricrowavu sig.
nal aloritz pie,h fr,e.,:.-0;urin..1 the time involved
ci traVOiti( Itio!

O.

(NtYit'' !,' ir dicussed later in

Very useful vt.hen kl;stances, bodies at water,
terr,0,1.

if proper operating
A!t,' ,7-':c.hA'.FTit,-.'tt; in this technology have rap-

rry,t t hi5 type of equipment.

D. -cache( ,Mrst y

1 Inv ttlfJ `$'10;$;;-;;;TC:::t";i1 ::;!;tailee parameter either by
of a .2;1 stadia) or by means of a

subtense bar)

2. Stadia is tcul! (if li,t-I.,,rtetry trwt utlizes a telescope cross-hair
contiquratirin iri

iNOTE, t..;y further in Unit VIII, "Topo-
graphic: Sunit-+-.10:: '!

A F:2t)lf.'ill-4 1);ii wilh 2 targets held in place with
"inv;:e" then mounted on a tripod
over Pt. Li over Pt. A. The horizon-
tdi anqie fl u rii arRi a distance from Pt. A
10 B d+-1,r,en up to 500' 050 m.). When

,,...,:racy of 1/3000 can be
methods. (Figure 2)

y
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Optical range tinders

3. These instruments operate on the same principles as range finders
on a single-lens camera. Basically, when focused, they solve for
object distance. The operator views the object, focuses the Image,
and a distance reading can be obtained.

2. Particularly useful in reconnaissance, sketching, or checking a more
accurate measurement for mistakes

3. These instruments are normally capable of accuracies of 1150 at dis-
tances up to 200 ft with accuracy diminishing as distance increases.

VI. Types of tapes or chains

Available in many lengths, marked in either English or metric units and dif-
ferent unit weights

B. Common lengths are 100. 200. and 300 foot tapes with 100 ft being the most
commonly used

C. Steel tapes or chains come in two prevalent cross sections:

1, Heavy duty -- 8 mm. x 0.45 mm. (511c," x 0.018") Used in route sur-
veying (e.g. highways, railways)

2. Lightweight 6 mm. x 0.30 mm. ('14" x 0.012") Used in most sur-
veying operations (e.g. structural, municipal)

(NOTE: Invar tapes are composed of 35% nickel and 65% steel
which has a very low coefficient of expansion, making it very useful
in precise work.)

VII. Types of tape readouts (Transparency 1)

A. Fully graduated Marked throughout the entire length in either feet and
hundreds of a foot or meters and millimeters

B. Cut tape Marked throughout the total length in feet or meters, with the
first and possibly last foot (or meter) graduated in tenths and hundredths of
a foot (or millimeters). A measurement is made by one chain person holding
an even toot over the first mark or point and thei:ther chain person reading
the distance on the first foot graduated in hundredths, being held over the
second point, then subtracting the reading over point #2 frem the even toot
mark chain person #1 was holding.

foo
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C. Add tape Marked throughout in reet or meters with the last foot or meter
being graduated to tenths and hund:edths or cm. and mm. An additional
graduated foot (meter) is included prior to the zero mark on the tape. A mea-
surement is made by holding an even toot mark at one point and reading
the graduated measurement at the second point, then adding the latter
measurement to the even toot mark read at the first point.

VIII. Taping accessories (Transparency 2)

k Plumb bob: Normally made of solid brass with a weight of 8 oz. to 18 oz.
used in taping to transfer from tape to ground (and vice versa) when above
ground (e.g. heavy ground cover) and to maintain horizontal alignment
when measuring distances (e.g. hilly or sloping grades and rough terrain).
(Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

B. Hand levels Used to keep tape ends at same elevation while taping
along uneven terrain

C. Tension handles Used in precise work to ensure proper tension is being
applied to the tape when measuring a distance between two points

D. Clamp handles Aid in gripping the tape at any intermediate point without
bending or damaging the tape and in eliminating any injury to hands while
measuring

E. Chaining pins Used to mark out tape lengths or intermediate distances
while measuring a longer distance: sometimes referred to as surveyor's
arrows, tally pins, or taping pins

(NOTE: Chaining pins are usually painted alternately red and white, 14 to 18
inches long, and sharpened to a point at me end with a loop at the other.
Sets of 11 pins and a steel ring are standard.)

F. Pocket thermometers Used to determine the temperaLire of the tape
while being used so the surveyor can make corrections for expansion or
contraction of the tape to calculate the "actual" distance between the
points measured
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1,0j(i!; . used to mark alignment while sighting a point: te'
FP,He in 4 ft .oections of e.00d, steel, or aluminum with threader: ends which
iiee he emir tected together it needed, and painted red and white alternately,

,31 I loot intervals

Tape :erair tuts Available so that broken tapes can be put back in service.
eaeal ,ire should be taken to ensure that the repair is precisely accom-
;iliefied and the integrity of the tape is mainta'ned.

evo\,en tapes Used for measuring ties to survey points, cross sections.
;ind rough measurements or "checks" of actual survey line measurements;

'rnrnonly called cloth (or metallic) tapes

INOTE: You should realize that the acc'iracy of woven tapes is quite limited
dui: to the possibility of stretching the tape over longer measurements.
Therefore. these are not suitable for precise work, yet are convenient for
monv 1.,ractical purposes. oven tapes should be calibrated or checked
with tleel tape often to verify any stretching that might occur wit use.)

IX. Care and storage of taping equipment

A. Wtieli c.onsicipring the eross- sectional area of a surveyor's tape and its per-
etrese. a ;'ill of 100 lbs. will do no damage. However. if the tape is

riked or looped, a pull of 1 pound will usually break it. Therefore, be eer-
t.ari heck for any loops or kinks in the tape prior to applying tension.

shousd be kept on their reel or "thrown" into a circular loop at all
ee, shen bei' used by the surveyor.

N.;0.TI: The tern, "throwing chain" is a common term kn-wn by any experi-
eeoeO eurveyor. The procedure is quite lengthy and difficult $.0 explain in

t000e for rn. but should be demonstrated by the instructor and practiced
;AO :tirceyinct students )

Ii !lets wet, Ipiipe it ti-st with a Cry cloth, then an oily rag, taking care
to crenove all mud areas and inspect for any deformities in the tape prior to
:.toti4::le Oil We

4.11: rape:, eon be mended f,)y riveting and/or applying a sleeve device,
but !.hould then he recalibrated wior to any precise field work.

Oloininq pins !,,hould be placer! back on the steel ring alter use and a count
tse.iii to determine that all eleven pins are retrieved before leaving the job

It

the lull tape person should never hold on to the
end or the tape well moving up the measured line. Only the head tape per-

ehould 1w dragging the tape to the next segment.

:

40
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X. Purposes of taping

A. 1 deter line thfb t!etweeli

3. To estatihist) points In itik% hold pi.
vey calculations or for propoeki enonieerirr.;

(NOTE In either cast!. the procedure!:
carried out with the kihnot,t care h' t.'!):Jrt thrti
be obtained at all timvs.)

XI. Procedure for taping on level ground

A. Lining in

(NOTE: The line t c rii itjrj StlOtIki t tti
and at interrnediatr! rutnt!,: NAttI'.1r1 Hor19,
used for this purpor,c,:i

1. The forward Or 'head- Tape per!ioni,;. her
Of by the teat tar,:c pertion c.)

nitvctitin is qivir tloru c

Applyinq tenF.ion

1. After preceediriy, with the iero ;(,
the head tape pewori waits for the rtar ;:ce.,I,..,±1
100 ft end of Int: tape CiNitir the Tir!A

PC'rt;()IiTtlen ;!;,.
not In jerk or pull thy rf.'ar tape

(0110 P;v. ;

ter (:stilts aryl ;:-.1;!;x!

C. Hurnbinci

inc' accurate rafia!sicert;111:,.. ;1
Tape in a horizontal ,, ; ;

wet;t1s. bru;-,II., [mt.; Whet) Jtlf rfa:-q0,1"or s. :t
tztpe .alono thr
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2. Care should be taken to maintain required tension along tape when
taping above grade. (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

Tope Under Tension

Possible Sag Can Occur

D. Marking tape lengths

1. After the tape has been lined in. proper tension has been applied,
and the rear tape person is over the point, the rear tape person calls
out "stick" or "mark" aloud to let the head tape person know he is
ready.

2, The head tape person places the chaining pin exactly opposite the
zero mark of the tape and calls out "stuck" or "marked:' The point
where the pin enters the ground is checked repeatedly until certainty
of its location is assured.

3. After its location has been checked, the head tape person calls out
"O.K.'', the rear tape person drops his end of the tape, and both crew
members advance forward pacing approximately 100 ft.

4. The head tape person "drags" the tape forward until the rear tape
person calls out "tape" or "chain" notifying the head tape person
that he has reached the pin that was previously set.

J. The process is then repeated until a partial tape length is needed at
the end of the line.

E. Reading the tape (procedure depends on style of tape being used.)

1. Fully graduated tape

a. The head tape person always marks zero.
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b. The rear tape person holds the desired measurement.

Example: Required measurement: 77.69'

FIGURE 5

Direction of measurement

Head tape person is
holding zero when
marking the point.

2. Add tape

a. The rear tape person should always hold the desired even hot
mark required for the measurement.

b. The head tape person always marks the point on ground
where the correct graduation of tenths and hundredths is
found.

Example: Required measurement: 77.69'

FIGURE 6

Rear tape person is
holding: 77.00 foot mark.

rRear tape person
is holding 78.00'.

Head tape person holds
the rod at the .69
graduation when marking
the point.

Direction of measurement . T

3. Out tape

(NOTE: When a "cut" tape is being used, subtraction is necessary;
therefore, error in measurement calculations can easily occur.)

a. The rear tape person holds the next even 1 foot mark over the
point. (e.g. 77.69 desired, he holds the 78 foot mark)

b. The head tape person calculates the correct amount to "cut"
from the 0 to 1 foot mark he is holding. (e.g. 77.69 desired. 1,00
minus .69 = .31. He should be holding .31 or "cut' 0.31 when
marking the desired distance.)

Example: Required measurement: 77.69'

FIGURE 7

Head tape person should
subtract .69 from 1.00 foot
and be holding .31 when
marking the point.

Direction of measurement
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XIII. Accuracy and precision

(NOTE: In surveying. the teirns accuracy and precision can easily be contused if
their meanings are not thoroughly understood.)

A. Accuracy Denotes the absolute "nearness" of tht measured value to the
true value.

Example: A wail is measured with a tape and found to be 89.24'. The
actual wall was constructed at 89.25' . Consider this an "accu-
rate" measurement.

B. Precision Refers to the degree of refinement used in measuring a value,
either by the number of times measured or by the degree of graduation it
was measured in.

Example: The same wall was measured 3 times and the distances
recorded- 89.25. 89,24, and 89.25 which were then averaged with
the result being 89.247'. This is a more "precise" measurement
than the previous one.

(NOTE: C ti good surveys, precision and accuracy are consistent throughout
all stages of work.)

XIV. Accuracy ratio

A. The accuracy of a measurement or series of measurements is the ratio of
error in the measurement to the distance measured.

B. Error of closure is the difference between the measured location and the
theoretically correct location of the same point.

Example: A distance was measured and found to be 250.56 ft. The dis-
tance was previously known to be 250.50. This is an error of 0.08
ft in 250.50 ft.

.Accuracy ratio 0.06

250.50

0.06
0.06

1

4175
1

4200
rounded

C. Used to determine the order of accuracy of the work that was performed.

(NOTE: Orders of accuracy will be discussed in more detail in Unit Xli, "Con-
trol Surveys.-)

1 .
P p
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XV. Types of errors

A. Systematic errors also known as "cumulative errors" are defined as errors
whose magnitude and algebraic sign can be determined. The fact that
these errors can be determined allows the surveyor to eliminate them either
by calculation or adjustment.

Examples of systematic errors in surveying:

1. Slope in measurement

2. Erroneous tape length

3. Temperature variations

4. Improper tension

B. Random errors are beyond the control of the surveyor and are associated
with the skill and vigilance of the surveyor. They follow the laws of probabil-
ity and are often called "accidental or compensating errors."

Examples of random errors in surveying:

1, Improper plumbing

2. Faulty marking

3. Incorrect reading or interpolation

4. Misalignment

C. Mistakes or blunders Consist of errors or mistakes made by survey per-
sonnel. Mistakes will occur but should be discovered and eliminated.

Examples of common mistakes made by personnel:

1. Transposing figures (e.g. writing 68 instead of 86)

2. Miscounting full tape lengths

3. Measuring to or from the wrong point

4. Arithmetic mistakes

XVI. Taping -affections

A. Slope corrections

(NOTE: Survey distances can be measured either horizontally or on a slope.
Since most survey distances are normally shown on a plan view, any slope
distances must be converted to their horizontal equivalents.)

1. To convert slope distances, either the slope angle or the vertical dis-
tance must be known:
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2. When slope angle is known.

H (Horizontal) = Cost) or H = S Cost)
S (Slope)

Where I) is the angle of inclination

ts'e 1°)

0 = 1°42'

H

H = S COS
= 241.56 Cos 1c42'
= 241.454

3. When vertical distance is known,

H. = S. V' or H =
Where V is the difference in elevation.

(31

soPe

H (S- V-)

\*315.97.
= 315.96

B. Erroneous tape length corrections

V 2.5 ft.

(NOTE: Through extensive use, tapes do become kinked, stretched, and
repaired. The length can become something other than that specified.
When this occurs, the tape must be corrected or the measurements taken
with it must be corrected.)

. The error in the tape must be known.

S. 119
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2. The number of times it was used in that measurement must be deter-
mined.

3. The following formula should be followed:

a
C/ L

and L = L + C1

Where: CI is the correction to be applied to the measured distance.
is the actual tape length.

/' is the nominal tape length.
L. is the measured (recorded) length of the line.
L is the corrected or adjusted length of the line.

Example: A 100 ft steel tape when compared with a standard is
actually 100.02 ft long. What is the corrected length of the
line measured with this tape and found to be 565.75 ft?

/100.02 - 100.00%
C1 t, 565.75 = +0.11 ft.

100.00

then 1,7. = 565.75 0.1 1 T 565.86 ft.

(NOTE: This example illustrates that in measuring unknown dis-
tances with a tape that is too long, a correction must be added. Con-
versely, if the tape is too short, the correction will be minus, therefore
resulting in a decrease. Also when a problem involves "laying out" or
"setting" a desired distance, the sign of the correction must be
reversed before being applied to the layout measurement.)

C. Temperature corrections

(NOTE: Steel tapes are standardized for 68°F (20°C) in the United States.
Therefore a temperature higher or lower than this value will cause a change
in the length of the tape due to expansion or contraction. To eliminate this
the following computations must be performed.)

1. The coefficient of thermal expansion and contraction of steel used in
ordinary tapes is 0.00000645 per unit length per degree Fahrenheit
(0.0000116 per unit length per degree Celsius)

1 .111.' I.
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2. The following formula should be used:

Ct = 4r (T - Ts) L (general formula)

or

Ct = 0.00000645 (T 68) L

Where: Ct is the correction due to temperature in feet
T is the temperature of the tape during measurement.
L is the distance measured in feet.

Example: A distance was recorded as being 471.37 ft at a tempera-
tun 38°F.

Ct = 0.00000645 (38 - 68) 471.37
= -0.09
= 471.37 - 0.09 = 471.28 corrected distance

(NOTE: Errors due temperature change can be practically elimi-
nated by either (1) measuring temperature and making corrections as
shown, or by (2) using an "Invar" tape manufactured from a nickel-
steel alloy. Thermal expansion of Inver tapes range from 0,0000002 to
0.00000055 making corrections to tapes nearly negligible. (3) Lovar
tapes can also be used with coefficients approximately 1(3 that of
steel tapes. Invar and Lovar tapes are fragile and lose calibration
more readily than steel tapes.)

D. Tension and sag corrections

(NOTE: If a tape is not supported throughout and/or a tension other than 10
lb. is applied, a correction may be calculated and adjustments applied as
follows.)

1. The formula for tension correction is:

C (P -
P 1 AE

and = L CF,

Cp = Total elongation in tape due to pull, in feet.
P1 The pull applied to the tape, in pounds.
P = The standard pull for the tape, in pounds.
A = The cross-sectional area, in square inches.
E = The modulus of elasticity of steel, in lbs. per sq. inch.
L = The measured (recorded) length at the line.
L = The corrected (adjusted) length of the line.
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(NOTE:
1) An average value of E is 29.000.000 lb.iin2 for the kind of steel

used in tapes.
2) The cross-sectional value of a tape can be obtained from the

manufacturer or by dividing the total tape weight by its length
[in feet) times the unit weight of steel 1490 lbsift31 and multiply-
ing by 144 to convert sq. ft. to sq. in.)

Example of tension correction:
Given a standard tension of 10 lb. force for a 100 ft tape that is being
used with a 20 lb. force pull. If the cross sectional area of the tape is
0.003. what ts the tension error for each tape length used?

(20 - 10) ltX)C = = + 0.011 ft
P 29,000,000 x 0.003

If a distance of 421.22 has been recorded, the total correction would
be 4.2122 x 0.011 = + 0.05 ft. The corrected distance would be 421.27
ft.

2. The formula for sag correction is:

_w2 L

Cs 24 P7

Where: C = Corrections due to sag per tape length
W = Weight of the tape
L = Length of tape under consideration
P = Applied tension, in pounds

Example: A 100 ft tape weighs 1.6 lbs. and is supported only at the
ends with a force of 10 lb. What is the sag correction?

-1 62 x 100= -0.11 ft.
24 x 102

Therefore, the tape must be corrected -0.11 ft per tape length.

(NOTE: Tension and sag errors are normally quite small and are not
used commonly on any surveying work other than precise work.
These types of errors can best be compensated with a spring bal-
ance tension handle thus eliminating the necessity of calculating
numerous corrections.)
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XVII. Recent advancements in horizontal measuring

A. Electronic distancemeasuring instruments (EDMI's) (Transparency 3)

1. Determine lengths based on phase changes that occur as electro-
magnetic energy of known wavelength travels from one end of a line
to the other and returns.

2. The first EDM instrument was introduced in the early 1950's (the geo-
dimeter) and has undergone continual refinements.

3. Short range, lightweight EDM's have found wide acceptance in the
engineering and surveying fields.

4. Two classifications of EDMI's are:

a. Electra optical which transmit a modulating laser or infrared
light having wavelength within or slightly beyond the visible
spectrum

b. Microwave which transmit microwaves with frequencies in the
common range 3 to 35 GHz corresponding to wavelengths of
about 1.0 to 8.6 mm.

B. Global positioning systems (GPS) Use satellites orbiting the earth to
measure the locations of control points remote from each other.

(NOTE: This topic will be discussed further in Unit XII, "Control Surveys.")

C. Inertial systems Use gyroscopes and accelerometers that are carried in
helicopters and ground vehicles to determine the positions of points
remote from each other.

XVIII. Responsibilities of crew members

A. Party chief or instrument person

1. Responsible for the total accuracy and integrity of the survey crew

2. Coordinates all work to be done by that crew

3. Verifies all measurements and checks for blunders

4. Aligns the head tape person when measuring toward a station

5. Records and reviews all field data that is obtained

t
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B. Rear tape person

1. Aligns the head tape person if an instrument is not used

2. Holds the tape precisely over the rear mark

3. Calls out "stick" or "mark" when in pcF,ition

4. Calls out the station and tape reading for each measurement

5. Keeps count of all full tape lengths

6. Maintains care and storage of equipment

C. Head tape person

1. Carries the tape forward ensuring that there are no loops

2. Prepares the ground surface for the mark

3. Applies proper tension, checking that the tape is horizontal

4. Places all taping marks, calling out "stuck" or "marked"

5. Records measurements of distances

6. Supervises the taping work in progress



Styles of Tape Read Outs

A
26.82'

0 1 2 25 26 127 28
k.

A

Fully Graduated Tape

26.82'
1 2 25 26 27 28

\
.1 .3.5 .7.9

Cut Tape

A 26.82'
0 1 24 25 26 27

_1

.9 .7.5 .3.1

Add Tape
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Taping Accessories

Plumb Bobs

Tapes Chaining Pins

Hand Level

a)1

Range Pole

127
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Basic Principles of Ex DaNI

EDM Transmitter-
Receiver Unit Reflector

Transmitted Beam

Reflected Beam
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HORIZONTAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - COMPUTE HORIZONTAL CONVERSIONS

Directions: Accurately convert the linear measurement to its correct horizontal equivalent.
Record that answer in the space provided.

Part One (English Units)

1. 1 foot = inches 6. 80 chains = feet

2. 1 yard = feet 7. 1 mile

______

= feet

3. 1 rod = feet 8. 1 acre

.

= sq. feet

4. 1 chain feet 9. 1 mile rods

5. 1 chain = links 10. 1 acre = sq. rods

Part Two (Metric Units)

1. 1 foot = r.ter 5. 1 mile ,-_-- meters

2. 1 km --, miles 6. 30 meters = feet

'1. 1 inch = mm 7. 7.6 hectares = acres

4. 1 meter = inches 8. 32,500 m = hectares

Part Three (Fractional to Decimal)

1. 4' - 8" = feet

2. 0' - 9" = foot

3. 12' - 4" = feet

4. 6.583' = ft inches

5. 26.944' = ft inches

6. 0.875' = ft inches
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HORIZONTAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - CALCULATE TAPING CORRECTIONS
FOR SLOPE ERRORS

Directions: Accurately calculate the correct horizontal measurements from the field data
listed for each problem. Use the formulas listed below. Record your answers in the blanks pro-
vided.

i-ormulas:

1. When given the slope distance and slope angle (ti), use

H (horizontal). = Cos 0 or H= S Cos 0
S (slope)

2. When given the slope distance and difference in elevation (V), use

H2 = S2 V2 or H = S 2-V2

Examples:
a. Given the slope distance

and slope angle:

H = S Cos 0

H = 214.61 Cos 1°20'
= 214.552'
= 214.55' rounded

b. Given the slope distance
and difference in elevation:

V = 1.6 ft.

-64

H = V(S2 V.7)

H = N/99.822- 1.62
= 99.807'
= 99.81' rounded
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Problems:

PART 1 - Given slope distance and slope angle

1. Slope Distance = 419.65' = 3°20' Horizontal Distance

2. Slope Distance = 120.55' = 6°45' Horizontal Distance

3. Slope Distance = 644.20' = 3°50' Horizontal Distance

4. Slope Distance = 96.16' 0 = 8°40' Horizontal Distance

5. Slope Distance = 251.32' = 2°15' Horizontal Distance

6. Slope Distance = 843.90' = 6°25' Horizontal Distance

7. Slope Distance = 1140.66' 0 r-=, 9°09' Horizontal Distance

8. Slope Distance = 551.15' = 1°30' Horizontal Distance

9. Slope Distance = 339.47' 0 = 2°12' Horizontal Distance
10. slope Distance = 768.14' = 5°19' Horizontal Distance

Part II - Given slope distance and difference in elevation

1. Slope Distance 7.: 619.25, Elevation Difference = 6.91
Horizontal Distance =

2. Slope Distance = 204.19, Elevation Difference = 4.40
Horizontal Distance =

3. Slope Distance 19.90, Elevation Difference :7- 12.20
Horizontal Distance =

4. Slope Distance = 1016.96, Elevation Difference = 18.94
Horizontal Distance =

5. Slope Ustance = 416.46, Elevation Difference = 2.16
Horizont...1 Distance =

6. Slope Distance = 112.36, Elevation Difference = 3.45
Horizontal Distance =

7. Slope Distance = 79.13, Elevation Difference r-t 0.61
Horizontal Distance =

8. Slope Distance = 525.51, Elevation Difference = 1.24
Horizontal Distance =

9. Slope Distance = 902.34, Elevation Difference = 9.67
Horizontal Distance =

10. Slope Distance = 2612.18, Elevation Difference = 22.47
Horizontal Distance =



HORIZONTAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 - CALCULATE TAPING CORRECTIONS
FOR ERRONEOUS TAPE LENGTHtl

Directions: Accurately calculate the correct horizontal measurements from the field data
obtained in each problem. Use the formula listed below. Record your answers in the blanks
provided.

Formula:

Ci = L and L. = L +

= Correction to be applied to `,`,e measured distance
= Actual tape length

1' = Nominal tape length
L Measured (recorded) length of the line
L = Corrected or adjusted If.ngth of the line

Example: A measurement was recorded as 171.94 with a 100.00 ft tape that was only 99.98 ft
under standard conditions. What is the corrected measurement?

Solution: 1 = 99.98
1' = 100.00 (thus)
L = 171.94

C = 1()C1°D 1 171.94

Cj = 0.034

+ L = so: 0.034 + 171.94 = 171206

Problems:

Measurement Recorded Actual Tape Length Nominal Tape Length Corrected Length

1. 693.41 100.03 100.00

2. 219.87 199.97 200.00

3. 885.43 20004 200.00

4. 368.36 100.02 100.00

5. 565.64 99.97 100.00
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Lay Out Distance Required Actual Tape '_angth Nominal Tape Length Corrected Length

6. 450.00 100.02 100.00

7 275.50 99.96 100.00

8. 618.44 200.05 200.00

9. 775.00 200.04 200.00

10. 513.30 99.97 100.00



HORIZONTAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4 - CALCULATE TAPING CORRECTIONS
FOR TEMPERATURE

Directions: Accurately calculate the correct horizontal measurement from the field data pro-
vided in each of the problems below. Use the formula given. Record all your answers in the
blanks provided.

Formula:
Ct = cr (T - Ts) L

or

Ct = 0.00000645 (T - 68) L

where: Ct = Correction due to temperature, in feet
T = Temperature of the tape during measurement
cr = 0.00000645 (the coefficient of expansion of steel)
L = Distance measured in feet

Example: it is required to lay out 2 points that will be exactly 100.00 ft apart. The temperature
of the tape is 107°F. What distance should be laid out

Gt = (I - Ts) L.
Cl = 0. IXOW645 (107-68) 100.00
Ct = + 0.025

(NOTE: Since this is a "lay out" problem, the sign of the correction must be reversed. There-
fore, lay out distance = 100.00 - 0.025 = 99.975.)

Problems: Corrected tape length

1. Measured = 442.41' Tape Temperature = 23°F

2. Lay out = 250.00' Tape Temperature = 31°F

3. Lay out = 317.50' Tape Temperature = 91°F

4. Measured = 291.63' Tape Temperature = 102°F

5. Lay out = 742.25' Tape Temperature = 79°F

6. Measured = 819.61' Tape Temperature = 52°F

7. Measured = 412.35' Tape Temperature = 40°F

8. Lay out = 175.00' Tape Temperature = 21°F

9. Measured = 216.37' Tape Temperature = 116°F

10. Lay out = 525.75' Tape Temperature = 87°F
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HORIZONTAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT ICI

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #5 - CALCULATE TAPING CORRECTIONS
FOR ALL TYPES OF ERRORS

Directions: Accurately calculate 'he correct horizontal measurements from the field data
obtained in each problem. Using the formulas listed below, solve for each type of taping cor-
rection: slope, temperature, and erroneous tape lengths. Record your answers in the blanks
provided.

FORMULAS:

Slope

H (Horizontal) Cos 0 or H= S Cos 0
S (Slope)

where: t,3 is the angle of inclination

H- = S' or H= -
where: V is the difference in elevation

Temperature

CI = (T Ts) L (general formula)

Or

Ct = 0.00000645 (T - 68) L

where: Ct = Correction due to temperature in feet
T Temperature of the tape during measurement
L = Distance measured in feet

Erroneous tape length

1 1) L11

and -1:" = L + C1

where: C1 = Correction to be applied to the measured distance
= Actual tape length

/ ' = Nominal tape length
= Measured (recorded) length of the line

L = Corrected or adjusted length of the line
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Problems

Temperature Tape Length

1. 18°F 100.00 ft.

2. 0°C 30.004 m.

3. -20°F 99.98 ft.

4. 28°C 29.990 m.

5. 92°F 100.03 ft.

Temperature Tape Length

6. 24°F 30.012 m,

7. 50°F 99.98 ft.

8. 30°F 100.02 ft.

9. 11°C 29.990 m.

10. 92°F 100.04 ft.

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #5

Slope Horizon la;
Slope Data Distance Distance

slope angle + 2°02' 321.68 ft.

slope Oi.) 1.20% 172.193 rn.

elev. dift.: 6.10 ft. 498.98 ft.

slope angle: -3°08' 359.071 m,

slope a -0.80% 610.29 ft.

Required Horiz. Actual Layout
Slope data Distance Distance

slope angle + 4°30' 338.666 rn. slope

horizontal 300.00 ft. horiz.

slope (-4,, +1.50/p 500,00 ft. slope

horizontal 260.000 m. ...___ horiz.

horizontal 440.00 ft. horiz.



TAKE HORIZONTAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT III

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #1

Part 1
1. 12 6. 5280
2. 3 7. 5280
3. 16 8, 43,560
4. 66 9. 320
5. 100 10. 10

Part 2
1. 0.3048 5. 1609.347
2. 0.62137 6. 98.425
3. 25.4 7. 18.7796
4. 39.37 8. 3.25

Part 3
1. 4.66!' 4. 6' - 7"
2. 0.75' 5. 26'
3. 12.333' 6. 0' - 10 V.,"

Assignnent Sheet #2

Part 1

1. 418.94 6. 838.61
2. 119.71 7. 1126,15
3. 642.76 8. 550.96
4. 95.06 9. 339.22
5. 251.13 10. 764.84

Port 2

1. 619.21 6. 112.31
2. 204.14 7. 79.13
3. 15.72 8. 525.51
4. 1016.78 9. 902.29
5. 416.45 10. 2612.08

Assignment Sheet #3

1. 693.62 449.91
2. 219.84 275.61
3 885.61 8 618.29
4. 368.43 9. 774.85
5. 565.47 10. 573.45
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

;;ht-:t-t $44

$. 819.53'
250,06' 41?
31744' 3. 1 75.0ti'

P. 216.44'
10. 525.69'

lit'vt

It 6. 339.561 m.
1,'2.164 111. 7. 300.09 tt.
498.56 tt. 8 500.08 ft.
358 621 M. 9. 260.114 in.
610.55 ft. 10. p39 76 ft.



HORIZONTAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #1 - DETERMINE AVERAGE LENGTH OF PACE

A. Tools and equipment

1. Steel tape (either 100' or 200' length)

2. Chaining pins (or other method to mark points)

3. Field book and pencil

B. Procedure

1. Set initial starting point and set point #1.

(NOTE: Try to pick out an area that is at least 200' to 250' long, clear of obstruc-
tions, and quite level for this pacing exercise )

2. Head tape person should reel out the tape toward point #2.

3. Set an intermediate point #2 at 100' from the initial starting point #1.

4. Continue in a straight line from point #2, set at 100', and set point #3 at 200' even
from the initial starting point.

5. After points are set, reel up tape and store properly.

6. Begin paring procedures by starting with the toe of your foot even and just to the
side of point #1.

7. Begin a normal walking pace toward point #3.

(NOTE: Not too fast, not too slow.)

8. Counting your paces as you go, you may want to make note of the number of
paces when crossing Point #2.

9, Upon reaching point #3, make note of total number of paces that the 200.00' dis-
tance required including any partial step at the end.

10. Repeat this procedure. hack toward the beginning point, totaling up record-
ing the total each time.

11. After completing this exercise 6 to 8 times and determining a comfortable pace,
add up the totals, keeping in mind that they shot.',i all be relatively &milar.
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12. Divide the total footage by the number of paces accumulated.

Example:
200.00 1st 64.0
200.00 2nd 64.5
200.00 3rd = 64.0
200.00 4th 64.5
200.00 5th 64.0
200.00 6th 64.0

1200.00 Total Feet 385.00 Total Paces

1200 + 385 = 3.12 ft per pace

13. This number, average feet per pace, can now be used for any required distance
needed simply by dividing your average pace into the desired distance.

(NOTE: Again keep in mind that pacing downhill lengthens your stride, and pac-
ing uphill Lan shorten each pace considerably. This exercise should be repeated
frequently.)



HORIZONTAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #2 - MEASURE AND LAY OUT HORIZONTAL
DISTANCES WITH A STEEL TAPE

A. Tools and equipment

1. 100 foot tape

2. Full set of chaining pins

3. Plumb bobs

4. Spring balance tension handle

5. Range poles

6. 2 wooden stakes

7. Hand level

8. Field book and pencil

B. Procedure

1. Split up into groups of 2-3 students, depending on how many steel tapes and tap-
ing accessories are available.

(NOTE: Each group should set out a pair of stakes approximately 450' to 475'
apart on level ground, with a section of range pole behind each point for align-
ment.)

2. Rear tape person begins taping procedure by lining up the head tape person
using vocal or hand signals. (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1
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3. Apply proper tension to tape.

4. Plumb tape as needed. (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

4"0$4
Aepk,"--

°,*

1

. 1 'la''.9. *4,"
..9.'

444441.-dd' ;*pa ^1, : ^

5. Mark tape lengths, double check locations, and move on to second stake.

6. Continue marking until a partial tape length is needed.

7. Read the tape for the last measurement.

(NOTE: The correct procedure depends on the type of tape being used.)

8. Record the distance (full lengths and partial) in the field book.

9. Repeat this entire procedure back and forth several times. Record each total hori-
zontal measurement from point #1 to point #2.

10. Compare all of your results when finished, and calcu' ,e an average horizontal
measurement.

(NOTE: Office calculations can also be done later to correct for slope, tension,
and temperature.)

11. Practice the following variations as time allows.

a. Use different styles of tapes.

b. Set out other distances.

c. Exchange roles of crew members

d. Work on slightly sloping ground.

e. Measure in weeded areas.

f. Practice plumb bobbing steep slopes.



HORIZONTAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT III

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with the correct definitions.

A common surveying abbreviation which 1. Baseline
represents an accurate position of a sur-
veyed station 2. Blunder

b. A piece of surveying equipment, normally 3. Circumference
three-legged, of wood or aluminum on which
the surveying instruments can be mounted 4. Field book

c. A mistake due to human error that can be 5. Parameter
discovered unless negligible

6. Point
d. A surveying device developed after the ti =n-

sit for both vertical and horizontal angular 7. Reconnaissance
measurements: normally has greater preci-
sion than standard transits 8. Recorded

e. A set of physical properties whose values 9. Theodolite
determine the characteristics of a system

10. Tripod
A surveyed line, normally straight, with mea-
sured increments called stations; often
used for control work on engineering pro-
jects and as a method of collecting existing
ground features

A surveying term used to signify writing
down or transcribing field data into a field
book

_h. A normal preliminary stage of a project uscd
to evaluate approaches to survoying pro-
jects, collect preliminary data, and familiar-
ize oneself with the site

The calculated or measured distance
around a circular object

The common term for the collection base of
all field data; usually either a bound booklet
or a loose-leaf binder-type book
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2. Slate the equivalencies for the following surveying measurements.

a. 1 mile =

b. 1 acre = square chains

c. 1 chain = feet = links

d. 1 rod = feet

e. 1 kilometer = meters

f. 1 hectare = acres

feet

g. 1 square kilometer (km-) = hectares

miles

3. List three types of equipment used in the past to make horizontal measurements.

a

b.

c.

4. Match horizontal measurements on the right with tneir correct uses.

b.

C.

f.

Used to relocate points set from existing
features that can be readily found iafei

Used to provide a method of contro: along a

baseline for construction ruposes

Used to measure the distant. between con
trol points along with the angular measure-
ments

Used to establish a series of control f.,ic rits
and their positions by horizontal distani es
only

Used to establish an cculate baselint, from
which angles are measured to numerous
points

Used to establish proposed loc.ltori of a;1
engineering works

Used to establish location of all existing
features within a survey limit

r .

1. Construction

2. Horizontal ties

3. linear stationing

4. Topographical

5. lraversinq

ft -Triangulation

7, Trilateration
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5. Distinguish between the methods of measuring distances by placing the following let-
ters next to the correct descriptions:

EDM Electronic distance measuring
OD Odometer
OP Optical range tinders
P Pacing
T Tacheometry

a. Consists of counting the number of steps in a required distance. Particu-
larly useful when looking for survey markers, marking rough measure-
ments, detectino blunders, and checking measurements on construction
layouts.

.b. Consists of the number of revolutions of a wheel of known circumference
converted to a linear distance. Used to collect preliminary data when
beginning a survey. to serve as a rough check of measurements made by
other methods, and to aid in differentiating fencelines for determining
property ownerships

c. Operate on the same principles as similar equipment on a single-lens cam-
era. Basically, when focused. they solve for object distance. The operator
views the object, focuses the image, and a distance reading can be
obtained. Particularly useful in reconnaissance, sketching, or checking a
more accurate measuremc. t for mistakes,

d involves the measurement of a related distance parameter either by
means of a fixed angle inters 'pt (eyarnple stadia) or by means of a mea-
sured angle to a fixed base (example subtense bar).

unction by sending a lightwave or microwave signal along the path to be
measured. and measuring the time involved in traveling that distance. Very
useful whim measuring over long distances, bodies of water, rough terrain,
etc.

6. Complete the following statements concerning tpes of tapes or chains by tilling in the
blanks with the appropriate words.

Available in many lengths. tnatked in eitia. or metric units and
different unit weights

b. Common lengths are 100, 200. and 300 toot tapes with . being the
most commonly used

c. Steel tapes or chains come in two prevalent cross sections. and
lightweight
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7. Identify the following types of tape readouts.

a.

b.

C.

A 26.82'
0

-

27

.9 .7.5 .3.1

A 26.82'

* , , :..1 . , 1...\ \ 7 i 1. L.4 --, . A il44-.7" , Li I, :1 ..i _a_..A 1.,...1, . A_ .d.a-...-

26 al 27 28
k A 4 A 1 A.1 I i .1.1 i 1 4{11"

1 7 25

A 26.82'

F
LLA

.1 3 1 .9

8. Match taping accessories on the right with their corect uses.

a. Normally made of solid brass with a weight
of 8 oz. to 18 oz. used in taping to transfer
from tape to ground (and vice versa) when
above ground and to maintain horizontal
alignment when measuring distances

Used to keep tape ends at same elevation
while taping along uneven terrain

c. Used in precise work to ensure proper ten-
sion is being applied to the tape when mea-
suring a distance between two points

;

26 27 28

1. Hand levels

2. Chaining pins

3. Tape repair kits



TEST

d. Aid in gripping the tape at any intermediate 4. Clamp handles
point without bending or damaging the tape
and in eliminating any injury to hands while 5. Woven tapes
measuring

6. Plumb bobs
e. Used to mark out tape lengths or intermedi-

ate distances while measuring a biller 115- f . Range poles
tance; sometimes referred to as sunievor's
arrows 8. Tension handles

f. Used to determine the temperature of the 9, Pocket thermometers
tape while being used so the surveyor can
make corrections for expansion or contrac-
tion of the tape to calculate the "actual" dis-
tance between the points measured

Used to mark alignment while sighting a
point; typically made in 4 ft sections of
wood, steel, or aluminum with threaded
ends which can be connected together if
needed, and painted red and white alter-
nately, usually at 1 foot intervals

h. Available so that broken tapes can be put
back in service

Used for measuring ties to survey points,
cross sections, and rough measurements of
actual survey line measurements

9. Complete the following statements concerning the cart and storage of taping equip-
ment by circling the correct words.

a. 11 a surveyor's tape is kinked. a pull of I pound (will, will not usually break it

b. Tapes (may, may not) be "thrown" into a circular loop when not being used by the
surveyor.

c. Tapes should be kept (loose in a box, on their reel) for storage.

d. If a tape gets wet, wipe it first with a dry cloth, then (a water-saturated cleaning
cloth, oily cloth), and inspect for any deformities prior to storage.

e. While taping distances, only the (head, rear) tape person should hold on to the
end of the tape while moving to the next segment.

10. Stale one purpose of taping.
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11. Arrange in order the following steps used in taping on level ground by placing the cor-
rect sequence numbers (1-6) in the appropriate blanks.

a. Plumbing

b. Marking tape lengths

c. Lining in

d. Recording the distance

e Applying tension

f. Reading the tape

12. Select true statements concerning the procedure for taping on neven or sloping
ground by placing an "X" next to the true statements.

a. Hold the tape horizontal, either by accurate estimation or by the use of a
hand level.

b Only the rear tape person should apply steady tension to the end of the
tape.

c. When "breaking tape" or plumbing on sloped ground, try to use foot incre-
ments that will add up to 66' tape lengths, thereby aiding in reduction of
calculating errors.

d Communication between tape persons is important during this operation.

e The addition of all increments chained does not have to be double
checked since there are rarely errors.

13. Distingiush between accuracy and precision related to surveying technology by placing
an "X" next to the description of accuracy.

a. Refers to the degree of refinement used in measuring i value, either by the
number of times measured or by the degree of graduation it was mi,asured
in.

b. Denotes the absolute "nearness" -1 the measured value to the true value.

14, Calculate the accuracy ratio for the following curve problem.

A distance was measured and found to be 300.78 ft, The distance was previously known
to be 300.00 ft. What is the accuracy ratio? Round answer to nearest whole number.



TEST

15. LIM three examples of each common type of error that may occur while surveying.

a. Systematic errors

1)

2)

3)

Random errors

1)

3)

Mistakes or blunders

1)

2)

3)

16. Match taping corrections on the right with the correct formulas.

L
a. Cp (P, - P )

A E
and L = L + Cp

H2 = 82 ' V2 or H =

c. AWLC.=
24 P2

=1101!

1. Slope correction
when slope angle is
known

2. Slope correction
when vertical dis-
tance is known

3. Tape length correc-
tions

H= Cos 9 or H= S Cos 0
4. Temperature correc-

tions
Cre. = a (T - T5) L (general formula)

or

Cr = 0.00000845 (T - 68) L

f. Ci (LlL and

r L C,/

5. Tension correct' acs

6 Sag correction
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TEST

17. Complete the following statements, concerning recent advancements in horizontal
measuring by placing the correct answers in the blanks provided.

_.a. The first EDM instroment was introduced in the early

1) 1900's

2) 1940's

3) 1950's

4) 1960's

The type of EDMI which transmits a modulating laser oi infrared liOt hav-
ing wavelength within or slightly beyond the visible .pectrum is the

1) Microwave EDMI

2) Magnetic EDMI

3) Laser EOM!

4) Liectro-opticzil LOW

EDMI's determine Lingths based on phase changes that occur as
ent-,!-r) of known wavelength travels from one end of a iine

to the other and folums.

1) E.I...w.trerriagneti(,

kirrow

At4y71,c

4) Elec.trical

pos,tioninq systems nteasUTE! the locations
of control points Iron, W.ntq

1) EtAils

2)

3) Gyroscopes

4)
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e. Inertial systems ;_2.e N+Ir1tS
remote from each othyr.

1) EDMIs

2) Satellites

3) Gyroscopes.:

4) Altimeters

18. Distinguish between the responsibiliiici,; of
horizontal measurements by placing the

P Party chief or instrument pur:oln
R Rear tape person
H Head tape person

a. Records and reviews illl tiOd

b. Calls out the stotals tend tapi, rt.A.:i:fq; ;1,-;

Aliiins the head tape rlson

_d. Aligns the head tope person

e. Carries 111 *, tap

Holds the t,.lu precisely

g. Keeps count c.if f;1! to!ncg

h. Records measurenients t2 (11A&I,

i. Responsible for the t ii,J

J. Calls out "stick ;" 0/

Coordinate's ol! work to tx? dont- P.

I. Verities all nwasurernelts

_m. Places all apng iii.)

(NOTE: If the following activities have 1):.0. t n4'r
instructor when they should be completed. ,

19. Compute horizontal conversions

20. Calculate taping corrections for t:!-Nw!. 1.-

21. Calculate taping correctiont... for tin

diking
inks .

S. 1,55
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TEST

22. Calculate taping corrections for t.criiperature ,..A..1.411frient Sheet #4)

23. Calculate taping correcttom; for all typt,'s ertor. (Assignment Sheet :.)

24. Demonstrate the ability to

a. Determine average Icngth L;r.mv.t 41)

b. Measure and lay out horizolitat ,tist,irik.o:. with steel tape. iJob Sheet 42)



HORIZONTAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT III

ANSWERS TO TEST

a. 6 f. 1

b. 10 g. 8
c. h. 7
d. 9 i. 3
0. 5

2. a. 5280 fef3t, 80 chains
b. 10 square chains
c. 66 feet. 100 links
d. 16 1/2 feet
e. 1000 meters, 0.62137 miles
f. 2,471 acres
g. 100 hectares

3, Any three of the following:
a. Rod or pole
b. Gunter'~ chain
c. Engineer's chain
d. Wires

4. a. 2 e. 6
b. 3 f. 1

C. 5 g. 4
d, 7

5. a. P
b. OD
c. OP
d. T
e. EDM

6. a English
b. 100 ft
c. Heavy duty

7. a. Add tape
b. Fully graduated tape
c. Cut tape

a. 6 f. 9
b. 1 9, 7

h. 3
d. 4 i. 5
e.
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ANSWERS TO TEST

9. a. Will
b. May
c. On their reel
d. Oily cloth
e. Head

10. Either one of the following:
a. To determine the actual distance between two existing points in the field
b. To establish points in he field at prescribed distances determined by survey cal-

culations or for proposed engineering works

11. a. 3
b. 4

c. 1

d. 6
C. 2
1.

12. a,d

13. b

14. 0.78_0.78_ 1 1

300 0.78 384.6 385

15. a. Any three of the following systematic errors:
1) Slope in measurement
2) Erroneous tape length
3) Temperature variations
4) Improper tension

b. Any three of the following random errors:
1) Improper plumbing
2) Faulty marking
3) Incorrect reading or interpolation
4) Misalignment

c. Any three of the following mistakes or blunders
1) Transposing figures
2) Miscounting full tape lengths
3) Measuring to or from the wrong point
4) Arithmetic mistakes

16, a. 5
b. 2
c. 6
d. 1

e. 4
f. 3



17. a 3

b. 4
C.

d. 2

e. 3

ANSWERS TO TEST

18. a. P h. H
b. R i. P
c. P j. R
ci. R k. P
e. H I. P
f. R m. H

g-

19.23. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

24. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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VERTICAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT IV

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to enter field data in standard field
book form, make minor field adjustments to a leveling instrument, and perform various level-
ing problems. Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly performing the procedures
outlined in the assignment and job sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to vertical measurements with vie Lorrect definitions.

2. List uses of leveling results.

3. Complete statements concerning the theory of leveling procedures.

4. Distinguish between curvature and refraction.

5. Identify major parts of a level.

6. Complete statements concerning adjusting parts of a level.

7. Match types of leveling equipment with the correct characteristics and uses.

8. Complete statements concerning types of level rods.

9. Complete statements concerning the proper procedure for setting up a leveling
instrument.

10. Arrange in vrder the steps used to establish an elevation of an unknown point.

11. Select true statements concerning standard rules for note keeping.

1 6
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

12. Match various applications of level work with the correct characteristics and uses.

13. Distinguish between the duties of survey crew members.

14. Classify common errors that occur in leveling.

15. List common mistakes that occur while leveling,

16, Describe the process of making minor field adjustments (peg test).

17. Read various types of level rods. (Assignment Sheet #1)

18. Enter field data in standard field book form. (Assignment Sheet #2)

19. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Make minor field adjustments to a leveling instrument (peg test). (Job Sheet
#1)

b. Perform a completed level circuit using the differential leveling process.
(Job Sheet #2)



VERTICAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT IV

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Obtain additional materials andior invite resource people to class to supplernentlrein-
iorce information provided in this unit of instructie n.

(NOTE: This activity should be completed prior to the leaching of this unit.)

B. Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit.

C. Provide students with objective sheet.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

Provide students with information and qsignrnent sheets.

Discuss information and assignment sheets.

(NOTE: Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed.)

G. Provide students with job sheets.

H. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

1. Integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit

1. Have students perform a leveling problem consisting of a profile and cross sec-
tions.

2. Have students perform a three wire level circuit to demonstrate the inriease in
accuracy that can be obtained.

3. Have students research locations cif various types of local bench marics that can
be found in your local area.

4. Have students perform a double-rod level circuit to demonstrate the increased
accuracy that can be obtained.

5. Demonstrate applications where over-head leveling can be used in the construc-
tion industry.

6. Have students research the local area for local datums that are currently used in
leveling.

7 Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction, and indicate to them possible areas for improvement.

J. Give test.

K. Evaluate test.

L. Reteach if necessaly.

1 C:1
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 --- Parts of a Level

2. TM 2 Cross Hair Arrangements

3, TM 3 [lad with Target

4. TM 4 Rod Graduations

5. TM 5 Bench Circuit Sequence

6. TM 6 Standard Note Keeping

7. TM 7 -- Differential Leveling

8. TM 8 Reciprocal Leveling

9. TM 9 --- Profile Leveling

10. TM 10 Cross-Section Leveling

11. TM 11 Cross-Section Leveling (Continued)

12. TM 12 Cross-Section Leveling (Continued)

13 TM 13 Borrow Pit Leveling

14. TM 14 Error Classifications

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1 Read Various Types of Level Rods

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Enter Field Data in Standard Field Book Form

E. Answers to assignment sheets

F Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 Minor Field Adjustments to a Leveling Instrument (Peg lest)

2. Job Sheet #2 Perform a Completed Level Circuit Using the Differential Leveling
Process

G. Test

H. Answer6 to test

41)
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410 VERTICAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT IV

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Backsight (BS) A rod reading that is talcs n from a known point of eleva-
tion to obtain an instrument height

B. Bench mark (BM) A stationary, relatively permanent object. natural or
artificial, having a marked point whose elevation above or below an
adopted datum is known or assumed

Cross section A series of ground elevations taken at recorded offsets
wherever existing ground change, grade, usually taken at 900 offsets to the
baseline or centerline of the project

Elevation The vertical distance from a datum, usually the NGVD, to a
point or object

E. Foresight (FS) A rod reading that is taken on an unknown point or object
to obtain its elevation

Height of instrument (HI) The exact position of the cross hairs of a level-
ing instrument above a known point in a specified datum

G. Horizontal line 11 line perpendicular to the direction of gravity or parallel
to a horizonta'

Level line A a level surface, therefore a curved line (parallel to the
earth's curvature,

I. Mean sea level (MSL) The aye age height of the sea's surface for all
stages of the tides over a 19 year period, usually taken at hourly intervals
from 26 stations

J. National geodetic vertical datum (NGVD) The nationwide reference sur-
face for elevations of the United States. It was obtained by a least squares
adjustment done in 1929. A readjustment program should be completed in
1987.

K. Parallax The apparent displacement or the difference in apparent direc-
tion of an object as seen from two different points not on a straight line with
the object

(NOTE: Parallax occurs when the cross hairs of a telescope appear to travel
over the object sighted when the eye is shifted slightly in any direction.)

L Profile A surveyed line that has been stationed at equal intervals, and
elevations of each interval point have been obtained

M. Temporary bench mark A relatively stationary object that can be found
by description having an established elevation on it, such as a fire hydrant
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INFORMATION SHEET

N. Turning point (TP) A stationary point used to temporarily transfer the
position of the instrument without losing its reference elevation

Vertical datum -- Any level surface in which elevations are referred to; a ref-
erencing system of point elevations

P Vertical line A line that follows the direction of gravity as indicated by a
plumb line

IL Uses of leveling results

A. To design highways, railroads, and canals having grade lines that rn con-
form to the existing topographical surroundings

B. To lay out construction projects according to engineered plans

C. To calculate volumes of earthwork in various types of construction

D. To analyze drainage cnaracteristics of an area of land

E. To develop maps showing general ground configurations

lii Theory of leveling procedures

A. The surveyor is able to sight through a telescope at a graduated rod (in feet
or meters) and determine a measurement reading at a point where the
cross hairs in the telescope intersect the rod,

B. Leveling has two purposes:

1. To find differences in elevations between points (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

1 Uft (.11 1..,f 11'
-LOS 5.42

..-

Point A

Point B

E.xample: Point B: 5.42' (rod reading)
Pont A: 1.116' (rod reading)
Difference: 4.36'
Therefore: Point A is 4 36 feet higher than Point B.
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2. To find elevations of points (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

a' - b' Difference in Elevation between A and Ei

Ground Surface

MS1- D8tulll
On e

V0e

Rad
B

HOL Z. On

Difference in
Roct Elevation between
A Point A and B

....k 'al

tb

Itr; \ °-- riy-/d
0 , ;..-' -.,

w\ .),.. _4.i, z.....

4*

ti,

i /ke

/
Example: If the rod reading at "A" equals 6.27 ft and the rod reading

at "B" equals 4.69 ft, the difference in elevation between
"A" and "B" would be: 6.27 - 4.69 = 1.58 feet.

Had the elevation of "A" been 461.27 ft (above MSL), then
the elevation of "B" would be 461.27 + 1.58 = 462.85 ft,
that is:

461.27' (elev. "A") + 6.27' (rod reading at "A") - 4.69' (rod
reading at "B") = 462.85' (elev. "B")
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INFORMATION SHEET

IV. Curvature and retraction errors

A. All leveling instruments are referenced to a h -zontal line and all vertical
elevations are based on a level line of sight. harefore, all rod readings
taken with a surveyor's level contain a curvature error "c" over a distance

FIGURE 3

Honznnta Line

c is the amount by which a
level sine and a hori7onial hne
diverge over distar, it

(NOTE: In Figure 3 the curvature of the level line has been greatly exagger-
ated to better illustrate the error involved with this leveling process)

B. Curvature error can be calculated by using the following formula:

(R + := R. + KA.

+ 2RG + G. = + KA-

C (2R + G) 7.-- KA.

Kk KA,
2R + :".; 2R

Where A mean radius of earth = 3959 miles or 6370 km

Example: Take 2500 ft as KA:

2500'
= 0.1495 = C

2(3959 x 5280)
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C When considering the divergence between a level and a horizontal line of
sight, one must also account for the fact that all sight lines retract down-
ward towards the earth's surface. Therefore, all rod readings taken with a
surveyor's level also contain a refraction error "r" over a distance "d". (Fig-
ure 4)

FIGURE 4

iionzontd1 Line

Line of Sight

A

F.* B

0

D. Refraction is generally considered to be approximately one-seventh that of
the curvature error calculated for that distance, or r = 0.14c.

in Example B where c = 0.1495,
r = 0.14 x 0.1495 = 0.0209
c r = 0.1495 - 0.0200 0.1286

E. It can be seen from the calculations above that curvature and refraction
errors are relatively small even at large distances. (Table 1)

Table 1

Distance (ft) = 100 200 300 400 500 1000 1 mile
r) ft = 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.005 0.020 0.574

Distance (m) = 30 60 100 120 150 300 1 km
(c r) m = 0.0001 0.0002 0.0007 0.001 0.002 0.006 0.152

F. The accuracy requirements for the type of level work to be executed will
determine whether or not curvature and refraction errors must be calcu-
lated.
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INFORMATION SHEET

V. Major parts of a Irv& (Transparency 1)

(NOTE: The following parts are for a "dumpy level", but the basic parts are quite
similar to those in many other types of levels.)

A. Telescope

B. Objective focusing pinion'

C. Sunshade

Level vial

E. Level bar

Clamp screw"

G. Spindle

H. Leveling head

1. Leveling screws'

J. Base plate

K. Tangent screw'

Level post

M. Level adjusting nuts*

N. Eyepiece focusing ring.

0. Cross hair reticle adjusting screws'

(NOTE: Adjustment components art! starred.)
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VI. Adjusting parts of a level

A Telt-scope (okin. tt)

FIGURE r-)

Telescope Tube

Cross Hair
Ring

Cross Hair Reticle
also location of focal plane)

Eyepiece Lenses Focusing Lens

Capstan Adjusting Serw7;

1. Rays of light

Objective Lens

This then totnits 1Y.1 ;n1A0t r lily local plane

3 The image forint-Ad znei vepiece lenses so that
the image can he i-ii:a? s, 4.t-ti

4. The eyepiccr7 . try:. are located in
the telescope at the' ptin-.i:-,;.1) p;ar.

The focusing )rail , ;4!) rie ;011145tt.'d SO that the images
of varying distant-0.5 ;. 014 1.4,7 ink) tUC:11!:, ;n the plane of the
reticle

(NOTE: Most telescope;., iiivuive additional lenses in
the eyepiece asernt>1,, 1,3%h-rte l unoge car be vi-d as
an erect image. Mi.;: vii,tarTe ranges front 6
fool depending on the )

6. The cross hairs ci.in thui ditititit20 tr., ii CrOSS hair ring, or as
in most modern equipment 1(..ritraf lines etched on a circular
glass plate enclosr.q't -JOY, 'Mil tin() f.Tr.insgiiii,ricy

The cross hair ring i:,.hghtl.y silAiltq than the diameter of the tele-
scope tube) is held in pix: by 4 screws that can be turned
to adjust the Crtyi..; h;i1r!, li)..1.11;i1A-.J tt,i1 or rigli1 it the instrument
is found to be t;lightly c.ut c,t auks: writ (TN:, will he discussed later
in this chapter.)

I
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B. Level vial

1. Is a glass tube sealed at both ends that contains a sensitive liquid
such as alcohol and a small air bubble within the tube

The tube is graduated \kiln unitorm, etched markings generally
spaced at 2mm apart used to accurately determine the bubbles posi-
tion

3. The "axis" of a level vial is an imaginary longitudinal line tangent to
the upper inside surface at its midpoint. Therefore, when the bubble
is centered m its run, the axis should be a horizontal line. See Figure

FIGURE 6

Axi$ L vvet Vlat
ITatiqcnt at Malpirmit)

i.:1--fritaig', %"1,1-wItUft.'

m'rsIthqt%

4. The sensitivity of a level vial is directly related to the curvature of the
glass tube used. For example, the larger the radius, the more sensi-
tive a bubble.

5. Most automatic levels, theodolites, EDMI's and other types of equip-
ment have circular bubbles rather than actual glass tubes, but sensi-
tivity standards have yet to be established for this type.

C. Leveling head

1. In the case of the dumpy level, four leveling fool .A.rews are utilized
to set the telescope level.

2. The screws surround the center bearing of the instrument and are
used to tilt the telescope using the center bearing as a pivot point.

3. The telescope tube is positioned directly over two opposite foot
screws and moved into a level position by adjusting the two screws,
H.eeping both of them snug but not overly tight.

4. Once the telescope is level in this position, it is moved 90 degrees,
directly over the other two foot screws and the process is repeated.
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5. After the telescope is level in the second position, it should be turf
180° to check the bubble vial for possible error. Minor adjustments
with the 4 foot screws can be made to average any minimum error in
the tube. See Figure 7.

FIGURE 7

Leye!ing Screw

lelescoT

Leveling Screw

Leveling Screw

Second Position

Leveling Screw

first Position

VII. Types of leveling equipment

A. Hand level (Figure 8)

1. Used for low-precision var 5 ro gh checks to
level work.

2. Consists of a brass tube having a :n glass objective lens and
peep-sight eyepiece.

a A small level bubble mounted above a slot in the tube is viewed
through the eyepiece by means of a prism or 45° mirror. A horizontal
line extends across the tube.

4. Is normally held in one hand and leveled by taising or lowering the
objective end until the bubble is level.

5. At this point the target can be viewed through the eyepiece and com-
pared to the vertical position of the eye of the observer.
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6. Most hand levels have no magnification so their uses are quite lim-
ited.

7. Some hand levels are capable of obtaining right angles which makes
them convenient for right-angle offset work.

FIGURE 8

B. Clumpy level (Figure 9)

1. Has a telescope firmly attached and parallel to the level bar.

2. The level vial, attached to the level bar, remains in the same vertical
pane as the telescope at all times.

3. Was at one time used extensively on all engineering works, but has
since been replaced in many engineering capacities by more sophis-
ticated, modern types of leveling instruments.

FIGURE 9

la sir ....L....7.J

r-irryt;*,;"0,
__Atli'

%%%%% us gi

. ;I
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C. Wye level

1. Has a non-fixed telescope that rests in Y-shaped supports called
wyes.

2. Curved clips fasten the telescope in place.

3. Is operated like the dumpy level, but is simpler to adjust because the
telescope can be lifted from the wyes and turned end for end.

4. Is now almost obsolete.

D. Tilting level (Figure 10)

1. Is used for more precise work and for many general purposes

2. A bull's eye level (circular spirit level) is utilized for quick approximate
leveling.

3. Exact leveling is accomplished by adjusting a tilting screw to tip the
telescope about a fulcrum at the vertical axis of the instrument, with-
out changing the height of the instrument.

4. This tilting feature increases accuracy and saves time since only one
screw needs to be adjusted to obtain a horizontal line of sight.

(NOTE: Using this type of instrument, one can ensure that the tele-
scope is level before each reading is taken.)

5. The tilting level can have either a three-screw leveling head or a four-
screw. Most tilting levels used are of the three-screw type, for ease In
leveling.

s- In
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E. Self-leveling or automatic level (Figure 11)

1. Employs a gravity reference prism or mirror compensator to automat-
ically orient the line of sight

2. Can be quickly leveled using a circular spirit level

3. Once the bubble is approximately leveled, the compensator will take
over and maintain a horizontal line of sight, even if the actual tele-
scope is slightly tilted.

4. Extremely popular due to the ease in setting up and the precision
that can he obtained with its use

(CAUTION: All automatic levels employ a compensator of some type,
either freely moving prisms or mirrors hung by fine wires. If a wire or
fulcrum were to break, it may not be detected during use; therefore
all subsequent rod readings would be incorrect. The operation of a
compensator can be verified by tapping the end of the telescope with
your finger or slightly moving a level screw back and forth causing
the line of sight to slightly bounce. This can be easily observed
through the eyepiece. if movement is detected, the compensator
should normally be in good working condition.)

FIGURE 11

Objective Lens Sighting Collimator

Endless Tangent Drive

Leveling Base

Compensator Optics

Adjustable Lateral Friction Clutch
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F. Tripods

1. Several types are available with either fixed or adjustable legs.

a. Adjustable-leg tripods have an advantage in setting up over
rough terrain and ease in storage.

b. Fixed-leg tripods have an advantage in that they are usually
more rigid and will not vibrate quite as much as an adjustable
one.

(NOTE: A sturdy tripod kept in good working condition is a
necessary part of obtaining accurate level work.)

Leg extensions are available when it becomes necessary to set the
instrument up high due to cornfields, brush, or other obstructions.

3. A domed-head tripod has become popular which can speed up the
actual leveling up procedures normally done.

VIII. Types of level rods

A. There are two main classes of level rods.

1. Self-reading rods

a. Are read by the instrument operator while sighting through the
telescope and noting the apparent intersection of the cross-
hairs on the rod.

Are the most common type.

2. Target rods (Transparency 3;

a. Have a movable target that is set by the rod person at the posi-
tion indicated by signals from the instrumer.t operator.

b. Are useful on long sights or when conditions are poor. The rod
person records the actual reading.

B. One-piece rods are used for more precise work, with an "invar" strip with
graduations held in place under temperature-compensating spring tension.

C. Rod graduations (Transparency 4)

1. Are accurately painted with alternate black and white spaces 0.01 ft
wide.

2. The 0.1 and 0.05 ft marks are emphasized by spurs extending the
black painting.

3. Tenths are designated by black figures and all foot marks by red num-
bers, all straddling the proper graduation.
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D. Most standard levr.,1 rods k..an be read accurately
to 250 It.

Rod levels can be used to ensure that the rod
being observed. iFigure 12)

FIGURE 12

A
IX, Setting epp a leveling instrument

(CAUTION: Always take care when using level rods around electrical wires and
overhead objects. "Always look up.")

with a level at distances up

is being held plumb when

A. When leveling, as opposed to transit work, the instrument can usually be
set up m a relatively convenient location.

B. If the instrument must be set up on hard surfaces such as asphalt or con-
crete, the tripod legs should be spread out to avoid possibilities of knocking
over the instrument due to wind or an unavoidable bump.

(NOTE: if possible, place one or two of the leg points in a crack of the pave-
ment. This will add stability.)

C. When setting up on soft surfaces, the tripod is first set up so that the tripod
head, or top, is nearly horizontal, and then the legs are firmly pushed into
the earth.

(NOTE: When applying pressure on each foot peg to set the tripod leg, you
should always place the outside edge of your foot against the tripod leg
and apply even but firm pressure downward, not short or jerking motions.)

D. On hills or sloping ground it is customary to place one leg uphill and two
legs downhill; the instrument person stands facing up hill while setting up
the instrument.
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E. If a four-screw level is being used, the correct procedure for leveling the vial
is to place the telescope parallel to two opposite leveling screws and adjust
both screws simultaneously until the bubble is centered. Then rotate the
telescope 90° over the two untouched screws and repeat the procedure.
This process may need to be repeated again by rotating 180° for fine adjust-
ments.

(NOTE: One rule to remember when adjusting four-screw instruments is to
always move opposite screws in opposite directions, "thumbs in thumbs
out" rule. The level bubble always moves in the direction that the left thumb
is moving. Never readjust the level vial between the backsight and foresight
reading.)

FIGURE 13

Bubble

Leveling Screws

Center Line

of Telescope

F When using a three-screw level istrument, any of the leveling screws can
be manipulated at one time independently of the others, although most
experienced surveyors of ten manipulate 2 of the screws at the same time.
Once the (bull's eye) circular bubble has been leveled, the instrument can be
revolved to check that the bubble remains centered.

G. Once the level has been set up and properly leveled preparation for the rod
reading can take place.

(NOTE: Take care not to jolt or lean on the tripod after leveling the instru-
ment.)

X. Proper field procedures to establish an elevation of an unknown point

A. Remove the instrument from its container by lifting the level bar or base,
not by grasping the telescope.

B. Securely attach 'he level to the tripod and transport to the initial set-up
point.

(NOTE: The safest way to transport a level is in its container. but it proper
care is taken while working level circuits, this is not necessary. The instru-
ment, once securely fastened to the tripod, may be placed over the shoulder
of the observer but preferably held in an upright position and moved on up
to the next setup. Care taken when walking under trees or through heavy
brush should be a top concern of any ;nstrument person when progressing
to the next setup.)
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C. Set up the Instrument midway betwccn point A and point B, and level it up.
(Figure 14)

FIGURE 14

D/2

Pt. A
Elevation: 1216.49

D!2
Approx.

.

Pt. B
Elevation: Unknown

(NOTE: Point A is an established point of elevation. All types of leveling
methods must start from wither a point of known elevation or in some cases
a point with an assumed elevation possibly in a local datum.)

D. Once the instrument is positioned and leveled up, take a rod reading
towards point A by having the rod person place the leveling rod directly on
the point of known elevation. (Figure 15)

FIGURE 15

Pt. A

Pt. B

1. The rod person must hold the level rod in a vertical position by using
a circular level bubble or by balancing the rod lightly between the fin-
ger tips.

2. A more common method of assuring that the reading is taken when
the rod is held vertical is referred to as "waving" or "rocking" the rod,
where the rod person slowly waves the rod ahead or towards the
instrument and then back past the vertical point. This Is done repeat-
edly until the instrument person signals that the proper rod reading
has been recorded.
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3. The instrument observer must carefully view the rod during this rock-
ing motion and pinpoint the lowest possible rod reading. It is at this
point that the rod is at its most vertical position. (Figure 16)

FIGURE 16

NOTE: When the rod is not in a vertical position, a
false reading will be observed.

/

E. With most methods of leveling, this initial rod reading taken from a known
point is regarded as a "backsight" or a "plus" shot and is recorded in the
backsight column of the field notes. (Figure 17)

FIGURE 17

f
STATION B S H t I- s ELEVATION LIFSCRIPTION

, . .

......... , .

B M "A" 5 02 I'M 49 CHtSELE0 "X" IN CON. STEP

. .

F. After carefully observing Point A and recording the rod reading (in this case
5.02), the instrument person signals to the rod person to proceed to Point B
by moving both arms above his head and then down to his side.

(NOTE: Proper technique is to record the reading in the field book and then
signal the rod person to move on.)
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G. Once the rod person has reached Point 8, the observer rotates the tele-
scope and focuses the cross hairs on the level rod presently resting on the
point. (Figure 18)

1. The rod person once agai must position themselves behind the
level rod and begin waving me rod slowly until an accurate rod read-
ing, referred to as a "foresight" or "minus" shot, has been taken.

2. The observer carefully reads the lowest number that the cross-hair
intersects with, and records.

FIGURE 18

8.64

Pt. B
Elevation: Unknown

H. This rod readinj c r foresight should be recorded in the proper column of the
field notes, usually checked again, and then the observer will signal the rod
person that they are !Inished. (Figure 19)

FIGURE 19

4

STATION H S

B M "A" 507

PT '11

LIEVATiON

1216 4

DESCRIPTION. .... . . .4 ...
CHISELE 0 IN CON STEP

NORTH RIM OF MANH
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I. At this point, the elevation of Point B can be calculated, using the following
steps:

1. The backsight

a. 5.02 must be added to the known elevation of Point A, 1216.49,
to determine the actual elevation of the cross hairs of the
instrument known as the height of instrument (Hi.). (Figure 20)

1216.49 Elevation of Pt. A
+ 5,02 Backsight Rod Reading

1221.51 Height of Instrument

FIGURE 20

5 02

Pt. "A"

H I

121 bl

b. The height of the instrument is recorded in the column
referred to as the H.I. column. (Figure 21)

±

FIGURE 21

S I Li

ri.i t tiNt S1f;P
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2. The foresight

a. 8.64 must then be subtracted from the H.I. to determine the
actual elevation of Point B. (Figure 22)

1221.51 Height of Instrument
8.64 Foresight Rod Reading

1212.87 Elevation of Pt. B

FIGURE 22

H.I.= 1221.51
8.64

SIATIUN 1 #t !:; rt

1212.87

Pt. B

b. The elevation of Point B is placed in the far right column
labeled "ELEVATION" and is on the same line as Point B writ-
ten in the first column used to describe information regarding
that "station." (Figure 23)

"7"

FIGURE 23

tif VA1 ION

ti 0? t : 49

"-,1:idPI .......
,.1 .1 ) 11,E LON STEP

8 4* 1, 1:' fi,it.r1 01 MANti9.1
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J. In many cases (due to large vertical or horizontal distances), several inter-
mediate setups must be made to get to the actual point in which the eleva-
tion is needed. The procedure is identical in every way, except:

1. Intermediate points, called "turning points," must be established
with known elevations.

(NOTE: Great care should be taken when choosing each location for
a turning point. It should be stable, easy to define, and convenient for
both instrument sightings, thr, foresight and backsight.)

2. After each setup Is completed, a backsight is then taken on the pre-
vious "turning point" to establish a new height of instrument.

3. Next, another turning point is established to enable yet another
instrument set-up.

4. This process is repeated until an accurate rod reading (foresight) can
be observed on the point of which an elevation Is needed. (See Fig-
ure 24)

FIGURE 24

ROD

FS = 0,611 HI = 164.123

BS = 2.106

ROD

BM 320
ELEV = 163,512

HI= 152.514

0.977'

ROD

BS = 2.950i
1

TP11

ELEV = 162.017

BM 315
ELEV = 150.034
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XI. Standard rules for note keeping (Transparency 6)

A. All recording is done in pencil.

B. Absolutely no erasure marks are made on data entries.

1. if a reading is recorded incorrectly. a single line should be placed
through it and the correct value should be written directly above it.

2. Evidence of erasure marks indicates possible error in the work per-
formed or a forced closure.

C. Pages should all be numbered as work progresses.

D. Each project should be labeled. (Figure 25)

1. Type of survey work

2. Project name

3. Project location

4. Project number or idcrintication r.umber

5. Names of all crew members and their dunes

a Date work took place

FIGURE 25

14th STREET IMPROVEMENTS

JOEY' #26084

BENCH MAIK CIRCUIT Or

..14th (STREET'...

OAK AVE. TO ELM AVE

LENNOX. S. OAK.

4/12184 T BROWN 71s"

B. SCOTT

S. HANSEN (1)
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E. Weather conditions should be noted.

1. Tempe ature

2. Wind conditions

3. Other conditions such as rain, fog, drizzle, snow, etc.

F Type of instrument used should be noted.

G. Hand copying of any field notes is prohibited.

H. All reductions of field notes should be in ink or red pencil.

XII. Various applications of level work

A. Differential leveling (Transparency 7)

1. Used to determine differences in elevation between points that are
remote from each other

2. Often referred to as bench mark leveling

3. Backsights and foresights should be kept as close to equal in hori-
zontal length as possible.

4. Double-rodded lines of levels can be used on extremely accurate
work, in which two turning points are es:ablished for each setup,
with two level rods being used and reading.. recorded in separate
note form columns.

5. Three-wire leveling can he done when performing precise differential
leveling which involves reading all three cross wires (top, middle, and
bAtom) and averaging the three to obtain a better value.

B. Reciprocal leveling (Transparency 8)

1. Used when equal backsights and foresights cannot be obtained.

Example: Over rivers, lakes, and canyons
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2 The instrument is set up at Point X near Point A, and rod readings are
taken at Point A and Point B. Several readings are taken due to the
distance of X-B. Once recorded. the instrument is relocated at Paint Y
and the process is repeated. (Figure 26)

FIGURE 26

A

3. The tva o differences in elevation between A and B determined from
Point and 11 will normally not be identical. An average of the two
chn be obtained, thus minimizing curvature and refraction errors
along with any small instrument errors.

C. Profile leveling (Transparency 9)

1. Used on route surveys for highways or pipelines where elevations
are needed at specific intervals

2. A base line is established with "stations" or points marked along the
line that can be easily found.

3. Rod shots are then taken along each of the stations and at any
abrupt change in existing grade that may occur in between the sta-
tion intervals. (Figure 27)

Example: Every 25 ft or 50 ft

FIGURE 27

0 1 7 3 4

STATIONS

6 a q 9 -53 2

RM STORE

E1.EV 361.10
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4. Normal turning points are set at 400-600 ft intervals as the profile of
base line reading progresses.

5. Once the end of the desired profile. is reached. normal benchmark
leveling is implemented to return the complete level circuit to the
beginning point, unless a point of known elevation has been previ-
ously established near the end of the profile.

(NOTE: Readings on paved surfaces such as concrete roadways.
curbs, and sidewalks are read to the nearest 0.01 of a toot, while rod
shots on the ground can be read to the nearest 0.1 of a foot. Regard-
less, all foresights and backsights on turning points are always read
to the nearest 0.01 of a foot.)

D. Cross-section leveling (Transparencies 10 and 11)

1. Commonly implemented along with profile leveling

2. While profile leveling obtains elevations along a straight base line,
cross-section level work is used to obtain elevations at certain right-
angle or 90-degree offsets from the stationed profile line.

3. The offset distances right or left of the base line are determined by
the shape of the existing terrain.

Example: Rod readings are taken at any definite change in slope.

Crosssections are commonly used to determine earth quantities
that might be needed during the construction of the project, or actual
areas of a ditch or swale that might be used in a potential drainage
study. (Figure 28)

5_

Lo fro 13.4m

FIGURE 25
4._

1 1.0n 7.8m --4*- 3.7m' z0
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E. Barometric leveling

1. A special barometer or surveying altimeter, an instrument that mea-
sures air pressure, can be used to find relative elevations of points
on the earth's surface. (Figure 29)

FIGURE 29

2. Particularly suitable for work in rough terrain where standard leveling
procedures would be extremely costly

3. Can be used where extensively large areas need to be covered and
high order!, of accuracy are not required

4. In stable weather conditions. accuracies of up to ±2 to .±3 ft are pos-
sible.
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F. Trigonometric leveling

1. Used to determine the elevation of a point by measuring the inclined
or horizontal distance between two points, and recording the vertical
angle to one point from a hori7ontal plane through the other point.
(Figure 30)

FIGURE 30

2. Thus, in Figure 30, if the slope distance AB or DC and the vertical
angle EDC are measured, then the difference in elevation between A
and B is EC = DC sine EDC.

(NOTE: If the horizontal oistance is determined (D-E), the equation
then involves the tangent function rather than sine.)

Commonly used in topographic work and over very rugged terrain

4. For very long distances curvature and refraction errors must be elimi-
nated.

G. Borrow pit leveling (Transparency 12)

1. Commonly used to determine the volume of material "borrowed" or
transported to the construction site

2. Rod readings are taken either by the cross-section method or by a
possible grid system layout over the existing or original ground
where excavation will take place.

3. As excavation commences, additional readings are taken for top and
bottom excavation limits.

4. Remov« quantities can then be calculated by comparing these rod
readings to the original elevations before excavation.

A
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X111. Duties of survey crew members

A. Survey party chief

1. Obtains necessary information prior to leaving the office for the su-
vey site.

2. Discusses proper surveying procedures with survey crew prior to
arriving at the location.

Examples: What needs to be done how the information should be

obtained, special precautions to be followed

3. Maintains daily logs. reports. and vehicle-use records.

4. Keeps orderly. neat field notes while work is being performed.

B. Instrument person (observer)

1. Takes care of surveying instruments.

2. Checks that all battery packs are charged.

3. Is responsible for accurate readings taken while performing survey
work.

C. Rod person

1 Takes care of all miscellaneous equipment.

2. Stores all equipment prior to leaving the site.

3. Cleans all level rods, tapes. etc.

4. Marks turning points and bench marks.

XIV. Sources of errors in leveling (T;.ansparency 13)

A. instrumental errors

1. Not in proper adjustment

2. Cross hairs not exactly hori:ontal

3. Level rod not correct length

4. Tripod leg loose or nu. securely set in ground

1 a
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B Natural errors

1. Curvature of the earth

2. Retraction of the line of sight

3. Temperature variations on the leveling vial

4. Strong or gusty winds

5. Settlement of the instrument

6. Settlement of a turning point

7. Traffic and equipment vibration

C. Personal errors

1. Bubble not properly centered

2. Parallax (improper focusing on a point)

(NOTE: To eliminate parallax, the observer must adjust the objective
lens (or focus) on the object sighted, or adjust the eyepiece lenses
(crosshair focus) while viewing a white piece of paper held in front of
the telescope. This process may need to be repeated several times to
correct the problem completely.)

3. Faulty ron readings

4. improper rod handling

5. Target setting

XV. Common mistakes while leveling

A. Use of an improperly graduated rod

1. Extremely worn at the joining sections

2. Worn graduations

B. Holding the rod in different locations during a turning point

(NOTE: Proper selection of turning points and where the rod will be held is
extremely important and will greatly decrease the chances of a level circuit
not closing accurately.)

1. Pick well-defined points to turn on

2. Mark turning point with keel or marking crayon if possible

3. Remain in same location while the instrument is being moved

5.195
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C. Reading a foot too high

1. The incorrect foot mark is within close vision of the cross hair.

2. Noting the footmarks above and below can eliminate this.

D. Reading a stadia hair Accidentally focusing on the upper or lower stadia
hair when taking a reading

E. Recording notes

1. Writing figures in wrong columns

2. Arithmetic errors when checking

3. Tran :posing digits when recording

F. Touching tripod during reading process

1. Common to beginners to put a hand on a tripod leg when viewing the
rod, then removing it when checking the level bubble

2. Keep both hands at the side or behind your back to help eliminate
this problem.

3. Never straddle a tripod leg once the instrument is leveled.

XVI. Minor field adjustments (Peg test)

(NOTE: Minor field adjustments are used to check that the line of sight through
the telescope is horizontal or parallel to the axis of the level bubble.)

FIGURE 31

Line of Sigh! kios

Level Hobble

Bubble lobe

Cross Hair
Fief id

A. Place two stakes at a distance of 200 to 300 ft apart.

I
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Set the level up between the stakes at approximately the mid-way point.
Rod readings are taken at both points and recorded (Figure 32)

100

Flowontai

low of sighs

First Set-up

10D tt

I t Fuor

. .

100 ft

C. Move the level to one of the points (A) and set up so the eyepiece of the tele-
scope just touches the level rod being held plumb over Point A.

(NOTE: Rather than setting up this close to Point A, the instrument can be
set up a short distance from Point A (8-10 h, so that an actual reading can
be obtained at Point A rather than using a pencil ac discussed later in "D".)

D. Take readings at both Points A and B and record.

(NOTE: The telescope can be viewed backwards when sighting Point A due
to the close setup causing it impossible to focus on the rod normally, there-
fore reading a, can be determined by moving a pencil point slowly up and
down the rod See Figure 33.)

FIGURE 33

203 ti. 1

Error

20D It

E. Determine the amount of error in the horizontal axis by subtracting the two
original rod readings from each other and comparing it to the difference in
the second set of rod readings.

F. Eliminate the error by removing the adjusting screw cover, and if necessary
adjust the capstan screws until the correct rod read intersects the cross
hairs.

(NOTE: This procedure is quite simple and should become standard prac-
tice by any trained surveyor.)

1'
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Parts of a Level

Eyepiece Cross Hair Reticle Telescope Objective Focusing Pinion
Focusing Adjusting Screws
Ring \1/4 Level Vial Sunshade

it

11111111.TIIIIIIP:=7.4111111.1111-m""'-.

Level Adjusting Nuts

Level Post

Tangent Screw

Leveling Screws

Base Plate

Level Bar

Clamp Screw

Spindle

Leveling Head

Leveling Screws

211.21.; eP



411, Cross Hair Arrangements

Level
Cross
Hair

411

Vertical Cross Hair

2k;

Stadia Hairs

S- 201
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Rod with Target

Climp
Movable Target

Vernier Scale
(for short-rod
readings)

Vernier Scale
(shown on
opposite side)

(for highrod
readings)

Lower Sleeve

Front View
Philadelphia Rod

20,;

Rod
Reading
Distance

S- 203
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ROD

FS = 0.611

Bench Circuit Sequence

HI = 164.123
ROD

ROD

BM 320
ELEV = 163.512

i1 i2

HL= 162.994_
FS = BS =2.960

4.

TP#1

ELEV = 162.017

BM 319
ELEV = 160.034
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Differential Leveling
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Reciprocal Leveling
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Profile Leveling
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Cross-Section Leveling
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Cross-Section Leveling
(Continued)
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Borrow Pit Leveling
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Error Classifications

Source Type Cause
Procedure to
Eliminate or Reduce

Instrumental Systematic Line of sight not parallel to
axis of level tube

Rod not standard length
(throughout length)

Adjust instrument; balance'
sum of backsight and foresight
distances

Standardize rod and apply cor
rections, same as for tape

Personal Random Parallax
Bubble not centered at
instant of sighting

Rod not held plumb

Faulty reading of rod cr set-
ting of target

Faulty turning points

Focus carefully
Check bubble before making
each sight

Wave the rod, or use rod level

Check each reading before
recording; for self-reading rod
use fairly short sights

Choose definite and stable
points

Natural Random

Systematic

Random

Systematic

Temperature

Earth's curvature

Variations in atmospheric
refraction

Settlement of tripod or turn-
ing points

Shield level from sun

Balance each backsight and
foresight distance; or apply
computed correction

Same as for Earth's curvature;
also take short sights, well
above ground, and take back-
sight and foresight readings in
quick succession

Choose stable :ovations; take
backsight and foresight read-
ings in quick succession pref-
erably alternating order of
sights

S- 223
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VERTICAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT IV

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - READ VARIOUS TYPES OF LEVEL RODS

Directions: Accurately read the rod-readings that appear at the center cross-hair on each of
the problems. Record your answers in the blanks provided.

Example:

3.93

1. 2.

S- 225
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

10.



VERTICAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT IV

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - ENTER FIELD DATA
IN STANDARD FIELD BOOK FORM

Cirections: From each of the "plan views" of level circuit runs, complete the proper field
notes for each problem. Enter all survey data on the proper columns provided in the standard
field note forms.

(NOTE: Along each line is a rod reading that i'su!ted from that sight. The numbering of the
T.P.'s indicates the direction of progress.)

Show the arithmetic check on each problem and record the circuit error on the line provided.

aample:
BM 5
48.29

BM 12

LUTZ AZ
BENCH CIRCUIT OF:

STA BS HI FS ELEV
BM 5 7.48: 55.77 48.29

TP 1 3.98: 57.11 2.64: 5313:

TP 2 9.82 58.29 8.64' 4 8.47*

BM 12 8.63. 59.28 7.64- 5 0.651

TP 3 1.48 58,52 2.24: 57.04:

10.26: 4 8.26: 48.29

.03 LOW

CP Bill T. 6116184
7r- Ted C. Sunny
cp. John R. Hot 89°

Circuit error .03

S- 229
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Prohlern 1:

Probie n 2:

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

. , .

Circuit Error

tcl

Cut ',lit Error



Problem 3: lIMB
t2 78

Problem 4:

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2
648 TP ,

BM 2
5;1 16

M ?C.

IP :3 Circuit Error

Circuit Error

S- 231
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Probleii) f.

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

1.

14M .0)

Circuit Error



VERTICAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT IV

Astsignment Sheet #1

1. 4.89
2. 1.04
a 2.01
4. 1.94

5. 1.15

Assignment Street #2

Problem 1

STA

BM 2

TP 1

1TP 2

IBM 7

I TP 3

ItiM 2

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

BS HI FS ELEV

74.63

8.11 14 2.79 79.95

4.78 84.73 2.61 82.12

5,48 87.6 9.64 77.96

4.55 82.51 10.48 72.03

(i .f, 78.56 3.93 74.63

29.45

6. 1'81f..."
7. 1.43
8. 1.10
9. 2.015 ;rn)

10. 1.74

81 '7

Circuit Error 0
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Problem 2

^ , 4_

STA BS

M15

HI FS ELEV

71.58

TP 1 3.78 75.36 8.12 67.24

TP 2 9.17 76.41 4.64 71.77

8M3 8.68 80.45 1.74 78.71

TP 3 2.43 81.4 4.15 76.99

IBM 15 6.73 83.72 12.12 76.60

30.79 30.77

Circuit Error

Problem 3

STA BS Hi FS ELEV

BM 8 82.78

TP 1 2.64 85.42 6.48 78.94

BM 20 5.77 84.71 9.83 74.88

TP 2 6.03 80.91 4.76 76.15

TP 3 7.54 83.69 4.65 82.77

31.43 31.44

Circuit Error



Problem 4

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

STA BS HI FS E.LEV

3M 2 52.16

TP 1 8.60 60.76 7.92 52.84

TP 2 4.57 57.41 5.23 52.18

BM 6 7.24 59.42 8.42 51.00

TP 3 3.64 54.64 8.14 46.50

BM 2 6.78 53.28 1.13 52.15
30.83 30.84

Problem 5

STA BS HI ES Et...FN

M 10 62.38

TP 1 7.43 69.81 7.23 62.58

TP 2 1.50 64.08 2.71 61.37

BM 30 10.13 71.50 864 62.86

TP 3 9.48 72.34 6.95 65.39

M 10 5.43 70.82 8.43 62.39

33.97 33.96

Circuit Error 1

Circuit Error +.01

8- 235



VERTICAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #1 - MAKE MINOR FIELD ADJUSTMENTS
TO LEVELING INSTRUMENTS (PEG TEST)

A. Tools and materials

1. Surveying level

2. Tripod

3. Level rod

4. 100 ft tape

5. Hammer

6, Wooden stakes, 2

7. Field book

a Pencil

B. Procedure

1. Place two stakes 200' to 300' apart on level ground.

2. Secure the level to the tripod.

3. Set up the instrument at approximately the mid-way point between the stakes.

4. Record each of the readings in the field book for each of the two stakes. (Figure
1)

FIGURE 1

Stake
-A" Stake

-B"
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JOB SHEET #1

5, Move the instrument to Point A and set up so the eyepiece almost touches the
rod when held on Point A.

(NOTE: The instrument can be set uo 810' away from Point A so that it can be
focused and a reading obtained.)

6. Read the rod reading at Point A by slowly moving a pencil along the graduations
while viewing the rod backwards through the telescope. Rotate the telescope
toward Point B and read the center hair reading. Record both readings. (Figure 2)

4.65

Stake
"B"

7. Subtract the first two readings that were obtained while positioned in the middle
from each other to determine the difference in elevation.

Example: 4.41 Reading @ roint B
- 3.94 Reading a Point A

.47 Difference in elevation

8. Sut, act the second set of readings from each otner to determine the difference
while sighting at unequal distances.

Example: 4.65 Reading @ Point B
- 4.16 Reading @ Point A

.49 Difference in elevation

(NOTE: if the difference is the same in both set ups, the instrument is in good
adjustment; if not, the difference in the two sets of readings is equal to the instru-
ment error. This error can be adjusted out by a slight adjustment to the cross
hairs.)

9. Remove the adjusting screw cover from the eyepiece of the level using the 4 cap-
stan screws beneath the ring.

10. Slowly adjust the horizontal cross hair until the desired reading is intersected by
the cross hairs.

(NOTE: This maneuver requires adjusting the top and bottom capstan screws.
Always loosen the opposite one before applying tension to the other screw. Your
instructor should be present during this process when making your first attempt
to adjust an instrument.)



tio

JOB SHEET #1

11. Once the desired reading is set into the instrument, the cross hair ring can be
replaced.

(NOTE: The last adjustment to any capstan screw should be one of a tightening
nature.)

12. Put the instrument away into its storage case.

13. Pick up all equipment.

14. Store equipment in proper locations previously assigned by the the instructor

5- 239



VERTICAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #2 - PERFORM A COMPLETED LEVEL CIRCUIT
USING THE DIFFERENTIAL LEVELING PROCESS

A. Tools and materials

1. Instrument level

2. Wooden tripod

3. Level rod

4. Field book

5. Pencil

6. Paint or keel

B. Procedure

(NOTE A bench mark to begin this circuit will be provided by the instructor, along with
the description of the point for which an elevation is to be established.)

1. Remove instrument from its case and fasten to tripod.

2. Set up instrument approximately 150-200 ft from the given bench mark.

3. Level up instrument as previously outlined.

4. Focus instrument at beginning bench mark and determine center hair reading.

5. Record reading in appropriate column of the field book.

(NOTE: This first reading is a backsight towards a known elevation, thus It should
be located in the second column of the field notes. See Transparency 6.)

6. Turn instrument scope towards the next point, or turning point.

(NOTE: instrument person should signal that this will be a turning point, there-
fore indicating to the rod person to find a permanent point to "turn" on.)

7. Focus the objective lens on the level rod and determine the center hair reading.

8. Record the rod reading In the appropriate column of the field book.

(NOTE: This rod reading is a foresight toward a turning point, and should be
located in the fifth column of the field notes. See "transparency 6.)
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JOB SHEET #2

9. Motion to the rod person that this is a turning point by raising one arm and
slowly rotating it in a circular motion.

10. Pick up the instrument by the tripod legs and move on up the circuit to and the
point of which a bench mark is required to set.

11. Locate the instrument approximately 150-200 ft past the turning point previously
set.

12. Level up instrument.

13. Focus cross hairs on level rod while positioned on previous turning point.

14. Record rod reading (backsight) in appropriate column of field book. See Transpar-
ency 6.

15. Signal rod person that you have completed that rod shot.

16. Rotate instrument scope toward next tur sing point to be established.

17. Focus cross hairs on level rod now positioned on this point.

18. Record rod reading (foresight) in the appropriate column of the field book.

19. Signal rod person that this shot is a turning point.

20. Pick up instrument, and proceed up the circuit toward bench mark to be estab-
lished.

21. Repeat the process each time until a foresight can be obtained on the desired
bench mark position.

22. Once the foresight is taken, pick up instrument, reposition, and level It. Record a
backsight on the same bench mark that was Just shot.

23. Next, continue the total leveling procedure back to the original starting bench
mark recording all backsights and foresights as previously described, ending
with a foresight on the original bench mark.

24. Store all equipment in proper places.

25. Reduce field notes as previously done on Assignment Sheet #2.

26. Turn in completed "Bench Mark Circuit" field notes to instructor.



VERTICAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT IV

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with the correct definitions.

a. The vertical distance from a datum, usually
the NGVD, to a point or object

b. A surveyed line that has been stationed at
equal intervals, and elevations of each inter-
val point have been obtained

c. Any level surface in which elevations are
referred to, a referencing system of point
elevations

d. The average height of the sea's surface for
all stages of the tides over a 19 year period.
Usually taken at hourly intervals from 26 sta-
tions

e. A line in a level surface, therefore a curved
line (parallel to the earth's curvature)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

f. A stationary, relatively permanent object,
natural or artificial, having a marked point 11 .

whose elevation above or below an adopted
datum is known or assumed 12.

g. A stationary point used to temporarily trans-
fer the position of the instrument without
losing its reference elevation

h. The exact position of the cross hairs of a lev-
eling instrument above a known point in a
specified datum

i. A line that follows the direction of gravity as
indicated by a plumb line

A line perpendicular to the direction of grav-
ity or parallel to a horizontal plane

k. The nationwide reference surface for eleva-
tions of the United States. it was obtained
by a least squares adjustment done in 1929.
A readjustment program should be com-
pleted in 1987

1. A rod reading that is taken on an unknown
point or object to obtain its elevation

Backsight

Bench mark

Cross section

Elevation

Foresight

Height of instrument

Horizontal line

Level line

Mean sea level

National geodetic ver-
tical datum

Parallax

Profile

S- 243
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TEST

m A rod reading that is taken from a known
point of elevation to obtain an instrument
height

n. The apparent displacement or the difference
in apparent direction of an object as see.,
from two different points not on a straight
line with the object

0. P4 relatively stationary object that can be
found by description having an established
elevation on it, such as a fire hydrant

A series of ground elevations taken at
recorded offsets wherever existing ground
changes grade, usually taken at 90* offset
to the baseline or centerline of the project

2. list three uses of leveling results.

a.

b.

c.

13. Temporary bench
mark

14. Turning point

15. Vertical datum

18. Vertical line

3. Complete the following statements concerning the theory of leveling procedures by fill-
ing in the blanks with the correct words.

a. The surveyor is able to sight through a telescope at a graduated rod and deter-
mine a measurement reading at a point where the in the tele-
scope intersect the rod.

Leveling has two purposes. Name one.

4. Distinguish between curvature and refraction by placing a "C" next to the formula for
curvature and an "R" next to the formula for refraction. Some of the formulas below
should be left blank because they are not formula? for curvature or refraction.

. a. 7C

b 0.140

c. KA2

d KA,
2R

e. 0.07C

t P



TEST

5. identity the major parts of a level as shown in the c, rmpy level below. Choose your
answers from the following list and place them in the appropriate blanks (not all of the
following are needed): Base plate. level bar, level post, level vial. tangent screw, cross
hair reticle adjusting screws, leveling screws. leveling head, telescope. eyepiece focus-
ing ring.

a. d.

e.

6. Complete the following statements concerning adjusting parts of a level by circling the
correct words.

a. Telescope

1) The eyepiece lenses focus the (objective lenses, cross hairs) which are
located in the telescope at the principal focus plane.

2) The focusing lens can be adjusted so that the images of varying distances
can be brought into locus in the plane of the (reticle, eyepiece).

3) The cross hairs can be thin (threads, wires) attached to a cross hair ring, or
as in most modern equipment they are actual lines etched on a circular
glass plate enclosed by a cross hair ring.

4) The cross hair ring (slightly smaller than the diameter of the telescope tube)
is held in place by 4 capstan (bolts, screws) that can be turned to adjust the
cross hairs up or down and left or right if the instrument is found to be
slightly out of adjustment.
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TEST

t evel vial

Is a glass tube sealed at (one end, both ends) that contains a sensitive liq-
uid such as alcohol and a small air bubble within the tube.

The tube is graduated with unifor in. etched markings generally spaced at
(2mm, 2 inches) apart used to accurately determine the bubbles position.

The "axis" of a level vial is an imaginary longitudinal line tangent to the
upper inside surface at its midpoint. 1 heretore, when the bubble is (to the
left of, centered in, to the right of) its run, the axis should be a horizontal
line.

4) the sensitivity of a level vial is directly related to the (length, curvature) of
the glass tube used.

eveling head

1) In the case of the dumpy level, (three, four) leveling toot screws are utilized
to set the telescow3 level.

The screws surround the center bearing of the instrument and are used to
(tilt the telescope, turn the telescope left or right) using the center bearing
us a pivot point.

7 Match types of leveling equipment on the right with the correct characteristics and
uSeS,

1) Employs a gravity reference prism or
rnirror compensator to automatically
orient the line of sight

2) Can be quickly leveled using a circular
spirit level

3) Once the bubble is approximately lev
clod, the compensator will take over
and maintain a horizontal line of sight,
even if the actual telescope is slightly
tilted.

4) Extremely popular due to the ease in
setting up and the precision that can
be obtained with their use

_b. 1) Has a non-fixed telescope that rests in
)(shaped supports

2) Curved clips fasten the telescope
place.

3) now almost obsolete,

c. 1) Several types are available with either
fixed or adjustable legs.

21 Leg extensions are available when it
becomes necessary to set the instru-
ment up high due to cornfields, brush,
or other obstructions.

1 Hand level

2 Wye level

3 Dumpy level

Tilting level

f7. Selfeveling or auto-
Mane level

t If iPOti



TEST

tf 1) Has a tclescope firmly attak,ht;c1 and
parallel to the level bar.

2) The level vial, attached to the 11,wt,I
remains in the same vertical plane as
the telescope at all times
Was at one time used extensively on
gill engineering works, but has since
tOf 'n replaced in wally engineering
capacities by more sopnisticated.
modern types of leveling instruments.

1) Used for low-precision work and for
making various rough checks to level
work

2) Consists of a brass tube having a plain
glass objective lens and peepsight
eyepiece

A small level bubble mounted above a
slot in the tube is viewed through the
eyepiece by means of a prism or 45°
mirror. A horizontal line extends across
the tube.

4i Is normally held in one hand and ley-
eled by raising or lowering the objec-
tive end until the bubble is level.

t. 1i Is used for more precise work and for
many general purposes.

2) A bull's eye level (circular spirit level) is
utilized for quick approximate leveling.

:31 Exact leveling is accomplished by
adjusting a tilting screw to tip the tele-
scope about a fulcrum at the vertical
axis of the instrument, without chang-
ing the height of the instrument.

4i this tilting feature increases accuracy
and saves time since only one screw
needs to be adjusted to obtain a hori-
zontal line of sight.

8. Complete the following statements concerning types of leyt.:1 rods by circling the dor
red words.

it. "There are (two, tour) main classes of level rods.

b. (Adjusting, Sett - reading) rods are read by the instrument operator while sighting
through the telescope and noting the apparent intersection of the cross-hairs on
the rod. This is the most common type.

c. Target rods have a movable target that is set by the rod person, Instrument oper-
ator) at the position indicated by signals from the (rod person, Instrument opera-
tor).

I rt
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TEST

d, (One, Two) -piece rods are used for more precise work, with an "invar strip with
graduations held in place under temperature-compensating spring tension.

e. Rod graduations are accurately painted with alternate black and white spaces
0.01 tt wide. Tenths are designated by black figures and all toot mai ks by (green,
red) numbers, all straddling the proper graduation.

g.

Most standard level rods can be read accurately with a level at distances up to
(100, 250) ft.

(Rod levels, Plumb bobs) can be used to ensure that the rod is being held plumb
when being observed.

9. Complete the following statements concerning the proper procedure for setting up a
leveling instrument by circling the correct words.

a. If the instrument must be set up on hard surf aces such as asphalt or concrete.
the tripod legs should be (spread out, pushed In)

b. When setting up on soft surfaces, the tripod is first set up so that the tripod head,
or top, is nearly horizontal, and then the legs are (set up on top of the surface,
firmly pushed Into the earth)

c. On hills or sloping grow,a it is customary to place (one leg, two legs) uphill and
(one leg, two legs) downhill; the instrument person stands facing uphill while set-
ting up the instrument.

d. If a four-screw level is being used, the correct procedure for leveling the vial is to
place the telescope parallel to two opposite leveling screws and adjust (the is. t
screw first, both screws simultaneously, the right screw first) until the bubble is
centered. Then rotate the telescope 180° over the two untouched screws and
repeat the procedure. This process may need to be repeated again for fine adjust-
ments.

e. When using a three-screw level instrument, any of the leveling screws can be
manipulated at one time independently of the others, although most experienced
surveyors often manipulate (2, all) of the screws at the same time. Once the
(bull's eye) circular bubble has been leveled, the instrument can be revolved to
check that the bubble remains centered.

10. Arrange in order the steps used to establish an elevation of ail unknown point by plac-
ing the correct sequence numbers (1.9) in the appropriate blanks. The answers for two
steps are given.

5 a Record the initial rod reading taken from the known point in the backsight
column of the field notes.

Attach the level to the tripod and transport to Inc initial set-up point.

c. Record the foresight reading in the proper column of the field notes, and
signal the rod person that you are finished.

d. Set up the instrument midway between Point A and Point B, and level it up.
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C. 1) Used to determine differences in eleva-
tion between points that are remote
from each other

2) Often referred to as bench mark level-
ing.

3) Backsights and foresights should be
kept as close to equal in horizontal
length as possible.

1) Commonly used to determine the vol-
ume of material transported to the
construction site.

2) Rod readings are taken either by the
cross-section method or by a possi:)le
grid system layout over the existing or
original ground where excavation will
take place.

3) As excavation commences, additional
readings are taken for top and bottom
of excavation limits.

4) Removal quantities can then be calcu-
lated by comparing these rod readings
to the original elevations before exca-
vation.

1) Commonly implemented along with
profile leveling.

2) Is used to obtain elevations at certain
right angle or 90-degree angle offsets
from the stationed profile line.

1. 1) A special barometer or surveying altim-
eter can be used to find relative eleva-
tions of points on the earth's surface.

2) Particularly suitable for work in rough
terrain where standard leveling proce-
dures would be extremely costly.

3) Can be used where extensively large
areas need to be covered and high
orders of accuracy are not required.

;len equal backsights and fore-
sights cannot be obtained.

2) The instrument is set up at Point X,
near Point A, and rod readings are
taken at Point A and Point B. Several
readings are taken due to the distance)
of X-B. Once recorded, the instrument
is relocated at Point Y and the process
is repeated.

")



TEST

13. Distinguish between the duties of survey crew members by placing the following letters
next to the appropriate duties and responsibilities.

P Survey party chief

1 Instrument person

R Rod person

Takes care of all miscellaneous equipment (not instrument).

__b. Keens orderly, neat field notes while work is being performed.

c. Maintains daily logs, reports. and vehicle-use records.

d. Takes care of surveying instruments.

14. Classify the common errors that occur in leveling listed below by placing the following
letters in the appropriate blanks*

"1" Instrument error

"N" Natural error

"P" Personal error

_a. Improper rod :iandling

b. Bubble not properly centered

. .c. Strong or gusty winds

d. Refraction of the line of sight

e. Level rod not correct length

Parallax

_g. Cross hairs not exactly horizontal

_h. Temperature variations on the leveling vial

Faulty rod readings

Tripod leg loose or not securely set in ground

Curvature of the earth

Settlement of a turning point

0
r,.
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TEST

15. List thre cornmon

a.

b.

C.

16. Describe the proces:, of
. ".:!

(NOTE: It the folicwing . ,
instructor when they shouid ni..

17. Read vanoub types

18, Enter field data in t;t;inilzito

19. Demonstrate the afillity

a.

test, ask your

Make minor ittlki .,., t,11; job bbeet #1)

b. Perform a it eust tir();:e:1.1. (Job
Shee.t 42)



VERTICAL MEASUREMENTS
UNIT IV

411

1.

ANSWERS TO TEST

a. 4 1. 16
b. 12 j. 7
c. 15 k. 10
d. 9 1. 5
e. 8 m. 1

f. 2 n. 11
g. 14 0. 13
h. 6 p. 3

2. Any three of the following:
a. To design highways, railroads, and canals having grade lines that must conform

to the existing topographic surroundings
b. To lay out construction projects according to engineered plans
c. To calculate volumes of earthwork in various types of construction
d. To analyze drainage characteristics of an area of land
e. To develop maps showing general ground configurations

3. a. Cross hairs
b. Either one of the following:

1) To find differences in elevations between points
2) To find elevatiors of points

4. a. Blank
b. R
c. Blank
d. C
e. Blank

5. a. Cross hair reticle adjusting screws
b. Telescope
c. Level vial
d. Leveling head
e. Leveling screws
f. Tangent screw

6. a. 1) Cross hairs
2) Reticle
3) Wires
4) Screws

b. 1) Both ends
2) 2mm
3) Centered in
4) Curvature

c. 1) Four
2) Tilt the telescope

1)
' .
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ANSWERS TO TEST

7. a. 5
b. 2
C. 6
d. 3
e.
f. 4

8. a. Two
b. Self-reading
c. Rod person, instrument operator
d. One
e. Red
f. 250
g. Rod levels

9. a. Spread out
b. Firmly pushed into the earth
c. One leg, two legs
d. Both screws simultaneously
e. 2

10. a. 5 f. 4
b. 2 g.
c. 8 h. 9
d. 3 i. 6
e. 7

11. c,d,e.t

12. a. 6
b. 3
c. 1

d. 7
0. 4
f. 5
g. 2

13. a. R

b. P
c. P
d. I

14. a. 3 g. 1

b. 3 h. 2
c. 2 i. 3
d. 2 j. 1

e. 1 k. 2
f. 3 I. 2



ANSWERS TO TEST

15. Any three of the following:
a. Use of an improperly graduated rod
b. Holding the rod in different locations during a turning point
c. Reading a foot too high
d. Reading a stadia hair
e. Recording notes improperly
f. Touching tripod during reading process

16. Description should include the following:
a. Place two stakes at a distance of 200 to 300 ft apart.
b. Set the level up between the stakes at approximately the mid-way point. Rod

readings are taken at both points and recorded.
c. Move the level to one of the points (A) and set up so the eyepiece of the telescope

just touches the level rod being held plumb over Point A.
d. Take readings at both Points A and B and record.
e. Determine the amount of error in the horizontal axis by subtracting the two origi-

nal rod readings from each other and comparing it to the difference in the second
set of rod readings.

f. Eliminate the error by removing the adjusting screw cover, and if necessary
adjust the capstan screws until the correct rod read intersects the cross hairs.

17.-18. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor.

19. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor.
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ANGLES AND DIRECTIONS
UNIT V

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to list the various types of meridians
used in surveying, define the different types of horizontal and vertical angles used in giving a
line a direction, distinguish between bearings and azimuths, and convert bearings to azimuths
and azimuths to bearings. Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly completing the
assignment sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to angles and directions with the correct definitions.

2. Distinguish between the systems of angular measurement.

3. Match types of reference meridians with the correct descriptions.

4. Label the types of vertical angles used in surveying.

5. Identify the types of horizontal angles.

6. Distinguish between the three common methods of giving direction to a line.

7. Convert bearings to azimuths and azimuths to bearings.

8. State the correct rule for converting back directions from either bearings or azi-
muths.

9. Convert bearings and azimuths to their opposite forms. (Assignment Sheet #1)

10. Calculate bearings and azimuths from interior angles. (Assignment Sheet #2)

r. i
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

11. Calculate bearings and azimuths from deflection angles. (Assignment Shitat #3)

12. Convert bearings and azimuths into interior angles. (Assignment Sheet #4)

.,.



ANGLES AND DIRECTIONS
UNIT V

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Obtain additional materials andlor invite resource people to class to supplerhentiivin
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOTE: This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit.)

B. Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unii.

C. Provide students with objective sheet.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Provide students with information and assignment sheets.

F. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

(NOTE: Use the transparencies to enhance the informaVon as needed.)

G. integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

1. leach basic use of calculators for conversion of degrees into decimal degrees and
vice versa.

2. Display various isogonic charts to the group and discuss magnetic declination,

3. Discuss uses of geodetic north, grid north. and assumed north, and applications
of where each might be used.

4. Determine the magnetic declination for your immediati area by the use of .so
gonic charts.

5. Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction, and indicate to them possible area: r improvement.

H. Give test.

Evaluate test.

J. Reteach if necessary.
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

A Objective sheet

B. information sl,oet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM #1 Reference Directions for Vertical Angles

TM #2 Direction by Bearing or Azimuth

Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1 Convert Bearings and Azimuths to Their Opposite Forms

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Calculate Bearings and Azimuths From Interior Angles

Assignment Sheet #3 Calculate Bearings and Azimuths From Deflection Angles

1. Assignment Sheet #4 Convert Bearings and Azimuths Into Interior Angles

E. Answers to assignment sheets

F Test

a. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN WRITING THIS UNIT

K. vanagh. Barry and S.J. Glenn Bird. Surveying: Principles and Applications. Reston,
VA: Reston Publishing Co., Inc., 1984.

Brinker. R.C. and P R. Wolf. Elementary Surveying, 7th ed. New York: Harper l Row, 1984

hissarn, P Surveying Practice, 3rd ed. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1978.

SUGGESTED SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

A. Davis. R E., F S. Foote, and J. H. Kelly. Surveying, 5th ed. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company. 1966,

B Kissam, Phillip. Surveying for Civil Engineers. New York: McGrawI-1111, 1976.

Pry r:cl. Hosmur (Eing. Burry). Principles and Practices of Elementary Surveying, t tin ed.
Ne.w York: Wiley, 1977.
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ANGLES AND DIRECTIONS
UNIT V

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Angle The space made between two straight lines that intersect, nor-
mally measured in degrees or grads

B. Declination The angle formed between a magnetic needle and the geo-
graphic meridian

C. Isogonic line A line on a map joining points on the earth's surface at
which the magnetic declination is the same

D. Latitude A line that runs east-west, is parallel to the equator, and is
formed by projecting the latitude angle out to the earth's surface

E. Longitude A line that runs north-south, converging at the poles formed
by projecting the longitude angle out to the surface of the earth at the equa-
tor

F. Meridian -- A line trailed on the mean surface of the earth joining the
north and south poles

G. Polygon A closed plane figure bounded by straight lines

II. Systems of angular measurement

A. Sexagegesmal system

1. Used in the United States

2. Based on degrees, minutes, and seconds, with the last unit further
divided decimally

a. 360 degrees i'1) in a complete circle

b. 60 minutes (') in a degree

c. 60 seconds (") in a minute

B. Grad system

1. Used in most tiuropea! countries

2, 400 grads equal 360 degrees

C. Radian system

1. Is more suitable to computers

2. Based on the 2BR system

t
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INFORMATION SHEET

III. Types of reference meridians

A. Geographic meridian (known as true meridian): The line formed by the inter-
section with the earth's surface of a plane that includes the earth'F, axis of
rotation

B Magnetic meridian: A line that runs parallel to the direction of a free moving
magnetized needle, as in a compass

C. Grid meridian: A line that is parallel to a grid reference line or a central
meridian

(NOTE: Longitudes and latitudes are also acceptable meridians.)

IV. Types of vertical angles (Transparency 1)

(NOTE: Vertical angles are used to determine heights of objects or points, and in
slope distance corrections. Refer to Unit III for additional information on this.)

A. Plus or minus angles Measured up (plus) or down (minus) from a horizon-
tal line of projection

NOTE: Plus angles are also called angles of elevation, and minus angles
are called angles of depression.)

B. Zenith angle Measured down from a point directly above the observer

C. Nadir angle -- Measured up from a point directly below the observer

V. Types of horizontal angles

A. Interior angles: Measured angles on the inside of a closed polygon (Figure
1)

FIGURE 1

ti

(NOTE: For a closed polygon of "N" sides, the sum of the interior angles will
be (N 2 x 180°.)

B. Exterior angles: Measured angles located on the outside of a closed poly
gon

(NOTE: The advantage gained by measuring exteriors along with interiors is
that of a field check for any major errors made in reading either angle.)

,



INFORMATION SHEET

C. Angles to the right (clockwise) and angles to the left (counterclockwise)
(Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

C

70° 7
110°

70° 110°7-
70° 110°

400' 13 ,q 400'
Angles to the Right Angles to the Lett

70°

fI

D. Deflection angles: Measured angles right or left from an extension of the
back line through the forward line (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

N

8

VI. Methods of giving direction to a line (Transparenc} 2)

A. Magnetic directions

20 °L

1. A line is given a direction from magnetic north by the use of a com-
pass.

2. The magnetic north pole is located about 1000 miles south of the
geographical pole.

3. The horizontal angle between the direction taken by the compass
needle and geographic or true north is the magnetic declination.

is,
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INFORMATION SHEET

E3. Belaying directions

i. A bearing is the direction of a line given by the acute angle between
the line and a meridian.

Are measured clockwise or counterclockwise

Are measured lrom the north or ,oath end of a meridian

4. Require Iwo letters iquadran! letters) and a numerical value (Figure .6)

J. Range trom 0 to 90°: can never be greater than 90°

FIGURE 4

tit.;1,,ng

A t3 N

A.1.; 7 1 F

10' Ibr.

AL N "50

N

"B"

Azini diret.

1. An aiiinuth u, ri diri::1.,1 ion 01 a line as given by the angle. measured
clockwise from a givei, miwidian



INFORMATION SHEET

2. Are measured Ircini
ure 5)

FIGURE 5

.1 tii,m ;.:outtt only (Fig-

3. Are measured ;:iot.:',0.yft;e.

4. Range in rnagrffiticie from Or' In

Require only a numerical

6. Advantageous in ;;orne :Vt.' tt afr> in computa-
tions.

VII. Converting bearings and azimuths

A. Converting from north

1 Determine the propel it drailt

a. It azimuth north fly,' No

b. Az N 90' 180", Bic; !-;i.

N 180° 21(r, Prit

(1. N 270" . 1;1!.;

rl
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INFORMATION SHEET

Determine the numerical value by using the following relationships:

a NE quadrant: Bearing = Azimuth N

b. SE quadrant: Bearing = 180° - Azimuth N

SW quadrant: Bearing = Azimuth N - 180°

d. NW quadrant: Bearing = 360° Azimuth N

B. Converting from south azimuths to bearings

1. Determine the proper quadrant letters.

a. If azimuth south (Az S) is 0° --- 90°, bearing is SW.

b. Az S 90° -- 180°. Brg NW

c. Az S 180° -- 270°. Brg NE

d. Az S 270° 360°, Brg SE

2. Determine the numerical value by using the following relationships,

a. SW quadrant: Bearing = Azimuth S

b. NW quadrant: Bearing = 180° Azimuth S

c. NE quadrant: Bearing = Azimuth S 1800

d. SE quadrant: Bearing = 360° - Azimuth S

Converting from hearings to azimuths

1 NE quadrant: Azimuth Bearing

2. SE quadrant: Azimuth = 180° -- Bearing

3 SW quadrant: Azimuth = 180° + Bearing

4. NW quadrant: Azimuth = 360° Bearing



INFORMATION SHEET

Example: Directions for lines in the four our diant. azimuths from
north):

Bearings Azimuths
N54°E 54°
S68°E 112° (180' 68°)
S51°W 231' (180° + 51°)
N15°W 349° (360u 15°)

VIII. Reverse directions

A. It can be said that every line has two directions

1. Forward direction: Oriented in the direction of fieldwork or computa-
tion staging.

2. Back direction: Oriented in the direction toward back stations (exact
opposite).

B. To reverse a bearing direction, simply reverse the direct len letters. (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6

t BCrif flip I

1

AB N 73°30' F I

tVk 73 '30°W
.

N N

C. To reverse an a?iniuth direction, simply add 180° to the original direction.
(Figure 7)
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. If the orioin;11 iirnijth it; creAter Vm 16;r. t'.itmlly stit)tiact 1800 from it.

FIGURE 7

I

1...f1c i Az.i11;1;

, IF, 1.'",c

. .... .... ..._ ... ...

4

Az = 295°20'

(NOTE: The ki,y fa,;tor f IF,.'711C1111.;V°r ttrie, fc,rward and back azimuth
must Oilier t.). 180'4

A.



Reference Directions for Vertical Angles

Zenith Direction

Zenith
Angle

Plus (+) Angle
(Elevation Angle)

Minus (-) Angle
(Depression Angle)

Nadir
Angle

t
Nadir Direction

S- 269
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West

Direction by Bearing or Azimuth

Direction by Bearing
North

South

Direction by Azimuth
North

East West

South

Azimuth South (Az5)
Example: Azs = 246°07'53"

96 East

Examples of Bearings:

N 27°36'14" E
S 58°05'02"W
DUE WEST

North

South

Azimuth North (AzN)
Example: AZN = 66°07'53"

S- 271
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ANGLES AND DIRECTIONS
uNrr v

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - CONVERT BEARINGS AND AZIMUTHS
TO THEIR OPPOSITE FORMS

Directions: Accurately convert each of the given L ,arings or azimuths to its opposite form,
first by sketching its direction on the provided quadrant drawing. then calculating its written
form and recording your answers in the blanks provided.

Examples:

Azimuth to Dearing

Given. Az N 102°30'

S 77°30' E

Bearing to Azimuth

Given: N 42°51'W

Azimuth N: Az N: 222°51'

1. Azimuths to bearings:

a. Az N: 214°12' b. Az N: 14°43' c. Az S: 172°33'

d Az N: 172°41' c. Az S: 273°54' f. Az N: 298°26'

S. 273
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2. Bearings to azimuths

a. S 41°22'W

Az N:

ASSIGNMENT SHEET 01

b. N 26°541W c. N 81°47'E

11
i

1

1

Az S:Az N:

one. onNat

d. N 70°32'W e. S 14°41'E f. S 88°52'W
I i i
I I I
1 I I
I I I

I I

1

Az N: Az S: Az N:

3. Bearings and azimuths from north

a. b.
N

Az N: Az N:
Bearing: Bearing:

N

I
134°13'



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

d.

Az S: Az S-
Bearing:. Bearing-

9
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ANGLES AND DIRECTIONS
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - CALCULATE BEARINGS AND AZIMUTHS
FROM INTERIOR ANGLES

Directions: Calculate ;ne correct bearing and azimuth for each of the given angles below.
Record your answers in the blanks provided.

Example:

4
I

; Apt.

1.

cfo

rpeNIL tfp

fr
F

Az N: N 77°46' Az N: N 127°28'

Bearing: N 77°46'E Bearing: S 52°32' E

N 2. 3.

it i/
I

4, or

cf.. ....4pii #
4'

1

126:9

Va.

Az N Az Az N:
Bearing: Bearing' Bearing:

4. 5. 6.

"410. ---42.11 291046,

70032`

Az N: Az N: Az N:
Bearing. Bearing: Bearing:

S. 277
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

7. Use the following sketch and listed interior angles to compute the bearings for each
course:

Angles

A 161°25' 40"
B 63°4711:0"
C 140°28'50"
D 101°30'20"
E 72 °48'10"

537°178'120"
= 540°00'00" (closed)

List each of the bearings for each course if course A-B had a bearer , of N 76°40' 10'W

Course

A-B
B-C
C-D
D-E
E-A

Bearing

N 76°40.10'W

8. Use the following sketch and listed interior angles to compute the azimuths for each
course:

Angles

A 161°25'40"
B 63°47'00"
C 140028' 50
D 101°30'20"
E 72°48' 10"

537°178'120"
- 540000'00" (closed)

List each of the azimuths for each course if course A-B had an azimuth of N283°19'50".

Course

A-B
B-C
C-D
D-E
E-A

Azimuth

N283°19'50"



ANGLES AND DIRECTIONS
UNIT V

ASSIGNMENT SHFST #3 - CALCULATE BEARINGS AND AZIMUTHS
FROM DEFLECTION ANGLES

Directions: Accurately calculate the proper bearing or azimuth from each of the given deflec-
tion angles. Record answers in the blanks provided.

Example:

DUE EAST

Az:

Brg:

Line A-B
N 90°00'

N 90°00' E

Line B-C
Az: N 111°30'

Brg; S 68°301E
Az:,

Brg:

Line C-D Line D-E
N 72°26' Az N 89°07'

N 72°26'E Brg- N 89°07'E

Compute tric bearings for each of the following courses if course A-B has a bearing of N
86°12'20-E.

311 n+4

24°02'30" RT

0'

"E" 54°54'50" RT

1

Course

A-B
B-C
C-D
D-E
E-F

31°42'05" LT
VIM OM. OWN nal Imo amin

20°12'20" LT

Bearing

N 86012'20"E

9
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3

2. Compute the azimuths for each of tho following courses if course A B had an azimuth of
N 81°50 15".

Course

A-B
B-C
C-D
D-E
E-F

&Yoram Imee SINN. 0' +TR

20°12'20" LT

A7 imulh

N 81°50'15"

54°54 50" RT
-Pe

11'31°42'05" LT
001.11. RAM

3. Compute the azimuths and bearings of each course if course A-B is S 87°31'40"E.

Course

A-B
B-C
C-D
D-E

Bearing

S 87°31'40"E

POTT1Uth



GLE ANC) OtilEcTIONS

ASSieNiVq...N7 iLET CONVERT 1."c:Antivcs AND AZIMUTHS
iN ANC;I.FS

PS

-.91! !H. or 3.:1

A f34°13`

/ 4
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7.

t

10.
s$:

cPP,

S Nat.
1 045.

44

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4

9.

F

# It tP
'' / % 3.

.

P ...

l V\



ANGLES AND DIRECTIONS
UNIT V

Assignment Sheet #1

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.
t.

2. a.
b.
C.

d.
e.
t.

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

S 34°12'0"W
N 14°43'00"E
N 07°25100"W
S 07°19'00"E
S 86°06'00"E
N 61°34'00"VV

Az N 221°22'00"
Az N 333°06'00"
Az S 261°47'00"
Az N 289°28'00"

S 345°19'00"
Az N 268°52'00"

3. a. Az N: 32°10'00"
Brg: N 32°10'00"E

b. Az N: 134 °'13'00"
Brg: S 45°47'00"E

c. Az S: 97°06'00"
Brg: N 82°54'00'W

O. Az S: 46°29'00"
Brg: S 46°29'00'W

Assignment Sheet #2

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Az: 278°03'00"
Brg: N 81°57'00"W

Az: 295°55'00"
Brg: N 64°05'00"W

Az: 28°36'00"
Brg: N 28°36'00"E

173°08'00"
Brg: S 06°52100"E

Az: 267°23'00"
Brg: S 87°23'001N

Az: 221°14'00"
Brg: S 41°14 ',0"W

8.

AB: N 76°40'10"W
BC: N 39°32' 50"F
C-D: N 79°04'0C
D-E: S 22°26'2f
E-A: S 84°45130

A-B: N 283°19'50"
B-C: N 39°32'50"
C-D: N 79°04'00"
D-E: N 159°33'40"
E-A: N 264°45'30"
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

t_Pit-.%et

A r: N 66°12'20"E
fic 60°45' 1017

S 89'57' 30"E
D.E: N 58°20'25"E
F F.S 66°44'45"E

Bearings
A F3 5t47°31`40"E

66°01140"E
C, D. N 74'-'54' 20"E

S 88°24'40"E

v1)!-sot Sheet #4

A-B: N 81°50'15"
B-C: N 105°52'45"
CD: N 85°40'25"

N 53'58'20"
E-F: N 108°53'10"

Azimuths
92'28'20"
113'58'20"
74°54'20"
91'35'20"

60°03' 00" 6. 102°45'40"
62°58'00" 7. 86°33'32"
'123'00" 8. 35°10'50"
46°47'50" 9. 71 °13'41"

10. 201°42'31"



ANGLES AND DIRECTIONS
UNIT V

NAME .

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with the correct definitions.

A line that runs north-south, converging at
the poles. formed by projecting the longi-
tude angle out to the surface of the earth at
the equator

b. A closed plane figure bounCed by straight
lines

A line formed on the mean surface of the
earth joining the north and south poles

d. A line on a map joining points on the earth's
surface at which the magnetic declination is
the same

The space made between two straight lines
that intersect, normally measured in
degrees or grads

The angle formed between a magnetic nee-
dle and the geographic meridian

A line that runs east-west, is parallel to the
equator, and is formed by projecting the lati-
tude angle cut to the earth's surface

1. Angle

2. Declination

3. Isogonic line

4. Latitude

5. Longitude

6. Meridian

7 Polygon

2. Distinguish between the systems of angular measurement by placing an "X" next to the
characteristics of the sexagegesmal system.

_____a. Used in the United States; based on degrees, minutes, and seconds

b. Used in most European countries; 400 grads equal 360 degrees

c. Is more sdi.able to computers; based on the 2-KR system

3. Match the types of reference meridians on the right with the correct descriptions.

a. A line that runs parallel to the direction of a 1. Geographic meridian
free moving magnetized needle, as in a com-
pa...s 2 Grid meridian

b. A line that is parallel to a grid reference or a 3. Magnetic meridian
central merirfiln

A line formed by the intersection with the
earth's surface of a plane that includes the
earth's axis of rotation
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TEST

)11iV ,1'1111-`, ,;;);'\%; T`;; 110,-,AV

a. Angle measuring 110°30'

ft Angle measuring 2394.5'

c Angie nie;.isurinq 2E57

1. Angli'! frieacwrtop 92°05'

10°

110"

/
400

(Exterior, Interior) aggle

(Exterior, Interior! ?inclic,

(Exterior, interior) .c-incilr,

(Exterior, interior i.ingle

fop

Ut
/

I

4f.)0'

Angles to the (left, right') Angles to the (left, right)
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TEST

g. (Reflection, Deflection) angles

6. Distinguish between the three commc . methods of giving direction to a line by placing
the following letters next to the correct descriptions:

M -- Magnetic directions
B -- Bearing directions
A --- Azimuth directions

a. Require two letters (quadrant letters) and a numerical value

b. Require only a numerical value

c. Are measured from north only in arw one survey, or from south only

d. Are based on the use of a compass

.e. Are measured from tt..: north or south end of a meridian

f. Range from 0 to 90 °; can never be grcater than 90°

Range in magnitude from 0° to 3(300

h. Are measured clockwise only

Are measured clockwise or 1_:ounterclockwibe

7. Convert the following boarings and atimirths.

a. Az N 14°43' =

b. Az N 284°15' = Brd

c. Az S 92°45' = Bre _

d. Bearing N 60°25' E a Ar N

e. Bearing S 27(i40'15-IN N

9
,



TEST

8. State the correct rules for converting back directions from bearings and azimuths.

a. To reverse a bearing direction,

b. To reverse an azimuth direction,

(NOTE: if the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

9. Convert bearings and azimuths to their opposite forms. (Assignment Sheet #1)

10. Calculate bearings and azimuths from interior angles. (Assignment Sheet #2)

11. Calculate bearings and azimuths from deflection angles. (Assignment Sheet #3)

12. Convert bearings and azimuths into interior angles. (Assignment Sheet #4)
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ANGLES AND DIRECTIONS
UNIT V

ANSWERS TO TEST

t a. 5
b. 7

c. 6
3

0. 1

f. 2
9. 4

2. a

3. a. 3
b. 2
c. 1

4. a. Zenith angle
b. Plus angle
c. Minus angle
d. Nadir angle

5. a. Interior
b. Exterior
c. Exterior
d. Interior
e. Right
f. Left
9. Deflection

6. a. B f. B
b. A g. A
c. A h. A
d. M i. B
0. B

7. a. N 14°43'00"E
b. N 75°45'00"W
c. N 87°15'001,11
d. 60°25'00"
e. 207°40' 15"

8, a. Reversa the directions letters
b. Add 180° to the original direction

9.-12. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

261
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ANGULAR MEASUREMENTS
UNIT VI

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to identify the major parts of a transit,
interpret readings on different types of vernier scales, accurately set up a transit and a theodo-
lite over desired points with satisfactory efficlencly and precisely execute the proper method
of turning field angles. Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly performing the proce-
dures outlined in the assignment and job sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit teat.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to angular measurements with the correct definitions.

2. List uses of transits and theodolites.

3. Identify the major parts of a transit.

4. Distinguish between characteristics of transits and theodolites.

5. Distinguish between the major types of verniers.

6. Interpret readings on different styles of verniers.

7. List typical mistakes made in reading verniers.

8. Differentiate between the two major types of theodolites.

9. Describe the field procedure used to determine if minor instrument adjustments
are necessary on plate-level vials and the vertical cross hair.

10. Accurately read various types of verniers on transits. (Assignment Sheet #1)
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

11. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Set up a transit over a desired point. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Measure and read angles in the field. (Job Sht '.3t #2)

c. Set up a theodolite over a desired point. (Job Sheet #3)

9C;



ANGULAR MEASUREMENTS
UNIT VI

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Obtain additional materials and/or invite resource people to class to supplement/rein-
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOTE: This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit.)

13. Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit.

C. Provide students with objective sheet.

D. Discuss unit and specific obje lives.

E. Provide students with information and assignment sheets.

F Discuss information and assignment sheets.

(NOTE: Use the trer.,,parencies to enhance the information as needed,)

G. Provide students with job sheets.

H. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

1. integrx : the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

1. Discuss the need for speed in setting up instruments. You may wish to have con-
tests to encourage students to work on their speed.

2. Have students set up the instrument on various types of terrain sloping. flat,
pavement, steep, rough areas, etc.

3. Have stud-nts lay out desired angles as an exercise, putting points on line.

4. Have students practice on wiggling in on line between points.

5. Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction. and indicate to them possible areas for iTrprovement.

J Give test.

K. Evaluate test,

L Reteach if necessary.

9
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Parts of a Transit

2. TM 2 Reading a Vernier

D. Assignment Sheet #1 Accurately Read Various Types of Verniers on Transits

E. Answers to assignment sheet

F. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 Set Up a Transit Over a Desired Point

2. Job Sheet #2 Measure and Read Angles in the Field

3. Job Sheet #3 Set Up a Theodolite Over a Desired Point

G. Test

H. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN WRITING THIS UNIT

A. Kavanagh, Barry and S. J. Glenn Bird Surveying: Principles and Applications. Reston,
VA: Reston Publishing Co., Inc., 1984.

B. Brinker, R.C., a.;;.' P.R. Wolf. Elementary Surveying, 7th ed. New York. NY: Harper and
Row, 1984.

C. Kissam, Phillip. Surveying Practice, 3rd ed. New York. NY: McGraw Hill Book Company,
1978.

SUPPLEMENTARY TEXTBOOKS

A. Davis, R.E.. F.S. Foote, and J.H. Kelly. Surveying, 5th ed. New York, NY: McGraw Hill
Book Company, 1966.

B. Kissam, Phillip. Surveying for Civil Engineers. New York, NY: McGraw Hill Book Corn-
any, 1976.

C. Breed, Hosmer (Fang. Barry). Principles and Practices of Elementary Surveying, 11th ed.
New York. NY: Wiley, 1977.
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ANGULAR MEASUREMENTS
UNIT VI

INFORMATION SHEET

f. Terms and definitions

A. Least count The smallest reading obtain Ne on a vr,rnif >r without inter.
polating

Least Count = -value
cif thi sTallqt division on the scale

number of division =; on the vernier

B. Optical plummet A sighting device built into the base of a theodolite that
is used to indicate vertical direction

C. Plumb bob A brass weight attached to a line on a transit that is used to
indicate vertical direction

D. Theodoiite A precision iristrunl,,,il used for measuring horizontal and
vertical angles

(NOTE: The graduated circles are normally more precisely graduated than
that of a transit.)

E. Transit A repeating survf:ying ir1:5trtirIl.snt for measuring horizontal and
vertical angles

F Vernier A short auxiliary scale si:t pata!lf.,1 to and beside primary scale;
provides fractional parts of the smallest main-scale divisions without inter-
polating (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

II. Uses of transits and theodolites

A. Primarily used for accurate measurfIrwrit c.r layout of horizontal and verti-
cal angles

B. Also used to determine horizontal and vertical distances by stadia. prolong-
ing straight lines. and low order differentia; leveling

9
;
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INFORMATION SHEET

ill. Major parts ot a transit or theodolite ;Figure 2 and Transparency 1)

A. Alij,11,1e FIGURE 2

I. t:.pe

Verl C.ifC111 Veinier

ieve!

r.. Vks! Ik:al tangent screw

C. Sr,.arti.1141.:,

-Liz

ipr Wale

crn..1r., verniers

tat, twril

1. Inner ygrinklir,

rqc11., assrnalty

1r,!..70111;11 cirr (10\Ner

Uprf`l

lippr.N. ti.ingent SC'I`V`W

Leveling ht-!rrri assetrtilv

Levc.:ling tv?art

1 evcialq

3, fic.c-ie plate

4. Halt ball joint

5 Lower cmp

6. Lower tangent :-Icrew

13

C

It



INFORMATION SHEET

IV. Characterlstils of transits and theodolites

A. Transits

1. Normally are 4-screw instruments.

2. Normally have open verniers (nonmagnified).

3. Typically iilize a plumb bob and string.

4. Usually have a vial level on the telescope.

5. Horizontal and vertical circles are normally made of polished metal
with the graduations scribed into them.

6. Rotation of the instrument occurs on a brass spindle rather than ball
bearings.

B. Theodolites

1. Telescopes are shorter than that of a transit.

2. Horizontal and vertical circles are made of glass with the gradua-
tions etched on their surface.

3, Graduations are more easily defined and are graduated into smaller
increments.

4. Vertical circle is precist,iy indexed with respect to gravity by either an
automatic compensator or a collimation level or index level.

5. Circle readings consist of a microscope with the optics inside the
instrument.

6. Rotation about the vertical axis occurs within a steel cylinder or on
precision ball bearings.

7. The leveling head consists of three tenting screws or "cams."

8. An optical plummet built into the base replaces the plumb bob and
permits centering with greater accuracy.

9. Bas.:ss are flat, and one tightening screw secures the instrument to a
flat head tripod.

0
A,.
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INFORMATION SHEET

V. Types of verniers

A. Direct or single vernier -- Read in only one direction
set with the graduations ahead of the zero tinder) mark in ;iii= T.:(.!.,71be turned. (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3 -- Graduated 10 iTrinules re'oAinc

Double or double direct vernier Read either clockwise or ootinterelock-wise. with only one-half being used at a time. Once the index mark is t;etcoincident with VOW on the circle. or at any known value. an observer is not
limited to turning angles in one direction. (Figures 4. 5. and 6)

1. Graduated 30 minutes reading to one ritinut,7 :Flptir, ell

FIGURE 4

1'3 A

La

342'35,

REM)

17°"6'
OA°

Graduated 20 minuteL., reading to 30 ser,on4tf; .

FIGURE 5

"0

4-69

30/51:13'Irl31::;.
"le*RU/10 READ

(40



INFORMATION SHEET

3. Graduated to 15 minutes reading to 20 seconds (Figure 6)

FIGURE 6

B 5 ill 1 5

3 6 .

s.,....L.,....,...1.4

`bNC
0 !)''-k) 2°

/0
..........,.......'

351°34'40'1
n02:

b
Va

Folded vernier Avoids the tong vernier plate required by the normal dou-
ble vernier. Its length is the same as a direct vernier with half the gradua-
tions placed on each side of the index mark, (Figure 7)

FIGURE 7 Graduated 30 minutes reading to 30 seconds

Is

24,2054,30,,,

F1E40

117 °05 ' 30"
READ

4.)

(NOTE: The least count of any vernier can be found by the following rela-
tionship:

Least Count =
value of the smallest division on the scale

number of divisions on the vernier

The combinations of scale graduations and vernier divisions generally used
on transits are shown in Table 1,)

TABLE 'I TRANSIT SCALES AND VERNIERS

SCALE VERNIER LEAST
GRADUATIONS DIVISIONS COUNT FIG. ?M.

30' 30 1' 4
20' 40 30" 5
30' 60 30" 7

15' 45 20" 6
10' 60 10" 3

0:
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INFORMATION SHEET

VI. Reading transit verniers (Transparency 2)

(NOTE: Practice is the best means of understanding and accurately reading verni-
ers.)

A. A vernier is read by finding a graduation on it that coincides with any divi-
sion on the circle scale.

(NOTE: On a double vernier there should be two such matching lines, one
for the clockwise angle and the other for the opposite counterclockwise
angle.)

B. A vernier index shows the number of degrees (and sometimes the multiple
of 10, 15, 20, or 30 minutes) passed over on the scale. (Figure 8)

FIGURE 8

(NOTE: In Figure 8 the index would indicate on a clockwise angle that it has
passed over 51°30'. The Index would indicate on a counterclockwise angle
that it has passed over 302 °.)

The coincident vernier graduation gives directly the additional part of the
degree. (This division on each side of the apparently matching lines should
be checked for visual symmetry.) (Figure 9)

FIGURE 9

57°37'

10

bo
310

302°23'

(NOTE: In Figure 9 the vernier graduation that apparently matches the circle
graduation for a clockwise angle would be 57°37'00". The vernier gradua-
tion that apparently matches the circle graduation for a counterclockwise
angle would be 302°23'00")

O



INFORMATION SHEET

VII. Typical mistakes made in reading verniers

A. Not using a magnifying glass.

B. Reading the wrong direction from zero.

C. Failing to determine the least count correctly.

D. Omitting 10, 15, 20, or 30 minutes when the index is beyond those marks.

E. Failing to read directly on the Ene (parallax error)

VIII. Types of theodolites

A. Repeating theodolite (Figures 10 and 11)

1. Equipped with a double vertical axis or a repetition clamp.

2. Enables angles to be repeated any number of times and added
directly on the instrument circle.

FIGURE 10

257 256

235 2

Hz is
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INFORMATION SHEET

FIGURE 11

92

59 6

327

(NOTE: Both instruments have optical reading systems sh.. 11 in the
inset figures,)

B. Directional theodolite (Figures 12 and 13)

1. Non-repeating type of instrument; has a single vertical axis so repeti-
tion cannot be performed.

2. Has no lower motion. (Directions rather than angles are read.)

FIGURE 12

8..

126



INFORMATION SHEET

FIGURE 13

L

IX, Instrument adjustments

A. Adjustment of plate-level vials

e

1. Field test Set up instalment, bring one plate-level vial over two
opposite leveling screws and center it. Revolve the instrument 180°
over the same leveling screws. The distance the bubble moves from
its centered position is double the error.

2. Correction Turn the capstan screws at one end of the level vial to
move the bubble halfway back to the centered position. Level the
instrument with the leveling screws. Repeat the test until the bubble
remains centered.

3. Adjust the other bubble in the same manner.

B. Adjustment of vertical cross hair

1. Field test Sight a well-defined point with one end of the vertical
cross hair. Turn the telescope on its horizontal axis so the cross hair
moves along the point. if it departs, the cross hair is not perpendicu-
lar to the horizontal axis.

2. Adjustments should only be performed by trained operators. If done
improperly, minor adjustment can be magnified intensely, leaving
one with no option but to have the instrument completely adjusted
ny specialty pe:*onnel professionally trained in that area.

9
4 t
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Focusing Screw

Parts of a Transit

Vertical Circle
Telescope

I Lii
Telescope Level

Vertical Tangent Screw

Horizontal
Circle Vernier

Nub for
Lower Clamp

Eyepiece
Focusing Ring

Plate Level
Upper Plate

Horizontal Circle Vernier

_Uer
5A1Tapnpgent Screw

-----1Horizontal Circle
(Lower Plate)

Inner Spindle
Outer Spindle

Leveling Head Socket

Leveling Head

Threads
for Tripod

Half Ball Joint

Plumb Bob Chain

Cross Hatch Legend
of Three Subassemblies

Alidade

Ea Horizontal Circle Assembly
M Leveling Head Assembly..=nri ..1

0 II 7-

S- 307
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Reading a Vernier

Vernier Reoding

Gni( kAise
r,oluttf.ri-lot 17f;$2',.

:159%0' 360'00'

4+\

at
.ko 19,0

lip

GraLluatmi 30 Minutes Reading to One Minute
Heakiiine4 Double Direct Vernier

ClockAly. :34 2 ";i1,-,

311),00'

Vt I r I I( Fleallings

229950'30"
1:SO°0!..1°

360'100'00"

Verrnit:r Headings

Cloc kvs<:,r. 3b1"34.'40"
207

Chet* 3110°00' 00"

A
Std

'S'S
SN° .70

.20

Ciradueted 20 Minutes Reading to n Seconds
Double Direct WI/lief

7A°

'0 a.

Graduated 15 Minutes Reading to 30 Seconds
Double Direct Vernier

J0 4S rjj
t.r

1cp0 Pi;

ro

Clockwise, Angles (i.e. Angles Turned to the Right) Utilize Only the Left Side Vernier Scale.
Counterclockwise Angles (i.e. Angles turned to the Left) Utilize Only the Right Side Ver-
nier Scale.

5- 309
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ANGULAR MEASUREMENTS
UNIT VI

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - ACCURATELY READ VARIOUS TYPES
OF VERNIERS ON TRANSITS

Directions: As accurately as possible interpolate thi` i:ottrt.1 r 0011: f,.!1 each problem
and record your answer in the appropriate blank.

Example:

1.

2.

....... ,

Clockwiso
Counterclockwise

57°37'00"
302°23'00"

("0

...... .. ''''

10

210

A
10

S. 311
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3.

4.

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

Ckx kwise

Jo

Counterclockwise

El

Clockwise

Counterclockwise

Clockwise

Counterclockwise

4:2:1

1:).4



7

8.

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

Countercl Jckvvise

ate

Clockv,fise

Colin tercloc kwise

Counterclockwise
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ANGULAR MEASUREMENTS
UNIT VI

ANSWERS TO ASSiGNMENT SHEET #1

(NOTE: Due to the loss of clarity in the printing process, the students' answers may vary
slightly from these given.)

1. Clockwise 221°30'0"

Counterclockwise 138°30'0"

2. Clockwise 355°0' 0"

3. Clockwise 342°35'0"

Counterclockwise 17°25'0"

4. Clockwise 49°50'30"

Counterclockwise 130'1)9'30"

5. Clockwise 351°35'20"

Counterclockwise 8°24'40"

6. Clockwise 355°10'30"

Counterclockwise 4°49'30"

7. Clockwise 355°54'40"

Counterclockwise 4°05' 20"

8. Clockwis 357°19'0"

Counterclockwise 2°41'0"

C: I
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ANGULAR MEASUREMENTS
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #1 - SET UP A TRANSIT
OVER A DESIRED POINT

A. Tools and materials

1. Transit (4-screw)

2. Tripod

3. Hammer

4. Stake (with tack)

B. Procedure

1. Remove transit from its case. Hold it by its standards, never by the telescope.

2. Place on tripod. Screw leveling head on tripod snuggly while holding instrument
with one hand.

(NOTE: A transit may be carried while attached to the tripod by placing over one's
shoulder. if passing under obstructions or indoors, the instrument should be car-
ried in front with tripod cradled so the instrument can be seen. See Figure 1.)

FIGURE 1

4

ORINIMPPIP1.1.

ar

= .R4ke

*, ..s.et.".1

r tikef Oro Ir.,/ 4
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JOB SHEET #1

3. Pound stake with tack in center into the ground where set-up is going to take
place.

4. Place instrument roughly over desired point and adjust the legs of the tripod so
that:

a. The instrument is at a convenient height.

b. The tripod plate is nearly level.

(NOTE: Usually two legs are placed on the ground and the instrument is
roughly leveled and manipulated into position by moving the third leg. See
Figure 2.)

FIGURE 2

I

.

'442.
.

J.. '

;
42.. . . It°

5. Tighten the wing nuts on the tripod legs when i position.



JOB SHEET #1

6. Secure a plumb bob to the plumb bob chain and hook. The bob should hang from
the leveling head and be slightly above the desired point of set up. (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

amtallta..

..01. 4*.

4t4irjiagr,
.,4es

1

;t14.,,,

tf.ealta,41.'"
°.7 "1.4.

?4c1. "
,. , a'azp,:t ,

10,

,..1f14"014.
tik.,°'%i, .0" (.5. .004.

4'4 4--

,4

7. Slowly secure the tripod legs into the ground taking care not to jar the instru-
ment. (Figure 4)

(NOTE: If necessary, adjust the plumb bob string so it remains hanging free
above point. When the plumb bob point is within 1/4 inch from desired point, the
instrument is then leveled.)

FIGURE 4

I

IltSM

a.,

m!':*

r t
11.

t*IIL
l

-41Wit; ,: '1711141
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JOB SHEET #1

8. Loosen two adjacent leveling screws slightly to release tension so that the tran-
sit can be shifted laterally until it is precisely over the point. Then retighten th,:
same two screws.

9. Center the leveling tubes or plate levels directly over two opposite leveling
screws by rotating the alidade.

10. Begin adjusting the level bubble by turning the two (opposite) leveling screws
that are directly beneath the level vial. Proper tension is important at this stage.
Leave the screws firmly secure but not bound.

(NOTE; The general rule of "thumbs-in, thumbs-out' can be used to gradually tip
the alidade until the bubble is centered in the level vial.)

11. Duplicate this procedure using the two remaining leveling screws and the oppo-
site level vial.

12. Repeat the leveling steps a second or third time to eliminate any minor adjust-
ments to the level bubbles.

13. Once the instrument is accurately leveled, the screws may be loosened slightly
and the leveling head shifted to position the plumb bob point directly over the
desired point of setup. Care must be taken if this is done.

a. It can be shifted right or left but not turned on the leveling head.

b. Any leveling screw must be retightened back to its original point.



ANGULAR MEASUREMENTS
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #2 - MEASURE AND READ ANGLES IN THE FIELD

A. Tools and materials

1. Transit

2. Tripod

3. Range poles

4. Stakes

5. Hammer

6. Field book

7. Pencil

B. Procedure

1. Set three stakes in ground approximately 500' apart with an acute angle between
them. (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Pt. "B"

2. Set up the transit over Point "A ".

(NOTE: Refer to Job Sheet #1 for instruction. Assuming that the instrument is
over the point and level, the following procedure Is used to turn and "double" an
angle. Turning an angle at least twice permits the elimination of mistakes and
increases precision owing to the elimination of most instrument errors.)

4 ;
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JOB SHEET #2

3. Set the scales to zero. (Figure 2)

a. Loosen both the upper and lower motion camps.

b. Hold the alidade stationary, and revolve the circle by pushing on the circle
underside with the fingertips.

c. When zero is close to the index point of the vernier, tighten the upper
clamp.

d. With a magnifying glass, slowly turn the upper tangent screw until the
zeros are precisely in line.

FIGURE 2

edf

4. Sight the initial point (or backsight). in this case Point "C".

a. With the upper clamp tightened and the lower clamp loose, turn and point
the telescope towards the initial point.

b. Once relatively close to the desired position, tighten the lower clamp.

c. While observing the point through the telescope, slowly turn the lower tan-
gent screw until precisely in line with the initial point.

(NOTE: The vertical cross hair should be centered on the point bell ig
observed. Backsights should be equal to or longer than foresights.)

5. Turn the horizontal angle.

a. Loosen the upper clamp and turn the telescope clockwise toward the final
point (or foresight. in this case Point "R".



JOB SHEET #2

b. When point is close to the vertical cross hair, tighten the upper clamp.

c. Slowly turn the upper tangent screw until the vertical cross hair is pre-
cisely in position.

6. Read the angle. (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

to

a. Observe the vernier and determine the angle using a magnifying glass.

b. Record the value in the field book in the appropriate column. (Figure 4)

7. Repeat the angle.

a. After the initial angle had been recorded, "plunge" or "invert" the tele-
scope.

b. Loosen the lower motion and sight the initial point or original backsight
point.

c. Tighten the lower clamp.

d. Repeat steps 5 and 6 except that the telescope is now inverted and the ini-
tial horizontal angle setting is that of the initial angle.

e. Record the "doubled" angle in the appropriate column. (Figure 4)

(NOTE This job skill can be performed again from Point "6" recording the angle
of A-B-C. The instrument can also be set on Point "C" and that angle measured.)

3f
t
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ANGULAR MEASUREMENTS
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #3 - SET UP A THEODOLITE OVER
A DESIRED POINT

A. Tools and materials

1. Theodolite (3-screw)

2. Tripod

3. Hammer

4. Stake and tack

B. Procedure

1. Remove instrument from its case.

2. Place it on the tripod, taking care to securely fasten the !Vh" nut on the bottom of
the tripod.

3. Place instrument over the point with the tripod plate as level as possible.

4. Check to see that the station point can be seen through the optical plummet.
(Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

V.

(NOTE: The theodolite can be set up in much the same manner as a transit. the
major difference lying in the use of an optical plummet. Although the optic plum-
met results in more precise positioning, it is. for the beginner more difficult to
use. Therefore, to reduce setup time, a systematic approach is recommended.)

5. Firmly set the tripod legs in the ground.

e. I I

S- 325



JOB SHEET #3

6. While looking through the optical plummet, manipulate the leveling screws until
the cross hairs or bull's eye of the optical plummet is directly on the station point.
(Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

7. Level up the circular bubble on the theodolite by adjusting the tripod legs up o.
down. (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

AleillMe N 7

8. Verify that the cross hair or bull's eye is still quite close to being over the station
point.

9. Center the circular bubble exactly by making minor adjustments to the leveling
screws.

10. Loosen the tripod clamp bolt slightly and slide the theodolite until the cross hair
is directly over the station point.

(NOTE: When sliding the instrument across the base of the tripod, do not twist or
turn the instrument, but move it in a rectangular fc.5hion.)

11. To precisely level the instrument, center the tubular level by aligning the bubble
parallel with the adjacent foot screws. Once centered, turn instrument 90° and
relevel vial using the untouched leveling screw.

t. I



ANGULAR MEASUREMENTS
UNIT VI

NAME

TEST

Match the terms on the right with the correct definitions.

a. A repeating surveying instrument for mea- 1. Least count
suring horizontal and vertical angles

2. Optical plummet
b. A sighting device built into the base of a the-

odolite used to indicate verti,..;a1 direction 3. Plumb bob

c. A short auxiliary scale set parallel to and 4. Theodolite
beside a primary scale; provides fractional
parts of the smallest main-scale divisions 5. Transit
without interpolating

ft. Vernier
d. The smallest reading obtatflith t (3n ra vern;er

without interpolatinq

A brass weight attached to a hirw on a tran-
sit that is used to indicate vertical direction

A precision instrument tit:ed tor
horizontal and vertical anr:i«,!;

2. List one use of transits and theodolitt,!.

'1
i
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TEST

3. Identify tne 11;stiOT partS Ot the tclown t: 1tan and place your an ::0.- 's in the blanksprovided.

a.

C.

d.

1.

r

--

4 -T k 4
-%

Jr:

)

,

. I
C.

C

J.

h.
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TEST

lnteroret the following readings on the different. shles vemi,..'?";

Clockwise

C.OtititerCIOCkWiSe

ti. Clockwise

Counterclockwise ....._

iF:T three typical mistakes made in reading verniers.

i:.;ifferontiate between the two major types of theodolites hy placinci ''X' nett
description(s) of a repeating theodolite, and an "O" next to The descriptionis) >>f a 0;y1---,
tional theodolite.

Hi.-4.s no lower rricItion. (Directions rather than are

h. Equipped with a double vertical axis.

c. Has a single vertical axis.

d. Enables angles to be repeated any niirrib)r tit Iime!..; yid r!,
the instrument ci)cle.



TEST

9 r.)C.!;c:NlYt: thf? test PSOCAN.itlit' 1 (iOttne W't"flt
tit e !ICCe,',S43ty & I pi.zitt-le.vel at',(i lhc VtItit,ai

a. rlato-levf.)I

ti. Ve!itcal cross haT

ACYTE: If 'Alf.' follovonft havir.,, not t)(q.."?
ing3troctot when th,..?!,, should be

AccuriitrAy read va,lo:s f.j.,!ix.t. A; 4',

11. !"%,rnowit1;ik: tht ly o

a;:, trarlsIt OVOI

%Ifr.i:IF,ic11.' and T.Ca,1 thP f!fdd. ,I1C)t` ht.'1t 02.!

it df..:ff.O. e:

,
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ANGULAR MEASUREMENT

UNIT VI

ANSWERS TO TEST

Either one of the following:
a. Primarily used for accurate r remoni or layout of horizontal and vertical

angles
b. Also used to determine horizontal and vertical distances by stadia. pr 'longing

straight lines, and low order differential leveling

3. a. Vertical circle
b. Telescope
c. Telescope level
d. Vertical circle vernier
e. Plate level
t. Upper plate
g. Horizontal circle vernier
h. Upper tangent screw

Horizontal circle (lower plate?
J. Inner spindle
k. Outer spindle
I. Leveling screw

4. a. TH f. TH
b. TR g_

c. TA h. TR
d. TA i. TH
e. i H j. T H

5. a. 0
b. X

c. F

6. a. Clockwise - 184°08'
Counterclockwise 175°52'

b. Clockwise 342°35'
Counterclockwise 17°25'

7 Any three of the following:
a. Not using a magnifying glass.

Reading the wrong direction iI0ITI zero.
c. Failing to determine the least count correctly,
d. Omitting 10, 15. 20. or 30 minutes when the index i!; beyond those marks.
e. Failing to read directly on the line (parallel errors.
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ANSWERS TO TEST

0

0
x

1.-;;_r ptions should include:
Set up instrument, bring one plate-level vial over two opposite leveling screws
and center it. Revolve the instrument 180° over the same leveling screws. The
distance the bubble moves from its centered position is double the error.
Sight a well-defined point with one end of the vertical cross hair, Turn the tele-
scope on its horizontal axis so the cross hair moves along the point. If it dewarts,
the cross hair is not perpendicular to the horizontal axis.

-10 E viluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

Pi..r!orrnance hills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

" k



TRAVERSING AND RELATED CALCULATIONS
UNIT VII

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to identify the types of traverses com-
monly used, describe the methods used to obtain traverse angles, arrange in order the steps
taken to properly compute a traverse closure, accurately compute traverse closures and
areas, and perform traversing operations. Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly
performing the procedures outlined in the job and assignment sheets and by scoring 85 per-
cent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to traversing with the correct definitions.

2. Identify the types of traverses commonly used In surveying.

3. Describe the methods of measuring traverse angles or directions.

4. Select true statements concerning the proper location of traverse station points.

5. List major sources of error in traverse operations.

6. Arrange in order the nine primary steps taken when computing a traverse closure.

7. Select true statements concerning observations or assumptions that can be made
when calculating areas by means of the D.M.D. method.

8. Complete statements concerning rules to follow when calculating areas by 5leans
of the coordinate method.

9. Compute traverse closure and adjustment by the compass rule. (Assignment
Sheet #1)

S- 335
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

10. Compute traverse closure and adjustment by the transit rule. (Assignment Sheet
#2)

11. Calculate area of a closed traverse by the D.M.D. method. (Assignment Sheet #3)

12. Calculate area of a closed traverse by the coordinate method. (Assignment Sheet

#4)

13. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Perform a closed loop traverse. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Perform a closed connecting traverse. (Job Sheet #2)

f .

4, 4
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TRAVERSING AND RELATED CALCULATIONS
UNIT VII

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Obtain additional materials and/or invite resource people to class to supplementlrein-
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOTE: This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit.)

B. Make transparency from the transparency master included with this unit.

C. Provide students with objective sheet.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Provide students with information and assignment sheets.

F. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

(NOTE: Use the transparency to enhance the information as needed.)

G. Provide students with jut) sheets.

H. Discuss and demonstrate the procedure outlined in the job sheets.

I. Integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

1. Invite a land surveyor into the class to discuss the uses and importance of travers-
ing and accurate closures.

2. Have students perform field procedures involved in traversing and then establish
the accuracy of their work.

3. Have students calculate the area of the traverses they are performing in the field.

4. Have students research various types of computer programs that can be used for
traverse calculations.

5. If your school has any programs that can be run for traverse computations, sched-
ule the students in groups of two to work through example problems.

6. Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction, and indicate to them possible areas for improvement.

J Give test.

K. Evaluate test.

L. Reteach if necessary.



INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency Master #1 Types of Traverses

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1 -- Compute Traverse Closure and Adjustment ty the Com-
pass Rule

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Compute Traverse Closure and Adjustment by the Transit
Rule

3. Assignment Sheet #3 Calculate Areas of a Closed Traverse by the D.M.D.
Method

4. Assignment Sheet #4 Calculate Area of a Closed Traverse by the Coordinate
Method

E. Answers to assignment sheets

F. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 Perform a Closed Loop Traverse

2. Job Sheet #2 Perform a Closed Connecting Traverse

G. Test

H. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN WRITING THIS UNIT

A. Kavanagh, Barry F., and S. J. Glenn Bird. Surveying: Principles and Applications.
Reston, Virginia: Reston Publishing Co., Inc.. 1984.

B. Brinker, Russell and PR, Wolf. Elementary Surveying, 7th ed. New York: Harper & Row,
1984.

Wirshing and Wirshing. Introductory Surveying. McGraw-Hill, 1985.

SUGGESTED SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

A. Davis, RE., ES. Foote, and J.H. Kelly. Surveying, 5th ed. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1976.

B. Kissam, Phillip. Surveying for Civil Engineers. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1976.

C. Kissam. Phillip. Surveying Practice, 3rd ed. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1978.

D. Hong, John S. Fundamentals of Land Measurement. Chicago, IL: Chicago Title Insur-
ance Company, 1971.



TRAVERSING AND RELATED CALCULATIONS
UNIT VII

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Angular error The amount of error that occurs when measuring angles of
a traverse

B. Azimuth The horizontal bearing of a line measured clockwise from the
meridian

C. Bearing The horizontal angle turned between a datum direction such as
true north and a given line

Coordinates Numbers used to locate and define the position of a point
with respect to two perpendicular axes, the Y-axis (north-south) and the X-
axis (east-west)

E. Departure The east-west rectangular component of a line

Error of closure The net accumulation of the random errors associated
with the measurement of the traverse angles and distances

G. Instrument point The station over which the survey instrument is set up.
usually where the data for that particular area is being collected

H. Latitude The north-south rectangular component of a line

I. Meridian distance The perpendicular distance from the center point of
the line or traverse course to the reference meridian

J. Polygon A closed plane figure bound by straight lines

K. Ties Horizontal measurements to a survey point from existing objects or
offset points, used to reestablish the point if it is destroyed

L Traverse A control survey of established lines with known lengths and
measured angles at each point or station

M. Traverse point A point, usually set in a convenient location to The project.
that has a known location horizontally in reference to the other points of the
traverse

Ii. Types of traverses (Transparency 1)

A. Open traverses

Consist of a series of lines that are connected but do riot return lo
the point of beginning or do not close upon another point of known
position.

2. Are sometimes used on route location but are generally avoided
because they offer no means of checking for errors and mistakes.

5- .339
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INFORMATION SHEET

T. frearlf:, To i'WOCK I110, 411,1 rnea-
SUred

Thcre art' two types

a Loon tra 1no ;0 ti,e point forming
a closed polygon

Connectinr3 traver!,e "1-trir. at a known point of
:;t,ition point of known

locution.

iNOTE. This type it, tlit mathematically
clot:v(1.i

Ill. Methods of measuring traverse angles or directions

A. Compass bearings Bearings are re.,irt trite( ipass as sights
are taken along the hoes or traverse

B. Interior angles the inside anglc.:; th+ are ,Tien-
sired using a trail ,,t or theodolite. The t-,:n be mc,-; 4;:ec; either clockwise
or cotinterckick.iyi.se.

C. Deflection angler, - Are cornmo,Ilv r 'dT,e a tvVyS in which the
angle is Tneilt-aired right or left from tht, oock dife(Alen txterided.

D. Angles to the right Are angitls tr1.;-11 ,i ksight on the pre-
vious point and measured clockwke (try the T:;;hrl to next point of the
traverse.

IV. Proper location of traverse station points

A. Position 01 traverse station A114.il ::,irroy being performed.

Property survey;, points ;,hiiirld tie riiiR.ed at each corner of
the property unloss the ,ine ettl.,,,ri,sc,ti.,c1 or the point cannot
be rit u pica

Route 1-,uiver; The r2tMal!, -4;1 at each angle point
where the direction of th points can be
set clue to long (et; C rOillt/t; 11,,it would impair accurate
irleaSUrerrlentS.

Topographical surveys -- it ,,:,t7. Oft' !,et at locations to
permit the ney,t coverage (,f tk, mapped.



INFORMATION SHEET

B. Referencing points

1. Traverse stations ean be lost if not properly described and preserved.

2. Ties are 11f30(1 to aid in finding a survey point or to relocate one that
has been destroyed.

(NOTE: Ties shutild be riL4 to all traverse points when they are
established. Distances should be less than 1OU feet whenever possi-
ble. See Figure 1.)

FIGURE 1

14.11

Lu

EE

AVENUE

,,k, - -.0 6" PINE

LLI

IL--"C') 'I '2 " OAK

10- 0,41.

V. Sources of error in traverse operations

A. Errors in measurement of angles and distances

B. Poor selection of traverse points resulting in bad sighting conditions due
to:

1 Alternate sun and shadow

2. Visibility of only the top of the rod

3. Line of sight passing too close to the ground

4 1. ines that are too long or too short

5. Sighting into the sun

6. Sighting through timber

C. Failing to measure the angles an equal number of times direct and reversed

S -341
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INFORMATION SHEET

VI. Primary steps taken when computing a traverse closure

A. Draw a sketch of the traverse to scale.

1. Show point or I.D. numbers.

2. Indicate actual field measured angies and distances.

3. A sketch will aid as a check for any blunders. (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

911.25
S 81 '42.7 r. (Assumd)

B. Compute the angular error as follows:

Sum of the angles of a closed polygon (N-2)(160°)
Where: N = Number of angles
So the number of angles in this example should equal:
(5-2)080°) = 5400

E

Find the sum of the angles measured:

A = 64°53'30"
B = 206'35' 15"
C = 64°21'15"
D r= 107'33'45"
E = 96'38'45"

Sum = 540°02'30"

A

Thus: 540°02'30" - 540° R 02':30" error

Since there are five angles, the error should be proportioned equally.

02'30" = 30 seconds error per angle
5 angles

(NOTE: Normally up to 1 minute of error is allowable in beginning
work by students, so this error is acceptable.)

FA

0.` 1.-+



INFOFIMATION SHEET

AdjutA than Subtract 30 seconds from each of the angles in
the traverse.

A 64°53'30" -- 30" = 64 °53'00"
206 °35' 15" - 30" 206934'45"
64'71 ' 15" -30" = 64 °20'45"
107°:.43'45" - 30" 107°33' 15"
96°36' 45" - 30" = 96°38'15"

Sun, 540°00'00" Check

Compute thou hearings. Starting with the known bearing of DE
S61°42' 15"E, compote the bearings by applying the corrected angles suc-
cessively. See Figure 3. Note in Figure 3 the traverse leg, which has a known
boar-111g. is 1111' starting Point for working out the traverse.

FIGURE 3

96°36'15"
-81'42' 15"

14°56'(p0-
81 '42' 15"

EA N ILL
96'38' 15"

64°53'00"
+ 14 00"

/9°49'00"

AB S19°40100" VV

(9°4;4' t)(i"

64'53'00"

a \\S
14°56'00"

79 '49 DO

A

4 'Otici.l' 45"
286°23'45"

359059'60"
286°23'45"

73°16'15"

206 -34' 45"

(\
- -9-\

BC =, N13°36' " N

/3°36'15"
64 "r>0' 45"
09°15'30"

S 09°15'10" F 73'36' 15"

S 343
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9'15'30'
107°33' 15"

-98°17'45"

81 °42' 15"

(Bearings check)

Compute latitudes and departures (Table 1)

1. From a horizontal x axis and a vertical y axis a line of certain bearing
(or azimuth) and of a definite length will have: a component called
a latitude and a ax component called a departure. The latitude of a
line is given by the following equation:

\07°33' 15"

where sy = latitude
L = length of line

= bearing of line

L cos .3

2. The departure of a line is given by the following equation:

Lsin0
where ,-- departure

L = length of line
oi = bearing of line

(NOTE: For latitudes, the north (N) direction is positive; the south (S)
direction is negative. For departures. the east (E) direction is positive;
the west (W) direction is negative. In the examples and problems
which follow, use a calculator to compute the trigonometric func-
tions. Logarithmic computations will not be used here as they are
more cumbersome: computers and calculators are so universally
available to all survey parties that logarithms are rarely used.)

TABLE I LATITUDES AND DEPARTURES

Course Bearing Distanci- Latitude Departure
111... North(+) South(-) East( +) VI.'; II-)

690.88Atoll S79°49'00"W -122.15 t v.99
B to C N73°36' 15"W 616.05 + 173.89 -591.00
C to ID S09°15' 30"E 677.97 -699.14 +109.08
D to E S81042' 15"E 971.26 - 140.14 +961.10
E to A N14°56' 00"E 783.32 +756.86 +201.86

.11=111MME17.1.1111

3739.48 +930.75 -931.43 + 1272.04 -- 1270.99

Difference = -0 68 and 4- 1.05

Error in Departure = + 1.05

Error of Closure
(Total Error) :-.: 1.25 ft.

Error in Latitude _-,_ -0.68
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E. Compute the error of closure (Table 1)

1. The traverse begins and ends at the same point, so the sum of the
latitudes and the sum of the departures should both be zero. By add-
ing the columns, the error can be found

Lat error = Sum of all latitudes Dep. error Sum of all departures

2. The total error of the survey can be found by:

Total error of closure = Lat. Error + Dep. Error,

F. Compute the measure of accuracy which is the ratio of the total error to the
total length of the survey.

Therefore: Total distance surveyed - total error = accuracy of survey

(NOTE: The minimum accuracy of the usual traverse should be 3rd order
work or 1:3000. If the ratio is lower, a blunder may exist.)

G. Compute corrections for latitudes and departures (Tables 2 and 3)

(NOTE: There are three methods for adjusting latitudes and departures to
ensure that the sums of the latitudes and departures equal zero: the com-
pass rule, the transit rule. and the least squares method. Each method is
described below.)

1. The compass (or Bowditch) rule applies corrections in proportion to
the lengths of the courses. The equation is as follows (correction
indicates the correction to a latitude or departure):

Correction = C S
t.

where C = Total error in sum of latitudes or departures with sign
changed

L Total length of survey
S = i..ev4ith of the particular course
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TABLE 2 COMPASS RULE CORRECTIONS

A B

B C

C D

D E

E - A

Correction to Latitudes

0.68 x 691 = 0.13

x 616 = 0.11

0.68 A70x yr. = 0.12
0.68

3739
x = 1.1. I l3

0.68373§- x I CPO tf. 1 if

Correction to Departures

x 691 = -0.193738

37:38

3738
1,05_

3738
7 1.05
3738

x 616 = -0.17

x 678 = -0.19

x 971 -0.27

x 783 = -0.23

Sum = 0.68 Sum = -1.05

(NOTE: The compass rule is more mathematically correct than the
transit rule; however, it changes the latitudes and departures in such
a way that both the bearings and lengths of the courses are
changed.)

2. The transit rule applies corrections in proportion to the lengths of the
latitudes and departures. The equation is as follows:

Course

A - B

B C

C D

D E

E A

Correction = s

Where C = Total error in sum of latitudes or departures with sign
changed

1 Total sum of the latitudes or departures disregarding the
sign

s = Length of pal ticular latitude or departure

TABLE 3 - TRANSIT RULE CORRECTIONS

Correction to Latitudes Correction to Departures

0.,68
1862
0.60

1862
0.68

1862
0.68

1862
0.68 x 757 = 0.29

x 122 = 0.04

x 174 = (106

x 669 = 0.24

x 140 = 0.05

2543
.7 1.05_
2543
_7 1.05.
2543

2543

2543

x 680 = -0.28

x 591 = -0.24

x 109 = -0.04

x 961 = -0.41

x 202 - -0.06

Sum = 0.68 Sum = --1.05

(NOTE: The transit rule changes latitudes and departures in such a
way that course lengths are slightly changed but bearings remain
nearly the same.)

*



INFORMATION SHEET

3. The least squares method is based on the theory of probability It
simultaneously adjusts the angles and distances to make the sum of
the squares of the residuals a minimum. It is the best method for
adjusting traverses, but has not been used extensively due to the
lengthy computations required, until recently with the rapid growth
of computer calculations.

H. Calculate adjusted latitudes and departures (Table 4)

1. Using the proper algebraic signs add the previously computed cor-
rections to the corresponding latitude or departure.

2. The final sum of the latitudes or departures should equal zero.
(Norths being positive and souths being negative) or (easts being
positive and wests being negative).

Course
H

A - B
B --- C

C - D
D E

E -i A

Sums

TABLE 4 - ADJUSTING LATITUDES AND DEPARTURES

Unadjusted Corrections* Adjusted

Lat Dep Lat Dep Lat Dep

- 122.15 -679.99 +0.13 -0.19 -- 122.02 -680.18

- 173.89 - 591.00 + 0.11 -0.17 + 174.00 -591.17

-669.14 +109.08 +0.12 -0.19 -669.02 +108.89

- 140.14 +961.10 +0.18 -0.27 - 139.96 +960.83

+ 756.86 +201,86 +0.14 -0.23 +757.00 + 201.63

-0.68 +1.05 +0.68 -1.05 0.00

*Calculated by compass rule.

I. Compute the coordinates. (Table 5)

0.00

1. Choose beginning coordinate values so that all points will be vsi-
five.

Example: Pt. D: N: 10,000.00
E: 10,000.00

Therefore: Pt. E will be the most southerly point.
Pt. C will be the most westerly and northerly point.
Pt. A will be the most easterly point.

(NOTE: Usually a traverse point (commonly the most southwesterly)
is given coordinates: N:10,000.00 and E:10,000.00. This is to ensure
that all points to follow in the traverse will have positive values.)

S. 3,17
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2. Coordinates are determined by successive algebraic addition of the
adjusted latitudes and departures.

TABLE 5 COMPUTING COORDINATES

(Adjusted)
Latitude Departure

Coordinates
North East

Pt. D 10000.00 10000.00
to -- 139,96 +960.83 (assumed) (assumed)

Pt. E 9860.04 10960.83
to +757.00 +201.63

Pt. A 10617.04 11162.46
to -- 122.02 -680.18

Pt. B 10495.02 10482.28
to + 174.00 -591.17

Pt. C 10669.02 9891.11
to -669.02 +108.89

Pt. D 10000.00 10000.00
(checked) (checked)

3. A check can be made by carrying computations around to the start-
ing point, which should have the same coordinates as before.

VII. Calculating areas by the D.M.D. (double-meridian.distance) method

A. This method utilizes balanced latitudes and departures to directly calculate
the area within a closed traverse. By definition, the meridian distance of a
line is the distance from the midpoint of the line to some meridian. (Figure
4)

FIGURE 4

re

A' .

(a)

0

Meridian f Meridian
Distance 0 Distance

(b)

Meridian distances and areas: (a) meridian is located some distance from
straight line (AB); (b) meridian is through one end of straight line (CD).

; .
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B. The method is based on the fact that the area of a right triangle equals one -
halt of the product of the two sides. Since latitudes and departures are at
right angles to each other, the area bounded by the distance, the latitude,
and the departure is a right triangle. This area can be determined by taking
one-half of the product of the latitude and the departure. However, the trian-
gle may add to or subtract from the total area of the irregular figure depend-
ing on its location.

C. To avoid determining a plus or minus area for each triangle, a slight refine-
ment is made. The departure is added twice; first in determining the DMD of
the course and then when the next course's DMD is determined. Multiplying
the DMD of each course by its latitude results in twice the area, but the sign
of this product illustrates whether the area adds to or subtracts from the
figure area. See Example problem.

Example problem: Given: The area shown in Figure 5 and Table 6. Follow
a step-by-step procedure to find the area of this figure
by the DMD method.

Solution:

1. All the latitudes and departures are computed and recorded in the
table.

2. The most westerly station (C) is selected as the first point and line
CD is selected as the first course to avoid negative areas in the DMD.

3. The DMD of the first course equals the departure of the course itself,
108.89.

4. The DMD of any other course (for example, DE) equals the DMD of
the preceding course (CD), plus the departurc of the preceding
course (CD), plus the departure of the course itself (DE). Thus

DMD of DE = +108.89 + 108.89 + 960.83 = + 1178.61

FIGURE 5

A

E

5.349
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TABLE 6 - CALCULATING AREA BY DMD

Course Latitude

C -669.02

D E - 139.96

E A + 757.00

A B -- 122.02

B - C + 1741X)

Departure D.M.L. Doubled Areas

+108.89 +108.89 -72,850
+ 108.89
+960.83

+960.83 +1178.61 -164,958
+960.83
+201.63

+201.63 +2341.07 + 1,772,190
+201.63
-680.18

-680.18 +1862.52 -227,265
-680.18
-591.17

-591.17 +591.17 +102,864

Doubled Area = + 1,409,986
Area, sq. ft. = 704,993

+43,560 sq. ft. = 16.18 Acres

(NOTE: For the next course, the same procedure is followed. Thus

DMD of EA DMD of preceding course + departure of preceding
course + departure of the course itself

+ 1178.61 + 960.83 + 201.63 = +2341.07

5. The DMD of the last course is numerically equal to its departure:: but
with opposite sign (+591.17).

6. Each DMD value is multiplied by its latitude, and positive products
are entered under north double areas and negative products under
south double areas.

7. The sum of all the south double areas minus the sum of all the north
double areas, disregarding sign, equals twice the cross-sectional
area. Dividing by 2 gives the true cross-sectional area.

All the computations have been worked out in the Table 6 which accompa-
nies Figure 5.

D. The preceding analysis leads to the following observations:

*1. The MID of the first course is equal to the departure of the first
course.
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*2. The DMD of each succeeding course is equal to the DMD of the pre-
vious course + the departure of the previous course + the departure
of the course itself.

*3. The DMD of the last course will turn out to be equal to the departure
of the last course, but opposite in sign.

(NOTE: A method called DPD [Double Parallel Distance] works on the
same prir,ciple as DMD, but it uses the latitudes rather than the
departures.)

VIII. Calculating areas by the coordinate method

A. Using the coordinates of each traverse paint. areas can be calculated with
the following equation:

where E = East coordinate
N = North coordinate
a = Traverse point "A"

Doubled Area: Ec (Nd Nb) + Eb (Nc Na) + Ea (Nb Ne) + Ee (Na -
Nd) + Ed (Ne - Nc)

Example: 9891.11 (10000.00 - 10495.02) + 10482.28 (10669.02 - 10617.04)
+ 11,162.46 (10495.02 - 9860.04) + 10960.83 (10617.04 -
10000.00) + 10000.00 (9860.04 - 10669.02)

Doubled Area: 1,409,981.04
area sq. ft: 704,990.52
+ 43560 sq. ft.: 16.18 acres

B. Differences in methods of calculating area by DMD's or by coordinates
could produce answers that slightly vary. (See Table 6)

The previous equation is based on the summation of trapezoidal areas.

Most computers have prorams that can be easily entered to aid in elimi-
nating any confusion.

E. Rules to follow when calculating by coordinate method

*1. Always start at the most westerly point.

*2. Always work in a clockwise order.

D.

*3. Always multiply the east coordinate by the difference between the
previous point's north coordinate and the next point's north coordi-
nate.
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TRAVERSING AND RELATED CALCULATIONS
UNIT VII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - COMPUTE TRAVERSE CLOSURE
AND ADJUSTMENT BY THE COMPASS RULE

Given: A loop traverse ALCDE. The coordinates of point Aare N10,000.00 E10,000.00 Beaimg
of line EA S10°00'00"W. Interior angles and distances are listed below.

FIGURE 1

Interior Angles Distances

A - 79°10'30" A -B = 163.29
B - 187°20'30" B-C = 181.79
C 80038'45" C-D = 245.33
D = 884'56'00" D-E = 295.60
E ^ 103°53'45" E-A 209.73

C-

Compute the closure and adjust by the compass rule.

Solution

1. Compute the angular error.

2. Adjust the angles.

3. Compute the bearings. Start with the known bearing 1:A = 510°00'00 "W, C,urnpute the
bearings by applying corrected angles successively.

4. Compute the latitudes and departures.

S 355



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

5. Compute the error.

Total error in latitude
Total error in departure
Error of closure =

6. Compute the measure cif (the ratio of the total error to the total length of the
survey). Accuracy ratio .--

7. Adjust the latitudes and departures using the compass rule.

8. Compute the adjusted latitudes and departures. Add the corrections algebraically to
the unadjusted latitudes and departures.

9. Compute the coordinates. We know the coordinates of point A are N10,000.00 and
E10,000.00 from the traverse data. Notice that the survey is correct since the final com-
puted coordinates of point A are exactly the same as the given coordinates of point A.

North East

Point "A" 10,000.00 10.000.00
Point "B"
Point "C"
Point "0"
Point "E"



TRAVERSING AND RELATED CALCULATIONS
UNIT VII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - COMPUTE TRAVERSE CLOSURE
AND ADJUSTMENT BY THE TRANSIT RULE

Given: A loop traverse ABCDE. The bearing of line CD = S31°15' 30"E. Coordinates Of point C
= N10,000.00, E10.000.00. Interior angles and distances are listed below.

Inter,or Angles Distances

A 91 °18'15" A-E1 = 554.19
13 = 94°27'30" f3-C = 425.31
C = 109°52'00" C-D = 426.05
D = 102°26'15" D-E = 345.20

= 142°06'00" E-A = 322.21

Compute the traverse, making corrections by the transit rule.

Solution

Start by making a sketch to scale.

1. Compute the angular error.

2. Adjust the angles.

3. Compute the bearings. Start with the given bearing of CD = S31015' 30"E, and compute
the bearings by applying the corrected angles successively.

4. Compute the latitudes and departures.

5. Compute the error of closure.

Error of closure = (departure error) + (latitude error)

6. Compute the accuracy (ratio of the total error to the total 1,7ngth of the survey).

Accuracy

7. Adjust the latitudes and departures using the transit rule.

8. Transfer the values obtained to the adjustment of survey

9. With the corrections logged. now compute the coordinates. Since you have the coordi
nates of point C given as N10,000.00, E10,000.00, begin at point C and compute coordi.
nates for each point.



TRAVERSING AND RELATED CALCULATIONS
UNIT VII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 - CALCULATE AREA OF A CLOSED
TRAVERSE BY THE D.M.D METHOD

Directions: Using the traverse information given in Assignment Sheet #1 and your calculated
answers. calculate the area of this traverse using the D.M.D. method.

Solution:

1. Begin at the most westerly traverse point.

2. Follow the following equations:

a. The D.M.D. of the first course is equal to the departure of the first course.

b. The D.M.D. of each succeeding course is equal to the D.M.C. of the previous
course plus the departure of the previous course plus the departure of the course
itself.

c. The D.M.D. of the last course will be equal to the departure of the last course
with the sign changed.

3. Multiply the latitude by each of its D.M.D.'s using the correct algebraic signs to find the
doubled areas of each course.

Add up the doubled areas (using the signs) to find the total doubled area.

5. Divide this answer by 2. This equals the total sq. ft.

6. Divide the sq. ft. by 43.560 to obtain the acres.

Doubled Area (sq. ft.):

Area in sq. ft.:

Area in acres:
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TRAVERSING AND RELATED CALCULATI 'NS
UNIT VII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4 - CALCULATE AREA OF A CLOSED
TRAVERSE BY THE COORDINATE METHOD

Directions: Using the traverse information given in Assignment Sheet #2 and your calculated
coordinates of each point, calculate the enclosed area by using the coordinate method.

Solution:

1. Follow the equation listed below:

Doubled area = Ec (Nd Nb) + Eb (Nc Na) + Ea (Nb - Ne) + Ee (Na - Nd) + Ed (Ne
Nc)

Where: E = East coordinate
N = North coordinate
a = Traverse point "N.

2. Divide doubled area by 2 to obtain sq. ft.

3. Divide area in sq. ft. by 43,560 to obtain area in acres.

Doubled area:

Area in sq. ft.:

Area in acros:



TRAVERSING AND RELATED CALCULATIONS
UNIT VII

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet 41

Total error in Lat. = +0.098
Total error in Dep. = + 0.429
Error of closure = 0.440
Accuracy ratio 1:2489.75

Assignment Sheet #2

Total error in Lat. = -.265
Total error in Dep. = -.303
Error of closure .= 0.402
Accuracy ratio = 1:5,183.40

Assignment Sheet #3

Double area (so. ft.): 140414
Area in sq. ft.: 70207.01
Area in acres: 1.61

Assignment Sheet #4

Doubled area (sq. ft.): 570,846.58
Area in sq. ft,: 285.423.29
Area in acres: 6.55

2 .

Coordinates
Pt. A: N10000.00 E10000.00
Pt. B; N 10002.33 E10163.21
Pt. C: N9981.67 E10343.75
Pt. ID: N10226.68 E10331.53
Pt. E: N10206.56 E10036.50

Coordinates
Pt. A: N 10.017.07 E 10,724.09
Pt. B: N 10,330.89 E 10,267.18
Pt. C: N 10,000 E 10,000
Pt. 0: N 9.635.87 E 10,221.03
Pt. E: N 9,747.44 E 10,547.64
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TRAVERSING AND RELATED CALCULATIONS
UNIT VII

JOB SHEET #1 - PERFORM A CLOSED LOOP TRAVERSE

A. Equipment and materials

1. Theodolite or transit

2. Tripod

3. Chain

4. Chaining pans

5. Plumb bob

6. Range pole

7. 4 wooden stakes or nails

8. Hammer

9. Field book and pencil

10. Flagging material

B. Procedure

1. Set up traverse.

a. Locate an area of land approximately 500 ft. by 500 ft. in size, preferably
flat for the first exercise.

b. Walk the perimeter of the site placing the stakes or nails in the ground at
approximate corners, taking care when locating the traverse points to be
sure to have clear vision to each of the adjacent corners.

c. Mark each corner with flagging so each can be found easily,

2. Make a sketch of the traverse in the field book. Label each point with a letter.

FIGURE 1
0 C

x500 ft.

41

A

± 500 ft.

(.4
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3. Set up the instrument over point A.

a. Level it up.

b. Zero up the vernier.

4. Backsight Pt. D while the rod person is holding a chaining pin over the exact
point. Once you have backsighted and are sure the instrument vernier reads
0°00'00", signal the rod person you are finished.

5. Loosen the upper clamp and rotate the instrument towards Pt. B. Take care not to
bump any adjustment or tangent screws.

6. Foresight Pt. B.

a. Carefully sight Pt. B while the rod person is holding the chaining pin over
the exact point.

b. Once the cross hairs are centered on the pin, lock the upper motion.

c. Signal the rod person that the angle has been turned and you have com-
pleted.

7. Carefully read angle 1)-A-B on the vernier and record in field book.

B. IVIcasure distance A -B.

a. Prior to moving instrument to next point, begin measuring horizontal dis-
tance.

b. With 3-person survey party, the instrument person should give alignment
while sighting through the telescope 3 ?t. B while the rod person and
chain person tape the distance.

c. Taping should begin at Pt. A toward Pt. B.

d. Upon reaching Pt. B the chain person should call out distance or docu-
ment, and then the process is taped back from B to Pt. A.

e. Both distances should be recorded in the field book upon reaching Pt. A.

9. Pick up instrument and transport to Pt. B where the process is repeated again
consecutively around the entire traverse.

10. Upon completion of the field work, a traverse closure should be completed by all
crew members to determine the accuracy of the traverse performed.



TRAVERSING AND RELATED CALCULATIONS
UNIT V6I

JOB SHEET #2 - PERFORM A CLOSED CONNECTING TRAVERSE

A. Equipment and materials

1. Theodolite or transit

2. Tripod

3. Chain

4. Chaining pins

5. Plumb bob

6. Range pole

7. 4 wooden stakes or nails

8. Hammer

9. Field book and pencil

10. Flagging material

B. Procedure

1. Set up traverse.

a. Locate a long but narrow strip of land approximately 1500' to 2000' by 100'
wide, preferably flat for the first exercise.

b. Drive a stake at a beginning point (random) and secure flagging to it so it is
visible.

c. Walk toward the imaginary ending point approximately 400-500 ft. away.
(Deviating from a straight line is suggested on this exercise, for it will
make each deflection from pt. to pt easily visible.)

d. Drive another stake at Pt. B and flag it.

1,10 t i
I-, i ' 5
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e. Again walk toward the ending point in a zigzag pattern approximately 40°-
500 ft. and place another stake.

Beginning Pt

Pt "A'
-

FIGURE 1

PT. "B"

PT. "T"

...-
...-.

, .... ..".,. ....0. IMO..
.0..

,... P..
11M,....' .1...

Imaginary Ending PT

± 1500' 2000

-

±100'
PT. "a"

f. Continue until all points have been set and marked.

2. Make a sketch of this connecting traverse, labeling each point in the fiel.,1 book.

3. Set up the instrument over Pt. A.

a. Level it up.

b. Zero up the vernier.

4. Backsight a reference mark (given by your instructor).

a. Carefully sight the reference mark while the rod person is holding a chain-
ing point on the reference mark.

b. Once you have a clear sight and the instrument is zeroed, lock the lower
tangent and signal the rod person you have completed.

5. Turn the field angle (by folloviling either a. or b. procedure.)

a. By inverting the telescope and loosening the upper tangent screw and
sighting Pt. B, which is referred to as a deflection angle "Right" or "Left"

(or)

b. By simply loosening the upper tangent screw and turning clockwise (right)
or counterclockwise (left) toward Pt. B

6. Foresight Pt. B.

a. Carefully sight Pt. B while the rod person is holding a chaining pin over the
point.

b. Once the cross hair is centered, lock the upper motion.

c. Signal the rod person that the angle has been completed.

I
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7. Carefully read angle. Document either:

Deflection Rt.
Deflection Lt.
Angle Right
Angle Left

8. Measure distance A-B.

a. Prior to moving instrument to next point, begin measuring horizontal dis-
tance.

b. With 3-person survey party, the nstrument person should give alignment
while sighting through the telef.,Lope at Pt. B while the rod person and
chain person tape the distance.

c. Taping should begin at Pt. A toward Pt. B.

d. Upon reaching Pt. B the chain parson should call out distance or docu-
ment, and then the process is taped back from B to Pt. A.

e. Both distances should be recorded in the field book upon reaching Pt. A.

9. Pick up instrument and transport to Pt. B where th) process is repeated again
consecutively around the entire traverse.

10. Upon reaching Pt. D and carefully measuring distance C-D,

a. Consult your instructor for possible closure data.

b. Sight and read angle to original reference point if at all possible.

(NOTE: Connecting traverses are many times not able to mathematically close
unless coordinates of both beginning and ending points are obtained.)

t fr
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TRAVERSING AND RELATED CALCULATIONS
UNIT VII

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with the correct definitions.

.a. The station over which the survey instru-
ment is set up, usually where the data for
that particular area is being collected

_b. Numbers used to locate and define the posi-
tion of a point with respect to two perpen-
dicular axes

_ _c. A closed plane figure bound tty straight
lines

d. The east -west rectangular component of a
lint'.

The amount of error that occurs when mea-
suring angles of a traverse

The horizontal angle turned between a
datum direction such as true north and a
given line

g. A point, usually set in a convenient location
to the project. that has a known location
horizontally in reference to the other points
of the traverse

The horizontal bearing of a line measured
clockwise from the meridian

The perpendicular distance from the center
point of the line or traverse course to the ref-
erence meridian

A control survey of established lines with
known lengths and measured angles at
each point or station

The net accumulation of the random errors
associated with the measurement of the tra-
verse angles and distances

1. Angular error

2. Azimuth

3. Bearing

4. Coordinates

5. Departure

6. Error of closure

7. Instrument point

8. Latitude

9. Meridian distance

10_ Polygon

11. Ties
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TEST

L The north-south rectangular component of a 12. Trave, se
line

13. Traverse point
Horizontal measurements to a survey point
from existing objects or offset points, used
to reestablish the point if it is destroyed

2. Identify the types of traverses commonly used in surveying. Select your answers from
the following list: open traverse, closed loop traverse. and closed connecting traverse.

P.2

A

3. Describe the following methods ref measuring traverse angles or directions.

COMPaNS bearings --

inferior angles

I ..



TEST

Deflection angles

O. Angles to the right --

4. Select true statements concerning the proper location of travcrse station points by
placing an -X" next to the true statements.

Position of traverse station varies with the type of survey being performed.

b For property surveys the traverse station points should be placed at each
corner of the property unless the line of sight is obstructed or the point
cannot be occupied.

Traverse stations can be lost if not properly of..:scribed and preserved.

_d. Bench marks are used to aid in finding a :survey point or to relocate one
that has been destroyed.

5. List three major sources of error in traverse operations.

b.

c.

6. Arrange in order the nine primary steps taken when comNiting a traverse closure by
placing the correct sequence numbers (1.9) in the appropr.atc

5_.a. Compute the error of closure

Compute the coordinates

c. Calculate adjusted latitudes and a:pa; ;UT

_d. Draw a sketch of the traverse to bi;ZiW

Compute the fIleal.,;11fe of iiLcuracy

Compute ;:orreetions fr ,atitude, and dvpa:t.,r(!s

Compute the bearings

Compute the angular error

f. Compute latitudes and dep,:rtii,e4;

f
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TEST

7. List the three observations or assumptions that can be made when calculating areas by
means of the D.M.D. method.

a.

b.

c.

8. Complete statements concerning rules to foliow when calculating areas by means of
the coordinate method by circling the correct words.

a. Always start at the most (easterly, westerly) point.

b. Always work in a (clockwise counterclockwise) order.

c. Always multiply the (east, west) coordinate by the difference between the pre-
vious point's north coordinate and the next point's north coordinate.

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

9. Compute traverse closure and adjustment by the compai:.. Rile. (Assignment Sheet #1)

10. Compute traverse closure and adjustment by the transit rule. (Assignment Sheet #2)

11, Calculate area of a closed traverse by the D.M.D. method, (Assignment Sheet #3)

12. Calculate area of a closed traverse by the coordinate method, (Assignment Sheet #4)

13, Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Perform a closed :,)op traverse. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Perform a closed connecting traverse. (Job Sheet #2)



TRAVERSING AND RELATED CALCULATIONS
UNIT VII

ANSWERS TO TEST

1 a. 7 h. 2
b. 4 i. 9
c. 10 j. 12
d. 5 k. 6
e. 1 I. 8
f.
g.

3 m.
13

11

2. a.
b.
c.

Closed loop
Closed connecting
Open

3. Descriptions should include:
a Compass bearings Bearings are read directly on a compass as sights are

taken along the lines or traverse courses.
b. Interior angles The inside angles of the traverse or polygon are measured

using a transit or theodolite. They can he measured either clockwise or counter-
clockwise.

c. Deflection angles Are commonly used on route surveys in which the angle is
measured right or left from the back direction extended.

O. Angles to the right Are angles measured from a backsight on the previous
point and measured clockwise (to the right) to the next point of the traverse.

4. a, b, c

5. a. Errors in measurement of angles and distances
b. Poor selection of traverse points resulting in bad sighting conditions due to:

1) Alternate sun and shadow
2) Visibility of only the top of the rod
3) Line of sight passing too close to the ground
4) Lines that are too long or too short
5) Sighting into the sun
6) Sighting through timber

c. Failing to measure the angles an equal number of times direct and reversed

6. a. 5 t. 7
b. 9 g. 3
c. 8 h. 2
d. 1 i. 4
e. 6

7, a. The DMD of the first course is equal to the departure of the first course.
b. The DMD of each succeeding course is equal to the DMD of the previous course

+ the departure of the previous course + the departure of the course itself.
c. The DMD of the last course will turn out to be equal to the departure of the last

course, but opposite in sign.
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ANSWERS TO TEST

8. a. Westerly
b. Clockwise
c. East

9.-12. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor.

13. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor.



TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYING
UNIT VIII

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to identify the methods used to locate
topographic details, construct a contour drawing from a grid layout of elevation spot shots,
and perform various types of topographic surveys. Competencies will be demonstrated by cor-
rectly performing the procedures outlined in the assignment and job sheets and by scoring 85
percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to topographic surveying with the correct definitions.

2. List purposes of topographic surveys.

3. Distinguish between the two classifications of topographic surveys.

4. Identify the methods of locating topographic details.

5. Distinguish between the three methods of topographic surveying.

6. Complete statements concerning stadia principles.

7. Select characteristics of contours.

8. Distinguish between the methods of locating contours.

9. List techniques for keeping good topographic field notes.

10. Construct an accurate contour drawing. (Assignment Sheet #1)

11. Layout and plot contours from radial survey notes. (Assignment Sheet #2)

Q
IlkAtrso
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

12. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Perform a radial topo survey. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Perform a right-angle offset survey. (Job Sheet #2)

IL, r



TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYING
UNIT VIII

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Obtain additional materials and/or invite resource people to class to supplement, Win-
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOTE: This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit.)

B. Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit.

Provide students with objective sheet.

Discuss unit and specific objectives.

L. Provide students with information and assignment sheets.

F. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

NO.1 L: Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed.)

Provide students with job sheets.

H. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

1. Integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

Have students re-establish existing points from other traverses that have been
completed and perform topographical surveys of that area.

2. Have students plot up other small topographic surveys from field notes on (Irani
vellum in addition to Assignment Sheet #2.

3. Demonstrate the use of a stadia protractor in plotting up topographic feature'..

4. Discuss various types of topo symbolization used in field note ke-eping.

5. Have students perform a grid-topo survey.

6. Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through unit cat

instruction. and indicate to Mein pC,SSUDIC areas for improvement.

Give test.

K Evaluate test.

fleteach if neces!,:;ary.



INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Contour Line Configurations

2. TM 2 Standard Offset Topo Notes

3. TM 3 Stadia Topo Notes
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TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYING
UNIT VIII

INFORMATION SHEET

L Terms and definitions

A. Contour A line that connects points of the same or equal elevation

B. Cultural features Artificial features that are products of people such as
roads, trails, buildings, bridges, canals, etc.

C. Interpolation Estimating the position of a point between two known
points; commonly used when plotting contour lines

D. Relief The difference in elevation or inequality of a land surface; the type
of terrain on a given parcel of land

E. Stadia A method of determining approximate horizontal distances (-11
foot in 300 feet) by the use of two additional cross hairs in most transits and
levels, one above and one below the center hair; a form of tacheometry

F. Tacheometry A method of making a horizontal distance measurement by
the use of a fixed angle intercept

G. Topography The configuration of a surface including its relief and the
position of its natural and manmade features

Purposes of topographic surveying

A. To determine the location of all natural and cultural features on the site.

B. To determine the configuration (relief) of the earth's surface.

C. To determine the most desirable and economical location of highways, rail-
ways, canals, pipelines, buildings, and many other facilities.

Classifications of topographic surveys

A. Aerial (photogrammetric) surveys

1. Involve the use of actual photographs taken from airplanes, helicop-
ters and satellites (photogrammetry).

2. Photographs are used to determine topographic features including
ground elevations, vegetation. terrain. etc.

(NOTE: Refinement of equipment and improved procedures have
made photoyrammetry accurate and economical.)

9
k ;
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B. Ground surveys

Involve the actual survey crew performing onsite control surveys to
obtain all topographic features including elevation, terrain, property
lines, vegetation. etc.

llsAl frequently for smaller areas to be mapped.

Even on large projects where aerial methods are to be employed.
ground surveys are still performed to establish horizontal and verti-
cal control.

IV. Methods of locating topographic details

(NOTE Most methods are based on horizontal control of at least one line, referred
to as baseline AB.)

A. Two distances, ---- Intersecting method

la. Iwo imclk:s intersecting method

A

/

Ones a wile and the adjacent distance Polar method
ri

ii

D. One angle and the opposite distance Polar method

- to
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E. One distance and a right-angle offset liectanocull method
p

A

Intersection of lines from straddle points Intersecting method

G. Two angles at the pc nt to be located --- Rosecting method
p

A
:4.f

CC- - .8k .7,-
A

B

V. Methods of topographic surveying

A. Radial surveys (Figure 1)

(NOTE: Normally a traverse has been established and closure and (-Adjust-
ments have been performed prior to this.)

1. A traverse point is occupied with a transit or theodolite.

2. The instrument is oriented to backs ghted point en the traverse and
the circle is zeroed.

S- 383
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3. Each topographic feature, e.g. tree, bush, building corner, etc. is
observed and an ai.3Ie and distance to that point is recorded.

FIGURE 1

r--T averse Pt. "E'

N

Tree Pole

F9' r
rr

a
1

v
1 I

Building

I

..

'Ttia_verse Y,n_e11/ /4h. "'
;

(Point Being Occupied)
Traverse Pt. "A"

cx Angle Measured

= Distance
Measured

Traverse Pt. "EY:

After all items have been sighted and recorded from that instrument
setup, the instrument can be relocated on the next traverse point and
the procedure repealed.
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Right-angle offset surveys (Figure 2)

1. A baseline is set up with stations laid out (usually every 100 ft.)

FIGURE 2

k

44.3

2 + 10 .37.1-
41.62 -a 01

1 r7'
1 + 6

20-0" 31.0

20 0' : SNEA
31.0

1

34.0
.16

26.0 SHED?

+ 46

+ 26

1 46.1

t
+ 67

1 0 + 25

ELM
0.0

a. FENCE
90D

0 +09 ASH ST.
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Right angles are established at each of the objects that are to be
located, either by estimating 90' or by the use of a double-pentagon
prism. (Figure 3)
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INFORMATLM SHEET

3 The stator! ai i 3 wht'qrs the right-angle is
nvfle. and a ho7;:onlai from this point to the
obie,.:1 to bo

4. This procodurc tArrpk. t' ht ;Aationt,-;i baseline
throughout trit.

C. Grid laycut StitV0,"; IF;(11;10

1. A grid-like sv.stoni of i14...)4, oui Mt, ovoiall art a to be

2. Lines and points n.',t-r,1!1 0\ us!ft+" itnitiOr numbers.

A

FIGUHL. 4

H F



Grid Points

Measured
Distances
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3. Measurements are made from grid points to each of the features that
must be located. (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

VI. Stadia principles

B C 1)

A. Is a form of tacheometry that relies on a fixed angle intercept for measuring
distances.

B. Is commonly used !n topographic surveys where a limited accuracy of 11400
is acceptable.

C. Involves a transit, theodolite. or sometimes a level that is equipped with a
cross-hair reticle that has stadia hairs. (Figure 9

FIGURE 6

Cross Hair Reticle

Most stadia hairs are positioned in the reticle so that if a level rod
were held at 100 feet from the instrument, the rod readings at the
upper stadia hair and lower stadia hair would differ by 1.00 foot,

(NOTE: Some manufacturers make instruments with different stadia
ratios such as 1 foot = 200 feet. Verify the ratio before using.)

ir t; s p
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It can be seen in Figure 7 that the distance can by easily detern-ned
by sighting the rod with the telescope level and deter mining tht rod
interval.

3 The rod Interval is then multiplied by 100 to get the hor zontal dis-
tance.

D = 100 S

FIGURE 7

Transit I.

D 1011S

1

L- Hot1

A

4. Ground el. lions can also be established by stadia methods. Detpr-
mine the height of the instrument by measuring the distance above
the point occupied and then read the center rod reading in the cross-
hair reticle at the point the rod is being held. (Figure 8)

FIGURE 8
H.);3

frar$hit

Hs.,J R

H I
I ley A

Poqpi
"4 (.3rount9

Statiun A

Eievation A + Hi. - H.k = Lieveillol)

D. Stadia methods are also suitable for inclined measurements required in
rolling topography.

1. The computations art: modified to account for the eftects of a stoned
sighting.
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The distance from the instrument to the rod must be reduced from
slope to horizontal.

The rod interval must be reu,,c..ed (due to a sloped sighting on the rod)
to whit it would have been if the sighting was perpendicular to the
rod.

4. 1 he accurate horizontal distance can be computed by the following
relationships:

Where = S is the rod interval when the line of sight is horizontal
S' is the rod interval whe the line of sight is inclined.

The following equations apply: (Figure 9)

D 100 S
S = S' cos 0

= 100 S' cos o
H =0cosr
H = 100 S' cos. 0

V = fa sin o
D = 100 S' cos at
V == 100 5' cos sin 0
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FIGURE 9

5. An actual vertical position of a point can be determined by using the
following relationship: (Figure 10)

Elevation station K (7,,) + HI ± V RR ..--- Elevation of Point M

(NOTE: The rod reading can be eliminated from the equation if the
center hair is positioned at the same height as the instrument height,
therefore cancelling the HI and RR out.)

Elevation station K ('^ ) ± V T Elevation of Point M

)
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FIGURE 10

H1
t

Station K

H

Elevation Station K + H.I t V f; N. F ion of Point M (Rod)
Point M

Vii. Contour characteristics (Transparency 1)

{NOTE: A contour is a line connecting points of equal elevation. Contours can be
visible, as in a lake shoreline, but usually on the ground, elevations of only a few
points are located and contours are sketched in between these points.)

A. Contour lines must close upon themselves. but this may occur outside of
the surveyed area.

B. Contours are perpendicular to the direction of maximum slope.

C. The slope between contour lines is assumed to be uniform.

D. The distance between contours indicates the steepness of a slope.

E. Concentric closed contours that increase in elevation represent hills.
Hachure marks may be placed on the outside of each contour line to repre-
sent hills.

F. A contour closed around lower ground is called a depression contour.
Hachure marks are placed on the inside of depression contours.

G. Contours of different elevation never meet except on a vertical surface such
as a wall, cliff, or natural bridge.

H. Contours never cross each other, except when a cave or overhanging shelf
is encountered.

1. A contour cannot branch or wye into two contours of the same elevation.

J. Controlling features that aid in contour location are usually drainage lines,
swales or high ridges.
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VIII. Methods of locating contours

A. Direct method Locating each contour desired an; then it-cording its
position

1 The contour elevation is subtracteii Pie rio) itit of Instrument to
determine the desired rod reaciihd.

2. The rots pw5:,on ti,electF, (by trial nnti r o n,ts. t,n the wound that
indicate that rod reading.

3. The horizontal angle and :stance to that point is then
locate that rod reading.

recorded to

B. Indirect method Locating all critical points c,i elevation such as high and
low points and any change in slope.

C.

1. Elevations are established at all critical elevation points.

2. The rod person selects ail changes in :taps, high points. etc. and
determines that elevation and nor wontal location.

3. Contours are then interpolated between each established elevation
point.

Grid method A grid systk-rm is laid t1 t wirer y 50 or 100') and elevations
are established at ('relt grid point.

1, Radial grid method

a. All hori7.ontal angles are ITC,Ortit`ci 101 (.;1(`,t1 shat

b. All rod readings are r cordi,:i tor

c. Each neri:ronta! tno.a!-:irreri t.iv to lint, (pf by rpAinc-1
stadia hairs.

ri Elevations are determined .at e:..ti

e. Contours are inti'polated

Rectangular grid rnf,thnd

a A square grid is laid out arid markel

b. All rod readings are rec.turiec.i at ioGh C4risi t

u. Eirvatierns Rate: detc!mined at f. ach gnu poinT

d. Con'-ors i-SIV interpolated trOCT each grid elevation.

0\101E: It is assiinied th-.11th from ,..ae,Th grid
point to the net )
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IX. Topographic field note keeping techniques (Tronsparer es 2 and 3)

A Keep ootot; neat and legible.

B. Keep t:onetse records.

C.:featly the columns.

"lope t-Jcould be taken in older or in sequence when possible.

Description of topo items should be clear.

F Points should be numbered for easy reference to sketches.

Sketches .shuuld be neat and done with a straight edge.

4 t
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Contour Line Configurations

Summit

Ridge

Saddle

3"; ;

Depression

Stream
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Stadia Topo Notes
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1111 TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYING
UNIT VIII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - CONSTRUCT AN ACCURATE
CONTOUR DRAWING

Directions: Accurately plot each 2 foot contour line starting with elevation 100.00 in the lower
right-hand corner of the grid area. Label each contour and neatly draw each contour line after
the position has been interpolated.

Example:

(NOTE: Study this example noting that each grid square is broken into a certain number of
divisions that coincide with the number of feet difference in elevation.)
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ASSIGNME 'T SHEET #1

Problem: Interpolate every (evens ,;,torvai. plot and sketch in each (:ontour line. 1...atal
each contour with its elevation.

101 0 98 0

9t 0

9) 0

93.0

4-

43 7 0 1

',W. 0

94 5 c

950

9;)

9? 0

95 0

92 (1

91 7

90.0

90 0

91 0 I 94

101 5

99.0

96 0

91 0

C )

4

3

102.9

94.0

979

98 1



TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYING
UNIT VIII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - LAYOUT AND PLOT CONTOURS
FROM RADIAL SURVEY NOTES

Directions: Accurately layout the site topography from the field notes on the following page on
a 24" x 36" sheet of drafting vellum. Assume a scale of 1" = 100' unless otherwise instructed
by your teacher.

Upon completion of layout of existing topography, pencil in each ground elevation in its proper
location on the drawing according to the field notes. Proportionally layout each "even" two-
foot contour line on your drawing in light pencil. (Example: 158. 160, 162, etc.) Use all of the
standard characteristics for contours discussed in Objective VII of the Information Sheet.
Once each contour line has been located, darken in all lines with smooth, dashed lines label-
ing each contour with the proper elevation.
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101)GRAPHIC IAli S UT THAVt RSE AREA

B\' 'TRANSIT SIADiA

F0{3 VI RI 4 HOR 11k51 Hi*
STA #5; H.I. = 5.2

STA #1 46'30' (MAG.)
1 1'40' 1.20 - 0t'2' 120 5.2
2 2°4!-,,' 120 1°24' 120 5.2
3 3°20' 1.:* -2°21' 135 5.2
4 55°30' 2.10 +0°51' 210 8.0

85°10' 2.-).2. -4-0°12' 252 5.2
6 85°10' 0.50 - 7°18' 49 5.2

8001(Y 0.75 - 4°22' 75 5.2
8 115'50' 1.50 -2°05' 150 5.2
9 181°30" 1.75 1°3EV 175 7.0
10 197'20' 1.90 -1'49' 190 5.2
11 220°40' 2.60 - 1°42' 260 5.2
12 232°20" 2.14 - 1°15' 214 5.2
13 270°10' 1.80 -0°40' 180 5.7
14 284°30' 1.51 +0°18' 151 5.2
15 345°40' 1.92 +0°51' 192 5.2

STA #1 46°3.0' CHECK

77 fit S1A H.I. =5t?
STA #5 5°12' 30" (MAG.)

16

17

WE Al HLR
LOUIPMENT

_0,9

-2.9
rJ-

IIEV
94553

944.6

942.6
940.0

4-2.3 047.8
+0 9 046.4

-6.3 939.2
5.7 939.8

-5.4 940.1

-6.8 938.7
-6.0 939.5
-7.7 937.8
-4.6 940.9

2.1 943,4

+0.8 946.3
4-P.8 948.3

93R.7

IR1111.:; NAM!
NAME"
NAME.

!IC,R;fvf!ON

TRAVERSE STA. #1

1

BASE OF FIRE F LUG
N.W. COR. ROAD INTERSECTION
N.L. COR. ROAD INTERSECTION
TOP OF SLOPE
TRAVERSE STA. #2
WEST EDGE ROAD
EAST EDGE ROAD
10" D1A. ELM TREE
TRAVERSE STA, #G
PT. ON UNIFORM SLOPE
FENCE LINE
ANGLE IT IN 1:ENCf.-
FENCE. LINE
SI OPE CHANGE
NOSE OF SLIGHT RIDGE



TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYING
UNIT VIII

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #1
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Assignment Sheet #2 Evaluated to the satisfaction of thr- instructor
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TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYING
UNIT VIII

JOB SHEET #1 - PERFORM A RADIAL TOPO SURVEY

A. Tools and equipment

1. Transit or theodolite

2. Tripod

3. Chain

4. Chaining pins and ring

5. Level rod

6. Field book and pencil

B. Procedure

1, The instructor shall set up a square boundary for the survey crew to serve as a
project limit. (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

8

0
0.
0.

Approx. 400'

Project Limit

2. The survey crew should set the instrument up in the approximate center or at any
point that makes sighting most areas of the project advantageous.

3. After leveling the theodolite and zeroing the vernier, the instrument person
should sight a backsight point (one of the boundary corners) and turn an angle to
another boundary corner. (Figure 2)

S. 407



FIGURE 2

JOB SHEET #1

110

D C

(' ee4.

sl

ee

e".P 9,1

A

Angie

A. Upon reading this angle and recording it in the field book, the distance to the
backsight and foresight should be measured and recorded.

(NOTE: This operation has located the instrument station in respect to the
boundary.)

5. After this is documented, the instrument person should rezero the theodolite at
Pt. "B" and lock the lower tangent.

6. The rod person can then begin a random series of ground shots preferably in
increasing angular sequences while the instrument person is recording:

a. Horizontal angle

b. Horizontal distance (either taped or by recording top and bottom stadia
hairs)

c. Description of point (ground shot, building, corner, tree, etc.)

d. And center hair rod reading (trying to keep the instrument level at all times
if possible)

6. Continue this pattern in a clockwise motion, locating all items within the bound-
ary. (Figure 3)

a. Trees

b. Buildings

c. Sidewalks
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d. Any changes in grade

e. Other

FIGURE 3

8. After completing 360° and resighting Pt. B to verify that the instrument was not
bumped off of the original backsighted 0°00'00", make one more observation of
the site, checking that nothing was missed when collecting the field information.

(NOTE: If certain items can not be sighted from this point, the instrument may be
relocated in a different area of the boundary and the process repeated.)

9. Either prior to starting at each instrument set up or before moving the instru-
meat, a bench mark should be sighted with the telescope level and the center
hair reading documented.

10. Upon completion of the survey, the party chief should obtain bench mark eleva-
tion, calculate height of instrument, and reduce all rod shots or minus shots to
each random point.

g.?
t-° k.J j

S409
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TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYING
UNIT VIII

JOB SHEET #2 - PERFORM A RIGHT-ANGLE OFFSET SURVEY

A. Tools and equipment

1. Transit or theodolite

2. Tripod

3. Chain

4. Chaining pins and ring

5. Nails or wood hubs

6. Hammer

7. Cloth tape

B. Double pentagon prism

9. Field book and pencil

B. Procedure

1. Set up transit over Point "A".

a. Level instrument.

b. Sight Pt. "B". (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Pi. -A" Pt. "B"

2. Begin measuring 100 feet inter ials and placing nails or wood hubs on line. (Fig-
ure 2)

a. Instrument person should use hand signals to give line.

b. Rear tap person holds zero at Pt. "A".

c. Head tape person holds 100 foot mark and locates a pt. (Sta. 1+00) on line.
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d. Each point set should be flagged for easy reference.

FIGURE 2

Pt. "A" 1+00 2+00 3+00 4+00 Pt. -13"
111! 4

3. After baseline has been established and stationed every 100 ft., offset topo can
begin.

a. Lay tape out from Sta. 0+40 (Pt. "Al to Sta. 1+00. Take care to keep it
straight.

b. Using a cloth tape to measure each offset distance to any existing fea-
tures, position yourself over the base line at a 90° angle from the object to
be located. (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

Fence
Pt. "A" 40.5' 1+00 2+00 3 +30 4+00

90'

Tree

Pt. "B"

c. Once you are satisfied that you are at 90° to the baseline (either by esti-
mating or by the use of a pentaprism), the station or distance from the last
100 foot station should be recorded.

Example: 40.5 ft. would equal Sta. 0+40.5 to the tree

d. After the station is noted In the field book and the item is described, the
tape person should take the zero end of the tape toward the object (Exam-
ple: tree) and measure the offset distance (horizontal) from the tree to the
tape laying at the baseline of the survey. (Figure 4)

Example: 31.5' (Right) to 6" tree

FIGURE 4

Sta 0+40.5

Pt. "A" 1+00 2+00 3+00 4+00 Pt. "B"

31.5 it.
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e. This information should be documented in the field book and if it is left
or right of the baseline.

4. This total process is continued throughout the length of the survey base line.

a. AU existing features are located with a station and an offset left or right.

(NOTE: Left and right are always designated when facing in the direction
the stationing is progressing.)

b. Document all descriptions of objects, sketches of buildings, etc. on the
right hand page of the field book.

5. After completion of survey,

a. Pick up all equipment.

b. Clean up and make a check for missing items.

c. Store equipment in proper locations.
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TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYING
UNIT VIII

NAME

TEST

1. Match the term,. on the right wih the correct definitions.

a. The difference in elevation or inequality of a
land surface: the type of terrain on a given
parcel of land

A line that connects points of the same or
equal elevation

The configuration of a surface including its
relief and the position of its natural and
manmade features

Artificial features that are products of peo-
ple such as roads, trails, buildings, bridges.
canals, etc.

e. A method of making a horizontal distance
measurement by the use of a fixed angle
intercept

A method of determining approximate hori-
zontal distances (t 1 foot in 300 feet) by the
use of two additional cross hairs in most
transits and levels, one above and one
below the center hair, a form of tacheometry

Estimating the position of a point between
two known points; commonly used when
plotting contour lines

2. List two purposes of topographic surveying.

a.

b.

1. Contour

2. Cultural features

3. Interpolation

4. Relief

5. Stadia

6. Tacheometry

7. Topography

S -415
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TEST

hilvo the 'WC` ili-InSifiCatit)!IS tOrOgraphir, survt.,v1z, by pilcl)(1 an -A"
tho 04."",i:!4;Iii.IP15 riVf la! ';UrVly,,-; and a -("3" next to the descr rptionts) Of ground

U.:0,j TN $maller ma:A to be -iappur.1

surv,...y crew perforemng .ont tiurveys to obtain
;01 lor,og%iphic features

1,1volvt.- the use of actual photographs ta...en from airplanes, helicopters,
and z4liellites to determine topor.-4raphic features bn the ground

the following methods of locating topographic details. Select your answers
!NM, The following list not all are shown here): Two distances intersecting method:

onc.;lus intersec,ti!Ig method; one angle and the adjacent distance polar
meth4t1; c.,rie angle and the opposite distance -- polar method: one distance and a
!./P1 f1;ic' off!WI - rectangular method: intersection of lines from straddle points

and tvvo angletz at the point to be located iesecting method.



TEST

inguisti between the three methods of lepogriphic SLI1Vt .ti pii1CIfiq the ft,Olow
ietters 'text to the correct descriptions:

-11" for ril..fl;t1Surrev:i

0 "HA"' f,. ii right angle ,.Nttsel surveys

f tiriki jayout surveys

1) A t)aselinv is setup with stations laid ov (usually every 100 ft.)
2) Hight angles we established at each of tho objects that ari.% to be

located, either by estimating 900 or by the use of a double pentagon
prism.

3) The station along the baseline is noted where the right angle is made,
and a horizontal distance is measured from this point to the object to
1.-1,12 located.

1) A grid system of points is laid out across the overall area to be sw
veyed.

2) Lines and points are identified by using letters and/or numbers.
3) Measurements are made from grid points to each of the features that

must be located.

1i A traverse point is occupied with a transit or theodolite,
2) Eaell topographic feature is observed and an angle and distance to that

paint is recorded.

(°.ornot.?te the following statements concerning stadia principles by circling the correct
answerzi.

Stad;;-r is a fa'i'r of tacheometry that relies on a orariable, fixed) angle
for measuring distances.

Li. Is commonly used in topographic surveys where an accuracy of Phi '4mo is
icceplablc.

Iftiolves a transit, theodolite, or sometimes a level that is equipped with a cross
rresir reticle that has (tacheometry, stadia) hairs.

tr,t.notit.; (are, are not) suitable for inclined measetemerws.

`..-_;ele't from the following fist characteristics of contours by placing an -X-
blitr)s.m

a. Contours are parallel to the direction of maximum slope.

..b. Contours are perpendicular to the direction of maximum slope.

.c. 1 he slope between contour lines is assumed to be uniform.

d. Concentric closed contours that increase in elevation represent depres-
sions.
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TEST

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior to thtl test. ask your
instructor when they should he comptetecil

10. Construct an accurate contour drawing. tAssicnmc,nt Sheet 411

11. Layout and plc); contours from radial siirvey notes. (Assiqnmonl Sheet /2)

12. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Perform a radial topo survey tJoh Sheet All)

b. Perform a right-angle offset siirvcy. (Job Sheet 42)
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TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEYING
UNIT VIII

1. a. 4
b. 1

c. 7

d. 2
e. 6
f. 5
g. 3

ANSWERS TO TEST

2. Any two of the following:
a. To determine the location of all natural and cultural features on the site.
b_ To determine the configuration (relief) of the earth's surface.
c. To determine the most desirable and economical location of highways, railways,

canals, pipelines, buildings, and many other facilities.

3. a. G
b. G
C. A

4. a. One angle and the opposite distance Polar method
b. One angle a ,d the adjacent distance Polar method
c. One distance and a right-angle offset Rectangular method
d. Two distances Intersecting method

.5 a. RA
G

c.

6. a. Fixed
b. ,/,400

c. Stadia
d. Are

7. bec,e,f

B. a.

b. G
C, D
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ANSWERS TO TEST

) Any five of the following:
a. Keep notes neat and legible.
b. Keep concise records.

Clearly label the columns.
Topo should be taken in Order or in sequence when possible.
Description of tope items snould be clear.
Points should be numbered for easy reference to sketches
Sketches should be neat and done with a straight edge.

iv 11 Evt luated to the satisfaction of the instructor.

12. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor.



CONSTRUCTION SURVEYING
UNIT IX

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to state the rule for computing grades
or slopes, identify primary C.iseS where slope stakes may be used, and calculate and stake
both horizon:al and vertical curves. Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly perform-
ing thf.t procedures outlined in the assignment and Job sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the
unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion uf this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to construction surveying with the correct definitions.

2. State the purpose of construction surveys

Select true statements concerning the responsibilities of a construction surveyor.

4. State the purposes of horizontal and vertical control points

5. Complete statements concerning laying out control points.

6. State the rule or formula for computation of grades or slopes.

7. Complete statements concerning offset stakes.

8. Differentiate between a baseline and an offset stake.

9. Match types of stake markings with their descriptions.

10. Arrange In order the steps in laying out a building locat;on.

11. Identify typical roadway sections,

lit
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

12. Complete statements concerning slope staking.

13. State the equations used in locating slope stakes.

14. Distinguish between the types of horizontal curves,

15. Identify the elements of a simple horizontal circular curve.

16. Arrange in order the steps for computing and laying out a simple horizontal curve.

17. Match the elements of a simple vertical curve with their correct locations on a
schematic drawing.

18. Arrange in order the steps for computing a vertical curve.

19, Calculate a simple horizontal curve. (Assignment Sheet #1)

20. Calculate a simple vertical curve. (Assignment Sheet #2)

21. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Stake a horizontal curve. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Stake a centerline profile with a vertical curve. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Sake a sewer profile with offsets, (Job Sheet #3)

is k I



CONSTRUCTION SURVEYING
UNIT IX

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Obtain additional materials and/or invite resource people to class to supplementirein-
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOTE: This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit.)

B. Makes transparencies from the transparency masters included with this t;nit.

C. Provide students with objective sheet.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Provide students with information and assignment sheets.

Discuss information and assignment sheets.

(NOTE: Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed.)

G Provide students with job sheets.

H. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

Integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

Suggest that the students keep daily logs of what they do for a one or two week
period. Demonstrate the importance of documenting information frequently.

Discuss the different techniques of note keeping for construction stoking proce-
dures.

Visit current construction sites. monitoring progress. visiting with construction
superintendents. field inspectors, and construction surveyors.

4. Visit a building site. study the configuration of the building. not the technique of
batter boards used, and possibly set up a batter board for a simple building.

5. Layout one of the various types of spiral curves discussed in this unit.

6. Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction. and indicate to them possible areas for improvement.

Give test

K. Evaluate test.

L. Reteach it necessary.

tr 1;i)
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparene.y masters

1 TM 1 Procedure lot Setting Profile Line and Grade

2. TM 2 Typical Cut and Fill Stakes

3. TM 3 Typical Building Layout

4. TM 4 Typical Roadway Sections

5. TM 5 Slope Stake Locations

D. Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1 Calculate a Simple Horizontal Curve

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Calculate a Simple Vertical Curie

E. Answers to assignment sheets

F. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 Stake a Horizontal Curve

2. Job Sheet #2 Stake a Vertical Curve

3. Job Sheet #3 -- Stake a Sewer Profile With Offsets

G. Test

Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN WRITING THIS UNIT

A. Kavanagh, Barry and S. J. inn Bird. Surveying: Principles and Applications. Reston,
VA: Reston Publishing Co., mc., 1984.

B. Brinker. R.C., and P.R. Wolf. Elementary SG veying, 7th ed. New York, NY; Harper and
Row. 1984.

C. Kissam, Phillip. Surveying Practice. 3rd ed. New York. NY: McGraw Hill Book Company,
1978.

SUPPLEMENTAL REFERENCE MATERIALS

A. Davis, R.E., F.S. Foote. and J.H. Kelly. Surveying, 5th ed. New York. NY: McGraw Hill
Book Company, 1966.



SUPPLEMENTAL REFERENCE MATERIALS

B. Kissam, Phillip. Surveying for Civil Engineers. New York. NY: McGraw Hill Book Com-
pany, 1976.

C. Breed, Hosmer (Fang. Barry). Principles and Practices of Elementary Surveying, llth ed.
New York, NY: Wiley, 1977.

D. Pafford, F.W. Handbooks of Survey Notekeeping. New York: John Wiley and Sons. 1962.
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CONSTRUCTION SURVEYING
UNIT IX

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Construction surveying The process of laying out all types of facilities
on proposed engineered sites prior to construction by giving alignment and
grade to aid the contractor during installation

B. Equal tangent curve A vertical curve with tangent lengths that are the
same, therefore making the curve symmetrical

C. Flow line Normally referring to the inside bottom of a pipe or culvert

(NOTE: This is similar to the invert of pipe.)

D. Grade stake A stake set by a surveyor tk, give contractors a known eleva-
tion to base their construction on, usually noted with a cut or a fill for the
vertical distance above or below the stake

E. Grade rod reading The calculated rod reading that is desired if the rod
was placed on design grade

Example: HI. Design grade = Grade rod reading

F Gradient The decimal form of a percent of slope: indicates the steepness
of a sloped surface

G. Invert elevation (I.E.) t he iowest visible surface; the bottom or floor of a
manhole, drain, sewer, channel, tunnel, etc.

(NOTE: This is usually a subsurface item.)

H. Slope ratio The inclination of a surface expressed tis one unit of rise or
fall for so many horizontal units

Examples: 4:1, 3:1

II. Purpose of construction surveys To provide the horizontal and vertical layout
for every key component of a construction project.

(NOTE: Surveyors lay out and position all types of facilities from streets, water and
sewer lines, and structures according to the design plan Over 60e- of all hours
spent surveying is on location-type work giving line and grade.)

ill. Responsibilities of a construction surveyor

A. Keeping notes

1. Should be extensive and detailed on every phase of construction.

2. Are often used when developing as-built drawings.
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INFORMATION SHEET

3. Are used to document field changes.

4. Could conceivably be used in court as documented evidence.

B. Keeping daily logs or diaries

1. Are used to document in detail the daily progress.

2. Are often used for partial payment of work completed.

3. Are used to record all field changes or change orders.

4, Are used for final quantities and as-built drawings.

C. Communicating at the construction site

1. Instructions must be clear to all contractors about staking proce-
dures, off: et distances, cut/fill markings, and traffic control.

2. Good communication must exist with any involved parties such as
adjacent owners and the concerned public.

3. Directions must be clear to all survey party members on staking
methods, accuracy, safety, and the importance of clear and correct
stake markings.

IV. Purposes of horizontal and vertical control points

A. To serve as a good framework of control around the project area.

B. To act as a base for positioning structures, utilities, roads, etc.

V. Laying out control points

A. Should be far enough from the actual construction to ensure working room
for the contractor and freedom from possible destruction.

B. Should be clearly marked and understood by the contractor in the absence
of a surveyor.

C. Should be supplemented by guard stakes to deter accidental removal.

D. Should be "tied off" or located by ti points outside the actual construction
area so that replacement, if necessary, can be performed without difficulty.

(NOTE: Prior to construction work, :any existing government control points
should be researched and relocate...1. Any contr; point that Is disturbed by
construction should be documented and the proper ;authorities notified.)



INFORMATION SHEET

VI. Computation of grades or slopes (Figure 1)

A. Determine the total horizontal distance between the two points that the pro-
posed grade must match.

B. Determine the total vertical difference in elevation of the two points being
matched.

C. Apply the following formula to find the percent (D 4 of slope:

Vertical difference
Horizontal distance

FIGURE 1

Proposed Invert
156.00

MH 7

% slope

MH 6

200' of Conc. Stmt. ot 1.50%

ca
Existing Invert

153.00

VII. Offset stakes (Transparency 1)

A. Normally located (Figure 2)

1. Away from actual construction

2. Convenient for transferring grade by the contractor

Offset distance may vary depending on depth of excavation.

C. Usually designated with a cut or fill from top of offset stake.

FIGURE 2

Ground Surface

Extsong Sewer

Profile View

MH 7 (Proposed)
2+00

8
4

MH 6 (ExIsting)
0+00

2+00 Offset Stakes 0+00

Plan View

MN 5

TE

MH 5 {Existing)

-()
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INFORMATION SHEET

D. Are installer; parallel to construction alignment.

E. Design elevations are dete:rnined at each offset stake.

F. Actual offset stake elevations are determined by leveling procedures.

G. Cuts or fills are calculated by the following relationship:

Design elevation Cut or fill
Offset stake elevation

{NOTE: The algebraic sign indicates cut k) or fill t +).)

H. Calculations are checked prior to marking stakes.

I. Offset stakes are marked for construction use. (Figure 3)

FIGUK 3

(NOTE: Stake markings vary from project to project and contractor to con-
tractor. This should be discussed extensively prior to construction.)

VIII. Baseline stationing and offsets (Figure 4)

A. Baselines are normally located from c )ntrol points.

B. Stations are established at regular inI2rvals (usually 1(0 feet) along the
baseline, normally in the direction of construction progress.



INFORMATION SHEET

C. Construction stationing should coincide with design stationing.

D. Offsets are established perpendicular to construction baseline,

FIGURE 4

Direction of

Construction Progress

0+00 1+00
L3 C7

2 +00
LT

Offset Stakes

IX. Types of stage markings (Transparency 2)

A. Cuts Are determined vertical distances from the proposed design eleva-
tion to the actual stake elevation. (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

Design

Elevation

(Level Line)

Grade Stake

CUT
413

Elevation 419.20
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211.02

15

INFORMATION SHEET

B. Fills Are determined vertical distances from the proposed design eleva-
tion to the actual stake elevation. (Figure 6)

Design

Elevation

FIGURE 6

(Level Line)

Grade Stake

Elevation 204.93

(NOTE: Often cut or fill stakes are set at an offset which is commonly
marked on the reverse side of the stake. This offset distance should always
be discussed with the contractor to assure a convenient distance and to
understand exactly what the offset is referenced such as back of curb,
face of curb, or Q manhole.)

C. Blue tops Construction stakes that are set by the surveyor to the actual
design elevation according to the construction plans. (Figure 7)

FIGURE 7

Design Elevation
Stake Elevation

Grade Stake

X. Laying out a building location (Transparency 3)

A. Locate the building perimeter on the property following the approved layout
plans.

(NOTE: This needs to follow the city's setback ordinances and any restric-
tive covenants.)
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B. Lay out actual building corners on the site as a visual check on positioning.

(NOTE: Obviously, these will be lost immediately when construction
begins.)

C. Set the offset stakes perpendicular to each building corner at the required
distance. (Figure 8)

FIGURE 8

Property Lines

Offset Stakes

77777

Building Layout

Erg
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INFORMATION SHEET

With a level determine the elevation of each offset stake, and reference the
finish floor or top of foundation wait with either a cut or fill distance Igorn
the top of each stake.

;NOTE Batter boards arc normally set up at each cot intersec
tion and referenced to finish floor. See Figure 9.1

FIGURE 9

Pill tht' 4s1T:1'!'

etc: ;Af

Xl. Typical roadway sections (IranSpa,:ericy

A. Fill section

Occurs when the future roadway is located above existing grade.

2. Usually the existing topsoil or black dirt will be removed and then an
approved fill material is installed and compacted to the proper eleva-
tion.
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B. Cut section

1. Occurs when the future roadway wiii be located below the existing
ground surface.

2. The existing ground is stripped away to a depth that reflects the
desired subgrade elevation, then the roadway material is installed.

C. Transition or mixed section

1. Occurs when both cut and fill operations must be performed, such as
along the side of a hill.

2. The areas of cut will be stripped away and are often moved into the
areas of fill and recompacted.

XII. Slope staking (Transparency 5)

A. Slope stakes are set to guide the contractor during excavation.

B. These are normally placed at the intersection of the original ground and
each side slope, or sometimes offset a short distance 2 to 4 feet.

C. The cut or fill at each location is marked un the slope stake.

1. Actually there is no cut or fill at the slope stake.

2. The markings indicate the vertical distance from the ground elew,-
tion at the slope stake to design grade. (Figure 10)

FIGURE 10

C5.3

Ground Rod
4.0 Ft.

509.9
C3.2

Steps Stake
23.2

28 +00`4
_4 Ft..-._I

0ttsel Stake
Gtede And

9.3 Ft.

D. Normally used for constructioo of:

1. Streets or highways

2. Drainage ways or canals

3. Dikes and embankments

4. Bridge approachways

5. Dams or reservoirs

6. Berms along structures

;

01,

28 + 00
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INFORMATION SHEET

XIII. Procedures of slope staking

A. Location of a slope stake in a cut section tFigure

FIGURE 11

H ,41;(1 2b

Ground FIN
rvel

6round ,0 G..

Grad? Rod t 4b0 ilO = Proldr, Grade
> 1002'

Depth or i)
3 74' N

Ditch I river t rz47t

Given: Profile grade (top of granular) = Elevation 480.00
Height of instrument setup = Elevation 486.28
Vertical distance to ditch invert = -3.74 feet

Calculate: Ditch invert elevation: 480.00 3.74 = 476.26
Grade rod reading: 486.28 476.26 = 10.02

1. Using the following eu compute the depth of cut at each trial
position.

Depth of cut = Grade rod reading - Ground rod reading

2. Using the following equation compute the horizontal offset distance
(Xi where the slope stake should be placed.

X = (Depth of cut x slope) + 1/a base dritance

Example: X = (Depth of cut y 3) + 29.0'

3. The rod pcison holds the rod and cloth tape an estimated distance
from centerline and gives a rod reeding.

Example: 6.0 rod reading at a diEiance of 35.0' from center line

Compute: Depth of cut: 10.02 - 6.0 = 4.02
X = (402 x 3) + 29 . 41.06 ft.

Therefore. X = 11.06 ft.
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4. The rod person was only at 35.0 feet from centerline and it was calcu-
lated that he should be at 41.06 ft. Therefore, he should move farther
out.

'An important rule to remember when each attempt is made Is:

a. if the existing grade and the proposed side slope are sloping
in opposite directions, the rod person should move out less
than the previous calculated distance.

Example: FIGURE 12

Proposed Side Slope

ern . rwl.

1st Try...35'11T Calculated Diztance 41 06'

Existing Grade

2nd Try...40' RT

b. If the existing grade and the proposed side slope are sloping
in the same direction, the rod person should move out farther
than the previous calculated distance.

Example: FIGURE 13

2nd Try .43'8I

Calculated Distance _41.06'

1st Try.. 35' FsT

Proposed Side Slope ----p-
....,-- --..

s... 1.... ... 1.16,..
0...

0..... ..,

Existing Grade

"0,..

5. The rod person moves out to the next point for a second try.
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8. The rod person should then move in closer using the determined dis-
tance last computed.

Example 6.10 rod reading at a distance of 41.0 feet from centerline.

Compute: Depth of cut = 10.02 - 6.10 = 3.92
X = (3.92 x 3) + 29 = 40.80 ft.

(NOTE: This location is within a few tenths of a foot from the actual
point, so the stake is driven at a slight angle and a cut figure of 3.92
ft. would be marked on it, usually rounded to tenths, C = 3,9 ft.)

B. Locations of slope stakes for fill sections would be calculated with the
same procedure. (Figures 14 and 15)

1. in all cases, it is done by trial and error with each attempt being
recorded in field notes.

2. Distances from cross-section drawings can be scaled to aid in deter-
mining your first initial trial distance.

3. The process seems lengthy, but after work has commenced, the sur-
veyor can proceed more quickly.

(NOTE: Various methods of documenting the information are used.
After discussing with your instructor, an agreed-upon method can be
used.)

FIGURE 14 Instrument N.I. above subgrade

Grade Rod

Ground--Rod
Height of

Fill
5.15

Profoe
Gracie

0 58

Level
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FIGURE 15 Instrument H.I. below subgrade

C

Grade Rod
1-4011-1 tat

)-4,I.

1.5

12 1

'around Rod

XIV. Horizontal curves

A. There are two types of horizontal curves.

1. Circular curves

2. Spiral curves

B. Circular curves consist of (Figure 16)

Simple curve: A circular arc connecting two tangents

2. Compound curve: Composed of two or more arcs of different radii
tangent to each other

3. Broken-back curve: The combination of a short tangent length (usu-
ally less than 100') connecting two circular arcs that have centers on
the same side.

4. Reverse curve: Consists of two circular arcs tangent to one another
with their centers on opposite sides

FIGURE 16

Tangent

/

1

Simple Curve Compound Broken -Back Reverse Curve
Curve Curve
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C. Spiral curves (Figure 17)

1. Consist of a radius that increases or decreases slowly frr. infinity at
the tangent to that of the curve it meets.

2. Can be used to connect a tangent to a circular curve, a tangent with a
tangent (double spiral), or a circular curve with a circular curve.

FIGURE 17

Circular
Curve Tangent

Spiral
"`Spiral I

\ //

Tangent

Spiral between Tangent Double Spiral
and Circular Curve

'al

Mt Elements of a simple horizontal circulate curve (Figure 18)

FIGURE 18

Spiral between
Circular Curves

I or .1 = Angie "1" or (Delta) The central angle subtended by a curve or the
change in direction of two tangents

= Point of Intersection (of the tangents)

P.C. = Point of curvature (beginning of the curve)

I d *
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= Point of tangent (end of the curve)

T ^ Tangent distance (distance from P.C. to P.1. or P1. to PT.)

R = Radius (horizontal distance from the radius point of the complete circle to
any point along the curve)

L.C. = Long chord (straight line distance from P.C. to P.1.)

L = Length of curve (distance along the curve from P.C. to PT.)

E = External distance (distance from P.I, or vertex to the curve)

M = Middle ordinate (distance from midpoint on long chord to midpoint of the
curve)

P.O.C. = Point on curve (any point along the actual curve)

P.O.T. = Point on tangent (any point along the tangent lines)

D °a (Arc definition) = Degree of curvature (See Figure 17)

D°c (Chord definition) = Degree of curvature (See Figure 17)

(NOTE: Degree of curvature is defined as the central angle at the center of a circu-
lar arc subtended by a 1C lfoot arc or chord (depending on the method Da or Dc).
The "arc method" is four, to be the most common.)

FIGURE 19

Chord Definition

Formulas for solving curve elements

100 FT

100- and R = 5729'58 ft.

T= R tan
2

^

Arc Definition
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L= 100 - or L =310 Or Dia)

R = Titan

LC = 2 R sin
2

5729 58 50D °a = cor Sin =
R R

E = R (1/cos ) - 1

M = R (1 - cos)
XVI. Steps for computing and laying out a simple horizontal curve (Follow with Table 1

and Figures 20 and 21.4

A. Set the PL: Intersect the two tangent lines

B. Measure the plus station of the P1. (Note Table 1, measure from station
7 + 00, 47.64 ft. = 7 + 47.64)

C. Measure angle (also referred to as J or Delta)

(NOTE: Angle X can be measured and a can be computed 180° - X = A.)

180°00'00"
- 105°13'24" = X angle

angle = 74°46'36" (for this example)

D. Compute "r: T = R tan A/2

T = 229.27 ft.

E. Compute "L": L = /360 (r Dia.) or 100 AID° or use Table 1 below.

70° = 1.22173 1.30510
4° = 0.06981 x R = 300
40' = 0.01164 391.53000
6' = 0.00174

30" = 0.00015
6" = 0.00003

Sum = 1.30510 L = 391.53ft
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Table I - Length of Curve for Radius 1.00 ft
Given:

. . Length
_ .

s, Longth Length

10 0.17453 10' 0.00291 t 10" 0.00005
20° 0,34907 20' 0.00582 20" 0.0r 0
30° 0.523G0 30' 0 00873 30" 0.0(. J
400 0.69813 40' 0.01164 40" 0.00019
50° 0.87266 50' 0.01454 50" 0.00024

6U° 1.04720 60' 0.01745 60" 0.00029
70° 1.22173 70' 0.02036 70" 0.00034
80* 1.39626 80' 0.02327 80" 0.00039
90° 1.57080 90' 0.02618 90" 0.00044

100° 1 73533 100' 0.02910 100" 0,00048

F Computo the rtiM,'.

Pi. sta.

PC sta
+ "1-

PT.

7 + 47.64
229.27

5 + 18.37
+ 391.53

9 + 09.90

iNOlL TN.. PT. 5LitlOrl d0(1. not equal the Pl. :,tation plus -1-- !tangent (its-
tancep
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G. Compute the deflection angles. (Figure 20)

FIGURE 20

to .41 05 0 -el P/i
tP 4

0 J.- cp 0 S
%-

S 4.

13 + DO

12 + 15.79
Pr

7,

CS'S,
2

°O
e',g)

$09

.98

1 7'47'45"

PC 8+59

First deflection angle:

Apply the formula

12'34'15"

Station 5 + 50
P.C. station 5 + 18.37

Length 1st arc = 31.63

Arc _length
x 1718.87 = Def. angle in minutes

radius

(NOTE: 1718.87 is often rounded to 1719 except on long curves.)

31-el v 1719 = 181.24 minutes
300

181.24
3°1.24 or 3°01'15"

60
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FIGURE 21

Chord Deftec Curvs+ Data

+ 29.30 PT 9.9t 37°23' 25" R -;-. 3001.

12 + 50 49.91 3553'0" = 74 °46' 36"

+ 50 49.94 31°46' 30"
37°23' 18"

11 + 0 49.94 26°20'00"
r.-- 37°23.20'

+50 49.94 21'33' 30"
+47.64 Pi T = 229.27

10 + 0 49.94 16°47' 00"
L = 391.53

+50 49.94 12°00'30

9 + 0 49.94 7°14'0"

+24.26 31.62 2°27' 30"

+ 18.37 PC 0

8 + 0

2. 2nd deflection is equal to the 1st deflection plus the deflection which
subtends the 50' arc length.

50
thus:

00
x 1719 = 286.50 minutes or 4°46'30"

(NOTE: This value is added to each previous deflection angle to
determine the next angle setting, until the last arc length is en, un-
tered.)

3. Last deflection angle: P.T. sta. 9 + 09.90
Last even sta. - 9 + 00.00

Last arc length: 09.90

9.90 x 1719 = 56.73 minutes or 0°56'44"
"Od

This amount 56'44" is added to the previous total deflection angle to
set the last point or P.T.

(NOTE: A mathematic check of work is that the last deflection should
equal A/2.)

H. Compute the chord lengths:

1. First chord = Sin of the 1st deflection angle x dia,

Sin of 3°01'15 (or .052699) x 600 = 31.62 ft.

2. Intermediate chord = Sin of the angle for a 50' arc x dia.

Sin of 4°46'30" (or .083243) x 600 = 49.94 ft.
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3. Last chord = sin of the last angle to the P.T. x dia.

Sin of 0°56'44" (or .016502) x 600 = 9.90 ft.

(NOTE: Long chords are sometimes calculated which involve taping
distances from the P.C. station directly to each point on the curve. it
this is to be performed, the same formula applies but the total deflec-
tion angle is used in place of for example, the angle for a 50' arc.
Short chords are frequently used unless an E.O.M. is accessible to
measure the long chord distances, due to long taping distances.)

XVII. Vortical curves

A. Are used in highway and street vertical alignment to provide a gradual
change between two adjacent grade lines.

B. Two general types

1. Crests Changing from a positive gradient to a negative
2. Sags changing from a negative gradient to a positive

C. Elements of a simple vertical curve (Figure 22)

FIGURE 22

F

F

RV.C.

Computed Curve Points

PVT.

P.V.C. = Point of vertical curvature
P.V.I. = Point of vertical intersection
P.V.T. = Point of vertical tangent

= Gradient or slope of back tangent
G. = Gradient or slope of fore tangentH = Vertical distance from back tangent extended to the

P. V.T.
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XVIII. Procedure for calculating a vertical curve (equal tangents)

(NOTE: The method used here iS the stage method which is a common method ot
computation. It is easiest to understand when working with an example problem.
The known curve data is listed below.)

...Known curve data...
200' (8 stages)
+ 6.5% 14-.0651
- 3% (-.03)
Sta. 14 + 19
Elev. 1229.41

L =
G, =
G, =

P.V.1. =
P.V.I. =

FIGURE 23

Solution by Stage Method PV 1,

P.V.0

)r, = 1;, ;

==. *A --- -0-- -.0- I

L2 i

=b Set; 200'

PV.1

A. Find P.V.C. and P,V.T. stations and elevations

1. P.V.C. sta. formula: P.V.I. sta. Li2 P.V.C. sta.

Example: 14 + 19 211012 = 13 4 19 P.V.C. sta.

2. P.V.C. elev. formula: U2 x G (with sign changed) = Elev. duff.
Elev. dift. + P.V.I. elev. = P.V.C. elev.

Example: 20012 x .065

-6.5' + 1229.41 1222.91 P.V.C. elev.
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3. P.V.T. sta. formula: P.V.I. sta. + L/2

Example: 14 + 19 + 100 = 15 + 19 -- P.V.T. sta.

4 P.V.T. elev. formula: L12 x G; = Elev. diff.
Elev. diff. + P.V.I. elev. = P.V.T. elev.

Example: 200/2 x -.03 = -3'
-3' + 1229.41 = 1226.41 P,V.T. elev.

B. Compute H Formula: G; G. x L12 = H

Example: -.03 - .065 = -.095 x 100 = -9.5' "H"

C. Compute C Formula: (O H = C

Where: S.L. = Stage length
L = Curve length

(220%). x -9.5 = -.1484375 "C"

Compute "C" for each stage Formula: C x X. = Each stage correction

(NOTE: See Table 2.)

TABLE 2

STATION = - .1484375 TANGENT ELEVATION CURVE ELEVATION

PVC 13+19 0 0 0 1222.91 1222.9113 + 44 1 1 -0.15 1224.54 1224.3913 + 69 2 4 -0.59 1226.16 1225.57
13 + 94 3 9 - 1.34 1227.79 1226.45

Pvi 14+19 4 16 -2.38 1229.41 1227.03

14 + 44 5 25 -3.71 1231.04 1227.33
14 + 69 6 36 -5.34 1232.66 1227.3214 + 94 7 49 -7.27 1234.29 1227.02

PV1 15+19 8 64 -9.50 1235.91 1226.41

E. Compute tangent elevation Formula: G. x A (Table 2)

F. Compute curve elevation Formula: Tangent elevation + "C" (Table 2)

G. Compute high or low point

(NOTE: High points are often calculated to find the exact station of the
crest of the curve. Low points are often calculated to find the lowest point
on the curve for location of drainage structures, etc.)

1. Find "A" A = dist. from P.V.C.

A = G. x (L/G,G;)
A = .065 x 200/.095 = 136.84'
A = 136.64 Dist. from P.V.C. (13 + 19 + 136.84, Sta. 14 + 55.84)
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2. Find "C"

C = (AIL)2 x H

C = (136.841200y x -9.5'

C = -4.45 Elev. cliff,

3. Find tangent elev. = G, x A = I.E. + P.V.C.

.065 x 136.84 = 8.89 + 1222.91 = 1231.80

4. Find curve elev. = Tangent elev. + "C"

1231.80 + 44.45 = 1227.35 Elev. high pt.

5 High pt: sta. 14 + 55.84 Elev.: 1227.35

(NOTE. All calculated data should be tabulated as shown in Table 2.
Field note entries will vary from surveyor to surveyor, but any conven-
ient method is acceptable.)
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Procedure for Setting Profile Line and Grade Stakes
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Typical Cut and Fill Stakes

Existing Grouno

ProPosad
Blvd. Grade Grade

Stake

Existing Ditch 1.
(to be filled in)

3.0 ft. ols

1 but 0.25

Exng Ground

Proposed
wait Surtaca

Cut Cross Section

3.0 ft. pis .1

Proposed
Blvd- Grade

C.)

Grade
Stake

optudi stiTiace

n
Existing

Ground

Fill Cross Section
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CD

50.09'

Typical Building Layout

Plan of Survey of
Block 1 Lots 10 to 13 Bob's Addition 1st Section

to City of Chambers, Payne Co.

a

CONC FDN
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50.0'
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Rogers lane
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Typical Roadway Sections

Fill Section

- 4111.,.
0,w>

c "1.0°'
?"

Cut Section

Transition (Mixed) Section
111.1 .111111
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G.G.

0

Slope Stake Locations

1-4-- Limits of Stripping
Slope Stake Finish Grade

Slope StakeFill--
0
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Slope Stake

N
0.G

.c
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I

0.G.

Fill Section

Limits of Stripping

Slope Stake

0.G.

1
\\ "\` \\

Cut
.c

Finish Grade

Cut Section

0
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CONSTRUCTION SURVEYING
UNIT IX

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 CALCULATE A SIMPLE HORIZONTAL CURVE

PART I

Directions: Apply each formula below to obtain each of the items listed. Record your answers
in the blanks provided.

Given: P.I. sta.: 16 + 94.50
"A" angle: 43°24'20"
Radius: 550.00

FIND --

A. A/2

B. "T"

C. "L" =

D. P.C. sta. =

E. P.T. sta. =

F. 1st def. angle =

G. 25° def. angle =

H. Last def. angle =

1. Chord length of 25' arc =

J. Long chord =

Direction of Stations

FORMULA

Step No. 1 (":'," angle - 2)

Step No. 2 -- (R tan

Step No. 3 (. NI360° (7r ID)

Step No. 4 (RI sta. "T")

Step No. 5 (P.C. sta. + "L")

Step No. 6 (L. of ArcIR x 1718.87)

Step No. 7 (Arc 251R x 1718.87)

Step No. 8 (L of Arc/R x 1718.87)

Step No. 9 (Sin of 25' def x dia.)

Step No. 10 (Sin . J2 x dia.)
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CONSTRUCTION SURVEYING
UNIT IX

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - CALCULATE A SIMPLE VERTICAL CURVE

PART I

Direction: Complete all of the required computations prior to computing curve elevations.
Record your answers in the blanks provided.

Known curve data
Sta. 0 + 00: Elevation 1446.20
Sta. 12 + 50: Elevation 1421.20 (P.V.I. station)
Sta. 20 + 00: Elevation 1428.70
Curve length: 200.0 feet
Stage length: 25.0 feet

A. Compute: G.

G,

Vertical differenceNOTE: Formula % slope
Horizontal distance

B. Compute station and elevation of P.V.C. and PV.T.

P.V.C. sta. elev.

P.V.T. sta. eiev.

C. Compute "H":

LNOTE: Formula H = G2 -- 01 x
2

D. Compute "C":

NOTE: Formula (Stage length /Curve le.ngth)2 x "H"

II I
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PART II

Direct ns: Complete the following curve data:

Station X X. C Tong. Elev

P.V.C. Sta,

PV.1. Sti

P.V.T. Sta.

--
t

E. Compute low point

t. Station

I

03,11-Vt., Elev.

NOTE: Find "A- A = Dist. from P.V.C.
A --_, G x (LiG -C
PV.C, + A = Station of low pt

2. Elevation of low pt.:

NOTE: Find AA). H,

Then find tangent Plevation: (G x A) + P.V.0 devotion

Then find curve ele.votion: Tangent elevation + "C''



CONSTRUCTION SURVEYING
UNIT IX

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #1

PART I

A. 21°42' 10" F 1°16'15"
B. 218.902' G. 1°18'08"
C. 416.663' H. 0°53'57"
D. 14 + 75.60 I. 24.999
E. 18 + 92.26 J. 406.771'

PART II

STA. S.C. L.C. DEFLECTION ANGLE

4 + 75.

15 + 00 24.40 24A0 10 16' 16"

+ 25 25.0 49.39 20 34' 24"

+ 5I 74.35 3° 52' 31"

+ 75 25.0 99.27 5° 10' 39"

16 + 00 25.0 124.14 6° 28' 41"

+ 25 250 148.94 7° 46' 55"

+ 50 25.0 173.67 9° 5? 3"

+ 75 25.0 198.31 10° 23' 11"

17 + 00 25.0 222.85 11 ° 41' 18"

+ 25 25.0 247.27 12° 59' 26"

+ 50 25.0 271.57 140 17' 34"

+ 75 25.0 295.72 15° 35' 42"

18 + 00 25.0 319.72 160 53' 50"

+ 25 25.0 343.56 180 11' 58"

+ 50 25.0 367.22 19° 30' 6"
+ 75 25.0 390.68 20' 48' 13"

+ 92.26 17.26 406,77 210 42' 10"
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet $2

PART I

.4 1, +-

Sto 11 + -1423.:!0

Shi 13 + 1.)0 1422.-20

C. 3'

L.) .0469

PART II

Silii1011

V
X t X

P.V.C. sta,

11 + 71i

0

1

i

1

12 + 00 2 l 4

12 + 25 3 i 9

PV.!. sta. 4

12 + 75 5 25

13 4 00 6 36

13 + 25
..

7 49

PVT nta. 8 ) 64

; C-7, 4 .0469 Tang. Elev. Curve Elev. I

0 1423.20 1 1423.20 I.........._ ._....__...1

: .05 1422.70 1422.73_1

f4 .19
_

1422.20 1422.39

.42 1421.70 1422.22
1' , 1. ,.. , .. , ----- .....~^-..... ..~.^.4, -----

.75 ;421.20 1421.95

1.17 1420.70 1421.87

1 1.69 1420.20 1421.89

I 2 30 141970 1422.00

, 3.0 1419.20 1422.20
. _ . .. . ... , . . . ..

1. 12 + 83.33

1421 87

S.



CONSTRUCTION SURVEYING
UNIT IX

JOB SHEET #1 - STAKE A HORIZONTAL CURVE

A. Tools and equipment

1. Transit or theodolite

2. Tripod

3. Chain

4. Chaining pins

5- Wood s.,..kes

6. Range pole

7. Hammer

B. Field book and pencil

B. Procedure

(NOTE: Use the data obtained in Assignment Sheet #1. Part H.)

PART I: Layout the tangent lines using the given delta angle of 43°24' 20" and an
assumed point called: P.I. station 16+94.50.

1. Locate a stake in the middle of an open area, approximately 500 ft. by 500 ft.
(called P.I. sta. 16+94.50).

2. Set the transit or theodolite up over the PI.

a. Level up the instrument.

b. Zero up the vernier or horizontal circle.

3. Rod person should set a stake near a far corner of the work area. Refer to this as
the "Back Tangent Line" (decreasing stations).

4. Instrument person should sight this; point with the transit scope inverted and
lock the instrument on line.

5. The rod person and another chain person should then tape the "T" distance (that
was calculated on Assignment Sheet #1. Part I) from the P.I. awa} ,)m and along
the back tangent line using the instrument person for alignment.
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6. Upon reaching the appropriate distance, a stake should be placed in the ground.
Refer to this as the P.C. station,

7. The telescope should then be plumbed or reinverted and the delta angle of
43°24'20" turned (preferably right or clockwise in this example).

The tape person and rod person should then proceed along this line taping the
"T" distance again and placing another stake at this distance. Refer to this as
the P.T. station.

(NOTE: Upon finishing this sequence, all of the three horizontal curve points have
been accurately set: the P.C. station, PI. station, and RT. station.)

PART II Stake each horizontal 25' station along the curve line.

1. Relocate the transit or theodolite at the PC. station.

a. Level up the instrument.

b. Zero up the vernier or circle.

With the upper motion locked at 0°00'00" sight the P.I. station and lock the lower
motion.

3. Referring to Assignment Sheet #1, Part Ii, begin by laying out the first station on
the curve: Sta. 15+00.

a. Set the vernier to the deflection angle of Sta. 15+00 (as noted in the field
notes in Part II) by loosening the upper motion of the instrument and slow-
ing rotating the instrument clockwise.

b. Lock the upper motion and sight through the telescope to give the tape
person alignment.

c. Measuring from the P.C. station to the first station (15+00) on the curve,
layout the short chord distance (as indicated on the field note form in
Assignment Sheet #1, Part II), and set a stake at this point (Sta. 15+00).

(NOTE: Make sure to set the point on line with the transit.)

4. Locate t on the curve (15+25).

a. Loosen the upper motion of the instrument.

b. Turn clockwise to the next deflection angle for Sta. 15+25.

c. Lock upper motion and give line for taping procedure.

4I
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d. Tape the short chord distance for a 25' deflection angle, measuring from
the previously set Sta. 15+00 to the desired point (Sta. 15+25). (Figure 1)

(NOTE: Verify alignment prior to setting stake, then check distance again.)

FIGURE 1

STA 15+00

.e'lr Toward P.I. Station

Def. Angle

P.C. STA 14+75.60

STA 15+25

5. Locate each point on the curve by repeating step 4 and setting the correct deflec-
tion angle into the instrument for the appropriate station.

6. The short chord distance remains the same for each station until reaching the
P.T. station. (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

STA 18+25
04.

Same

STA 18+50

*Short chord for last deflection

STA 18+75

P.T. STA
18+92.26

7. After reading the P.T. sta., a check can be made:

a. The angle in the instrument should be equal to 112 of Delta or A.

b. The distance from P.O. sta. to P.T. sta. (straight line) can be measured and
should equal distance LC.

4,7
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8. Have instructor verify the completed work.

9. Pick up all equipment and store in assigned areas.

10. Remove all existing stakes.



CONSTRUCTION SURVEYING
UNIT IX

JOB SHEET #2 - STAKE A CENTERLINE PROFILE
WITH A VERTICAL CURVE

A. Tools and equipment

1. Transit/theodolite

2. Tripod

3. Wooden stakes and hammer

4. Chain or tape and chaining pins

5. Range poles

6. Level

7. Level rod

8. Field book and pencil

9. Calculator

B. Procedure

PART I Establish a baseline

1. Within a narrow strip of land (100' x 5')0') set up a transit over a point at one end
of the site. Refer to as Sta. 0+00.

2. Sight along an arbitrary line and lock motions of the transit to layout a baseline.

3. Begin setting 25' stations from 0+00 using the instrument for alignment and
placing stakes at each 25' interval for approximately 400 ft

PART H Establish existing centerline profile elevations

.40TE: Instructor should provide an assumed bench mark elevation for the following
procedure.)

1. Set up level near approx. Sta. 2+00, and establish an Hi_

(NOTE: A bench circuit may need to be run into the site depending on the loca-
tion of the bench mark given.)

2. Read foresights and record in field book all rod shots along the baseline stakes
(shooting the ground next to the stake at this time, and recording as shown);

4
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FIGURE 1

B.S. Hi. ES. R.S. ELEV.

BM x H.I.

0+00 R.S.

+25 R.S.

+50 R.S.

+75 R.S.

1+00 R.S.

+25 R.S.

3. Compute existing ground elevations at each station and record in the field book.

4. After all points have been calculated, check back into the bench mark.

(NOTE: Prior to Part III, show your instructor the field notes for existing ground
shots. `bur instructor will give you the required information to compute the verti-
cal curve.)

PART Ill Compute 200' vertical curve.

1. Using the known data: (given by instructor,

Sta. 0+00: Elevation (design)
P.V.I. sta. 2+00: Elevation (design)
Sta. 4+00: Elevation (design)
Curve length: 200.00 ft.
Stage length: 25.00 ft.

Compute: G1-
G
P.V.C. sta.:
P.V.T. sta.:

Elev.
Elev.

"C".

(NOTE: Using Assignment Sheet #2 calculate the above information. Set up a
table similar to Part II, Assignment Sheet #2 and calculate each curve elevation.)

2. After completion, have instructor verify all calculations before performing Part IV.

4
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PART IV Determine stake elevations and calculate cuts or fills.

1. Set up level near approx. Sta. 2+00.

a. Determine Hi. elevation.

b. Record in field book.

2. Read and record each rod shot or (foresight) taken on top of each 25 station start-
ing at Sta. 0+00 and progressing to Sta. 4+00.

FIGURE 2

STA. BS. H.I, FS. R.S. ELEV. Design Elev. CIF

BM x H. I.
.

0+00 R.S.

+25 R.S.

+50 R.S.

+75 R.S.

1 +00 R.S.

+25 R.S.

3. Check back into the bench mark and calculate each stake elevation by subtract-
ing the rod shot from the H.1. Record in the appropriate column.

4. Use the following formula to determine each cut or fill for every station begin-
ning at Sta. 0+00 and ending at Station 4+00.

Design Elevation
- Stake Elevation

Cut or Fill

5. Record this information In the far right-hand column of the field notes. (See Fig-
ure 2)

6. Instructor will evaluate work performed.

(NOTE: instructor may want the students to actually mark the cut or fill on each
stake although It Is not necessary in this job sheet.)

,
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CONSTRUCTION SURVEYING
UNIT IX

JOB SHEET #3 - STAKE A SEWER PROFILE
WITH OFFSET

A. Tools and equipment

I. Tape

2. Wooden stakes and hammer

3. Level rod

4. Tripod

5. Level instrument

6, Field book and pencil

Procedure

(NOTE: Use the baseline previously established in Job Sheet #2 as an assumed center
line of a proposed sewer line.)

PART 1

1. Establish a 20' offset line.

a. Measure 20' right from existing stake at Sta. 0+00.

b. Place stake in ground 20' right at 80 degrees from existing baseline.

c. Repeat this operation at each of the existing stakes through Sta. 4+00.

2. Using the previous bench mark, set up the level instrument and establish a new
H.I.

3. Read and record each rod shot (foresight) at every 25' station along the 20' offset
line (shooting the top of the stake).

4. Reduce field notes and record each stake elevation.

5. Have instructor evaluate.
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PART II Determine sewer profile elevations.

1. Instructor should determine a hypothetical percent of slope for the proposed
sewer line and an invert elevation of the sewer line starting at Sta. 0+00.

Known: Sewer line percent of slope.
Invert elevation at Sta. 0+00:

2. Using the known data calculate each proposed sewer elevation for every 25 foot
station.

Formula: Station x % = V.D.
then
V.D. + Beginning Elev. = Sewer elevation at that station

Ste. Elevation Ste. Elevation

0+00 (given) 2+00

+25 +25

+50 +50

+75 +75

1+00 3+00

+25 +25

+50 +50

+75 +75

4+00

3. Instructor should verify proposed elevation at each station before performing
Part III.
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PART DI Compute cuts to sewer profile.

1. Insert known data in the following table.

Station Stake Elev. Design Elev. Cuts

0 +00

+25

+50

+75

1+00

+25

+50

+75

2+00

+25

+50

+75

3+00

+25

+50

+75

4+00

2. Calculate the cut at each stake using the following formula:

Design Elevation
- Stake Elevation

Cut (to sewer profile)

3. Record this information in the column labeled

4. Instructor may or may not request that you actually mark the stakes with the cal-
culated data.
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CONSTRUCTION SURVEYING
UNIT IX

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with the correct definitions.

a. A stake set by a surveyor to give contractors
a known elevation to base their construction
on, usually noted with a cut or a fill

b. The decimal form of a percent of a slope;
indicates the steepness of a sloped surface

c. The process of laying out all types of facili-
ties on proposed engineered sites prior to
construction by giving alignment and grade
to aid the contractor during Installation

The calculated rod reading that is des red if
the rod was placed on design grade

e. The inclination of a surface expressed as
one unit of rise or fall for so many horizontal
units

f. A vertical curve with tangent lengths that
are the same, therefore making the curve
symmetrical

Normally referring to the inside bottom of a
pipe or culvert

h. The lowest visible surface; the bottom or
floor of a manhole, drain, sewer. channel,
tunnel, etc.

2. State the purpose of construction surveys.

1.

2.

a
4.

5.

Construction survey-
ing

Equal tangent curve

Flow line

Grade stakes

Grade rod reading

6. Gradient

7. Invert elevation

8. Slope ratio

3. Select true statements concerning the responsibilities of a construction surveyor by
placing an "X" next to the true statements.

a. Keeping notes

2)

3)

4)

Should be extensive and detailed on every phase of construction.

Are seldom used when developing as-built drawings.

Are used to document field changes.

Cannot be used in court as documented evidence.
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b. Keeping daily logs or diaries

1) Are used to brq, fly describe the daily progress.

2) Are often used for partial payment of work completed.

3) Are used to record all field changes or change orders.

4) Are used for final quantities and as-built drawings.

c. Communicating at the construction site

1) instructions must be clear to all contractors about staking procedures, offset dis-
tances, and cut/fill markings.

2) The surveyor should not communicate with adjacent owners or the public about
the construction going on.

4. State the purposes of horizontal and vertical control points.

a.

b.

5. Complete the following statements concerning laying out control points by correctly
tilling in the blanks.

a. Should be far enough from the actual construction to ensure working room for
the and freedom from possible destruction.

b. Should be clearly marked and understood by the contractor in the absence of a

c. Should be supplemented by guard stakes to deter

d. Should be "tied off" or located by outside the actual construc-
tion area so that replacement, if necessary, can be performed without difficulty.

4 7
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6, State the f liio or formula for computation of grades and slopes.

7. Complete the following statements concerning offset stakes by circling the correct
words.

a. Normally located (within, away from) actual construction area.

b. Offset distance may vary depending on (width, depth) of excavation.

c. Usually designated with a cut or till from (top, bottom) of offset stake.

d. Are installed (perpendicular, parallel) to construction alignment.

e. Design elevations are determined at (every other, each) offset stake.

f. Actual offset stake elevations are deter mined by (measuring, leveling) proce-
dures_

Cuts or fills are calculated by the following relationship:g.

1) _Offset stake Design! elevation
Cut or till2) (Offset stake. Design) elevation

h. Calculations are checked (after, prior to) III-irking stakes
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Li

TEST

Differentiate t!etVW+..°11 hatiCitn{' ;Vitt ort .tiake .in X next to the x row
pointing 14.1 this t.anclitte and an "0- no .%,i to tht. offset

) rectiott
Ck110,,tri;C:il f3.0:m;.

I

!Aoki) thc lypk,s of stake manionm, on the right with Their tiebcriptionl;

;Atokt,'S showiriit tttt VcrliCol dibtance 1, (MIS
Mit must be added to the elcvation

bring it to the proposed design elevation 2, F-015

Arco conntrtICtiCfn stakes that are set to the Oli:. tops
;:11.1al dosign elevation of the conlloction
item

Are stakcts ;;Iiowin the vertical dislarict'
thiet rm.:17.. fonicwr'..d front the ac ttt:11 t1!.,va
tiot, to t.srino it It) the proposed dosign
tier.

kr,:)i-itlt 'if 4.)idk..r loyilg CAA ,d,,11, It',' plot Hi9 thy curruci
p:frIlt)tP:. riAt in the ar,:roprite

tT

thf stAk.)s pcipc,ncist;:ular If) t) tic illowig orner at the required

With aa, level dett?rmine the nievation of each ofk,rt and reference the
firtin floor cr tc,,p of foundat,on with with (liter a cut fill distance from
the top of each stake

Locale the budding pent tho property followmci the approved lay-
()lit pior,,,

ay offi actual blinding COrrIC'itfs nn a on position
Inq
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11. identify tt)(., typical roadway stxliont-,.

a.

C.
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12. Complete statements concerning slope staking by correctly filling in the blanks.

a. Slope stakes are set to guide the contractor during

h. Slope stakes are normally placed at the intersection of the
each side slope.

c. The cut or fill at each location is marked on the

d. Slope staking is normally used for the construction of (list two)

1)

2)

13. State the equations used in locating slope stakes.

a. Depth of cut or height of fill

and

b. Distance from centerline where the stake should be placed (x)

1.1. Distinguish between the types of horizontal curves by placing an "X" next to the circu-
lar curves and an "0- next to the spiral curves.

a

d. e.

C.



TEST

15. Identify the ei;,rnents o a simple nori;ohtal 1;:ri:ular cuive by rtiatching the abbrevia-
tions of the elements lisicti at Me right the correct letters showing their locations
on the schematic di,:iwinc.; below.

3-.1. c ..c.-.

\ \ ,.,
a.

NN.e." 4 -.,. A

1.1

S

A.

; 4 A Angle "1- or Delta

R = Radius

Pi Point of intersection

PC: Point of curvature

PI Point of tangerit

T Tangent distance

LC = Long chord

L. Ltirigth of curve

Exit:IT-nal distance

M Mdk oTcliriale

pcic. Polnl on

Point c tanclent
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16. Arrange in order the steps for computing and laying out a horizontal curve by placing
the correct sequence numbers (L8) in the appropriate blanks.

Measure the plus station of the PI

_b. Compute "L"

Compute the chord lengths

_d. Compute the plus stations

Measure / angle (Delta or A)

f. Set the PI

Compute the deflection angles

Compute "T"

17. Match the elements of a simple vertical curve listed on the right with their correct loca-
tions on the schematic drawing below by placing the corresponding numbers in the
appropriate blanks.

1. PVC = Point of vertical curva-
___ a, tune

2. PVI = Point of vertical intersec-
_ h. tion

3. PVT = Point of vertical tangent
c. 4. G, = Gradient or slope of back

tangent
d, 5. 0, = Gradient or slope of fore

tangent
_v. 6. H = Vertical distarioe from back

tangent extended to the
PVT

Compuieti Curve Pom1s

t.
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18. Arrange in order the steps for computing a vertical MOW by placing the correct
sequence numbers (1-7) in the appropriate blanks.

a. Compute C

b. Compute curve elevation

Compute C for each stage

d. Find PVC and PVT stations and elevations

__e, Compute H

f. Compute high or low point

Compute tangent elevation

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

19. Calculate a simple horizontal curve. (Assignment Sheet #1)

20. Calculate a simple vertical curve. (Assignment Sheet #2)

21. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Stake a horizontal curve. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Stake a centerline profile with a vertical curve. (Job Sheet #2)

Stake a sewer profile with offsets. (Job Sheet #3)
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CONSTRUCTION SURVEYING
UNIT IX

ANSWERS TO TEST

a. 4 e. 8
b. 6 1. 2
c. 1 g. 3
d. 5 h. 7

2. To provide the horizontal and vertical layout tor every key component of a construction
project.

3. a. 1,3
0 2,3,4

1

a. To serve as a good framework of control around the project area
b. To act as a base for positioning structures, utilities, roads. etc.

5, a. Contractor
b. Surveyor
c. Accidental removal
d. Tie points

6. a. Determine the total horizontal distance between the two points that the pro-
posed grade must match.

b. Determine the total vertical difference in elevation of the two points being
matched.

c. Apply the following formula to find the percent (%) of slope:
Vertical difference

= 0/0 slope
Horizontal distance

7. a. Away from
b. Depth
c. Top
d_ Parallel
e. Each
f. Leveling
g. 1) Design

2) Offset stake
h. Prior to

8. a. X
b. 0

9. a. 2
b. 3
c. 1

1
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ANSWERS TO TEST

10. a. 3
b. 4
C. 1

d. 2

11. a. Transition or mixed
b. Fill
c. Cut

12. a. Construction
b. Original ground
c. Slope stake
d. Any two of the following:

1) Streets or highways
2) Drainage ways or canals
3) Dikes and embankments
4) Midge approachways
5) Dams or reservoirs
6) Berms along structures

13. a. Depth of cut or height of fill = Grade rod reading - ground rod reading
b. Distance from centerline where the stake should be placed (X) =

(Depth of cut x slope) + 7b base distance

14. a. 0
b. X
C. X
d. 0
e. X
f. 0

15. a. PC g. 1.

T 11. M
c. P1 i. POC
d, I j. PT
e. POT k.
f. E I, R

16. a. 2 e. 3
b. 5 f. 1

c. 8 g. 7
d. 6 h. 4

17. a. 1

b. 4

c. 2
d. 5
0. 6
f. 3



18. a 3

b. 6
C. 4

d.
e. 2
f. 7

g.

ANSWERS TO TESk

19.-20. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor.

21. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor.
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LEGAL ASPECTS
UNIT X

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to match the four common methods
of legal land descriptions with the correct descriptions, properly write legal land descriptions,
and research and record existing property records. Competencies will be demonstrated by
correctly completing assignment sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student she able to:

1. Match terms related to legal aspe., the correct definitions.

2. State purposes of legal land surveys.

3. Complete statements concerning the two principles affecting laws on boundary
positions.

4. Distinguish between the two types of laws regulating land surveying.

5. List methods of transferring property titles.

6. Select true statements concerning properly prepared deeds.

7. List types of information contained in land descriptions.

8. Match legal terms affecting property possession with the correct descriptions.

9. Match types of boundary evidence with the correct descriptions.

10. Select true statements concerning riparian rights.

t
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

11. Distinguish between terms related to riparian rights and changes in water bounda-
ries.

12. Complete statements concerning deed descriptions.

13. Match methods of legal land decriptions with the correct characteristics.

14. Write a metes and bounds description. (Assignment Sheet #1)

15. Plot or layout a legal land description. (Assignment Sheet #2)

16. Write a lot and block description. (Assignment Sheet #3)

17. Research and record existing property records. (Assignment Sheet #4)



LEGAL ASPECTS
UNIT X

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Obtain addition materials and/or invite resource people to class to supplement/rein-
force informal',kn provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOTE: This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit.)

Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit.

C. Provide students with objective sheet.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Provide students with information and assignment sheets.

F Discuss information and assignment sheets.

(NOTE: Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed.)

Integrate the following activities throughrg re the teaching of this unit:

Have a legal land surveyor visit the class and discuss procedures used to file a
platted document.

2. Visit your local registrar of deeds office and follow the procedure used to research
a parcel of land.

3. Visit a land title agency and examine their methods of filing registered plats.

4. Visit a possible legal land dispute case in court.

5. DISCUSS surveying problems in court.

6. Prepare court documents.

7. Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction, and indicate to them possible areas for improvement.

H. Give test.

Evaluate test.

J. Reteach if necessary.
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. inforfTliition sheet

Tidil5piiferICY

1 TM 1 Public Land Survey System

2. TM 2 Sample Subdivision of a Section

3. TM 3 Lot and Block Description

4. TM 4 Typical Metes and Bounds Description

D. Assignment sheet-.;

Assignment Sheet #1 --- Write a Metes and Bounds Description

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Plot or Layout a Legal Lar,d Description

3. Assignment Sheet #3 Write a Lot and Block Description

4. Assignment Sheet #4 Research Record Existing Property Records

Answers to Assignment

'fest

Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN WRITING THIS UNIT

A. Davis. RE., F.S. Foote. and J.H. Kelly Surveying, 5th ed. New York: McGrawHill, 1976.

B. Kist3am, Phillip. Surveying for Civil Engineers. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1978.

C. Kavanagh. Barry and S. J. Glenn Bird. Surveying: Principles and Applications. Reston.
VA: Reston Publishing Co.. Inc.. 1981.

Brinker, R.G.. and P.R. Wolf. Elementary Surveying, 7th ed. New York. NY: Harper and
Row, 1984.



SUPPLEMENTAL REFERENCE MATERIALS

A Hoag. John S. Fundamentals of Land Measurement. Chicago, IL: Chicago Title Insur-
ance Company. 1971.

B. Glossaries of BLM Surveying and Mapping terms. 2nd ed. Bureau of Land Manage-
nientiLI.S. Department of the Interior, 1980_

flefinitions of Surveying and Associated Terms. American Congress on Surveying and
Mapping and the American Society of Civil Engineers. 1978.
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LEGAL ASPECTS
UNIT X

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Aliquot A fractional part

B. Boundary A surveyed line that indicates fixed ownership between prop-
erties; a separating line

C. Bearing The direction of a straight line in respect to a compass, mag-
netic or true north

(NOTE: Sometimes a bearing may be in respect to another random line.)

D. Corner The point in which converging lines meet; the ersectlon of two
boundary or property lines usually marked with a stone, iron bar, pipe, or
brass disc or plug

E. Condemnation The act of judicially or legally condemning ownership of
a parcel of land; to acquire ownership or public use by eminent domain

F. Conveyance The method of transferring ownership of property to
another party

G. Deed A signed and sealed document containing legal language that
transfers ownership of property to another party

H. High water mark A determined land marking that is used sometimes for
ownership boundaries, often determined by vegetation or alkaline marks

t. Monument An identifying marker, normally stone, that indicates owner-
ship; generally used to mark a corner

J. Quit claim deed A deed used to release one person's right, title, or inter-
est to another without providing a guarantee or warranty of title

K. Senior deed The deed for the first parcel to be sold off from a tract of
land

L Warranty deed A deed authorizing that the grantor has a good title free
and clear of any liens and encumbrances and will defend the grantee
against any claims

II. Purposes of legal land surveys

A. To subdivide public lands into townships, sections, and lots

; . .
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. To attain the necessary information for writing a legal description

C. To determine the exact area of a particular tract of land

D. To reestablish the boundaries of a parcel of land that has been previously
surveyed and legally described

E. To subdivide a parcel of land into two or more smaller units

F. To establish the exact position of features such as buildings on a parcel
with respect to the boundaries

Principles affecting laws on boundary positions

A. Intent

1. The position of boundaries is determined by the "intent" of the par-
ties that establish the new boundary.

2. Their intent is judged by the evidence of their acts, their written
instruments, and the circumstances involved.

B. Acceptance of present conditions

1. With the passage of time, evidence of the parties' intent becomes
more difficult to secure. Therefcre, rules have been developed to
eliminate old evidence in favor of "present conditions."

2. The longer the period of acceptance of these conditions. the
stronger the evidence becomes.

W Types of laws regulating land surveying

A. Common law

1. Is the greater proportion of law relating to land ownership

2. is the body of rules and principles that have been accepted by contin-
ual usage

(NOTE: The written decisions in court down through the years have
become clear and definite.)

B. Statutory law

1 Is composed of the body of lay enacted by governing bodies, such
as city, county, or state ordinances.

2, Many of these relate to land and acceptance of boundary locations.



INFORMATION SHEET

V. Methods of transferring property titles

A. Deeds

1. Grant

2. Quit claim

3. Agreement

4. Warranty

5. Senior

B. Inheritance through a will

C. Inheritance without a will

D. Adverse possession

Vi. Properly prepared deeds

A. Will contain some sort of description of the boundaries of the land con-
veyed.

B. Must be tied directly or indirectly to physical marks on the ground or monu-
ments and surrounding properties.

C. Is usually recorded in a county court house (register of deed) where it is
open to public inspection.

VII. Information contained in land descriptions

A. Point Of Beginning (P.O.B.) Must be permanent, identifiable, and well-ref-
erenced; may be one of the property corners

B. Point of Commencement (P.O.C.) A wellreferenced point at which the
description of a property begins; usually leads to the point of beginning or
first property corner

C. Lengths and directions of the property sides Dimensions of all sides of
property and all directions of property sides listed by angles, true hearings,
or azimuths

(NOTE: Dimensions of property sides are usually listed in feet and decimals
of a foot, although older deeds or property descriptions may be listed In
rods or chains rather than feet.)

D. Names of adjoining property owners Helpful to show the "intent" of the
deed in case an error occurs leaving a gap or creating an overlap of prop-
erty

E. Area of the parcel described Normally listed in acres or sq. feet; aids in
assessing the valuation of the property conveyed

V A
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INFORMATION SHEET

VIII. Legal terms affecting property possession and their descriptions

A. Encumbrance A claim against a property

B. Easement Right to use the land of another for a specific purpose

(NOTE: Easements can be created by the owner, the public, or by the state.
The owner can create an easement by deed or dedication. The pubic can
:acquire an easement by being allowed to use the land for a statutory period
of time, known as the right by prescription. The state has the right of emi-
nent don ain over private property.)

C. Right-of-way Right to pass across another land

a Eminent domain Right of a government to take private property for pub-
lic use provided the owner receives just compensation

E. Adverse possession When land is used by a person other than tog) owner
for an extended period of time, the land may be claimed by the user from
the title owner. Strict rules apply as follows:

1. User must have color of title A legal claim or the appearance that
shows the belief that the user iLas acquired title.

2. User must be in actual. open, notorious, and exclusive possession.

Examples: Cultivating fields, building a house, renting the property
to a tenant, preventing others from using the property

(NOTE: Actions of this type help to prove user belief in ownership of
title.)

3. User must be in continuous possession for a statuto- period 4
years (commonly 20 years).

4. Possession is hostile, without owner's consent.

F. Encroachment Gradually taking possesr 4.nother's land

Examples: Improper positioning of a fen=.

1. The owner can remove the encroachment up u. .. boundary. and
collect the cost of removal from the encroacher.

2. Once in position for a statutory period of +Ime, the encroacher can
claim the land by adverse possession.

3. Owner must notify the encroacher at once. Failure ro do so bars the
owner from claiming title of the land being occupied. The legal bar is
called an estoppel.



INFORMATION SHEET

IX. Types of boundary evidence

A. Acquiescence practical loeationi Vitier) pcson:: (idicining
land use the land up to a certain line t.7,r .!;how by
their actions that they accept it a

B. Agreement -- When two at land
ary is located and either record the aqwernent in vl,r!'&,,T fIfin tiiioVy
their actions where the line is located

C. Records of boundary position {written evidence? I lie pot:',' of botincla-
ries is found in the land description in one of those tottn:

1, Deeds

2. Wills

3. Dedications

4. Condemnation proceedings

5. Agreements

D. Visual evidence Marks on the ground which identify bou wiarics

Examples: Structures, fences, or Sti!VL1 landmarkt=, such a!:3 menu
merits. irons. or stakes

X. Riparian rights

A. Refer to those rights of a propert owner .1 land that t-1,,)rdr..,-. In a t)odNi ;JI
water.

Difficulties in surveying these typv7ti of pR,)p,:qtr.,.

1. The boundaries are irregular in shape.

2. The boundaries are subject to change s Inc:wring with Changes in
water-levels.

3. The ownership may extend to a high.wates mark, "Apwat(;; mclik, or
to the center of a stream or river.

4. Certain survey systems include a strip of land 1 chain wide)
parallel to the shoreline or high-water mark, termed -;-horcline road
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C. Changes in positions of water bodies play a direct role in location of bound-
aries. (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

POI
River

1850

Original Condition

1910

After Erosion

River

After Accretion

XL Terms related to riparian rights and changes in water boundaries

A. Avulsion (or revulsion) The sudden change in the position of a body of
water usually due to heavy storms or flooding.

(NOTE: The state presumably loses title to the part of the "bed" no longer
occupied by the water. The riparian owner, it may be argued, advances to
the water over unclaimed land.)

B. Alluvium (accretion) The increase of land by the gradual addition of mat-
ter (clay, sand, silt) that then belongs to the owner of the land to which it is
added

C. Erosion The gradual wearing away of the land by the forces of water and
wind

XII Deed descriptions

A. Include the direction and distances of all lines along the property bounda-
ries of the parcel of land.

B. Are usually in written form, rather than a survey plan, but a drawing is
sometimes included.

C. Property Is described as starting or commencing from a point of beginning
and continues either clockwise or counterclockwise around the property,
returning to the point of beginning.



INFORMATION SHEET

D. Bearings of lines may be assumed, magnetic, or true, the last being prefera-
ble.

E. Property descriptions are commonly written by surveyors (sometimes by
lawyers).

X1 II. Methods of legal land descriptions and their characteristics

(NOTE: These methods will be discussed in more detail in Units Xi and Xli.)

A. Public land survey system (Transparencies 1 and 2)

1. Inaugurated by the Continental Congress on May 20, 1785, for the
survey of the public lands of the United States.

2. Usually, and in all cases where practical, its units are in rectangular
form.

3. A helpful tip in reading a legal description of a section to locate a
tract a land is to read it backwards.

Example Written: N 1/2, NW 1/4, SW 1/4, SEC 6, T 55 N, R 69 W

Reads: R 69 W, T 55 N, SEC 6, SW 1/4. NW 1/4, N

4. A complete description always begins with the smallest division and
progresses to the largest.

B. Lot and block description (Transparency 3)

1. Describes land by referring to a recorded plat, the lot number, the
block number, the subdivision, the city, the county, and the state.

(NOTE: Under the government survey system, 40 acres is the small-
est subdivision of land. To further split up land into smaller parcels or
lots is called the subdivision of land [subdivision Watt This utilizes
lot and block descriptions of land.)

2. Describes small units of property in a subdivision.

3. Must be filed with the county as part of a plat.

4. Each block is numbered consecutively.

5. Each lot carries a number shown in consecutive order within the
block.

4 C;
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INFORMATION SHEET

6. A plat is captioned with the legal description.

Example: Typical lot and block description: Lot 9, Block 40, Boulder
subdivision, City of Louisville, Boulder County, State of
Colorado

(NOTE: Legal descriptions are commonly referred back to the local
register of deeds by listing the proper page and book number of
where the original deed description can be found.)

7. Advantage of lot and block description is it shows all lots in relation-
ship to other parcels of land.

C. Metes and bounds descriptions (Transparency 4)

1. Oldest known manner of describing land.

2. Method employed for demarcation of tracts of land in the original 13
states.

3. Ofte.i used to describe irregularly shaped plats.

4. Description must begin at some known point that can be readily
identified.

5. Begins at some point in the boundary of the tract and then recites
the courses (directions) and distances from point to point entirely
around the tract.

6. All bounds are listed in rational order and referenced to a chart by
bearing, distance, and monuments.

7. The description must close The courses and distances of a
description rr come back to the place of beginning.

8. A plat is drawn from a metes and bounds description.

(NOTE: A complete description of real property may include all three
types of description in combination sectional system, metes and
bounds, and/or lot and block description.)

D. State plane coordinate system

1. Was established in 1933 by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey

2. Uses a rectangular grid designed to fit the curved shape of the earth
to a plane surface with as little distortion as possible

3. Is used for defining positions of geodetic stations in terms of plane
rectangular (X and Y) coordinates

4. All states have established by law a state plane coordinate system in
either the Lambert projection or the transverse Mercator projection
with one or more zones.

1 i
I



U.S. Public Land Survey System
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Sample Subdivision 3f a Section

NORTH

W1/2NW114

80 acres
E1/2NW1/4
80 acres

NE1/4
160 acres

N1/2NW1/4SW1/4
20 acres

4

W1/2
. NE1/4
SW1/4
Nacres

I E1/2

NE1/4
SW114

20 acres

NW1/4SE1/4
40 acres

NE1/4SE1/4
40 acres

S1/2NW1/4SW1/4
20 acres

N1/2S1/2SW-1/4

40 acres SW1/4SE1/4
40 acres

SE1/4SE114
40 acres

F. W .148W 1/4

SW '14
10 acres

SE 1/4SW 1/4
SW1/4

10 aces

S1 I2S E 1 /4SW 1/4

20 acres

SOUTH

.1 I
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Lot and Block Description
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Typical Metes and Bounds Description

1 89 e 59'4:0 ve 264-1 3e3 i .

"VW CORNER OF SECTIOAI
re3A./, 1e /2 10F 77/E .F/E7Y,

TOWA161//f-: 5C/EA/CC etVitirc! AI D.
(A,704/04,7EA/7- RE Co 1q81)

Q(.4412TER
CORA/ER

,rt./ 454' 59' 40"6- io 00t fee

TRAc 7 226:-.5Crefaen
AREA ------ 5 /63 ACRE'S

89° c;eaw 14/ 6'00 do iee

cr)

35, 33

cW..4 R7-6,42
CoRNEde

All that part of the Northwest Quarter of the Northwest Quarter of
Section 21, lOwnship 23 North, Range 12 West of the Fifth Principal
Meridian, Technical Township, Science County, North Dakota
described as follows:

Commencing at the Northwest Corner of said Section 21; thence on an
assumed bearing of Due South on and along the west line of Section 21
at a distance of 622.33 feet to the point of beginning; thence North $9
degrees 59 minutes 40 second:; East a distance of 600.00 feet; thence
Due South a distance of 376.00 feet; thence South 89 degrees 59 minutes
40 seconds West a distance of 600.00 feet to the saio vest line of Section
21; thence Due Nos th a distance of 376.00 feet on .u3d along the said
wet line of Section 21 to the point of beginning.

The above described tract contains 5.18 acres more or less and is subject
to an existing public road over and across its most westerly 33.00 feet.

s-4
4 )
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LEGAL ASPECTS
UNIT X

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - WRITE A METES AND BOUNDS
DESCRIPTION

Directions: Write a metes and bounds description for house and lot where you live.
Assume any necessary data. Sketch a map of the property to eoincitio with the description.
Refer to Transparency 4 if needed,

1 t
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LEGAL ASPECTS
UNIT X

ASSIGNMENT SHEET if2_ - PLOT OR LAYOUT A LEGAL
LAND DESCRIPTION

Directions: Plot up the foiles.vitic dt,-.0:pi.ik-q! of parcel cat land using a scale of 1" = 400'.

(NOTE: The property is located in a standard U.S. public land survey system.)

Legal Description: "Commencing it the southwest corner of Section 35 in Township 10 N.,
Range 3 W.,

Thence N 0°05'W along The westerly boundary of Section 35, 2053.00
feet to a point therein:

Thence N 89°45'E. 1050.00 feet:
Thence southerly, parallel with the westerly limit of Section 35, 670.32

feet;
Thence N 89°45*E. 950.00 fiat:
Thence southerly, parallel with the westerly limit of Section 35, 1381.68

feet, more or less. to the point of intersection with the southerly boundary
of Section 35:

Thence we,;terly olong the southerly boundary of Section 35, 2000.00
feet, more or to the point of commencement.
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LEGAL ASPECTS
UNIT X

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 - WRITE A LOT AND BLOCK DESCRIPTION

Directions: In the space below write lot cunt block tit.!crti Ntr,. 1$,Nt 1 h {' IWO 1, :4 410.'0 01/

partial subdivision shown.

PLAT OF BRECKENRIDGE INDILTRIAL PARK

A.

B.

A PART OF SECTION 9, TOWNSHIP 132 NORTH, RANGE 4*1 VI:EST 1',i4; t-4IN '1 HL L11 ;i
ENRIDGE, AND A PART OF SECTION ID, TOWNSHIP 1,32 NORTH RAN Gt: 47 L'VES V.:I PIN
BRECKENRIDGE TOWNSHIP, ALL WITHIN THE FIF f H PRINCIPAL Mt-RIDIAN 't'VIL KIN (INN rY.
MINNESOTA

t

s -5'21
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LEGAL ASPECTS
UNIT X

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4 - RESEARCH AND RECORD EXISTING
PROPERTY RECORDS

Directions:

1. Visit your local county court hous', register of deeds° office.

2. Have someone help you locate the original plat and description of one of the following
parcels of land:

a. Your residence

b. Your school

c. Your neighbor a residence

3. Recopy the legal description.

4. Record the original surveyor.

5. Record the date of the original survey.

6. Note any encumbrances.

7. Retrace any sales of property or transfer of ownership.

1111 , ,
, .



LEGAL ASPECTS
UNIT X

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #1 Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

Assignment Sheet #2

LoN

0
0

0

2

m

p

N89°451E

O
ri
Lc)

CV

1050.00'

N89°45' E

(NO BEARING) 2000.00' ±

950.00'

w

O
0)

1
SOUTHWEST CORNER
OF SECTION 35,
T.10 N., P.3 W.

SOUTHERLY LIMIT OF SECTION 35

0 400 800
(FT)SCALE L.,
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #3

A. Lot 3. Block 1, Breckenridge Industrial Park. City of Breckenridp. Wi lkin County, State
of Minnesota

B. Lot 7. Block 4. Breckenridge Industrial Park, City of Breckenridge, Wi lkin County. State
of Minnesota

inr.int Sheet #4 Evaluated to the satistacflon of the instructor



LEGAL ASPECTS
UNIT X

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with the correct definitions.

_a. A signed and sealed document containing
legal language that transfers ownership of
property to another party

_b. A determined land marking that is used
sometimes for ownership boundaries, often
determined by vegetation or alkaline marks

A surveyed line that indicates fixed owner-
ship between properties; a separating line

d. A tractional part

e. The deed for the first parcel to be sold oft
from a tract of land

A deed used to release one person's right,
title, or interest to another without providing
a guarantee or warranty of title

An identifying marker, normally stone, that
indicates ownership; generally used to mark
a corner

h. The method of transferring ownership of
property to another party

A deed authorizing that the grantor has a
good title free and clear of any liens and
encumbrances and will defend the grantee
against any claims

The act of judicially or legally condemning
ownership of a parcel of land; to acquire
ownership or public use by eminent domain

k. The direction of a straight line In respect to
a compass, magnetic or true north

1. The point in which converging lines meet:
the intersection of two boundary or property
lines usually marked with a stone, iron bar,
pipe, or brass disc or plug

1. Aliquot

2. Boundary

3. Bearing

4. Corner

6. Condemnation

6. Conveyance

7. Deed

8. High water mark

9. Monument

10. Quit claim deed

11. Senior deed

12. Warranty deed
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TEST

2. State three purposes of legal land surveys.

a

b.

e.

3. Complete the following statements concerning the two principles affecting laws on
boundary positions by placing either the word "intent" or "acceptances' in the appropri-ate blanks.

a The position of boundaries is determined by the _ of the parties
that establish the new boundary.

b. With the passage of time, evidence of the parties' , becomes moredifficult to secure.

c. Rules have been developed to eliminate old evidence in favor of "present condi-
tions." The longer the period of of these conditions, the stronger
the evidence becomes.

4. Distinguish between the two types of laws regulating land surveying by placing a "C"next to the description of common law arid an "S" next to the description of statutorylaw.

is composed of the body of law such as ordinances enacted by governing
bodies.

b. Is the body of rules and principles that have been accepted by continual
usage.

5. List three methods of transferring property titles,

a.

b

e.

C. Seiect true statements concerning properly prepared deeds by placing an "X" next tothe true statements.

Will contain some sort of description of the boundaries of the land con-
veyed

Must be tied directly or indirectly to physical marks or monuments on the
ground and surrounding properties

.__e, Is usually recorded in a county court house, and is closed to the public.



TEST

7. List four types of information contained in land descriptions.

a.

b.

C.

d.

8. Match the legal terms affecting property possession on the right with the correct
descriptions.

A claim against a property

_b. Right to use the land of another for a spe-
cific purpose

Right to pass across another's land

Right of a government to take private prop-
erty for public use provided the owner
receives just compensation

When land is used by a person other than
the owner for an extended period of time,
the land may be claimed by the user from
the title owner. Strict rules apply.

Gradually taking possession of another's
land

1. Adverse possession

2. Easement

3. Eminent domain

4. Encroachment

5. Encumbrance

6. Right-of-way

9. Match types of boundary evidence on the right with the correct descriptions.

The position of boundaries is found in the
land description in the form of deeds. wills.
dedications. condemnation proceedings, or
agreements

_.b. When two adjoining land owners agree
upon where a boundary is located and
either record the agreement in written form
or show by their actions where the line is
located

c, Marks on the ground which identify bounda-
ri,-

V;ien two persons owning adjoining land
use the land up to a certain line for a reason-
able period and show by their actions that
they accept !t as the boundary

. e'

1. Acquiescence

2. Agreement

3. Records of boundary
position (written evi-
dence)

4. Visual evidence
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TEST

10. Select true statements concerning riparia;1 tights by placing an -X" next to the true
statements.

a Refer to those rights of a property owner of land that borders another
piece of land owned by someone else

_b. Difficulties in surveying these types of proper ties include: the boundaries
are irregular in shape, and the boundaries are subject to changes incurring
with changes in water-levels.

c The ownership may extend to a high-water mark, low-water mark, or to the
center of a stream or river

d Changes in positions of water bodies play a direct role in location of
boundaries

11. Distinguish between terms related to riparian rights and changes in water boundaries
by placing the following letters next to the correct descriptions:

Al Alluvium (accretion)

Av Avulsion (revulsion)

E Erosion

a. The gradual wearing away of the land by the forces of water and wind

b. The increase of land by the gradual addition of matter (clay. sand, silt) tnat
then belongs to the owner of the land to which it is added

The sudden change in the position of a body of water usually due to heavy
storms or flooding

12. Complete the following statements concerning deed descriptions by circling the cor-
rect words.

a. Include the direction and distances of (most, all) lines along the property bounda-
ries of the parcel of land.

b. Are usually in (written, illustrative) form.

c. Property is described as starting or commencing from a point of beginning and
continues either clockwise or counterclockwise around the property, (ending at a
monument, returning to the point of beginning).

d. Bearings of lines may be assumed, magnetic. or true. with (assumed, magnetic,
true) being preferable.

e. Property descriptions are most commonly written by (surveyors, lawyers).



TEST

13. Match the methods of legal land descriptions on the right with the correct characteris-
tics.

. a Oldest known manner of describing land. 1. Lot and block
Employed for demarcation of tracts of land descriptions
in the original 13 states.

2. Metes and bounds
b Was established in 1933 by the U.S. Coast descriptions

and Geodetic Survey. Uses a rectangular
grid designed to fit the curved shape of the 3. Public land survey
earth to a plane surface with as little distor- system
tion as possible.

4. State plane coordi-
c. Describe land by referring to a recorded nate system

plat, the lot number, block number, the sub-
division, the city, the county, and the state.

d. Inaugurated by the Continental Congress
on May 20, 1785, for the survey of the public
lands of the United States.

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask you Instruc-
tor when they should be completed.)

14. Write a metes and bounds description. (Assignment Sheet #1)

15. Plot or layout a legal Imd description. (Assignment Sheet #2)

16. Write a lot and block description. (Assignment Sheet #3)

17. Research and record existing property records. (Assignment Sheet #4)
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LEGAL ASPECTS
UNIT X

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 7 g. 9
b 8 h. 6
c. 2 I. 12

d. 1 j. 5
11 k. 3

f. 10 I. 4

2. Any three of the following:
a, To subdivide public lands in townships, sections, and lots
b. To attain the necessary information for writing a legal description
c. To determine the exact area of a particular tract of land
d. To reestablish the boundaries of a parcel of land that has been previously sur-

veyed and legally described
e. To subdivide a parcel of land into two or more smaller units
f. To establish the exact position of features such as buildings on a parcel with

respect to the boundaries

3. a. Intent
b. Intent
c. Acceptance

a. S
b. C

5. Any three of the following:
a, Deed (several types)
b. Inheritance through a will
c. Inheritance without a will
d. Adverse possession

6, a, b

7. Any four of the following:
a. Point of beginning
h. Point of commencement
c. Lengths and directions of the property sides
d. Names of adjoining property owners
e. Area of the parcel described

8. a. 5 d. 3
b. 2 e. 1

c. 6 f. 4

4
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ANSWERS TO TEST

9. a. 3
b. 2
c. 4
d. I

10. b.c.d

11. a. E
b. Al
c. Av

12. a. All
b. Written
c. Returning to the point of beginning
d. True
c. Surveyors

13. a. 2
h. 4
c. 1

d. 3

14.-J. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor



BOUNDARY SURVEYING
UNIT XI

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to list common types of monumenta-
tion, discuss the procedures used to establish the U.S. public land survey system, research
and obtain deed descriptions, and retrace boundaries from a deed description. Competencies
will be demonstrated by correctly performing the procedures outlined in the job and assign-
ment sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

Atte 3r completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to boundary surveying with the correct definitions.

2. List the purposes of a boundary survey.

3. Match the types of boundary surveys with the correct descriptions.

4. Select true statements concerning legal interpretation of evidence.

5. List common types of monumentatIon found when setting boundary lines.

6. Complete a chart of abbreviations used for marking monuments.

7. Complete statements concerning the establishment of the U.S. public land survey
system.

8. Select from a list the states not subdivided under the U.S. public land survey sys-
tern.

9. Complete statements concerning the subdivision of a section.

10. Arrange in o der the procedures used for performing a boundary survey.

4 F.:
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

11, Answer questions based on the public land survey system. (Assignment Sheet #1)

12. Write and locate descriptions for the subdivision of a section. (Assignment Sheet
#2)

13. Research and obtain deed descriptions of an assigned tract of land. (Assignment
Sheet #3)

i Demoraitrate the ability to retrace boundar:7.7 from a deed description. (Job Sheet
#1)



BOUNDARY SURVEYING
UNIT XI

SUGGESTED ACTiViTIES

A. Obtain additional materia:s and/or invite resource people to class to siippernentirein.
force information provided in this unit. of instruction.

(NOTE This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit.)

B. Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit.

C. Provide students with objective sheet.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Provide students with information and assignment sheets.

F. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

(NOTE: Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed.)

G. Provide students with job sheet.

H. Discuss and demonstrate the procedure outlined in the job sheet.

I. Integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

1. Visit the local county courthouse and obtain a copy of the plat for the location of
the student's home or school.

2. Obtain a copy of the local codes concerning easements, setbacks, and road right-
ofways.

3. Obtain a U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute quadrangle map of your local area and locate by
township, range, and section many local landmarks.

4. Provide students with various U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute quadrangle maps for Assign-
ment Sheet #1,

. Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction, and indicate to them possible areas for improvement.

J. Give test.

K. Evaluate test.

L. Reteach if necessary.
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INSTRUCTIONAL Iiii.TERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

Objective sheet

Information sheet

C Transparency masters

1 TM 1 U.S. Public Land Survey System

2. TM 2 Sections

TM 3 Public Land Survey System (Areas Covered and Not Covered)

D. Handouts

1. Handout #1 Principal Meridians

Handout #2 Subdivision Steps

Assignment sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1 Answer Questions Based on the Public Land Survey Sys-
tem

2, Assignment Sheet #2 Write and Locate Descriptions for the Subdivision of a
Section

3. Assignment Sheet #3 Research and Obtain Deed Descriptions of an Assigned
Tract of land

Answers to assignment sheets

G. Job Sheet #1 Retrace Boundaries from a Deed Description

H. Test

r. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN WRITING THIS UNIT

A. Kavanagh, Barry E. and S. J. Glenn Bird. Surveying: Prineiplrs and Applications.
Reston, Virginia: Reston Publishing Co., Inc., 1984.

Brinker, Russell and P.R. Wolf. Elementary Surveying, 7th ed. New York: Harper & Row.
1984.

C. Davis, R.E., F.S. Foote, and J.H. Kelly. Surveying, 5th ed. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company. 1966.

Manual of Surveying Instructions. Technical Bulletin 6_ Bureau of Land Management/
U.S. Department of the Interior, 1973.

E. Kissam. Phillip. Surveying for Civil Engineers. New York: McGraw.1+11. 1976.
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SUGGESTED SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

A. Hoag. John S. Fundamentals of Land Manacement, Chicago, Chicago Title Insur-
ance Company, 1971.

B. Glossaries of BLM Surveying and Mapping Terms. 2nd pd. BIJMilkl of Land Manage -
ment /U.S. Department of the Interior, 1980.

C. Definitions of Surveying and Associated Terms. American Congress on Surveying and
Mapping and the American Society of Civil Engineers, 1978.

D. Kissam, Phillip. Surveying Practice. New York: McGraw-Hill. 1978.

E. Breed. Hosmer (Fang, Barry). Principles and Practices of Elementary Surveying, 11th ed.
New York: Wiley, 1977.
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BOUNDARY SURVEYING
UNIT XI

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Aliquot parts Smaller, identical parts or parcels of land divided from a
large parcel of land; used in subdivisions

B. Base line A principal parallel line that runs straight east and west that is
used in establishing the rectangular system of land description; is run
astronomically by surveyors

C. Boundary survey A survey that is performed usually around a certain
parcel of land to determine ownership and the legal location of ownership
limits

D. Central meridian The line of longitude at the center of a projection

E. Deed Legal document which specifies the ownership 01 the land

F. Land survey A survey that locates property corners and boundary lines:
usually closed with a traverse

G. Legal description A written statement recognized by law as a definite
location of a tract of land by reference to a survey, recorded map, or adjoin.
ing property

H. Longitude Arc distance measured in degrees east and west from the
prime meridian

t. Meander line A survey line that follows the mean high water marks and
is used for plotting and protraction of area only

J. Meridian Line of longitude that runs straight north and south, es run
astronomically by surveyors

K. Monument Permanent object that marks established points

1. Natural: Created by nature

Examples Trees, rivers

2. Artificial: Created by human beings

Examples: Wooden stake, stone, or other per marle,,t mao.r tTrc,p
erly located and witnessed

L. Parcel number A method of identifying a ..aucific par e; with4n a tract of
land
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INFORMATION SHEET

M. Prone The meridian Of longitude tr: the meridian of Greenwich,
Liikl!cind

fv r':iile4r,i; inc A meridian established as a basis for establishing a
rt;ft!renci., for the organization of the rectangular system

1-11w,Ariou or proportioning A method used when locating property cor-
lee.; A etleetively distributing an excess or deficiency of error within the
distance to the nearest monument found

Protracting The process of plotting the interior, unsurveyed boundaries
of an official plat

0. Public domain (lands) Any or all of those areas of land ceded to the fed-
eral clovernrnent by the original states and to such other lands as were later
acquired by treaty. purchase, or cession and are disposed of only under the
authority of Congress

Random line --- A survey line that is run knowing that it is not exactly in the
correct position but once established_ calculated right angle offsets can be
i.:alculated to determine the true line

Rec.:onnaissanee A preliminary survey used h obtain information about
specific: 7,,ite

T. 1-1,q!ction A method c,f locating a point by measuiing angles between a
point of known location trorn the point in question

13 StitIdiV!S i.USPI.S) -- The division of a township such as into a section,
nail section, quarter section, quarter-quarter section. or sixteenth section
or !Oiling. section, township, and range numbers and the description of the
principal irieridian to which referred

;;URVV A typo of land survey in which the legal boundaries of
dri area tree located and the area is divided into parcels of lots, streets. right-
ofw.ive.

IV Purposes of a boundary survey

A "Tk-, tht' e,sary data for writing a legal description of the tract of

f;ef;r1,:, thk houndaf leS of the property with visible objects.

Jet the Lau; of a designated tract of land.

sh the boundaries of a previously surveyed parcel of land.

To subdivide a tract of land into two or more parcels of land.



INFORMATION SHEET

Types of boundary surveys

A. Original surveys

1. Measure unknown lengths and directions of boundaries not previ-
ously established.

2. Document a tract of land bound on all sides by adjoining property
owners.

3. Usually performed when a tract has not been previously surveyed
and is being transferred from one owner to another.

B. Resurveys

1. Reestablish the boundaries of a tract of land for which a survey has
previously been made.

The surveyor Is guided by a description based upon the original sur-
vey and by evidence on the ground.

3. The description being followed may be in the form of old original sur-
vey notes, an old deed. or a map or plat on which the recorded
lengths and bearings have been recorded.

4. Usually performed when land is transferred by deed from one party
to another.

C. Subdivision surveys

1. Subdivide land into more or less regular tracts in accordance with a
prearranged plan.

2. The division of public lands of the United States into townships, sec-
tions, and quarter sections is an example of the subdivision of rural
lands.

3. The laying out of blocks and lots in a city addition is an example of
subdivision of urban lands.

Usually performed when large tracts of land are divided into many
parcels for development by several individual owners.

IV. Legal interpretation of evidence

A. The description of the boundaries of a tract include

1. Objects that fix the locaton of all corners

2. Lengths and directions of ,il line; between corners

3. The area of the tract
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. de!;cription ;11.7I1', C.3 4:0 1!-;istai.i...$ in measurement, thus
making retiacemnt

C. -the priiii.vie of to make the tiOtAl effectual rather
than void, and ttl 1)4 the 1,:ontiacting parties,

D. 1he follk.)wing kilt', 11040 bee ler nitil:iteti to :iiry out this principle:

Mor1u111erit13 obje..ts v Ho mark the corners of the parties
concerned arc., cons'ideed the form of evidence. A corner thus
established will pievail against, ottlor forms of evidence. providing
there is reason to believe trii: monianent was ;iet in accordance with
the original and it ho:: not bean disturbed.

Distance, direction, and a 1,41 lit conflicts among "calls" in
the 4,itleti net.lb,01);;', It pint. the following order of
importance iF, (..1:?oived.

:t. COI1110;

t. Bear ;iicp: control of troc:1

3. MiMaket; If in a ;Neil estahli;sh..0 pfine,ple that deed oescriptions
indicate all intontiont; kt ;oncernied, Therefore, obvious miS-
takes such as omissions 13f firJi t-ir),, lengths in a dimension or the
transposition of words -11(iithila:it- for -northwest" Will have no
effect on tht' v.iii(lity i. t d povidinp it is otherwise corn-
piety

tavorOil tnt, A ;-1 k ik,4f) having two or more
arteipret,ii.loges tht' A-re the poty.h,.Atiei will prevail over any
others.

i 0:10 1aeli.1.1 bound by high-
ways or :;tre,f.q..,,; th: (-3:7'iltt:fi of the highway or
strvet. Any v,..-Arivin(...n 3;1i.0.4 he explicitly stated in the
description.

6. Orillinoi 1t1,1 t_fit.w:,1.)L11;CI government
survey'.; tlti Wilt Atfr'C? tt It: t:.( ,9;)+.4, ;t-;.; k-niA:±1, -'21lUd under those Stir-
Vey,... and will ,ts

V. Types of monumentation found when ;ening butJrlclary lines

A Common typer.:,

A wr(q.ight 2 in insidt d anieto. 30 in. long.
The lower i;nd it, for 4 of 5 ir,. and spit:ad. A brass cap is fas-
tenc.ct to the top The tried with c.oni.ir.te It is !,-.et with three-
qua; ters ni `,tS feliyth in Mt, ciiolind



INFORMATION SHEET

2. A durable native stone at least 20 by 6 by 6 in., set wiih tnrce-quarters
of its length in the ground

3. A cross mark on surface rock

4. A tablet set in surface rock

5. A living tree when it occupies the position of the corner

6. A steel rod

7. A wooden post

8. A deposit of charcoal or glass or any durable artificial material
(called a memorial)

B. Auxilary types

1. Witness corner -- Used when it is impractical to occupy the site of
the corner. if possible, it is placed as near to the corner as is practi-
cal, on one of the lines running to the corner. It must not be more
than 10 chains distant. If this Is impossible. it is solaced anywhere
within 5 chains.

2. Reference monuments Placed within a short distance of corners.
At least two and sometimes four are set. They are used when the cor-
ner mark is liable to destruction and no trees are available that can
be used.

3. Bearing objects Any tree or other natural object near the corner
(ordinarily within 3 chains). The bearing and distance from the corner
to the object is recorded. The distance to a tree is measured to the
center of the tree just above the root bole. Bearings only are often
recorded to distant landmarks.

4. Pits and mounds Pits are rectangular and are placed on lines that
run to the corner. The excavated material is placed in a mound at the
corner or on one of the lines. New and old specifications differ.

C. Marks of identification on monuments and bearing objects

1. Various systems of numbers and letters are used to mark monu-
ments. The meaning of the marks should be decipherable from the
list of abbreviations in Objective VI.

2. Grooves or notches are used on stone monuments marking closing
corners. Grooves are cut in the face, notches in the corner. They are
placed toward each of the three township corners of the township to
which the corner belongs. The number of grooves or notches indi-
cate the number of miles to that corner.
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INFORMATION SHEET

VI. Aboreviations used for marking monuments

AM Amended (ew corner
position when old
temains)

AMC Auxiliary fiwander corner

Al-' Angie point

BO Bearing object

BR Bearing rock

Bearing tree

Center

CC Closing i.A.,rner

Fast

LM Location in1,-)n urnent (tor
U.S. Stirv....y I..' con
nected with Public Land
:iysterni

1113!ItC

MC (. ,!1;4:`,

N Nor tri

NE Nor tli,ast.

NW Northwest

1
PL Public land (unsurveyed)

Range

HM Reference monument

S Section

S South

SC Standard corner

SE Southeast

SMC Special meander corr,er

SW Southwest

Township

TR Tract

West

WC Witness corner

WP Witness point

Quarter section

;) Sixteenth section



INFORMATION SHEET

VW Establishment of the U.S. public land survey (USPLS) system ( Transparencies 1.2
and 3)

A. Thirty-seven initial points have been established which serve as the start-
ing points for subdividing the public lands.

B. Principal meridians and base lines pass through initial points and make up
,he framework upon which this system is built. (Transparencies 1 and 3)

1. There are 35 principal meridians.

a. A north-south line is designated the princinal meridian for a
particular state or area.

b. The principal meridian is marked and monumented, and is
fixed by a longitudinal reading (so many degrees, minutes, and
seconds west of the Greenwich Meridian).

c. Some principal meridians are numbered, some are named.
(Handout #1)

Examples: 5th principal meridian, Louisiana meridian, Black
Hills meridian

2. There are 32 base lines.

a. These are east-west lines run at right a' igles (90°) to the princi-
pal meridian.

b. Location of each (latitude) is fixed astronomically (so many
degrees north of the equatorial line).

C. The first subdivision of public lend is into quadrangles (tracts) which are
approximately 24-mile squares.

ID. To compensate for the convergence of the lines due to curvature of the
earth.

1. Correction lines (also called standard parallels) are run parallel to
base lines.
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2. Guide meridians are run parallel to principal meridians.

FIGURE 1

st Standard Parallel North
c.
.1, Closing

Townshipj ro
Corners I"4

Base,
111

Line
..

Initial
Point

1st Standard Parallel 67 South
as

5

C
CV 2nd Standard Parallel South

ru

E. Townships

V
cv

1. The quadrangles (24-mile squares) are divided into smaller tracts of
land called townships.

2. Township lines are east-west lines at six-mile intervals parallel to the
base line.

3. Range lines are north-south lines at six-mile intervals parallel to the

principal meridian.

4. In order to locate a township, two numbers are assigned a town-

ship number and a range number.

Example: WS, RAE; T6/441, R2W

F. Sections (Transparency 2)

1. A Congressional act in 1796 directed each township to be subdivided
into 36 sections.

2. Each section measures approximately one square mile (640 acres).

3. Each section corner is to be monumented.
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1'le sections in each township are numbered consecutively from 1 to
36 beginning with #1 in the northeast corner of the township and #36
in the southeast corner. (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2
N

5 4 3 2 1

7 8 9 10 11 12
4 4

18 17 16 15 14 13
W t E

19 20 , 21
*

22 23
-

24

,30'29 28 , 27 26 ; 25

31'32 33 34 35 36

S

G. Fractional sections

Are aft sections bordering on the north and west sides of the tom,-
ship

(NOTE: Each to ship does not form a perfect square due to the
convergence of meridians and other causes.)

2. Are expected in counties bordering oceans, lakes, and streams

3. Should be divided info equal tractional parts (if possible). (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

Tuvoisho LIne
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VIII. States not subdivided under U.S. public land survey system (Transparency 3)

A. Original thirteen colonial states

1. New Hampshire

2. New York

3. Massachuse1:5

4. Connecticut

5. Rhode Island

6. Pennsylvania

7. New Jersey

8. Maryland

9. Delaware

10. Virginia

11. North Carolina

12. South Carolina

13. Georgia

B. Texas

C. Parts of Louisiana

D. Hawaii

E. West Virginia

F. Kentucky

G. Tennessee

H. Part of Ohio
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IX. Subdivision of a sectk..n (Handout #2)

A, in 1800 Congress directed that a section could be si'xivided iii east and
west halves (320 acres each). (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

"- Center of Section

B. In 180,3 Congress directed further subdivision into quarter 4- 'lions and the
monumenting of all quarter sectio- corners. (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

7-1 5 4 3
IF

2 1
1

1

60 33 22 11

7
lii

*-

9

11,

10 1211

59 --1.-- 58 43 32 21 10- ''

57 42 31 70 9

111
18 17 16 15 14 13

54

55 41 ---- 8

40 29

0--- 53 40

19

52-- 39 -0
i

28 -ir 17 6 -*
20 21 f 22 23 24

51 39 27 ;5

---150 ,-49 37 76 -411-

0 29 28 27 26

48 .16 ?5 14

46 -0 35 - 24 --- 13 2

32 33 34 35 36

1

45 34

0

(NOTE: Numbers on lines indicate order of points

# Quarter Section Corner

+ Section Corner Established for Resurvey Example

set.)
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C. At later dates Congress directed fur ther subdivision of the section. The
quarter-quarter section of 40 acres in the smallest statutory division of reg-
ular sections.

D. Legal descriptions of land which follow the regular subdivision of a regular
section must include the principal meridian, section. township. and range.

E. A helpful tip in reading a legal description of a section to locate a tract of
land is to read it backwards.

Example written: N NW V4, SW 't4, SEC 6, T 55 N, R 69 W

Reads: R 69 W. 1 55 N, SECT 6, SW 114. NW 141. N

E A complete description always begins with the smallest division and pro-
gresses to the largest.

X. Procedure used for performing boundary surveys

A. A copy of the offer to purchase or any other document related to the prop-
erty boundaries should be obtained.

(NOTE: If the description mentions any other registered deed numbers. a
copy should be obtained.)

B. A reference monument or corner to the township must be located or rees-
tablished.
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The property line adjacent to the street or highway must be determined.

(NOTE: If these points cannot be found, they in turn should be reestab-
lished. Fences or trees sometimes 7-lay obstruct the work: therefore. offset
!inns or random lines are commonly used. See Figure 6.)

FIGURE 6

G

Street Line.\4.

C

A' I E I Offset Line t 8'

Road Allowance

D. The other corners arc established by a variety of fic id methods.

1. Locating the actual corner

2. Establishing random offset lines and setting offset reference points

(NOTE: Many methods used can only be discovered through years of
field experience by a professional land surveyor.)

E. The distances and angles are measured and carefully recorded in the field
notes.
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The rectangular coordinates of each property corner are calculated.

G. A plan of the property boundaries is drawn showing

1, Bearings of Imes

2. Distances between corners

3, Monumentatron found

4. Monumentation set

5. Reference points or ties to corners

H. The area of the parcel is calculated and shown on the plan drawing.

1. A deed description is prepared using one of the standard methods.

1. Public land survey system method

2. Metes and bounds method

3. Lot and block method

4. State plane coordinate method

J. A deed description anti survey plan is submitted to the client and to the
local county registry office.

(NOTE: Rural or urban surveys are very similar in methods of surveying.
Urban surveys or mortgage surveys may require verification of possible
encroachment of any buildings or structures on the parcel_ In either case,
structures are normally located in reference to the boundaries of the par-
cel)
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Public Land Survey System
(Areas Covered and Not Covered)

MONTANA N DAK

S DAK

,O INN

40

co
co 5 i 0

Areas shaded are not subdivided under this sytem, Texas has a
rectanciular system similar to the public land survey system.
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BOUNDARY SURVEYING
UNIT XI

HANDOUT #1 - PRINCIPAL MERIDIANS

Meridian Adopted
Governing Surveys (wholly

or in part) in States of
Initial Points

Latitude Longitude

0

Black Hills 1878 South Dakota 43 59 44 104 03 16
Boise 1867 Idaho 43 22 21 116 23 35
Chickasaw 1833 Mississippi 35 01 58 89 14 47
Choctaw 1821 do 31 52 32 90 14 41
Cimarron 1881 Oklahoma 38 30 05 103 00 07
Copper River 1905 Alaska 61 49 04 145 18 37
Fairbanks' 1910 do 64 51 50.048 147 38 25.949
Fifth Principal ...... ... 1815 Arkansas, Iowa, Minnesota,

Missouri, North Dakota, and
South Dakota 34 38 45 91 03 07

First Principal 1819 Ohio and Indiana 40 59 22 84 48 11
Fourth Principal 1815 Illinois 40 00 50 90 27 11

do 1831 Minnesota and Wisconsin 42 30 27 90 25 37
Gila and Salt River 1885 Arizona 33 22 38 112 18 19
Humboldt 1853 California 40 25 02 124 07 10
Huntsville 1807 Alabama and Mississippi 34 59 27 86 34 16
Indian 1870 Oklahoma 34 29 32 97 14 49
Kateel River2 1956 Alaska 65 26 16.374 158 45 31.014
Louisiana 1807 Louisiana 31 00 31 92 24 55
Michigan 1815 Michigan and Ohio 42 25 28 84 21 52
Mount Diablo 1851 California and Nevada 37 52 54 121 54 41
Navajo... ........ .... . 1869 Arizona 35 44 56 108 31 59
New Mexico Principal... 1855 Colorado and New Mexico 34 15 35 106 53 12
Principal 1867 Montana 45 47 13 111 39 33
Salt Lake, ........ . . 1855 Utah 40 46 11 111 53 27
San Bernardino 1852 California 34 07 13 116 55 48
Second Principal 1805 Illinois and Indiana 38 28 14 86 27 21
Seward 1911 Alaska 60 07 37 149 21 26
Sixth Principal ...... .. 1855 Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska,

South Dakota. and Wyoming 40 00 07 97 22 08
St. Helena 1819 Louisiana 30 59 56 91 09 36
St. Stephens 1805 Alabama and Mississippi 3D 59 51.463 88 01 21.076
Tallahassee 1824 Florida and Alabama 30 26 03 84 16 38
Third Principal 1805 Illinois 3B 28 27 89 08 54
Uintah 1875 Utah 4L1 25 59 109 56 06
Umia:3 1956 Alaska 69 23 29.654 152 00 04.551
Ute 1880 Colorado ... ...... , 06 23 108 31 59
Washington 1803 Mississippi 30 59 56 91 09 36
Vin !lantana 1851 Oregon and Washington 45 31 11 122 44 34
Wind RIM' 1875 Wyoming 43 00 41 118 48 49

U.S.C. & G.S. station "initial 1941" is located S. 66° 44' E. 2.85 teat
Meridian, The geodetic station (latitude 64° 51' 50C37" N., longitude 147° 35'
from which to compute positions on the Fairbanks Meridian protraction diag

2 The Kates' River initial point is Identical with U.S.C. & G.S. station
3 The Umiat point is identical with U.S.C. & G.S. station "Umiat,

States Coast and Geota.tic Survey.

distant from the initial point of the Fairbanks
25.883" W.) was inadvertently used as the origin
rams.
Jay. 1953".
1953" Positions are as published by the United

t
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BOUNDARY SURVEYING
UNIT XI

HANDOUT #2 - SUBDIVISION STEPS

ITEM

Starting point

Meridional lines
Name
Direction
Length
Corners set

Latittinial lines
Name
Direction of random
Length
Permissable error

Distribution of error
Falling

Distance

SUBDIVISION OF A TRACT
SF corner of SW township

Range line
True north
6mi =480th
Quarter-storm and section corners

at 40 and SD ch alternately

linsuship line
True east-west parallel
6 nil less eonvergenee
3 eh, length or falling

Corners moved proportionately from
random to true line

All error thrown into west quarter -
section

SUBDIVISION OF A TOWNSHIP
SW corner of SF section (36)

Section line
North, parallel with east range line
I mi fiO ch
Quarter-section corner at 40 eh; section

corner at 80 ch

Section line
East, parallel with south side of section
I mi

length or falling

Corners moved proportionately from
random to true line

Error divided equally between
quarter-sections

pfbrilr repeated until north side of area is reachtvi. Subdivision of last
follows.

area on the north of the range of townships and sections

CASE I. WHEN LINE ON THE NORTH IS A STANDARD PARALLEL.

ITEM

Direction of line

Distribution of error
in length

Corner placed at end

PertIlluallie errors

SUBDIVISION OF A TRACI SUBDIVISION OF A TOWNSHIP

True north

MM.: in north quarter-section

Closing corner

Specified in Manual of Surveying
Instructions

North, parallel with east range line

Placed in north quarter-woke

Closing corner

Specified in Manual of SUrveying
Instructions

CASE 11. WHEN LINE ON 1 HE NORTH IS NOT A STANDARD PARALLEL

Direction of line

Distribution of error
in length

Nt' case Random north and correct back to
section corner already established

Same as case I

(Other ranges of towns line

Locution of last two
ranges

Next-to last range
subdivided

Last range
Direction of random
Nominal length
Correction for

temporary corners

Distribution of error
of closure

sections continued u it cell Ixof tav are id out.

On east side of tract

As before

True cast
6 mi less cons criteria.
Corners mused proportiorrareiy

from random to true line

Corners moved westerly (or easterly)
to place error in west quarter-
section

On we -st side of township

As before

Westerly, parallel with south side of section
mi less convergence

Corners moved proportionately from
random to true line

Corner placed on the true tine so that
total error falls in west quarter-
section
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BOUNDARY SURVEYING
UNIT XI

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - ANSWER QUESTIONS BASED ON
THE PUBLIC LAND SURVEY SYSTEM

Directions: Using the U.S.G.S. 7,5 minute quadrangle map provided by your instructor, answer
the following questions:

Questions

1. The scale of this maps is

2. The map series is

3. The contour interval is

4. Date of iss' e

5. Magnetic declination at date of issue

6. Year(s) of original survey

7. Year of revised (updated) survey

8. What would be the next map to the

south

west:

nnrth:

cast:

NE:

9. In parts, what range(s) is covered by the map?

10, In parts, what township(s) is covered by the map?

11. Approximately how many square miles are covered by this map?

12. Choose three cultural locations such as church, water tank, etc., and give the legal
description of each location.
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BOUNDARY SURVEYING
UNIT XI

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - WRITE AND LOCATE DESCRIPTIONS
FOR THE SUBDIVISION OF A SECTION

PART I WRITE DESCRIPTIONS FOR THE SUBDIVISION OF A SECTION

Directions: Write the legal description and acreage of the shaded area of each section given.

Example:

WEST

NORTH

A.

WEST

SOUTH

EASE

SW /AI SECTION 3

ACRES: 160

NORTH B. NORT H

OUTH

EAST WEST

ACRES'

i

SOUTH

ACRES:

EAST

S- 567
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C. NOR 1 H

%VEST

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

SOLI T H

ACRES:

WEST

NOW H

TTt

15

SOW H

t

NOP

ACRES:

F.

EAST W[T

SOUTH

NOHT H

ACRES: ACRES:__

SOO ti

LAST

EA 671*



ASS1GNIVIENT SHEET #2

--1

PART li LOCATE SUBDIVISION OF A SECTION

S 569

Directions: The illustrations given ate blocks that represent set..iions and legal tiescriptio:ff;.
Using the descriptions given. do the following:

Label the spetit?n nut Lei in the center of section.

Subdivide each section according to the legal description. Shade this ane a in.

3. G;ve acreage of the shaded area in space provided.

Given Descriptions

Example: NE 1,4. SECT 2

A. E 'f.t. SE s, SECT 10

B. N'L. NE SECT 1

C SW 'hi NW SW ll1 SECT 7

D. SE S NE SECT 23

E. N SECT 5

F. S NE. SW ';.1. ;-.;E.C..-1 10

A. NOP

Example:

NOM 1-4

1.

;;01.1It

ACRES:ACRES: 160

WOhri-4

ACRES... ACRES:,_

T
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C.

WEST

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

Ni0H-T H

ACRES:

E.

WEST

SOl.1 TH

NOM H

ACRES:__

D.

FA VvF'T

NOP TH

ACRES: .

F.

f AST WI I

SC1. `H

NOHT H

ACRES:

EAST

EAST



BOUNDARY SURVEYING
UNIT XI

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 - RESEARCH AND OBTAIN DEED
DESCRIPTIONS OF AN ASSIGNED TRACT OF LAND

Directions:

1. Visit your local county courthouse, register of deed office.

2. Have someone help you locate the original plat and description of the parcel assigned
by your instructor using one of the following:

a. Legal descripton

b. Sectional description

c. Parcel number

3. Recopy the legal description.

4. Record the original surveyor.

5. Record the date of the original survey.

6. Note any encumbrances.

7. Retrace any sales of property or transfet of ownership.

;
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BOUNDARY SURVEYING
UNIT XI

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #1 Answers will vary depending on which U.S.G.S. 7.;)- minute (4 ,t3ti T XI-

gle map is used. Evaluate accordingly.

Assignment Sheet #2

PART I

A. NW 1/4, NW 1/4, SECT 10 (40 acres)

13. S NE 114, SECT 36 (80 acres)

C. N 'b. S11:-. SE 1/4. SECT 9 (40 acres)

D. E 1/... NW 1/4, NE V.. SECT 2 (20 acres)

E. SW 114 and N lb, SE 1/4, SECT 15 (240 acres)

F. N fi. , NE 1/4. NE 1/4. SECT 20 (20 acres)

PART II

WEIt_;7

NORTH

A. 40 acres

t',011 I H

T W f S T

NOR T H

31

B. 80 acres
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VIES

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

NOPTH NOFU H

7
.777;1

Li f4

C. 10 acres

SOUTH

NORTH

SOUTH

E 320 acres

FAST WEST

D.

FAST WEST

240 acres
SOU rH

NORTH

16

F. 20 acres

tOiJi H

Assignment Sheet #3 Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor,

EAST

LAST



BOUNDARY SURVEYING
UNIT XI

JOB SHEET #1 - RETRACE BOUNDARIES FROM
A DEED DESCRIPTION

A. Tools and materials

1. Theodolite transit (tripod)

2. Chain

3. Chaining pins

4. Range pole

5. Plumb bob

6. Metal locator

7. Shovel

8. Field book

9. Copy of cieezi descr ption

B. Procedure

1. Obtain copy of deed from local county courthouse or register of deeds.

a. Research parcel and adjacent properties for any recorded easements or
encumbrances,

b. Research adjacent property for any recorded monuments or ties to them.

2. Locate the parcel of land and briefly note any fences, agricultural markings,
hedges, etc. that can sometimes indicate ownership.

3. Begin to retrace the property by locating one of the property corners and verify-
ing its position.

(NOTE The corner could be below grade. A metal locator may be needed to find
burled metal corner markers.)

4. Once this corner is found and marked, use the copy of the deed to retrace the dis-
tance and angle or bearing recorded on it to try to establish its adjacent corner,

s
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JOB SHEET #1

5. Repeat this process from corner to corner around the perimeter of the tract.

(NOTE: Many times, all corners cannot be found or some may be destroyed.
Resetting of any corners should only be done by registered land surveyors or
strictly under their direction.)

6. Once complete, check with your instructor to see if you should reference the
tract to the nearest section or quarter corner with a horizontal distance.

4-, A.,



BOUNDARY SUPw:v
UNIT XI

TES1

1. Match the terms on the right v.'ith

_a. A survey line that fr.-111.-w...; vo.' !no

water marks and is us.A1 ;.tirtinQ
protraction of area only

b Smaller. identical part:,
divided from a large parcoi i.)f Lind in
subdivisions

.,..._c. The meridian of loncitudi,
of Greenwich, England

d. A survey that is perfoimcd
certain parcel of land to
ship and the legal 10Cati'arr .!
its

e. A principal parallel line th:i!
east and west that is
the rectangular nublit:
descriptions: is WM
veyors

Legal document whtch I. .

ship of the land

A survey that locate::
boundary lines:
verse

A method used when locatinr; plopertv
tiers of effectvely distritiurinr; on f'
deficiency of error within the t,,
nearest monument tound

Permanent obiect that
points

A survey line that t. run Kfly*''.C.P:
not exactly in
established, calculated
can be calculated to tJ- Filo, 1;1,,

A meridian
lishing a referemp
of the rectangular

1. 4,

Aliquot parts

Basr.? line

Boundary survey

ct,ntral met idian

15,ind !urvey

Lf..cial description

t

Meanitiq line

S- 577
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TEST

Line of longitude that runs straight north
and south: is run astronomically by survey-
ors

A written statement recognized by law as a
definite location of a tract of land by refer-
ence to a survey. recorded map, or adjoining
property

_ The line of longitude at the center of a pro-
jection

o A preliminary survey used to obtain informa-
tion about a specific site

A method of identifying a specific parcel
within a tract of land

A type of and survey in which the legal
boundaries of an area are located and the
area is divided into parcels of lots. streets,
right-of-ways, etc.

_ The division of a township such as into a
section, half section, quarter section, quar-
ter-quarter section, or sixteenth section or
lotting, section, township. and range num-
bers and the description of the principal
meridian to which referred

Any or all of those areas of land ceded to the
federal government by the original states
and to such other lands as were later
acquired by treaty, purchase, or cession and
are disposed of only under the authority of
Congress

_t. Arc distance measured in degrees east and
west from the prime meridian

u. The process of plotting the interior, unsur-
veyed boundaries of an official plat

_ A method of locating a point by measuring
angles between a point of known location
from the point in question

2. List three purposes of a boundary survey.

a.

b.

C.

12. Parcel number

13. Prime meridian

14. Principal meridian

15. Prorating or propor-
tioning

16. Protracting

17. Public domain (lands)

18. Random line

19. Reconnaissance

20. Resection

21. Subdivision (USPLS)

22. Subdivision survey



O TEST

3. Match the types of boundary surveys en the right with the correct definitions,.

Subdivide land into mow or less regular 1. or iwnal :312t V :;
tracts in accordance with a prearranged
plan 2 . R.: ;kir v

_b. Usually performed when a tract has not a. Sondivis)011 :::urveys
been previously surveyed and is being tran5
(erred from one owner to another

c. Reestablish the boundaries of a tract of
land for which a survey has previously been
made

The surveyor is guided by a description
based upon the original survey and by evi-
dence on the ground

e. Usually performed when large tracts of iid
are divided into many parcels for .deve.op.
rnent by several individual owners

f. Measure unknown lengths and directionf, ot
boundaries not previously established

4. Select the following true statements concerning legal interpretation of evidence by
placing an "X" next to the true statements.

a. The universal principle of law endeavors to make the deed effectual rather
than void, and to execute the actual -intent- of the contracting parties.

Monuments which mark the corners of the parties concerned are consid-
ered inadequate forms of evidence.

c. A corner established with a monument will prevail against all other forms
of evidence, providing there is reason to believe the monument was set in
;.e;cordance with the original intent and it has not been disturbed.

In case of conflicts rrIong "calls" in the deed or dimensions on a recorded
pint, bearings control over both distances and the urea of the tract.

e. Obvious mistakes such as omissions of full tape lengths in a dimension or
the transposition of words "northeast- for "northwest" will destroy the
validity of a description even if it is otherwise complete and consistent.

In the case of a description having two or more interpretations, the one
favoring the purchaser will prevail over an others.

g. Land described as being bound by highways or streets conveys ownership
up to 5 feet from the edge of the highway or street. Any variation from this
must be explicitly stated in the description

Errors found in original government surveys do not affect the boundaries
established under those surveys. and will remain e-4ed as originally estab-
lished.
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con.,mon 4pt;s of monumentation found when setting boundary lines.

fete thi. folloy,ang chart of abbreviations used for marking monuments_

f30

C

Amended (new corner
oosition when old

rivar tree

Mile

Meander corner

Puhlie land (tinSUT-
Wyed

h

j. RM

K. Standard corner

Township

Tract

n, WC

0. WP

Complete -'.1atQrhen!s concerning the establishment of the U.S. public land survey sys-
tem tyy circling the c,orrect v.xds.

,ire 125, 351 prii oipal meridians.

There are (32, 35) base lines.

c. Pont of intersection of principal meridian and base is
mg out of (townships. sections).

24 miles squives are then established with (correction
the north and south of the base line.

the beginning for the lay-

lines, guide meridians) to



TEST

e. Township lines are (northsouth, east -west) lines at six mile intervals parallel to
the base line.

f. Range lines are (northsouth, east-west) lines at six mile intervals parallel to the
principal meridian.

g. A Congressional act .n 1796 directed each township to be subdivided into (2-1, 36,
sections.

h. Each section measures approximately (one, six) square rnile(s).

i. The sections in each township are numbered consecutively with #1 In the (north-
west, northeast) corner of the township,

Fractional sections border on the north and (east, west) of the township.

8. Select from the following list the states not subdivided under the U.S. public land sur-
vey system by placing an -X" in the appropriate blanks.

Tennessee

Texas

Mississippi

Georgia

Alabama

Virginia

Michigan

h. Pennsylvania

New York

Florida

Kansas

California

Complete statements concerning the subdivision of a section by circling the correct
words.

a. In 1800 Congress directed that a section could be subdivided in (north and south,
east and woo halves (320 acres each).

b. In 1805 Congress directed further subdivision into (fractional, quarter) sections
and the inonumenting of all those corners.

k .
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c. At later dates Congress directed further subdivision of the section. The quarter,
quarter section of (40. 80. 160) acres is the smallest statutory division of regular
sections.

ci L.egal descriptions of land which follow the regular subdivision of a regular sec-
tion must include the (principal meridian, base line), section, township. and
range.

e. A helpful tip in reading a legal description of a section to locate a tract of land is
to (read it backwards, locate the township).

1. A complete description always begins with the (smallest, largest) division.

10. Arrange in order the steps used for performing a boundary survey by placing the correct
sequence numbers (1-10) in the appropriate blanks.

___^a. A plan of the property boundaries is drawn.

The distances and angles are measured and carefully recorded in the field
notes.

__c. A deed description and survey plan is submitted to the client and to the
local county registry office.

d. A copy of the offer to purchase or any other document related to the prop-
erty boundaries should be obtained.

8 The area of the parcel is calculated and shown on the plan drawing.

The rectangular coordinates of each property corner are calculated.

--g. The other corners are established by a variety of field methods.

A reference monument or corner to the township must be located or rees-
tablished.

A deed description is prepared using one of the standard methods.

The property line adjacent to the street or highway must be determined.

(NOTE: It the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

11. Answer questions based on the public land survey system. (Assignment Sheet #1)

12. Write and locate descriptions for the subdivision of a section. (Assignment Sheet #2)

13. Research and obtain deed descriptions of an assigned tract of land. (Assignment Sheet
#3)

14. Demonstrate the ability to retrace boundaries from a deed description. (Job Sheet #1)



BOUNDARY SURVEYING
UNIT XI

ANSWERS TO TEST

a. 9 i. 11 q. 22
b. 1 j. 18 r 21
c. 13 k. 14 s. 17
d. 3 I. 10 t. 8
e. 2 in. 7 U. 16
f. 5 n. 4 v. 20
g. 6 o. 19
h. 15 P. 12

2. Any three of the following:
a. To secure the necessary data for writing a legal description of the tract of land
b. To define the boundaries of the property with visible objects
c. To determine the area of a designated tract of land
d. To reestablish the boundaries of a previously surveyed parcel of land
e. To subdivide a tract of land into two or more parcels of land

3. a. 3
b. 1

c. 2
d. 2
0. 3
1. 1

4. a, c. f. h

Any four of the following:
a. A wrought-iron pipe. zinc coaled, 2 in. inside diameter, 30 in. long. (the lower end

is split for 4 or 5 in. and spread. A brass cap is fastened to the top. The pipe is
filled with concrete. It is set with three-quarters of its length in the ground.)

b. A durable native stone at feast 20 by 6 by 6 in , set with three-quarters of its
length in the ground

c. A cross mark on surface rock
d. A tablet set in surface rock
e. A living tree when it occupies the position of the corner
f. A steel rod
g. A wooden post
h. A deposit of charcoal or glass or any durable artificial material (called a memo-

rial)

6. a. AM i. Range
b. Angle point I. Reference monument
c. Bearing object k, SC
d. BT I. T
e. Closing corner m. TR
1. M n. Witness corner
g. MC o. Witness point
h. PL

r- -,
'..1A
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ANSWERS TO TEST

32
C. Townt;tiqq-,
tt rec tion
t Eastwest
f. North-south
9, 3t
h. One
i. Northvast
1. St

a. b. d. 1. h,

a. East and west
b. Quar ter
t. 40
d. Principal metkiidn

Read it backwards
f. Smallest

10. a. 7
,

C

b. 5 9 4

c, 10 h. 2

d 1 1. 9

0. 8 f. 3

Evaluated to the satisfaction of the ins!ructor

14. Performanro skill =,; evaluated to the satisfaction ci thc.- instructor



CONTROL SURVEYS
UNIT XII

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to distinguish between types ofcon-
trol surveys and reference datums, complete statements concerning FGCC accuracy stand-
ards, global positioning systems, and celestial observations, and determine the direction of a
line by polar observation. Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly performing the pro-
cedures outlined in the assignment and job sheets and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to control surveys with the correct definitions.

2. State the purpose of control surveys.

3. List items provided by established horizontal and vertical reference monuments.

4. Distinguish between the types of control surveys.

5. Distinguish between the types of reference datums.

6. Complete statements concerning the FGCC accuracy standards used in cotrol
surveys.

7. Select true statements concerning global positioning systems.

8. Distinguish between the techniques used in making cl pier observations.

9. Complete statements concerning inertial surveying systems.

10. Complete statements concerning state plane coordinates.
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

11. Complete statements concerning celestial observations.

12. Calculate the azimuth of a line. (Assignment Sheet #1)

13. Demonstrate the ability to determine direction of a line by polar observation. (Job
Sheet #1)



CONTROL SURVEYS
UNIT XII

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Obtain additional materials and/or invite resource people to class to supplumentrein
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOTE: This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit.)

B Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit.

C. Pievide students with objective sheet.

Discuss unit and specific objectives.

F ,)vide students with information and assignment sheets.

Discuss information and assignment sheets.

(NOTE: Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed.)

Provide students with job sheet.

H Discuss and demonstrate the procedure outlined in the job sheet.

1. integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

invite a land surveyor to discuss with the class the fundamentals and properties of
stale plane coordinates.

2. Have students make solar observations to determine direc:tion of a line.

Have students write a research paper on "global positioning systems."

Obtain a copy of your stater; information on state plane coordinates.

5. Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction, and indicate to them possible areas for improvemont.

Give test.

i. Eva !trite test.

J. Reteach if necessary.

t.
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Lambert and Transverse Mercator Projections

2. TM 2 Celestial Sphere

D. Handout #1 State Mapping Grid Systems

E Assignment Sheet #1 Calculate the Azimuth of a Line

F. Answers to Assignment Sheet #1

G. Job Sheet #1 Determine Direction of a Line By Polar Observation

H. Test

I. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN WRITING THIS UNIT

A. Kavanagh, Barry F, and S. J. Glenn Bird. Surveying: Principles and Applications.
Reston, Virginia: Reston Publishing Co., Inc.. 1984.

B Brinker, Russell and P.R. Wolf. Elementary Surveying. 7th ed. New York: Harper & Row,
1984.

C. Davis, R.E., F.S. Foote, and J.H. Kelly. Surveying. 5th ed. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1966.

D. Kissam, Phillip. Surveying for Civil Engineers. New York: McGraw-Hill. 1976.

SUGGESTED SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

A. Kissam. Phillip. Surveying Practice. 3rd ed. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1978.

B. Hoag, John S. Fundamentals of Land Measurement, Chicago, IL: Chicago Title Insur-
ance Company, 1971.

`-
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CONTROL SURVEYS
UNIT XII

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Control fabric -- A network of relatively permanent points that have been
established with a higher level of accuracy and are used to reference vari-
ous smaller surveys performed

B. Datum Any level surface to which elevations are referred (tor example,
mean sea level)

C. Distortion The measurable amount something has for an actual shape
versus its ',rue shape

D. Frequency The number of complete oscillations of an electromagnetic
wave

Geodetic surveying Surveying areas of the earth which are large that
their curvature must be allowed for in ca) rlations

Magnetic declination -- The horizontal angle between the direction taken
by a compass needle and geographic north

G Satellite A data collection device or a reflecting station that is placed in
a specific orbit around the earth

H. efOIC1 -- A shape which is derived by mathematically revolving an
e), about the earth's polar axis

1. Triangulation A surveying technique that involves:

1. Precisely measuring a baseline as a starting side of a series of trian-
gles

Determining each angle of the triangle using a precise theodolite

3. Measuring a subsequent side of one of the triangles as a check for
all calculated distances performed

J. Trilateration Involves the solution of triangles by using only measured
side lengths rather than measuring angles

II. Purpose of control surveys To establish precise horizontal and vertical posi-
tions of reference monuments.
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INFORMATION SHEET

Items provided by established horizontal and vertical reference monuments

A. Basis for originating subordinate surveys

B. Method of orienting topographic or hydrographic mapping

C. Basis for determining property boundary delineation

D. Control for route and construction planning, design, and layout

1V. Types of control surveys

A. Horizontal control

1. Used to establish geodetic latitudes and longitudes of stations

2. Field procedures include:

a. Triangulation

b. Precise traversing

c. Trilateration

d. Inertial and satellite doppler systems

e. Astronomical observations

B. Vertical control

1. Used to establish elevations for a network of monuments called
bench marks

2. Field procedures include:

a. Barometric leveling

b. Trigonometric leveling

c. Differential leveling

d, Inertial and satellite doppler systems

V. Types of reference datums

A. Horizontal datums used in the United States

1. Use an initial point, Meades Ranch in Kansas, having known geo-
detic latitude and longitude.

2. Use a fixed azimuth from Meades Ranch to an intervisible point
"Waldo."
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3, Use a -.1.)heroid of Known dimensions referred to as the Clarke
Spheroid of th66.

a. This datum as a framework was adjusted in 1927 and is
referie,1 to as the North American Datum of 1927 (NAD27).

b. A readjustment ei NAD27 is being presently done referred to
as the North American Datum of 1983. utilizing a new spheroid
called the Geodetic Reference System 1980 (GRS80).

iNOTE: All horizontal observations used to establish more
than 2(50.000 stations in the United States. Canada. and Cen-
tral America will he simultaneously adjusted by the least
squares method.)

Ver heal datums for referencing bench marks

Are based on mean sea level

2. Datum used ill the L'iited Stales is the National Geodetic Vertical
Datum of 1929 4NGVD291.

3. NGVD29 was obtained tram a best fit of mean sea level observations
taken at 26 gaugirqi stations in the United States and Canada.

Since 1929, mow than 625,000 kin of additional control leveling have
been run.

5. A current adjustment of aP vertical datum bench marks is being per-
formed and should he completed in 1988 and will be referred to as
the North American Vortical Datum of 1988 (NAVD88).

VI. FGCC accuracy standards used in control, surveys

A. Federal geodetic coritcoi ciornrnittee (FGCC) has prepared a set of detailed
classifications. standards of accuracy. and specifications.

1, To provide a uniform set of standards specifying minimum accept-
able accuracies tar control surveys. and

2. To establish specifications for instruments, field procedures, and
mrsclosurc checks to eiii-Jure that the intended order of accuracy is
achieved

FGCC specified orc.kiit., c,Fl ar,cnaey igiven in descending accuracy) are

1. First ord

2. Second order

3. '1 bird (Adis(
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Horizontal control accuracy standards

Relative Accuracy Required Between
Order and Class Directly Connected Adjacent Points

First order

Second order
Class 1
Class Ii

Third order
Class 1
Class 11

1 part in 100.000

1 part in 50.000
1 part in 20.000

part in 10,000
1 part in 5.000

U. Vertical control accuracy standards

Order and Class

Relative Accuracy (Standard
Error) Required Between Directly

Connected Bench Marks

First order
Class 1
Class II

0.5 mm x R
0.7 mm x

Second order
Class 1 1.0 mrn x
Class 11 1.3 mm x ti K

Third order 2.0 mm x ti Re

where K is the distance between bench marks in kilometers.

(NOTE: Thus a total of 5 classifications are defined in the specifications for
both horizontal and vertical control surveis.)

VII. Global positioning systems

A. The U.S. Navy Navigation Satellite System encircling the globe is called the
transit system.

Five transit satellites are in polar orbit at an altitude of 1000 km.

2. System was originally designed for military guidance purposes. It
has now been adopted by civil authorities for positioning applica-
tions.

(NOTE: This system is rapidly changing with technical advances and
increasing numbers of satellites in orbit.)
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riesoilily being replaced with the "Naystar- iNavyation Satellite
I ;nom.; _ii)(1 Rang inc;) System.

a. Compri:3:7-d of 18 satellites

Placed at in altitude of 2.000 km.

t' `.4houltf be in full ope.ri.,:ion by 1987.

!.;i4iv!!Ite doppler Sylitems

1. are located OH the ground to measure the frequencies of
radio sign:4is transmitted from satellites operating in a polar orbit.
iyi,,..sire

FIGUF;17

;30tr:tdt.° OrbIT

Satellite
ime

1,1

r,t;,)

\ t
s'S I

/
\ r)

\ /1"1)
Ht4 fltpi! f.7 . ) \

1 /\ 1 /
N 7

-----, ..,...".^..........................*
...,,,..........

..ws,...."''''''

Ground Station Receiver

The satellitet; circle the ear tea every 105 minutes sending out a steady
f ri-!quency.

NO-1 E. A controlled frequency iL transmitted from the satellite as it
passe: above the observer's station. As the frequency decreases
from the satellite passing over. the position of the ground station can
be :::eilcAilated.)

3. Doppler syblems are presently being used to augment and
strengthen -lhe national geodetic network
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VIII. Techniques used in making doppler observations

A Point positioning A receiver at an Unkl10.011 POS t ion collects. data from a
satellite making several passes.

TranSIOCaii011 ReCt'iVilS wit ;1".0 ki! IOW Sliilf(MS simultaneously track
the satellite. Thc.% position c one reeelVef niust he known (viut.Je 2)

FIGURE 2
Field Translocation

%pi Point A-Contro-lnit
,:-.Ztb..411 (Known Position);

4)4.

.v...,,4400ramPlhaman,

.7\tr

17'5'4- Point t3- Remote Unit
(Unknown Position)

C. Short-arc Fundarnental!y the same as translocation. except COftVCAIOUIS
are made for mt.:: sateiiites paromettlis.

IX. Inertial surveying systems (ISS)

A Have revolutionized current c actice:;.

B. Are carried in heiicopters or land vt hiclt!t*,

C. Are oriented by ; txmnputer-cr.:.ntFoOeci prock-ss called gyrocompassing.
Gyros sense the cams rotatii.m ;:ni.} crit;int hi;:ing north-south
and east-west.
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D. Acceloometers otuee arc lequjrcki) Mt'abt.ltf! components of movement in
the eardir441 directiom ,. and in elevations is they are moved from point to
point. (Figure

FIG 'RE 3

Pendulum axis

Pendulum axis
(Mass = M)

Acceleration

AcivAntages rind (3f ori inertial system

1. Advantagys

a. Efniiprnent refined accuraL'es ore irnprovirIg.

h. of distance measurements,

(:)i Sight ar,e, not nee#.,,ssary.

J. Can 1prrait' (tat; cr s,t rain or shine.

2. Disativiintages

Ins Li; (..(ItS ru n.on

Sen :...(!;-hility can be difficult.

(Vomit( /11;11 rObIS eic6' hitir

d. Hightechnolouical training is neces5ary.

Will not pt.c.sentiv Ineet hq accuracy requirements for first
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X. State plane coordinates

A. Were established in 1933 by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.

B. Use a rectangular grid designed to fit the cured share e' the earth to a
plane surface with as little distortion as possible.

C. Are used for defining positions of geodet stations in teems of plane rec-
tangular (X and Y) coordinates.

D. All slates have established by law a state plane coordinile system in either
the Lambert projection or the transverse Mercator projection with one or
more zones. f Figure 4. Transparency 1. and Handout #1)

FIGURE 4

Lambert Projection

A

).

tit

-

I.

All

'7',,.

,-,

:r rts0 .7^:*-- %,.

Ilik

Transverse Mercator
Projection

Lambert and Mercator grid systein sf.ieki one true meridian tknown
as the central meridian).
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F. All north-south lines of the grids are drawn parallel to the central meridian.

(3. The Lambert projection grid assigns an X value at the central meridian (Y
axis) of 2,000,000 ft and a Y value at the X axis of "0" ft.

H. The Lambert projection was limited to 158 miles (approx.) in the north-south
direction to minimize distortion. (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

158 Miles
(Approx.)

Lines of latitude (parallels) and lines of longitude (meridi-
ans) on the Lambert projection grid.

1. The Mercator projection grid assigns an X value to the central meridian (V
axis) of 500.000 ft and a Y value to the X axis of "0" ft.

J. The transverse Mercator projection was limited to 158 miles (approx.) in the
east-west width to minimize distortion.

K. Coordinates are based on sea level.

(NOTE: If the local survey is tied into coordinate grid points and is not at
sea level, it is necessary to convert the geodetic lengths to ground level dis-
tances.)

Are used extensively for photogrammetric plotting and electronic survey
ing.

M. Scale error varies from zero up to about one part in 10,900.

N. Use of the state plane coordinate system depends on the availability of a
sufficient number of geodetic control monuments to per nit the determina-
tion of the grid position of points in the survey by plant- surveying.

(NOTE: Consult N.G.S. state codes to determine the exte -it to which coordi-
nates have been established. the form of designation ossignai to them.
and their legal connotation.)
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XI. Celestial observations {-rt;11)Siowill

Poiari5, commonly cillod the N(,;11;

1. Has bt'en used itlr con!utti- 'for navigation.

Ls used by suiA ;(..1!" direolon.5 on survey
control !incr..

15 til-Trul be%.-aliso ,ii:4',,iir21)t tit rotaiion Keeps the stars very
close to th+1 extuosiori of the extft; polar as through the north
polr.

Obt;PrVatiOrts of thp

1. Are usually more convenient than thotie t if othur stars because the
sun can be observed doling normal hours.

2. Due to the sire and speed al which the sun appears to m,:ve, direc-
tions that are basod on solar observath.-,ith acct generally less precise
than those taken on the Mats.

.11;11t?

I One (Joy Js rt'vrOziti(,n the (.7arth on Its axis.

2. Oile soiat 36U" thi revolution of angle K. tFigure 6)

iNO'rE- K i!) trio rewiallon that the earth makes. For
exaTnpie, the 9arth Fz3ao.7::; ;evolutions on its axis while com-
pleting its annuai orbit of the sun 'Tho sum of all partial revolutions
is eiltial to on 1hoTi, :kW 365.2427 solar days in a year.)

F1:An-1E f;

; 14111 ttq',
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Thi' Car th fTli.11-COS 366,2422 revolutions on its axis while completing
the iilirlL al solur orbit.

4 In 24 hours the earth revolves 360 degrees of longitudes and in 1 hour
the earth revolves through 15° of longitude.

-Thy ;elirtionship kirMween time and longitude is summarized 3S TOI-
'0V`;'::

24 hours - 360"
1 hour = 15°
1 minute .= 15'
1 second -= 15"

360° = 24 hours
1° = 4 minutes
1' = 4 seconds
1" = 0.067 seconds
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Lambert and Transverse Mercator
Projections

Characteristics Lambert Conformal Transverse Mercator

Parallels
Arcs of Concentric

Circles Nearly
Equally Spaced

Curves Concave
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Meridians
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Graphic
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Celestial Sphere

Celestial
Body

0
r4

McAllen

Parallactic
Angle

00

Celestial Pole

Path of Celestial Body
(Polaris)

Zenith Dior Angle

\1 1 ance (z)
i r
i /
I
l N rth Pole

/It\
I /

Earth

Squatot

OD Long.

Observer's
Station

Greenwich Hour Angle iGHA)

Loczt Hour An le lt-HA?

Celestial Equator

Z = Observer Zenith

t LHA or (380 ° -LHA)
wnicnevef is Smaller
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CONTROL SURVEYS
UNIT XII

HANDOUT #1 - STATE MAPPING GRID SYSTEMS

The mapping grid systems used in the United States vary from state to state, and in some
cases, from state zone to state zone. The following is a listing of the states, their zones, and
the grid system used per zone. it will be observed that there are two grid systems used in the
United States: the Lambert conformal projection, and the transverse Mercator projection.

State and lone Mapping Grid System

Alabama
eastern
western

transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection

Alaska
zone I
zones 2.9
zone 10

oblique transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection
Lambert conformal projection

Arizona
eastern
central
western

transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection

Arkansas
northern
southern

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection

California
zones 1.7 Lambert conformal projection

Colorado
northern
central
southern

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection

Connecticut Lambert conformal projection

Delaware transverse Mercator projection

Florida
eastern
western
northern

transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator p-ojection
Lambert conformal projection

Georgia
eastern
western

transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection

Hawaii
zones 1.5 transverse Mercator projection

Idaho
eastern
central
western

transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection

Illinois
eastern
western

transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection

Indiana
eastern
western

transverse Mercator projection
transverse mercator projection

Iowa
northern
southern

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection

State and Zone Mapping Grid System

Kansas
northern
southern

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection

Kentucky
northern
southern

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection

Louisiana
northern
southern

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection

Maine
eastern
western

transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection

Maryland Lambert conformal projection

Massachusetts
mainland
island

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection

Michigan
eastern
central
western

transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection

minnesota
northern
central
southern

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection

Mississippi
eastern
western

transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection

M1SSOur$
eastern
central
western

transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection

Montana
northern
central
southern

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection

Nebraska
northern
southern

Lambert rnntormnl projertinn
Lambert conformal projection

Nevada
testetn
central
western

transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection

New Hampshire transverse Mercator projection

NP 'w Jersey transverse Mercator projection
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State and Zone Mapping Grid system

New mexico
eastern
central
western

New York
Long Island
eastern
central
western

North Carolina

North Dakota
northern
southern

Ohio
northern
southern

Oklahoma
northern
southern

Oregon
northern
southern

Pennpylvanla
northern
southern

Rhode Island

South Carolina
northern Lambert contormal PrOfection
southern Lambert conformal projection

HANDOUT #1

transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection

Lambert conformal projection
transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection
transverse Mercator projection

Lambert conformal projection

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection

transverse Mercator projection

South Dakota
northern
southern

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conform& projection

1,- _

_.

State and Zane Mapping Grid System

Tennessee

Texas
norther n

I north-central
I central

south-central
southern

Utah
northern
central
souther n

Vermont

Virginia
northern
southern

Washington
northern
southern

west Virginia
northern
souther n

i
Wisconsin

northern
central
southern

Wyoming
i zones 14

Lambert conformal projection
1-1+

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection
lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection
amber t conformal projection

transverse Mercator projection

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection

Lambert conformal projection
Lambert conformal projection
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CONTROL SURVEYS
UNIT XII

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - CALCULATE THE AZIMUTH OF A LINE

Survey Data

Hover. Latitude 42°45'N. Longitude 73°56'W
30 July 1983. Temp. 80°F. Pressure 28.7 in Hg.

Point Sighted
_., ...._.... ........._.

Ridge

Watch Time
(P.M.) Vert. Angle

Horizon Angle
(Clockwise)

0°00000°

Sun (direct) 3'' 33''' 10, 49°44' 214°08'

Sun tdirect) 31' 34- 20. 49°32' 214°28'

Sun (plunged) 3' 35": 3('', 49°52' 215°19'

Sun (plunpeJ 3' 36-' 49'' 49°40' 215°37'

Ridge 0°0Y00"

Mean 3'' 34".' 59' 49°42.0' 214°53.0'

Solution:
Mean vertical angle
Irqiex correction
Correction for refraction

and parallax =-
Oaken from pp. 65 and 66

Eptlerneris)

1. Find true altitude:

Mean watch time (EST) =
Correction Oh G.C.T. to noon
Correction for E.D.T.

2. Find Greenwich Civil time of observation:

49°42.0'
00.0'

- 00.6'

34"1 59s
+ 12"
+ 4"

Declinatil)n O G.C.T. 31 July 19f -7. N 18°27.8'
(pg. 59. N&E Ephemeris)
Correction for 4.42'. earlier (0.61 x 442") + 02.7'

Find declination at the time ot observation:
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

Equation: Cos. Z =

sin of declination at time of observation
cos. latitude of Pt. (Rover) x cos of true altitude

minus

tan of the latitude of Pt. (Rover) x tan of the true altitude

4. Find Z (where Z is the horizontal angle measured from the sun's position to the point of
the line whose azimuth is desired) using the above equation.

Since the observation was made in the afternoon, angle Z is counterclockwise from
north, and the minus sign indicates an angle greater than 900; thus. the sun's azimuth
at the time of observation is: 360°00'00" - 114°55.4' = 245°04.6

Azimuth of the sun =
245004.6'

214°53.0'

5. Find the azimuth of line Rover - Ridge =

Horizontal ridge to sun =



CONTROL SURVEYS
UNIT XII

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

49'41 ."

2 19' 34 59' 19 58'

3. N 18°30.5'

Z -0.421387 or 114°55.4'

30'11.6'

rc
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CONTROL SURVEYS
UNIT XII

JOB SHEET #1 - DETERMINE DIRECT!ON OF A LINE
BY POLAR OBSERVATION

A. Tools and materials

1. Transit or theodolite

2. '"-ipod

3. Level rod

4. Field book and pencil

5. Flashlight and batteries

B. Procedure

1. Prepare note forms in advance.

2. Check to see that equipment is working properly and that a good supply of flash-
light batteries and spares are available.

3. Predetermine the necessary correction to the latitude to give the altitude of
Polaris.

4. After carefully setting u orecisely leveling the instrument (STA 100), approxi-
mately determine the d. of north and establish a target.

(NOTE: Figures in parentheses correspond to sample field notes in Figure 2.)

5. With the horizontal scales zeroed, sight at the reference station (STA 422).

6. Sight an object about 250 m (800 ft) away and focus carefully. This is the instru-
ment's infinite focus which must be set when sighting the star. Some surveyors
mark this point on the focus ring so that the Infinite focus can be reestablished
after dark when there may be no suitable long-range sight available.

(NOTE: Proper identification of the infinite focus position on the focusing ring is
emphasized because if the telescope is only slightly off focus, the star will not
even appear in the telescopic field of view and much time will be wasted.)

7. If the telescope has been properly directed toward north, and if the correct alti-
tude has been set on the vertical circle, and if the focus adjustment has been
properly set (infinite focus), Polaris should appear in the telescope at least 15
minutes prior to nightfall. It may be necessary to move the telescope through
slight horizontal and vertical arcs to find the star.
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JOB SHEET #1

8. At the instant the star has been carefully centered on the cross hairs. record the
time in the field notes. (Figure 2)

9. Transit (plunge) the telescope and with the upper motion free (lower motion still
clamped), relight the star. Record the second time. (Figure 2)

10. Sight the telescope back on the original reference station (422) and note the
angle. (It should be 180°00'1

11. Repeat this procedure if higher accuracies are required.

12. Use the average time for the bearing calculation for Polaris, and use the average
angle to determine the bearing of the line (10n-422). Record. (Figure 2)

(NOTE: When Polaris is to be observed during darkness, Polaris can be located
by using the two Big Dipper (Ursa Major) stars as pointers. See Figure t)

FIGURE 1

URSA Major
(Big Dipper)

Pointers
Polaris
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CONTROL SURVEYS
UNIT XII

NAME

TEST

Match the terms on the right with the coinet definitions.

a. The horizontal angle between the direction
taken by a compass needle and peographic
north

A data collection device or a reflecting sta-
tion that is placed in a specific orbit around
the earth

___c, Surveying areas of the eirth which are so
lame that their curvature must he allowed
for in cal( lations

_d. The number of complete oscillations of an
electromagnetic wave

_g.

Involves the solution of triangles by using
only measured side lengths rather than
measuring angles

A shape which is derived by mathematically
revolving an ellipse about the earth's polar
axis

The measurable amount something has for
an actual shape versus its true shape

h. A network of relatively permanent points
that have been established with a higher
level of accuracy and are used to reference
various smaller surveys performed

A surveying technique that involves: 1)pre-
cisely measuring a baseline as a starting
side of a series of triangles, 2) determining
each angle of the triangle using a precise
theodolite, 3) measuring a subsequent side
of one of the triangles as a check for all cal-
culated distances performed

Any level surface to which elevations are
referr/cf ifor ex;impic% mean liFN't level)

1. Control fabric

2. Datum

3, Distortion

4. Frequency

5 Geodetic surveying

6. Magnetic.. declination

7. Satellite

8, Spheroid

9. Tr sangutation

10. Trilaterat ion
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TEST

"/

S. List two items providt ,:-..toblished horizontal rand vertical reference monuments.

a.

b.

4. Pist nquish between the types 01 control surveys by placing an "H" for horizontal con -
trol 31.1C1 "V- for vertical control next to the* characteristics.

a. Field procedures include barometric leveling, trigonometric leveling, dif-
terentiot !eve lino. and inertial and satellite do' en systems

Used to establish ,geodetic latitudes and longitudes of stations

Field procedures include triangulation. precise traversing. tritateration.
inertial and satellite (toppler systems, and astronomical observations

Used to establish i:levations for a network of monuments called bench
rmrks

5. Distinguish between the types of reference datums by placing an "H" for horizontal
datums and a -V" for ,.tical datums next to their charactcristief,.

a At tiaSi!(/ n 4Wel

A cur b!--...mg performed and should be completed in 1088

k.),:,r as initial point 1V1;ttieF. Ranch in Kan,-i having known geodetic lati
!olio Orld IC.Mt;IltAU

U!:.=E; tilt1 Utd (7! known dirnen500w; referred tr.; as the Clarke Spheroid of
1866

sitOrt: lt,i.i!1625.000 km of additional control leveling have been
run



TEST

6. Complete the following .,-.4.,iterrv2int.; concert the standards: u:;;ed in
control surveys t.), correctly tilling in the 1.) funks.

a. Federal geodetic. control committee (V-GCC) has pii,parco ..-.;e1 or :ietailed classi-
fications, standards oi aMINICy,

1) To provide a uflittj171 set of Sliiiiiirifths 1>pCCI ff alp Mir 1111111121 aCceptabJe
accuracies of .. and

2) lb establish specifications for field procedures, and
misclosure checks to ensure that the intended order of accuracy is
achieved.

b The highest order of accuracy speeified by the FGCC is

c. Hori7ontal control accuracy standards

Order and Class
- _ _ -

First order

Relative Accuracy Required Between
Directly Connected Adjacent Points

1 part in

second order
Class I 1 p:Jrt !!) N.3.000
ClasF.. it part in 20.000

Third order
Clar),:, Yr

Clat..,5

1V;;:f sti 4.;14!.-

Order and Class

r Orde;
Ciiay, I

Second order
Clans
Class II

Relative Accuracy (Standard
Error) Required Between Directly

Connected Bench Marks

0 r..1.: X , V,

1 3 Mtil X , h.

Third order "1M g

where K is the dit;tancn erin r rI Mal it! in kill:

order.
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TEST

7. Select true statements concerning global posi: systcrns by placing an "X'' in the
appropriate blanks.

The U.S. Navy Navigation Satellite System encircling the globe is called
the transit system.

Three transit satellites are in polar orbit at an altitude of 1200 km.

The U.S. Navy Navigation Satellite System was originally designed for
positioning applications by civil authorities

The "Naystar" System is comprised of 18 satellites and should be in full
operation by 1987.

. Satellite dopplcr systems have receivers located on the ground to mea-
sure the frequencies of radio sioals transmitted from satellites operating
in a polar orbit.

Satellites circle the earth every 55 minutes sending out a steady transmit.
ting frequency.

Doppler systems are presenti., being used to augment and strengthen the
national geodetic network.

8. Distinguish between the techniques used in makiim floppier observations by placing a
"P" for point positioning, a "T" for tronslocalion. and an "S" for shorl-arc next to their
descriptions.

a. Receivers at two or more stations r;;!rr ullaneous iy track the satellite. The
position of one receiver must be known

A receiver at an unknown posit'on collects data from a satellite making
several passes.

Fundamentally the same as translocalion. except corrections are made
for the satellite's orbital parameters.

9. Complete the following statements concerning inertial surveying systems by correctly
fillinp in the blanks.

a. Have revolutionized current surveying practice,.

b. Are carried in or land vehicles.

c. Are oriented by a computer-controlled process called Gyros
sense the earth's rotation and orient Itionsulves facing north south and east-
west.

d. _ {three are required) me asuir components of movement in the
cardinal directions and m eicvation as they are moved from point to pain;.



TEST

e. An advantage of an inertial system is

A disadvantage of an inertial systern 0-3

0. Complete the following statements concerning state plane coordinates by circling the
correct words.

a. Were established in (1963, 1933) by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.

b. Use aian (rectangular, oval) grid designed to fit the curved shape of the earth to a
plane surface with as little distortion as possible.

C. (All, Most) states have established by law a state plane coordinate system in
either the Lambert projection or the transverse Mercator projection with one or
more zones.

d. Lambert and Mercator grid systems each select (several, one) true meridian(s).

e. All (east.west, north-south) l,;,es of the grids are drawn parallel to the central
meridian.

f. The Lambert projection was limited to (138, 158) miles (approx.) to minimize dis-
tortion.

The (Lambert, Mercator) projection grid assigns an -X" value to the central merid-
ian (Y axis) of 500000 ft and a value to the X axis of -0- ft

h. Coordinates are based on (the central meridian, sea

i. Scale error varies from zero up to about one part in (10.t.:00, 1.0J0).

11. Complete the following statements concerning .2c.iestial obsery :,y correctly mi
ing in the blanks.

a. Polaris, commonly called the Nor,'

1) Has been used for centures ..)v .

2) Is used by surveyors to establish astrononiK; thrections on survey

3) Is useful because its apparent path of rotation ki:Tspe the stars very close
to the extension of the earth's polar axis through the

S 419
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TEST

b. Observations of the sun

1) Are usually more convenient than those of other stars because the sun
can be observed during

2) Due to the and at which the sun appears
to move, directions that are based on solar observations are generally
less precise than those taken on the stars.

Time

1) One day is a complete revolution of the earth on its .

2) One solar day is 360° plus the partial revolutior of

3) The earth makes 366.2422 :.evolutions on its axis while completing the
annual

4) in hours the earth revolves 360° of longitude and in 1
hour the earth revolves through 15° of longitude.

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

12. Ci,..Arlate the azimuth of a line. (Assignment Sheet #1)

13. Demonstrate the ability to determine direction of a line by polar observation. (Job Sheet
#1)



CONTROL SURVEYS
UNIT XII

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 6 e. 10 i. 9
b. 7 f. 8 j. 2
c. 5 9. 3
d. 4 h. 1

2. To establish precise horizontal and vertical positions of reference monuments.

3. Any two of the following:
a. Basis for originating subordinate surveys
b. Method of orienting topographic or hydrographic mapping
c. Basis for determining property boundary delineation
d. Control for route and construction planning, design, and layout

4. a. V
b. H
c. H
d. V

5. a. V
b. V
c. H
d. H
e. V

6. a. 1) Control surveys
2) Instruments

b. First
c. First order 1 part in 100,001

Third order (Class I) 1 part in 10,000
d. Third order 2.0 mm K

7. a,d,e,g

8. a.
b. P
c. S

9. a. Contrc.
b. Helicopters
c. Cirocompassing
d. Acceleration
e. Any one of the following:

1) Equ.rment is refined and accuracies are improving.
2) Do not require direct angle or distance measurements.
3) Clear lines of sight are not necessary.
4) Can operate day or night, rain or shine.

E;
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ANSWERS TO TEST

f. Any one of the following:
1) Initial costs are high.
2) Serviceability can be difficult.
3) Operational costs are high.
4) High technological training is necessary.
5) Will not presently meet high accuracy requirements for first order work.

10, a. 1933
b. Rectangular
c. All
d. One
e. North-south
f. 158
g. Mercator
h. Sea level
i. 10,000

11. a. 1) Navigation
2) Control lines
3) North Pole

b. 1) Normal working hours
2) Size, spend

c. 1) Axis
2) Angle K
3) Solar orbit
4) 24

12, Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

13. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor



ELECTRO-OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS
AND COMPUTER INTEGRATION

UNIT XII1

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to dgscrlbe the major classifications
of E.O.M. instruments, discuss the principles of E.D.M. measurements, list various types of
hardware and software that are available for engineering design systems, and make ace:urate
E.D.M. measurements. Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly performing the proce-
dure outlined in the job sheet and by scoring 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of thib unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to electro-optical instruments and computer integration with
the crdrrect definitions.

2. Complete statements concerning early electronic surveying instruments.

3. Distinguish between the major classifications of E.D.M. instruments.

4. Complete statements concerning the principles of E.O.M. measurement.

5. List environmental conditions that affect E.D.M. wavelengths.

6. Complete statements concerning the types of E.D.M.s.

7. Complete statements concerning the use of laser energy for leveling and align-
ment.

8. Complete statements concerning dsta collection.

9. List types of computer hardware that make up a complete system.

10. List various types of software piograms that are available for engineering design
systems.

11. Demonstrate the ability to make E.D.M. measurements. (Job Sheet *I)

56C
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ELECTRO-OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS
AND COMPUTER INTEGRATION

UNIT XIII

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Obtain additional materials and/or invite resource people to class to supplement/rein-
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOTE: This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit.)

B. Make transparencies Lam the transparency masters included with this unit.

C. Provide students with objective sheet.

r.). Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Provide students with information sheet.

F Discuss information sheet.

(NOTE: Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed.)

G. Provide students with job sheet.

H. Discuss and demonstrate the procedure outlined in the job sheet.

t. Integrate the follomng activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

1. Have the students research various types of E.D.M. manufacturers listing pros and
cons for each.

2. Arrange for a field representative to demonstrate modern E.D.M. equipment and
its usage.

3. Have the students familiarize themselves with their own hand-held calculators by
reviewing their manuals and all its functions.

4. Visit a local firm that is currently using a computer design system, preferably with
electronic surveying instruments and data collection.

5. Have the students obtain manufacturers' information on modern electro-optical
instruments and computers from local distributors.

6. Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction, and indicate to them possible areas for improvement.

J. Give test.

K. Evaluate test.

L Reteach if necessary.

r,
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Electromagnetic Spectrum

2. TM 2 Computer Hardware Office Computer Setup

3. TM 3 Computer Hardware Peripheral Output Devices

D. Job Sheet #1 Make E.D.M. Measurements

E. Test

F. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN WRITING THIS UNIT

A. Kavanagh, Barry E. and S. J. Glenn Bird. Surveying: Principles and Applications.
Reston. Virginia: Reston Publishing Co., Inc.. 1964,

B. Brinker, Russell and P.R. Wolf. Elementary Surveying 7th ed. New York: Harper & Row,
1984.

SUGGESTFD SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS

A. Davis, RE., F.S. Foote, and J.H. Kelly. Sun/eying, 5th ed. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1978.

B. Kissam, Phillip, Surveying for Civil Engineers. New York: McGraw-Hill. 1978.

C Anderson, James and Edward Mikhail. Introduction to Surveying. New York: McGraw-
Hill.
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INFORMATION SHEET

2. Second type of E.D.M. called the tellurometer was introduced in 1957
by Dr. T.L Wadley.

a. Transmitted invisible microwaves.

b. Was capable of measurement up to 50 miles or more day or
night.

3. Advantages and disadvantages of early E.D.M.s

a. Advantages

1) Were noted for their high precision

2) Had excellent long-range capabilities

b. Disadvantages

1) Quite bulky

2) Very cumbersome to use

B. Digital theodolites

1. First introduced in the late 1960's

2. Set the stage for electronic data collection

3. The fundamental difference between an electronic theodolite and a
standard theodolite is

a. Electronic instruments can resolve angles without interpola-
tion.

b. Electronic instruments are displayed in digital form using
(LED's) light-emitting diodes or (LCD's) liquid-crystal diodes
rather than 4 oticai-mechanical methods.

(NOTE LCD's require less power but require illumination for
making night readings.)

III. Classifications of ED.M. Instruments

A. Electrooptical instruments Transmit modulated laser or infrared light
having wavelengths within or slightly beyond the visible region of the spec-
trum. (Transparency 1)

B. Microwave equipment Transmit microwaves with frequencies in the
range of 3 to 35 GHz corresponding to wavelengths of about 1.0 to 8.6 mm.

C. Classification by operational range

1. Short range equipment Are classified as having measuring capa-
bilities of up to 5 km. Normally are considered to be electro-optical
equipment.

f- ,R.
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INFORMATION SHEET

Medium range equipment Have measurement capabilities of up to
100 km. Some may be electro-optical but most are microwati z type.

3. Long range equipment Are instruments used to measure dis-
tances over 100 km. M 1st operate on long radio waves but some
emplcy microwaves.

IV. Principles of E.D.M. measurement

A. E.D.M.s measure distances by comparing a line of unknown length to the
known wavelength of modulated electromagnetic energy.

I. Electromagnet talergy propogetes through the atmosphere in
accordance with the following equation: V =

Where. V is the velocity of electromagnetic energy
f is the modulated frequency in hertz
X is the wavelength in meters

2. Electromagnetic energy travels along an x axis with a velocity of
299,792.5 kmisec in vacuum. The frequency of wave is the time taken
to complete one wavelength. (Figure 1)

FIGURE 1

Lightwave

Direction of
Travel
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INFORMA11ON SHEET

B. AT,tual measurc.,,inents are mode sending out a modulated electromag-
netic wavelength and being rutlectod WilVet; 01 retransmitted iiniero-
waves) back to the E.D.M. iF19.:te 2?

FIGURE 2

2

E.D.M.
at Station Point Reflector at Target

Double dis!ance (2L, euu..,l to whole number of wavelengths in,9
plus the partial wavelenuV: o,,) occurring at the E.D.M.

2. The partial wavelength (c,) is deter rnirvit in the: instrument by noting
the phase delay required to precisely match up the transmitted and
reflected or retransmitted waves.

Environmental conditions that affect EDIVI wavelengths

A. Temperature

B. Pressure

C. Water vapor content

D. Atmospheric dust

(NOTE: The refractive index for standard air conditions (O C. 760mm fig_ and 0.03
CO) for the group velocity of light Naves is given by the Barrel and Sears formula:

4 8864 0.068. )
N. : 1 + (287.604 +

I

Where: A is the wavelength of the carrier lighiwave being used in microm-
eters Co



INFORMATION SHEET

Sorry typical valuti,s for .\ are given:

Carr ter X (p rn)

Mercury vapor i 0.5500
Incandescent i 0.5650

Red la9er 0.6328
Infrared 0.8600 to 0.9300

(NOTE: Normally an atmospheric correction graph is used to determine the
parts per million ip.p rn,1 of correction to adjust the instrument. See Figure
3.)

FIGURE 3

ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION
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INFORMATION SHEET

VI. Types at E.D.M.s

A E.D.M.s are designed for tribrach mount. instrument mount, or built into the
theodolite. (Figure 4)

FIGURE 4

Tribrach Mount Instrument Mount

B. Essentially, there are two types of E.D. N

Total Station

1. Measures slope distance only if the instrument is mounted on a
theodolite, a vertical angle can be recorded and a horizontal distance
computed externally.

2. Measures andtor calculates all types of distances ar.d angles
known as the total station.

a. Can measure horizontal ;iistance. vortica, distance. and slope
distance.

b. Can measure horizontal and vertical angles

c. Can also measure information such as station coordinates.
Stake Out distances can be quickly calculated internally.

d. Data can be temporarily stored and men electronically trans-
ferred to an interface computer at the office.



INFORMATION SHEET

VII, Use of laser energy for leveling and alignment

A. Laser devices were firs: generated around 1960.

B. The beam from a laser is intense, more sharply defined than ordinary light.
and can be maintained over long distances.

(CAUTION: Great care must be used when working with lasers because the
light at close range can destroy human tlsrue through burning, especially
eyes.)

G. A laser can be attached to a level and the spot it creates can then be used
for determining the rod reading. (Figure 5)

FIGURE 5

Laser on a Level

D. Laser alignment and leveling devices are now used in most forms of con-
struction work.

Examples: Sewer pipe installation, site grading applications. trenching
methods

E. Lasers are normally used In two modes.

1. Fixed-direction and slope mode

2. Revolving-horizontal pattern mode
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INFORMATION SHEET

IX. Types ct comdkiter hardware

A ;4,1up 'Transparency 2)

Pr 111111 terminal linc:titiinc-4 single or dual disc drives for soft-
Prour;?!ris and storage)

Monitor (sewt.11)

,4. Mont: thiald

9. R;iphoh.31 output devices i rctnsparency 3)

ptMi.t:n

vIrclt*.r

t plotter

Drum

X. Types of software proryr9ms

Btit-inesF;

prOCe,:;sirig

ficanc.ing

(nanaqemr,mt

Enc:iner,ring otr!ratoris

1. Structurat engineerin

Siinliiry and storm collection

Earthwork and quantities

Hydrology and drainage engineering

COOrtlfilate geometry (traversing. triangulation, resection, etc.)

1`407 f er:,!epatibility of software to the present computer system
belno used is of utmost importance when purchasing software pro-
qrorti:..)

to.
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Electromagnetic Spectrum
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kHz = 106 Hertz

MHz = 106 Hertz
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Normal Range for Modulation Frequencies
for infrared and Laser Instruments (i.e. 7.5 to
75 MHz)
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Computer Hardware
Office Computer Setup

Monitor
(CRT display)

.}1131111911111.11 MINIUM*mills l\lllir
II Seib it

Terminal and
Keyboard

Graphics Tablet
and Menu Board
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Computer Hardware
Peripheral Output Devices

Printer

Drum Plotter

Flat Bed Plotter



ELECTRO.OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS
AND COMPUTER INTEGRATION

UNIT XIII

JOB SHEET #1 - MAKE E.R.A. MEASUREMENTS

A. Tools and materials

1. E.O.M. equipment (tripod-instrument, prisms or reflector. etc.)

2. Field book or data collector

8. Procedure

1. Set up

a For tribrachmounted EDMs After the tribrach has been set over the
point (by means of optical plummet) and leveled, insert EDM into the tri-
brach (forced centering).

b. For telescope or theodolite yoke-mounted EDMs Attach EDM to the the-
odolite after the theodolite has been set over the point and leveled.

c. Set up the prism either by inserting it into an already set up tribrach
(forced centering), or by using a prism pole.

d. turn EDM on, and make a quick check to ensure that the EDM is in work-
ing condition (battery, display, etc.)

(CAUTION: Do not look directly in'.o the EDM signal light at close range.
Although the light sent out of the instrument is out of the visible spectrum,
it can cause damage to the eyes.)

2. Aim

a. Aim the EDM at the prism by utilizing either built-in sighting devices on the
EDM or the theodolite telescope.

(NOTE: Telescope or yoke-mounted EDMs will have the optical line of sight
a bit lower than the electronic signal; however, if the theodolite telescope
is clamped when positioned on the prism, the electronic fine adjusting can
be easily accomplished using either the theodolite tangent screws or the
EDM tangent screws. Vertical movement on yoke-mounted EDMs must be
accomplished using the EDM vertical fine adjustment screw.)

b. Set the electronic signal precisely on the prism by adjusting vertical and
horizontal fine adjustment screws until a maximum intensity return signal
is displayed on a signal scale. Some EDMs also have an audible prism
locator whose variabletone indicator helps to properly align the electronic
signal to the prism. Some EDMs have a signal attentuator that must be
used to adjust the strength of the signs: to the distance being measured
and the atmospheric conditions encountered.

(NOTE: Newer EDMs have automatic attenuation.)

5S`'
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JOB SHEET #1

3. Measure the distance

a. Press the "measure" button and wait a few seconds for the result to
appear in the display. The displays are either liquid crystal (LCD) or light-
emitting diodes (LED). The measurement is shown to two decimals of a
foot, or three decimals of a meter; a foothneter switch is used to switch
from one system to the other.

b. Some EDMs have a tracking mode that continuously updates and displays
the distances as the prism is moved closer to Its final layout position. Usu-
ally, the tracking mode display is shown to one decimal less than the nor-
mal measurement display. The more precise measurement mode can be
used when the tracked prism is very close to its final layout position.

c. All microwave EDMs provide two-way communication on the measuring
wave itself; some electro-optical EDMs (e.g. Geodimetei) provide one-way
communication from the EDM; obviously, voice communications are a
great help when long distances are being measured or when points are
being laid out. Two-way field radios are also used for these purposes. Fig-
ure 1 shows a remote EDM display device that is particularly useful in lay-
out surveys and In high-noise data gathering surveys.

FIGURE 1

r-,
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JOB SHEET 01

d. Some EDM instruments have the internal capability of providing corec-
tions to measured distances, whereas ether EDMs (older versions usually)
require manual corrections to the displayed measurement. Modern EDMs
automatically correct for curvature and refraction (c & r) and Instrument/
prism constants, and can internally correct for atmospheric factors when
temperature and pressure an, entered. Instrument/prism constants other
than that for which the EDM has been calihrated can be e.,,Zered, and verti-
cal angles can be entered to reduce the slope distance 4(, its horizontal
equivalent. Sea level and scale factors can be similarly treated.

4. Record

a. Record the displayed data conventionally in field notes or manually enter
in an electronic data collector.

b. Total station instruments have the capability of automatically recording all
the data collected by the electronic tacheometer.

c. For older EDMs, in addition to the displayed distance, all other correction-
related data (e.g.. temperature, .sm constants) must be booked fer each
measurement.



ELECTRO-OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS AND
COMPUTER INTEGRATION

UNIT XIII

NAMI-

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with the correct riefinek,ris

a. A device that generates electromagnetic: 1 E D M instriimcots
radiation in the ultraviolet, visible, or infra-
red regions of the spectrum 2. Frewieric:y

The number of complete oscillations titer .3. Introit :0
second of an electromagnetic wave

aner
The sending unit or actual E.D.M. unit that
produces the signal or beam used to deter- 5. MICTOWZAV0

mine the measurement of a distance
6. Prtc,-.,:nf, ri,f1vctiow.

d. Function by sending a light wave or micto-
wave along a path to be measured either by
measuring the time involved in traversing
the distance or by measuring the wave- 8 Velocity
lengths being sent

e. A very short electromagnetic wave that
between 1 centimeter and 100 centimeters
in wave length

,f. The speed or time in which a beam of light
will travel a determined distance

A light beam that Is outside the visible spec-
trum of light due to its long wave length

Specially-shaped surfaces used to reflect
transmitted signals back to the sending unit

2, Complete the following statements concerning early electronic surveying instruments
by circling the correct words.

a. The earliest type of E.D.M. is referred to as a (geodimeter, teilurompter

b. The tellurameter transmitted (visible light, invisible microwaves).

c. The early E.D.M.s were noted for their high (precision, inaccuracies.).

d. (Standard, Electronic) theodolit's are displayed in digital form,

5c
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T EST

Distinguish hetween the major classifications of E.D.M. instruments by placing uf3 "X"
next to the description of electro-optical instruments.

'Transmit microwaves with frequencies in the range of 3 to 35 GHz corres-
ponding wavelengths of about 1.0 to 8.6 mm.

Transmit modulated laser or infrared light having wavelengths within or
slightly beyond the visible region of the spectrum.

Complete the following statements conrcining the principles of E.D.M. measurement
by cirding the correct words.

E.D.M.s measure distancos by comparing a line of unknown length to the -.own
wavelength of modula,Icl (radiant. electromagne*!".) energy.

this energy propogates through the atmosphere in accordance with the follow-
ing equation: tV = fx, V ,f)

Where; V --- is the velocity
t - is the modulated frequency in hertz

is the wavelength in meters

5 Li1t two environmental conditions that affect E.D.M. wavelengths.

b.

Complute the tollowing statements concerning the types of E.DMs by correctly filling
!ti it,') blanks.

E.D M.s are designed for tribrach mount, ._ mount, or built into the
theodolite

One basic type of E.D.M measures slope distances only, and the other basic type
E.D.M.of measures and /or calculates all types of distances and angles. This sec-

ond type is known as a

Select the following true statements concerning the use of :aser energy for leveling and
alignment by piacing an -X" next to the t: datements.

a Laser devices were first generated around 1935.

b. The beam from a laser is intense and more sharply defined than ordinary
light, but it can only be maintained over short distances.

e. A laser can be attached to a level and the spot it creates can then be used
for determining the rod readig.

Laser alignment and leveling devices are now used in most forms of con-

struction work.

t . ,



TEST

8. Complete the following statements concerning data collection by correctly filling in the
blanks.

a. Data collection comprises an electronic , boo

b. Stores field data into a compact (hand -Held) unit that in turn is inte-;aced to

c. Modern data collectors can reduce values calculated and can accurately store
several types of information. List three types below.

1)

2)

3)

d. Data collection recordings can be transported directly to a printer and plotter in
the office or can be transmitted by lines to a computer terminal.

e. Information can be stored in a nand-held collector by means of

f Information can be transmitted to the computer by means of

List computer hardware components of the office computer setup and peripheral out-
put devices that make up a complete system.

a. Office computer setup

1)

2)

b. Peripheral output devices

1)

2)

10. List types of software programs for business operations am: engineering operations
that are available for engineering design systems.

a. Business operations

1)

2)

5 %.)
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TEST

EnginC ; , f

1)

3)

(NOTE: If the following activity Iv,z not bt....r; ok.:cc)mploshed pnor to tree test, ask your Instruc-
tor when it should he rompli,lk'd

11. Demonstrate the ET P M 7!.1,.3clgt,thents. (Job Sheet #1)

v



ELECTRO-OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS AND
COMPUTER INTEGRATION

UNIT XIII

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 4 e. 5
b. 2 f. 8
C. 7 g. 3
d. 1 h. 6

2. a. Geodimeter
b. Invisible microwaves
c. Precision
d. Electronic

3. b

4. a. Electromagnetic
b. V = fit

5. Any two of the following:
a. Temperature
b. Pressure
c. Water vapor content
d. Atmospheric dust

6. a. instrument
b_ Total station

7. c, ti

8. a_ Field
b. An in-office computer
c. Any three of the following:

1) Actual time of survey
2) Project or job numbers
3) emperature, barometric pressure
4) dacksights and foresights
5) Coordinates
6) Ground elevaticns

Telephone
e. Either one of the following:

1) Storage registers within the unit
2) Magnetic tapes (cassettes)

f. Any one of the following:
1) Manual Input (keying in data)
2) Direct input (interface cord)
3) Trans9ilting through telephone lines
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ANSWERS TO TEST

9 a. Any two of the following:
1) Processing unit terminal (including single or dual disk drives)
2) Keyboard
3) Monitor (screen)
4) Menu board

b. Any two of the following:
1) Line printer
2) Laser printer
3) Flat bed plotter
4) Drum plotter

10. a. Any two of th- following:
1) Word processing
2) Business financing
3) Business management

b. Any three of the following:
1) Structural engineering
2) Sanitary and storm collection
3) Earthwork and quantities
4) Hydrology and drainage engineering
5) Land surveying
6) Coordinate geometry (traversing, triangulation, resection, etc.)

11. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor.

p.
.
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